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1 s-Server Integrations

s-Server lets you read data from a variety of sources. These include Kafka clusters, log files,
sensors, network feeds, AMQP messages, Amazon Kinesis streams, HTTP, WebSockets,
and databases. 

You can write data to a variety of destinations. These include Kafka topics, the file system,
network feeds, AMQP messages, Amazon Kinesis streams, Snowflake warehouses,
MongoDB categories, HTTP, WebSockets, Teradata listeners, and databases. 

Data can be read and written in CSV, XML, Avro, JSON, and BSON formats, and read using
Google Protobuf, Regex and W3C formats.

Sources

Kafka cluster Log file tail UDP
Network
Socket

TCP Network
Socket

IBM DB2

AMQP HTTP WebSock
ets

Amazon
Kinesis

Teradata Listener
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2 Full List of Plugins and Agents

Adapters, UDFs, and UDXes all plug in to s-Server. Agents use JDBC to communicate with
s-Server, often from a different location. 

SQLstream JDBC Driver 

Adapters for Reading Data into s-Server

SQL/MED Adapter Reader for JDBC, File System, Sockets, AMQP, IBM MQ, Kafka, MQTT,

Amazon Kinesis,  Teradata listener, HTTP, WebSockets

Parsers for Input

CSV, XML, JSON, Google ProtoBuf, Key Pair Values, Apache Avro

Adapters for Writing Data Out of s-Server

SQL/MED Adapter Writer for JDBC, File System, Sockets, AMQP, Kafka, MQTT, HTTP,
WebSockets, Kinesis, Snowflake, MongoDB, Mail Servers

Formatters for Output

CSV, XML, JSON, BSON, Avro

Agents for Reading Data into s-Server

File System, Sockets, AMQP, IBM MQ, Kafka, Amazon Kinesis, Teradata Listener, HTTP,
WebSockets, WebAgent

Agents for Writing Data Out of s-Server

File System, Sockets, AMQP, Kafka, HTTP, Web Sockets, Amazon Kinesis, IBM MQ, Teradata

Listener, Snowflake, MongoDB, Mail Servers, Hadoop, WebAgent

User Defined Transformations and Functions

Apache SystemML, DataRobot, Parser UDX, Group Rank UDX, Table Lookup UDX, XML
Parse UDX, URI Parse UDX, AesEncryptDecrypt UDX, GeoIPFunctions UDX,
GoogleGeoCode UDF, Kalman Filter UDX

SQLstream Software Development Kit (SDK)

3 SQLstream JDBC Driver

The SQLstream JDBC driver lets other applications get data in and out of s-Server. Such
applications can be located anywhere that can reach s-Server via JDBC.

This topic contains information on the following:

· Overview of the s-Server JDBC Driver
o Sending Messages
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o INSERT
o INSERTEXPEDITED
o Receiving Messages
o CLOSERESULTSET
o Examples of Using the JDBC Driver

· Using Rowtime Bounds with the JDBC Driver
o Extensions to JDBC API
o StreamingStatement

· StreamingPreparedStatement

· JDBC Compatability

· The JDBC Driver and DayLight Savings Time

· JDBC Driver and Perl

· Failure Scenarios for the JDBC Driver

Overview of the s-Server JDBC Driver

JDBC stands for Java DataBase Connectivity, a standard Java API for connecting to relational
databases and other data sources that can produce relational data. JDBC works on both
Linux and Windows, and is supplied either as part of the distributed Guavus s-Server product
or as part of the ClientTools download from the SQLstream website (via SQLstream-6.0.0-
clienttools-linux.run or SQLstream-client-tools-6.0.0-windows.exe). 

The following diagram shows how the JDBC driver can fit into various application scenarios:

Application A uses JDBC to communicate with Guavus s-Server.

Application B uses the log4j driver, such that every log4j message generated by application B
is automatically converted into a bind + execute of a prepared INSERT statement of the JDBC
driver. The log4j driver's needs are fully met by the JDBC driver: it does not need to
communicate with the Guavus s-Server directly.

Application C uses the JMS driver, implemented partly in terms of the JDBC driver, and partly
using driver extensions.

You can download the JDBC API as a Javadoc here.
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You can use SSL with the JDBC driver. For more information, see the topic Using SSL in the
Guavus s-Server Administrator Guide.

Connect string

The connect string for the JDBC driver has the following format:

  jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://host[:port];[ attribute = value ];...

The syntax conforms to the Microsoft OLE DB spec. See http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms713643.aspx for more details.

The "authority" portion of the URI, //host[:port], refers to the Guavus s-Server:

host Address of the Guavus s-Server.
Valid hosts include a local name ("marmolite"), a fully-qualified name ("jhydro.dyndins.org"), or an IP
address ("64.85.61.21").
The default value is your local hostname as returned by the hostname command on Linux.

port Port of the Guavus s-Server.
The JDBC driver uses SDP for all communications; port will be the port on which the SDP server is
listening.
The default value is 5570.

JDBC Driver Attributes

The following attributes are allowed:

Attribute Value

user s-Server or DB Username

password s-Server or DB Password

sessionName Name of session, e.g., "sqllineClient:user@host.domain.com"

clientUserName OS login name, e.g., "fjfarrago"

clientUserFullName Full name, e.g., "Franklin J. Farrago"

clientProgramName Name of program making the connection, e.g., "Accounts Payable"

clientProcessId Process ID of program making the connection, e.g., "12345"

autoCommit true or false (all other values are invalid, and will generate an exception). 

Here is a connect string that uses the default host and port but supplies all the above sample
attributes:

jdbc:sqlstream:sdp:;user=someudoesn't mattermser;password=somepass; \

   sessionName=sqllineClient:user@host.domain.com;clientUserName=fjfarrago; \

   clientUserFullName="Franklin J. Farrago"; \

   clientProgramName='Accounts Payable'; \

   clientProcessId=12345; \

   autoCommit=false

The example illustrates the use of several valid quoting styles, even though none of these
sample attribute values require any quoting.

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms713643.aspx
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms713643.aspx
http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms713643.aspx
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If the application uses java.sql.Driver#connect(String, Properties) or
java.sql.DriverManager#getConnection(String, Properties), then any connection attribute can instead
be supplied as an entry in a java.util.Properties object. An attribute on the URI takes precedence
over the same-named attribute in the Properties object.

A more typical example would be to supply the optional host and port in the connect string,
jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://marmolite:1234, and then to supply the username and password credentials
plus any other connection attributes in the Properties object.

autoCommit and s-Server

The JDBC specification provides a connection attribute autoCommit. It is accessed via the
java.sql.Connection methods void setAutoCommit(boolean) and boolean getAutoCommit(). In
SQLstream, the meaning of the "commit" SQL command differs from an RDBMS context: its
meaning is nearer to "flush and commit."

We recommend keeping autoCommit set to false, its default setting. Suppose a Guavus s-
Server connection prepares an INSERT command and executes it several times. Each
execution inserts a record into the stream.

· If autoCommit is false, the execute will not necessarily cause a round trip. In practice, it
is likely to make a round trip only when the client-side buffer is full. Since the client
side buffer is 32k bytes, the buffer may be full only after many tens or hundreds of
rows. When the JDBC driver ultimately sends the rows, the operation is again
irrevocable. (This is different than usual DBMS semantics, which permits a "rollback"
operation. In SQLstream, rollback has no effect.) By default, autoCommit is set to false
for the SQLstream JDBC driver.

· If autoCommit is true, each execute causes the JDBC driver to send a buffer containing
a single row to the server and to insert the record irrevocably into the stream.

Note: In past versions of s-Server, autoCommit was set to true by default, in keeping with the
standard JDBC API. But in a streaming context, setting autoCommit to true significantly
lowers performance, as it lowers the throughput of INSERT to streams.

If your application needs good network throughput, we strongly recommend that you keep
autoCommit set to false. Having said that, with autoCommit set to false, records will sit in the
client buffer until one of the following happens:

· an INSERT fills up the buffer.

· the statement is closed.

· the client explicitly calls Statement.commit.

If the connection is not creating rows regularly, this may cause rows not to be sent in a timely
manner. You can solve this problem by periodically calling Statement.commit. (If the buffer is
empty, commit is a no op.)

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/jdbc/index.html
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Note: client tools like sqllineClient and sqllineRemote continue to set autoCommit to true. This
is because in a command line context, you generally want to commit immediately after
executing a SQL statement.

Autocommit and flush()

With Autocommit set to true, the JDBC driver will flush after each row. This is slightly faster
as the driver does not need to check for transactions. Best practice is to flush only when
needed.

Sending Messages

Insert

To insert a single record into a stream, the application creates a statement and executes it
directly:

 java.sql.Statement stmt = connection.createStatement();

  stmt.execute(

     "INSERT INTO Logger(timestamp, level, message) " +

     "VALUES ('2004-09-26 22:59:00', 'FINE', 'Login by jhyde')");

A prepared statement is a more efficient way to insert multiple records:

 java.sql.PreparedStatement pstmt = connection.prepareStatement(

     "INSERT INTO Logger(timestamp, level, message) " +

     "VALUES (?, ?, ?)");

 pstmt.setTimestamp(1, new java.sql.Timestamp());

 pstmt.setString(2, "FINE");

 pstmt.setString(3, "Login by jhyde");

 pstmt.executeUpdate();

 pstmt.setTimestamp(1, new java.sql.Timestamp());

 pstmt.setString(2, "FINER");

 pstmt.setString(3, "Session initialized successfully");

 pstmt.executeUpdate();

By default, the JDBC API uses the Blocking model. If it would cause a problem for the
application to block while trying to insert each record, the application can use the Timeout
model. The following code is basically the same, but times out if the insert does not complete
within 5 seconds. A statement which has thrown a TimeoutException is still valid; after
catching the exception the application can retry the insert.

java.sql.PreparedStatement pstmt = connection.prepareStatement(

     "INSERT INTO Logger(timestamp, level, message) " +

     "VALUES (?, ?, ?)");

 pstmt.setQueryTimeout(5);

 pstmt.setTimestamp(1, new java.sql.Timestamp());

 pstmt.setString(2, "FINE");

 pstmt.setString(3, "Login by jhyde");

 while (true) {

     try {

        pstmt.executeUpdate();

        break;

     } catch (com.sqlstream.jdbc.TimeoutException e) {
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        System.out.println("Unable to insert for 5 seconds.");

     }

 }

 pstmt.setTimestamp(1, new java.sql.Timestamp());

 pstmt.setString(2, "FINER");

 pstmt.setString(3, "Session initialized successfully");

 while (true) {

     try {

        pstmt.executeUpdate();

        break;

     } catch (com.sqlstream.jdbc.TimeoutException e) {

        System.out.println("Unable to insert for 5 seconds.");

     }

 }

A real application would likely package into a separate method the while loop that retries the
insert until successful. Moreover, rather than retrying immediately, the application might
perform some other work before the next retry.

Note: Once done with a Statement or PreparedStatement, you should perform the following
code:

 try {

     pstmt.close();

 } catch (SQLException e) {

     -- handle or ignore exception as appropriate for context

 }

See also Closing a connection and closing a result set.

Insert Expedited

The most efficient way to insert multiple records is with a prepared "insert expedited"
statement:

 java.sq.PreparedStatement pstmt = connection.prepareStatement(

    "INSERT EXPEDITED INTO Logger(timestamp, level, message)"

          + "VALUES (?, ?, ?)");

Substitute this statement for the INSERT INTO Logger... statement prepared in the previous
example, leaving the rest of the example's code unchanged. The JDBC driver and Guavus s-
Server optimize expedited insert to bypass vJDBC for sending bind parameter values, using
SDP to communicate directly with the server. SDP (Streaming Data Protocol) efficiently
transmits only the parameter values to the server. The tradeoff is that there is no "back-
channel" for reporting the row count for each executeUpdate call.

Note: Insert Expedited does not affect autocommit and vice versa. Insert Expedited
determines how rows are sent (using SDP), while autocommit determines when rows are
sent (either immediately or when the buffer is full/statement is closed/explicit commit called).
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Choosing between Insert and Insert Expedited

An insert statement without bind parameters should be implemented by the application as a
"plain" Insert. The values are present in the SQL itself and the statement should be executed
directly, without even a prepare unless the same values are to be inserted repeatedly. In this
case, a single vJDBC call efficiently prepares and executes the statement.

If an insert statement will be executed repeatedly with different values each time, however,
best practices dictate using bind parameters for security reasons and efficiency. If an insert
statement with bind parameters is to be executed frequently over a sustained period of time,
the application should implement this as Insert Expedited. If the same statement is to be
executed only infrequently, the application should use "plain" Insert to avoid maintaining an
open but little-used SDP connection.

Receiving Messages

To receive messages, prepare a query.

 java.sql.Statement stmt = connection.createStatement();

    java.sql.ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(

        "SELECT * FROM Logger");

A cursor loop reads messages and prints them out:

 while (rs.next()) {

     Timestamp ts = rs.getTimestamp(1);

     String message = rs.getString(3);

     System.out.println(ts + ": " + message);

 }

By default, the JDBC API uses the blocking model. If it would cause a problem for the
application to block while waiting for a message, the application can use the timeout model.
The following code is basically the same, but times out if there is no data for 5 seconds or
more. A statement or result set which has thrown a TimeoutException is still valid; after
catching the exception, the application can ask for more rows.

 import java.sql.*;

 import com.sqlstream.jdbc.TimeoutException;

 stmt.setQueryTimeout(5);

 while (true) {

     try {

         while (rs.next()) {

             Timestamp ts = rs.getTimestamp(1);

             String message = rs.getString(3);

             System.out.println(ts + ": " + message);

         }

         break;

     } catch ( TimeoutException e) {

         System.out.println("No data for 5 seconds.");

     }

 }

Note: Once done with a ResultSet , you should perform the following code:
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 try {

     rs.close();

 } catch (SQLException e) {

     -- handle or ignore exception as appropriate for context

 }

When you are done with both the ResultSet and the PreparedStatement used to obtain that
ResultSet, you can close them both by performing the following code:

 try {
     rs.close();

     pstmt.close();

 } catch (SQLException e) {

     -- handle or ignore exception as appropriate for context

 }

See also Closing a connection and closing a result set.

Examples

Let's look at what happens when an application uses the JDBC driver to insert application
tracing messages into a stream.

Connecting

On startup, the application registers the SQLstream JDBC driver (if not already loaded by
System property jdbc.Drivers ):

 Class.forName("com.sqlstream.jdbc.Driver");

The application creates a JDBC session in one of the three traditional ways, as follows:

Style 1

In style 1, the host, port, and parameter values are specified as separate strings in the
getConnection method, as in the following example:

 java.sql.Connection connection = DriverManager.getConnection(

     "jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://host:port",

     "username",

     "password",

     "autoCommit=false");

In general, the term "host" defaults to your local machine name, and "port" defaults to "5570".
Using these defaults, and "branston" for param1 and "pickle" for param2, the code above
becomes the following:

 java.sql.Connection connection = DriverManager.getConnection(

     "jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://myhostname:5570",

     "branston",

     "pickle",

     "autoCommit=false");
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Style 2

In style 2, the host, port, and parameter values are specified as a single string, in which
semicolons separate the host, port, and parameters, and each parameter is preceded by its
name, as in the following example using two parameters:

 java.sql.Connection connection = DriverManager.getConnection(

    "jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://host:port;param1=value1;param2=value2;autoCommit=false");

When defaults are substituted, the code becomes the following:

 java.sql.Connection connection = DriverManager.getConnection(

    "jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://myhostname;port=5570;user=branston;password=pickle;autoCommi

t=false")

Style 3

Style 3 uses the same single-string method of style 2, but also passes properties as a
second parameter to the getConnection method, as in the following example:

 java.util.Properties props = new java.util.Properties();

 props.setProperty("host", "myhostname");

 props.setProperty("port", "5570");

 props.setProperty("user", "branston");

 props.setProperty("password", "pickle");

 props.setProperty("autoCommit", "false");

 java.sql.Connection connection = DriverManager.getConnection(

    "jdbc:sqlstream:sdp:", props);

Closing a Connection

When done with a connection, the client program should close it as follows:

 try {
     connection.close();

 } catch (SQLException e) {

     -- handle or ignore exception as appropriate for context

 }

And, of course, you can close all three objects at once like this:

 try {

     rs.close();

     pstmt.close();

     connection.close();

 } catch (SQLException e) {

     -- handle or ignore exception as appropriate for context

 }

Note that the most efficient way to close objects is in the order shown above (ResultSet,
Statement, Connection). However, be aware of the following considerations:

· When you close a Statement, it automatically closes any still-open ResultSets.

· When you close a Connection, it automatically closes any still-open Statements
(which in turn auto-closes any still-open ResultSets).
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The important thing is for the client program to release (close) a resource as soon as it no
longer needs it.

DataSource

In enterprise applications, it is typical to wrap the connection logic in a DataSource object.
Application Servers allow declarative configuration of DataSources to be used at runtime. The
various style choices described above can apply to DataSources as well. Here's a sample
Tomcat 5.x DataSource configuration:

 <Resource

    name="jdbc/sqlstream/node1"

    type="javax.sql.DataSource"

    factory="com.sqlstream.jdbc.DataSourceFactory"

    auth="Container"

    username="sa"

    password="mumble"

    driverClassName="com.sqlstream.jdbc.Driver"

    url="jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://myhostname"

    maxActive="8"

    maxIdle="4" />

The application makes JNDI calls to obtain a DataSource instance from Tomcat. Using a
DataSource this way requires that optional parameters be supplied on the URI.

An application could also create a SQLstream DataSource at runtime:

 Class clazz =    Class.forName("com.sqlstream.jdbc.Driver");

 com.sqlstream.jdbc.Driver driver =

    (com.sqlstream.jdbc.Driver)clazz.newInstance();

 java.util.Properties props = new java.util.Properties();

 -- add connection    properties to props...

 javax.sql.DataSource dataSource =

    new com.sqlstream.jdbc.DataSource(

       driver,

       "jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://myhostname",

       props)

Creating a DataSource at runtime this way means that optional parameters can be supplied
either on the URI or in the Properties.

Whichever way the application obtains its DataSource, getting a connection is simple:

 javax.sql.DataSource dataSource;

 java.sql.Connection conn = dataSource.getConnection("branston", "pickle");

 -- or, if DataSource was already configured with login credentials ....

 conn = dataSource.getConnection();

A DataSource is more amenable to connection-pooling, and shields the application from the
gory details of connection strings. Getting a connection from a data source is simple:

 MarmiteDataSource marmiteDataSource;

 java.sql.Connection connection =

     marmiteDataSource.getConnection("branston", "pickle");
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Miscellaneous

Connection Attributes in General

The following table lists the supported client-specified connection parameters.

Attribute SESSIONS_VIEW Column SQL Expression Example

sessionName SESSION_NAME "Payments Logging"

clientUserName SYSTEM_USER_NAME SYSTEM_USER "fjfarrago"

clientUserFullName SYSTEM_USER_FULLNAME "Franklin J. Farrago"

clientProgramName PROGRAM_NAME "Acme Accounts
Payable"

clientProcessId PROCESS_ID "12345"

These may be specified as entries in a Properties object or as parameters on the URI. The
JDBC driver supplies a default value for clientUserName from the user.name system
property. Each of the above attributes can be queried using the system management
"sessions_view", e.g.,

 SELECT session_name FROM sys_boot.mgmt.sessions_view

Using Rowtime Bounds with the JDBC Driver

While the JDBC driver has its own internal threadpool, the driver has no threads of its own
exposed to the calling code. Instead, it relies upon client application threads to prepare new
statements, wait for query results, insert new data, and so on. The driver's internal threads
are generally waiting upon select/poll/epoll calls and handle the low level interactions with the
network. The data is then handed off to the calling threads for the application to process.

It is a fundamental characteristic of Guavus s-Server that there may be arbitrarily long
intervals between client thread calls into our driver. For example, a data-producing thread
might insert a row of data, then block, waiting for another part of the application to produce
more data. A data-consuming thread might block in the driver waiting for stream data, thus
preventing that thread from doing other useful work. In either case, the thread may fail while
executing in application code and never return to the driver for data or an orderly cleanup.

Consider the cursor loop in the receiving messages example described below. The client
app's thread might be busy for long intervals of time in between periods of servicing the
stream by executing this loop. Processes may be waiting for the client application thread to
service the SDP connection before they can write or read more data.

Conversely, in the context of the client app's thread:

· next() might block forever waiting for data

· next() might endlessly return data and never return false
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An application written against the SQLstream JDBC driver must be aware of these system
characteristics. Guavus s-Server presently enables the following possible models of client
application interaction with the driver:

1. blocking - wait, possibly forever, for data to arrive

2. timeout - wait for an interval for data to arrive

These two options match a conventional system's use of JDBC; the blocking model is the
most common for applications operating on tables that are not expected to block.

Blocking

In this model, all client application calls into the driver will wait forever until data is delivered
(for INSERTs) or received (for SELECTs). The client application is responsible for managing
its own threads to ensure that other application features are not starved.

To prevent the main application from blocking, the developer must do one of the following:

· Place ResultSet processing in its own thread so it can safely block indefinitely.

· Use query timeouts to exit the ResultSet.next() if no data is available.

The second option above constitutes "polling" the ResultSet, a technique that allows main
application processing to proceed between polls.

Timeout

In this model, you can set per-query timeouts; if the timeout limit is exceeded, an exception is
thrown.

· For 1-second-granularity per-query timeouts, use Statement.setQueryTimeout. (See
the example under Insert.) See
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html?#setQueryTimeoutint
for more details.

· For millisecond-granularity per-query timeouts, use
StreamingStatement.setQueryTimeoutMillis.

The StreamingStatement interface is an extension to the standard Java Statement. See
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html for more details.

StreamingPreparedStatement extends the standard Java PreparedStatement interface, and
also SQLstream's StreamingStatement. See
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/PreparedStatement.html for more details.

All Statement objects created by a SQLstream driver will implement StreamingStatement. All
PreparedStatement objects created by a SQLstream driver will implement both
StreamingStatement and StreamingPreparedStatement.

Rowtime Bounds: Forcing Timely Output

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html?#setQueryTimeoutint
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html?#setQueryTimeoutint
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/PreparedStatement.html
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/PreparedStatement.html
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Another issue that the JDBC driver must deal with is timely output, which relates to the
current time of a stream (the stream's ro.

A message stream is a sequence of timestamped messages (or rows): each row has a
rowtime, and the sequence is ordered by rowtime. The current time of a stream is the
rowtime of the latest row. When a relational operator executes, rows are passing
downstream through that operator. The current time of its output stream(s) cannot be later
than the latest of the rowtimes in all of its inputs. (It can be earlier, as discussed below.)

For efficiency, current time is implicit in the data. (The stream is implemented as an
"asynchronous" series of messages). But this means the current time of a stream advances
only when the next message arrives. This can be a problem for certain operations, which
pause waiting for one more input message. Some examples are merging and rolling
windows.

Merging and Rolling Windows

Multiple inputs merge into one output stream when several clients insert into the same named
stream; or when the UNION ALL operator executes. The issue is the same: the output row is
the earliest input row; that is, it is taken from the input stream with the earliest current time.
But to know the current time of all input streams, the system must wait for a row to arrive on
each. This can cause the operator to wait and introduce a delay in downstream processing.
Note that this happens only when there is a noticeable real time gap between input rows, or
else the waiting is negligible or there is almost always a next row already buffered up.

A window of a stream is a sequential block of messages. Rolling windows (also called sliding
windows) means a ing of a stream into a series of windows: for instance, a series that groups
together all messages with a rowtime in the same hour (called rolling one hour windows).

· An example rolling-window query is to find totals and other statistics for the last hour
of a stream of trades. This, too, has an issue with timeliness. When does a window
end? Only when the next window begins, when a row arrives that belongs to the next
window. Here again the system delays, waiting for a row to arrive.

To solve the problems of rolling windows and merging, a mechanism is needed to advance
the current time of a stream explicitly and immediately, without waiting for an additional
message. Generally, this solution is needed infrequently, because there is usually a next
message, and advancing the current time implicitly works well.

Setting and Getting Rowtime Bounds

For rolling hourly windows, the client inserting the data would also set a rowtime bound
(constraint) on the hour, in order to close off an hourly window. The only information this
constraint carries is a rowtime, and we extend the PreparedStatement interface to handle
such constraints.

Note that the rowtime bounds are supplied by the data source. By setting a rowtime bound
with a value of noon, a data source is asserting a constraint on the future of the stream: noon
is a lower bound to all forthcoming rows. A down-to-earth interpretation is that the source is
announcing that it has nothing more to say until noon.
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The rowtime bound applies to the inserted data, not to the rolling averages query that makes
use of it, nor to any client reading from that query.

The JDBC driver does not know the actual ROWTIMEs of the rows passing through the
driver.

· To set a stream's rowtime bound, the client program can use
StreamingPreparedStatement.setRowtimeBound().

· To get (acquire) the most recently set rowtime bound, use
StreamingStatement.getRowtimeBound().

Canceling Statements

The JDBC 3.0 spec does not mention canceling statements. The SQLstream JDBC driver
implements Statement.cancel as described in the Sun document guidance for JDBC driver
writers. The Sun document describes Statement.cancel as being primarily for multithreaded
processing where one thread needs to cancel a long-running statement in another thread.
The assumption is that a "long-running statement" is taking a long time to compute, either to
perform its insert/update or to return a row, and that the thread running that statement is
blocked, requiring the intervention of a second thread.

The SQLstream JDBC driver also implements Statement.cancel in a single-threaded context
to interrupt long-running PreparedStatements, while retaining the streaming machinery
necessary to handle new values that may be supplied to the statement's bind variables.
When a client application supplies new parameter values and re-executes, the statement is
already prepared and the streaming machinery is ready to handle inputs satisfying the new
values.

Here is a sequence description of such an app/driver interaction:

Application Actions Driver Actions

Application prepares query with bind
params.

Driver prepares statement.

Application supplies param values and
executes PreparedStatement.

Driver executes statementId w/ first set of param values.

Application gets first ResultSet and reads
rows.

Driver reads data from SDP stream.

Application cancels PreparedStatement. Driver cancels statementId;
Driver flushes SDP stream by reading and discarding data until
EOS;
Driver closes first ResultSet, but SDP stream remains open for
Statement.

Application supplies 2nd set of param
values and re-executes
PreparedStatement.

Driver executes statementId w/ 2nd set of param values.

Application gets 2nd ResultSet and reads
rows.

Driver reads data from same SDP stream.

Application closes PreparedStatement. Driver shuts down SDP stream;
Driver disposes statementId;
Driver closes ResultSet, if left open .

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html#cancel
http://java.sun.com/products/jdbc/driverdevs.html
http://java.sun.com/products/jdbc/driverdevs.html
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html#cancel
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A typical client application may not (and is not required to) explicitly cancel the Java
PreparedStatement in between executions. More likely the application simply stops reading
incoming rows, supplies the 2nd set of parameter values, and re-executes. In this case, the
driver implicitly cancels the running statement and closes the first ResultSet before
performing the 2nd execute.

Sending Rowtime Bounds

To illustrate the use of rowtime bounds, consider the example of a rolling hourly summary
query against a stream of trades.

-- stream definition

 CREATE STREAM trades

       ( rowtime TIMESTAMP

       , ticker  VARCHAR(6)

       , shares  INTEGER

       , price   DECIMAL

       );

 -- rolling window query, benefits from rowtime bounds

 SELECT STREAM hour, ticker, SUM(shares), AVG(price) FROM

   (SELECT STREAM FLOOR(rowtime TO HOUR) as hour

         , ticker, shares, price

      FROM trades)

 GROUP by hour, ticker;

A client application writes data into the stream trades by executing a prepared INSERT
statement.

 java.sql.PreparedStatement pstmt = connection.prepareStatement(

    "INSERT INTO trades(rowtime, ticker, shares, price) VALUES (?,?,?,?)"

    ); ...

 while (true) {

    -- somehow check for data

    if (haveData) {

        String ticker;

        int shares;

        java.sql.Decimal price;

        ...

        -- bind the columns

        pstmt.setTimestamp(1, new java.sql.Timestamp()); -- rowtime = current time

        stmt.setString(2, ticker);

        pstmt.setInteger(3, shares);

        pstmt.setDecimal(4, price);

        -- insert another row

        pstmt.executeUpdate();

    } else {

        -- somehow check for new hour and whether idle since hour changed

        if (needRowtimeBound) {

            -- downcast the PreparedStatement,

            -- to use the SQLstream extended interface

            StreamingStatement sstmt = (StreamingStatement) pstmt;

            sstmt.setRowtimeBound(new Timestamp(System.currentTimeMillis()));

        }

    }

 }

 

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/PreparedStatement.html
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In order to cooperate with the rolling hourly averages, the client is well-mannered and chimes
in every hour on the hour to announce, "no more inserts for the current hour," using
setRowtimeBound.

Extensions to the JDBC API

The standard JDBC API is described online at:

· Sun's JDBC Guide.

· Sun's java.sql package and javax.sql package javadocs.

· Sun's JDBC Specification.

The SQLstream driver extends the standard JDBC API for time-constraints, millisecond-
granularity timeouts, and access to server-side statement IDs for correlating with error
stream entries.

The JDBC driver's public classes and interfaces are in package com.sqlstream.jdbc.

class Driver

 class Driver implements java.sql.Driver { Driver(); }

Interfaces That Extend JDBC API

StreamingStatement

StreamingPreparedStatement

StreamingStatement

Every Statement and PreparedStatement created by the SQLstream JDBC driver implements
the StreamingStatement interface This object is used to execute a streaming SQL statement
and return its results. The following code shows the getRowtimeBound method of this
interface.

interface StreamingStatement extends java.sql.Statement {

    long getStatementId();

    long getQueryTimeoutMillis();

    void setQueryTimeoutMillis(long);

    Timestamp getRowtimeBound()

;

 }

Interface Summary

public interface StreamingStatement

extends Statement

SQLstream streaming statement interface.

http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/guide/jdbc
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/package-summary.html
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/javax/sql/package-summary.html
http://java.sun.com/products/jdbc/download.html
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This interface extends Statement to include methods for getting the statement's unique
identifier, getting rowtime bounds, and managing millisecond-granularity statement timeouts.
See http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html for details on
Statement.

Field Summary

Fields

Modifier and
Type

Field and Description

static long TIMEOUT_NO_WAIT
Timeout interval for no-wait polling.

Fields inherited from interface java.sql.Statement

CLOSE_ALL_RESULTS, CLOSE_CURRENT_RESULT, EXECUTE_FAILED,
KEEP_CURRENT_RESULT, NO_GENERATED_KEYS, RETURN_GENERATED_KEYS,
SUCCESS_NO_INFO

Method Summary

Methods 

Modifier and Type Method and Description

long getQueryTimeoutMillis()

Returns the query timeout value of this statement, in milliseconds, as
set by setQueryTimeoutMillis(long).

Timestamp getRowtimeBound()

Returns the latest rowtime bound from the target stream.

long getStatementId()

Returns the unique identifier of this statement.

void setQueryTimeoutMillis(long millis)

Sets the query timeout of this StreamingStatement.

Methods inherited from interface java.sql.Statement

addBatch, cancel, clearBatch, clearWarnings, close, closeOnCompletion, execute, execute,
execute, execute, executeBatch, executeQuery, executeUpdate, executeUpdate,
executeUpdate, executeUpdate, getConnection, getFetchDirection, getFetchSize,
getGeneratedKeys, getMaxFieldSize, getMaxRows, getMoreResults, getMoreResults,
getQueryTimeout, getResultSet, getResultSetConcurrency, getResultSetHoldability,

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html
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getResultSetType, getUpdateCount, getWarnings, isClosed, isCloseOnCompletion,
isPoolable, setCursorName, setEscapeProcessing, setFetchDirection, setFetchSize,
setMaxFieldSize, setMaxRows, setPoolable, setQueryTimeout

Methods inherited from interface java.sql.Wrapper

isWrapperFor, unwrap
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Method Detail
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Method Details

getStatementId long getStatementId()
throws SQLException
Returns the unique identifier of this statement.
Returns:
statement identifier
Throws:
SQLException - if the statement is not open or statement type does not prepare a
server-side statement

getQueryTimeoutMillis long getQueryTimeoutMillis()
                           throws SQLException
Returns the query timeout value of this statement, in milliseconds, as set by
setQueryTimeoutMillis(long).
Returns:
the current query timeout limit in milliseconds; zero means there is no limit
Throws:
SQLException - if a database access error occurs

getRowtimeBound Timestamp getRowtimeBound()
throws SQLException
Returns the latest rowtime bound from the target stream. This is a lower bound on
the rowtime of the next row to arrive on the stream.
For a SELECT statement or other query, the target is the stream of results. For an
INSERT statement the target is the stream into which rows are being inserted.
Other kinds of statements (such as DDL) have no target statement.
Returns:
rowtime bound (UTC)
Throws:
SQLException

setQueryTimeoutMillis void setQueryTimeoutMillis(long millis)

                           throws SQLException

Sets the query timeout of this StreamingStatement.

When a timeout t is set, the JDBC driver will wait no longer than t
milliseconds for the server to execute the statement. If this time limit is
exceeded during statement execution, the statement throws a
SQLException. This method is like Statement.setQueryTimeout(int),
but with millisecond precision.

The timeout applies each time this statement is executed, by a call to
Statement.execute(java.lang.String),
Statement.executeUpdate(java.lang.String), or
Statement.executeQuery(java.lang.String). The timeout clock starts
when such a method is called and stops when it returns: thus the
timeout is a maximum time allowed to execute a DDL or DML
statement, or to wait for the ResultSet returned by executing a query.
Note that the timeout reflects the passage of real time, which need not
be related to the rowtime of a stream.

By default, a statement has no timeout (will wait forever); this is
denoted as a timeout value 0.

Fetch timeouts

When the statement is a query, execution returns a ResultSet, and
the query timeout value becomes the fetch timeout. This timeout
affects all methods that fetch new data from the server, such as
ResultSet.next().

Parameters:

millis - the new query timeout limit in milliseconds; zero means there
is no limit (wait forever), and TIMEOUT_NO_WAIT means do a no-
wait poll

Throws:

SQLException - if a database access error occurs

See Also:

getQueryTimeoutMillis(), Statement.getQueryTimeout(),
Statement.setQueryTimeout(int)
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StreamingPreparedStatement

Every PreparedStatement created by the SQLstream JDBC driver implements the
StreamingPreparedStatement interface. The following code shows the setRowtimeBound
method.

 interface StreamingPreparedStatement extends

               java.sql.PreparedStatement, StreamingStatement {

    void setRowtimeBound(Timestamp bound)

;

 }

However, the setRowtimeBound method is only meaningful for INSERT EXPEDITED
prepared statements. A SQLException is thrown if setRowtimeBound is called on other
prepared queries.

Example usages:

 long nextRowDelay = 5000L;

 pstmt.setRowtimeBound(new Timestamp(System.currentTimeMillis() +

nextRowDelay))

or

 long nextRowDelay = 5000L;

 java.sql.Timestamp ts = <some retrieved value>

 pstmt.setRowtimeBound(new Timestamp(ts.getTime() + nextRowDelay));

setRowtimeBound(Timestamp bound) sets a rowtime bound, which has a single attribute, a
timestamp.

Interface Summary

public interface StreamingPreparedStatement

extends PreparedStatement, StreamingStatement

Aspen streaming prepared statement interface.

This interface extends PreparedStatement and StreamingStatement to include methods for
sending rowtime bounds.

Field Summary

Fields inherited from interface com.sqlstream.jdbc.StreamingStatement

TIMEOUT_NO_WAIT

Fields inherited from interface java.sql.Statement

CLOSE_ALL_RESULTS, CLOSE_CURRENT_RESULT, EXECUTE_FAILED,
KEEP_CURRENT_RESULT, NO_GENERATED_KEYS, RETURN_GENERATED_KEYS,
SUCCESS_NO_INFO
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Method Summary

Modifier and
Type

Method and Description

void setRowtimeBound(Timestamp bound)
Sets the rowtime bound for the current stream.

void setRowtimeBound(Timestamp bound, Calendar cal)
Sets the rowtime bound for the current stream.

Method Detail

Method Detail

setRowtimeBound void setRowtimeBound(Timestamp bound)
                     throws SQLException
Sets the rowtime bound for the current stream. The caller thereby indicates that no more
tuples will be written to the stream until the UTC time specified by bound.
Parameters:
bound - earliest time (UTC) at which next tuple will be written
Throws:
SQLException

setRowtimeBound void setRowtimeBound(Timestamp bound,
                   Calendar cal)
                     throws SQLException
Sets the rowtime bound for the current stream. The caller thereby indicates that no more
tuples will be written to the stream until the time specified by bound and cal.
Implementation note: cal is currently ignored and this method behaves exactly as
setRowtimeBound(Timestamp).
Parameters:
bound - earliest time at which next tuple will be written
cal - Calendar context for the bound Timestamp
Throws:
SQLException

JDBC Compatability

The SQLstream JDBC driver is JDBC 4.1 compatible and will run on any JVM from version
Java 8 on up

Note: Guavus s-Server 6.0.0 is not backwards compatible with earlier versions of the
SQLstream JDBC driver.

The driver is delivered as two independent JARs:

· driver-only JAR --- /lib/sqlstreamjdbc.jar -- contains only 1.7-compatible SQLstream
driver code: no third-party libraries.

· "complete" JAR --- /lib/sqlstreamjdbc_complete.jar --- contains same classes as
driver-only JAR plus 1.7-compatible versions of any third-party libraries upon which
the implementation depends.
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The lib directory is found where Guavus s-Server is installed: $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib

The jar files are also found in the jdbc directory when the ClientTools are installed (via
SQLstream-XXX-clienttools-linux.run).

The JDBC Driver and Daylight Savings Time

The s-Server JDBC driver processes TIMESTAMP strings without timezones. This can cause
confusing output displays during the transitions from and to Daylight Savings Time.

Suppose you have a pipeline which runs in San Francisco and uses our JDBC driver. If you
INSERT a TIMESTAMP string '2018-07-17 11:00:00', this string will be ingested and flow
through s-Server's  pipeline as 2018-07-17 11:00:00 GMT. 

When you SELECT the same timestamp through the JDBC driver (as part of a dashboard or
report), the output TIMESTAMP will be displayed as 2018-07-17 11:00:00 PDT. Generally, this
will produce consistent results: timestamps ingested with local timezones will output with the
same timestamp in the same timezone. 

However, during the transitions to Standard and Daylight Savings time, ouput timestamps will
be skewed by an hour for a period lasting the length of the local displacement from GMT (7 or
8 hours in San Francisco). In other words, output timestamps will display as one hour later
than input timestamps for an eight hour stretch around the transition from Standard to
Daylight Savings Time. Similarly, output timestamps will display as one hour earlier than input
timestamps for a seven hour stretch around the transition from Daylight Savings to Standard
Time.

JDBC Driver and Perl

Perl integration with JDBC is supported using three CPAN modules: Inline, Inline::Java, and
JDBC. You need to install these modules in order to get Perl to work with JDBC. See
http://www.cpan.org/modules/INSTALL.html for more information on installing CPAN
modules.

To get these modules to work with all versions of Perl, you also need to install the following
patch for the JDBC driver:

http://www.cpan.org/modules/INSTALL.html

JDBC Driver and Failure Scenarios

Guavus s-Server fails or is unreachable

If the Guavus s-Server fails, the driver reports an error. The JDBC driver reports an error. If
the client application is waiting in a driver method at that time, it will be notified of the error
immediately. Otherwise the client application may not learn of the server crash until it next
calls into the driver.

http://www.cpan.org/modules/INSTALL.html
http://www.cpan.org/modules/INSTALL.html
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When first asked to create a JDBC connection, the driver attempts to establish an SDP
connection. If the Guavus s-Server is unreachable and either of these connections cannot be
made, the driver reports an error.

(The system administrator might prevent this situation from happening by implementing a hot-
or cold-swap for the Guavus s-Server, and a load balancer so that clients can address it
using the same name.)

Client application crashes

If the Guavus s-Server detects that the client application crashed, the Guavus s-Server then
cleans up any server-side orphaned statements.

Server-side distributed garbage collection (DGC) eventually harvests the remote objects
abandoned by the crashed application and finalizers in these objects perform any remaining
cleanup.

4 Implementing Federation for s-Server Instances in a
Cluster of Compute Nodes

Using the SQLstream JDBC driver, you can federate (link together) multiple instances of s-
Server with fine-grained topology. You do so using DDL similar to that used for a SQL/MED
connection to other databases. See the topic Reading Data from RDBMS Sources in this
guide for more details. 

Once you federate multiple instances of s-Server, you can query from and insert into streams
and tables in the federated instances of s-Server. 

Once you implement federation, you can perform pipeline operations such as parsing, stream
enrichment through stream-table joins, filtering and aggregation over these federated
instances of s-Server. These operations are described in the section Automatic Distribution of
Streaming Workloads Across Federated s-Server Instances.

Federation allows for complex topologies declared entirely in SQL. See the section Scale-up
& Scale-Out of Streaming Applications.

Setting Up Federation

Setting up federation requires three steps:

1. Creating a foreign data wrapper for the other instance of s-Server that references the
JDBC driver.

2. Creating a server object that references this foreign data wrapper and includes
connection information for the server.

3. Creating a foreign stream that references the server object.
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Creating a Foreign Data Wrapper

To install the JDBC driver, you create a foreign data wrapper along the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER CLIENT_JDBC

    LIBRARY 'class com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.jdbc.AspenMedJdbcForeignDataWrapper'

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    OPTIONS (DRIVER_CLASS 'com.sqlstream.jdbc.Driver');

For more detail, see the topic CREATE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER in the Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual.

Creating a Server Object

In the defining server section, you create a data server using the same options as a
MED/JDBC foreign data server. See the subtopic "JDBC Foreign Server Definition" in the
topic Writing to RDBMS systems in this guide for details on the options defined below.

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "my-federation-server" FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER CLIENT_JDBC 

OPTIONS(

    URL 'jdbc:vjdbc:sdp://remote-host:5570',

    USER_NAME 'sa',

    PASSWORD '',

    SCHEMA_NAME 'remote-schema-name'

);

For more detail, see the topic CREATE SERVER in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual.

Creating a Foreign Stream for the Federated Server

In order to access data from the federated server, you need to create a special kind of stream
called a foreign stream. Options in the stream specify the file format, character separators,
whether or not a header should be written, and so on, as well as any options specific to the
format type. 

Like all streams, foreign streams must be created within a schema. The example below
creates and sets a schema called "FederationData," and creates a foreign stream called "my-
federation-stream." 

As of version 6.0, you need to specify the name of the remote stream with the
"STREAM_NAME" option.

In addition to a column list, this foreign stream sets two options: 

· SCHEMA_NAME, which is the schema name in the foreign s-Server.

· TABLE_NAME, which is the name of the table in the foreign s-Server 

OR 

· STREAM_NAME, which is the name of the stream in the foreign s-Server.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "FederationData";

SET SCHEMA '"FederationData"'; 
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CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "my-federation-stream" 

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER,) 

SERVER "my-federation-server"

OPTIONS ("SCHEMA_NAME" 'remote-schema-name',

         'STREAM_NAME" 'remote-stream');

Querying Streams

Once you have set up the foreign data wrapper and server above, you query streams and
tables in the 'remote-schema-name' schema in the server on remote-host as if they were on
the local server, using the SCHEMA_NAME as a qualifier, as in the following code:

SELECT STREAM * FROM "FederationData"."my-federation-stream";

The data will be pulled from "remote-schema-name"."remote-stream" on the remote s-Server
by the foreign data wrapper.

Note: You cannot insert into a stream on the remote s-Server. You also cannot create or
drop streams and tables in the remote schema. 

Automatic Distribution of Streaming Workloads Across Federated
s-Server Instances

This section describes how streaming pipelines such as parsing and stream enrichment
through stream-table joins, filtering, and, in particular, aggregations, can be distributed across
federated s-Server instances in a cluster of compute nodes. 

You can use message queue middlewares such as Apache Kafka or AWS Kinesis to
distribute raw payloads across multiple s-Server instances. This allows you to perform those
analytics in a distributed manner. For more information on using Kafka and Kinesis with s-
Server, see the topics Reading from Kafka, Writing to Kafka, Reading from Kinesis, and
Writing to Kinesis

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM aPartitionedKafkaStream (

 …

)

SERVER KafkaServer

OPTIONS (

   TOPIC_NAME 'MyTopicWithPartitions',

   CONSUMER_GROUP 'aPartitionedKafkaStreamReader',

   BROKER_LIST 'localhost:9092',

   …

);
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Streaming transformations such as parsing and enrichment tend to be stateless. Such
transformations can be distributed across nodes easily. 

Distributing stateful transformations such as aggregations is slightly more difficult, but still
straightforward. The following section describe techniques that you can use to distribute
aggregations across federated s-Server instances.

An application may aggregate data by either

1. Using the GROUP BY clause of the SELECT statement, known as tumbling
windows.

2. Using the OVER clause of the SELECT statement, known as sliding windows. 

You can easily distribute these aggregation workloads across multiple nodes in a cluster
using the simple SQL scripts described in the following sections.

Parallel Aggregations

Tumbling Windows/GROUP BY

For tumbling windows, you can use rollup aggregation, partitioned parallel aggregation, or
both. You can do a parallelizing GROUP BY operation in two ways:

· Rollup Aggregation

· Partitioned Parallel Aggregation

Sliding Windows/OVER

For sliding windows, you need to use Partitioned Parallel Aggregation.

Using Rollup Aggregation to Aggregate Tumbling Windows

The following represents aggregating four instances of s-Server into one RollupAggView on
another instance of s-Server.
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-- Run on each s-Server instance

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA federation;

SET SCHEMA 'federation';

CREATE OR REPLACE PartitionView AS

SELECT STREAM *

FROM aPartitionedKafkaStream AS s;

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW DistributedAggView AS

SELECT STREAM

    FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), key1, key2,

    SUM(v1) AS sum_v1, COUNT(v2) AS count_v2

FROM PartitionView   -- runs on node N

GROUP BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), key1, key2;

-- Run on the "connected" instance (assume Node1 for this example)

-- Declare federated servers on Node1

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER Node2

DATA_WRAPPER SYS_JDBC

OPTIONS (

       DRIVER_CLASS 'com.sqlstream.jdbc.Driver',

       URL 'jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:6570',

       USER_NAME 'sa',

       PASSWORD 'mumble'

       );

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER Node3

DATA_WRAPPER SYS_JDBC

OPTIONS (

       DRIVER_CLASS 'com.sqlstream.jdbc.Driver',

       URL 'jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:7570',

       USER_NAME 'sa',

       PASSWORD 'mumble'

       );

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER Node4

DATA_WRAPPER SYS_JDBC

OPTIONS (

       DRIVER_CLASS 'com.sqlstream.jdbc.Driver',

       URL 'jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:8570',

       USER_NAME 'sa',

       PASSWORD 'mumble'

       );

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM Node2_DistributedAggView

SERVER Node2

OPTIONS (

    STREAM_NAME 'DistributedAggView',

    SCHEMA_NAME 'federation'

);

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM Node3_DistributedAggView

SERVER Node3

OPTIONS (

    STREAM_NAME 'DistributedAggView',

    SCHEMA_NAME 'federation'

);

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM Node4_DistributedAggView

SERVER Node4
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OPTIONS (

    STREAM_NAME 'DistributedAggView',

    SCHEMA_NAME 'federation'

);

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW AllPartitionsAggView AS

SELECT STREAM * DistributedAggView  -- local

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * Node2_DistributedAggView  -- federation

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * Node3_DistributedAggView  -- federation

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * Node4_DistributedAggView; -- federation

-- Run on the "connected" instance.

-- Rollup for final result

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW RollupAggView AS

SELECT STREAM

    FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), key1, key2,

    SUM(sum_v1) AS sum_v1, SUM(count_v2) AS count_v2

FROM AllPartitionsView

GROUP BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), key1, key2;

Using Partitioned Parallel Aggregation to Aggregate Tumbling or Sliding Windows

In partitioned parallel aggregation, you aggregate data from the same partitions on four
different nodes. The diagram below illustrates views on each node's partition being
aggregated into an aggregated view of partitions on all four nodes. For each node, the views
named Partition1View, for example, are aggregated into a view called PartitionUnion1View. In
the last step, the four aggregated views are combined using a UNION ALL statement into
AllPartitionsView.
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-- Run on each s-Server instance

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA federation;

SET SCHEMA 'federation';

-- n = num partitions

-- create n views, one on each node

CREATE OR REPLACE PartitionView AS

SELECT STREAM *

FROM aPartitionedKafkaStream AS s;

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW Partition1View AS

SELECT STREAM key1, key2, v1, v2 FROM PartitionView

WHERE HASH(key1, key2) = 1;

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW Partition2View AS

SELECT STREAM key1, key2, v1, v2 FROM PartitionView

WHERE HASH(key1, key2) = 2;

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW Partition3View AS

SELECT STREAM key1, key2, v1, v2 FROM PartitionView

WHERE HASH(key1, key2) = 3;

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW Partition4View AS

SELECT STREAM key1, key2, v1, v2 FROM PartitionView

WHERE HASH(key1, key2) = 4;

-- Union data partitioned by HASH(key1, key2) = 1

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW PartitionUnion1View AS

SELECT STREAM * Partition1View  -- federation
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UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * Node2_Partition1View  -- federation

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * Node3_Partition1View  -- federation

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * Node4_Partition1View; -- federation

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW PartitionedAgg1View AS

SELECT STREAM

    FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), key1, key2,

    SUM(v1) AS sum_v1, COUNT(v2) AS count_v2

FROM PartitionUnion1View

GROUP BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), key1, key2;

-- Run on the "connected" instance

-- Union Final result

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW AllPartitionsView AS

SELECT STREAM * PartitionedAggView  -- federation

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * Node2_PartitionedAggView  -- federation

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * Node3_PartitionedAggView  -- federation

UNION ALL

SELECT STREAM * Node4_PartitionedAggView; -- federation

Scale-up & Scale-Out of Streaming Applications

The diagram below shows how a streaming application can be distributed across multiple
nodes in a cluster. The distribution of queries across nodes achieves the following objectives:

· Each node in a cluster subscribes to subset of partitions of a partitioned Kafka topic.

· Each node creates a dedicated pipeline of parsers/data cleansing operations for each
Kafka partition.

· All operators in a given pipeline execute concurrently, taking advantage of multiple
CPU cores on the node. This is referred to as "Pipeline Parallelism" or "vertical
scaling" or "scale up".

· The result of these pipelines are routed to "aggregator operators" instantiated on each
node in a cluster. In short, the aggregation operator is distributed "horizontally" across
all nodes in a cluster. This is also known as "horizontal scaling" or "scale out"

· The entire topology is described in declarative SQL, taking advantage of s-Server's
federation capabilities.

· The application is "pinned" to node 1 from the consumer's perspective.
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5 Reading Data into s-Server

Before you can query, analyze, or set alerts on your data, you need to read this data into s-
Server. This integration guide describes a number of ways to ingest data. All data ingested
ends up in an s-Server foreign stream. A foreign stream is an s-Server object that serves as
a "tank" to hold streaming data. Once you have established a foreign stream, you can pump
data from the foreign stream to native streams, where you can analyze data, set alerts on
data, visualize data, and so on.

There are two basic categories for reading data into s-Server:

· Reading data from RDBMS sources. You can use s-Server to read directly from RDBMS
tables. Since these data are already in rows and columns, no additional parsing of data is
necessary to get it into an s-Server stream. See Reading Data from RDBMS Sources in
this guide.
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· Reading data from all other sources using the Extensible Common Data framework. This
framework lets you identify a data source, such as a file from the file system, a network
socket feed, an Apache Kafka topic, an Amazon Kinesis stream, an AMQP message. s-
Server needs to parse data from these sources. In s-Server, parsing means to translate
data into rows and columns. s-Server can automatically process data in a number of
common formats: CSV, XML, JSON, Key Value, Apache Avro, and Google Protobuf. For
other formats, you can make a custom parser using Regex (these are "regular
expressions" for creating search strings). See Reading Data from Other Sources in this
guide, as well as the specific topics Reading from the File System, Reading from Network
Sockets, Reading from AMQP, Reading from Kafka, Reading from Kinesis, Reading from
MQTT, Reading over HTTP, and Reading over Web Sockets

Configuring Input

For all of the above sources, you can configure input in three ways. This guide focuses on the
third option, creating a foreign stream by hand in SQL, but the principles described within
apply to both StreamLab and s-Studio.

1. Using StreamLab, a graphical interface, to set up a connection with a source. For more
details, see Adding Sources in StreamLab in the Guavus StreamLab Guide. (You can still
connect with sources that you've created in StreamLab using SQL.)

2. Creatin a foreign stream in s-Studio, SQLstream's Integrated Development Environment.
For more details, see Creating Objects in s-Studio in the SQLstream s-Studio Guide.

3. Creating a foreign stream by hand in SQL, then running this SQL in s-Server using sqlline.
This process is described below under topics for each source. The Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual provides configuration details in the topic CREATE
FOREIGN STREAM. For information on using sqlline, see the Using sqlline to Run SQL in
s-Server.

5.1 Reading Data from RDBMS Sources

You can read data from RDBMS sources using the SQL/MED plugin for s-Server. This plugin
is pre-installed with s-Server. 

In order to read data from an RDBMS system, you need a JDBC driver. Currently, these are
preinstalled for Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, PostgreSQL, and Teradata, and can be
installed for MySQL.

Note:  In order to use other JDBC drivers with Guavus s-Server, you need to 1) copy all
required jar files to the $SQLSTREAM_HOME/corelib directory, 2) adjust their permissions
so that they are readable by the user who runs s-Server (typically the sqlstream user), and 3)
restart s-Server.

To read data, you first define a server object with connection information, including the URL,
user name, and password. Once you define this server object, you can read from the
database's tables by either:

· Defining a foreign table to map onto a table in the foreign database (the preferred method)
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· Using the SQL-standard three-level qualifier scheme for the names of tables:
catalog.schema.table. In this case, the catalog name will be the name given to the foreign
server in your CREATE SERVER command. See the topic CREATE SERVER in the s-
Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

The CREATE SERVER topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual has
a complete list of options for creating SQL/MED server objects.

You can also configure SQL/MED options with a properties file. See Configuring MED/JDBC
Objects With a Properties File below.

Foreign Server Definition

You define a foreign server in SQL using the CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER command.
(You can also define servers through s-Studio.) This foreign server always uses a foreign
data wrapper called SYS_JDBC. This wrapper is preinstalled with s-Server. 

For example, the following code block defines a connection for a MySQL database. 

Once defined, you can reference this table as mysql_reader.schema.table, where "schema"
is a schema defined in the MySQL database and "table" is a table defined in this schema.

The following code block defines a connection for a Teradata database:

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "Teradata_DB"

    FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER "SYS_JDBC"

    OPTIONS (

        URL 'jdbc:teradata://localhost/',

        USER_NAME 'sqlstream',

        PASSWORD '',

        DIALECT 'Teradata',

        TERADATA_QUERY_BAND 'org=Finance;report=EndOfYear;universe=west;',

        DRIVER_CLASS 'com.teradata.jdbc.TeraDriver'

        "JNDI_WRITEBACK" 'true',

    );

Note the presence of a TERADATA_QUERY_BAND option. This option is specific to Teradata
and defined in the CREATE SERVER topic of the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual.

You reference tables in the Teradata database defined above using the following qualifier:
Teradata_DB.schema.table, where "schema" is a schema defined in the Teradata database
and "table" is a table defined in this schema.

Defining a Foreign Table

When you define a foreign table, you

1. Indicate a table and schema in the foreign database.
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2. Declare columns that match those in the target database table.

You can set these options when you declare a server, and override these options in a table definition.

Name Description

TABLE_NAME Name of the remote table.

SCHEMA_NAME Name of the remote schema.

BULK_LOAD Only valid when writing from a table. True or false. Defaults to false. 

TRANSACTION_ROWTIME

_LIMIT 

The number of milliseconds which may elapse between commits. Defaults to

1000 ms (1 second).

TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMI

T

The number of rows to batch up before committing. Defaults to 0.

Sample SQL

Like all tables, foreign tables need to be created within schemas. The following code first creates and

sets a schema called "MOCHI," then creates a foreign table called "regional_activity" which uses the

server defined above and indicates a schema in the foreign database called "public" and a table in the

foreign database called "regional_activity."

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "MOCHI"

SET SCHEMA 'MOCHI';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN TABLE "regional_activity"

    SERVER "Postgres_DB"

    OPTIONS (

        SCHEMA_NAME 'public'

--schema name in the foreign database

        TABLE_NAME 'regional_activity'

--table name in the foreign database

    ) DESCRIPTION 'per-city summary of suspicious activity';

Querying RDBMS Tables

You can query JDBC foreign tables in one of two ways:

· By defining foreign tables within s-Server that map onto tables in the foreign database, such
as "my_s-ServerSchema"."foreign_customers". This has the advantage of hiding
connection details. You can also restrict privileges to this table. This is the recommended
technique for accessing foreign tables.
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· By using the three name qualifier scheme, such as
"Oracle_DB"."<tableschamename>"."customers". Merge currently does not function for
PostgreSQL and MySQL. 

Using a Foreign Table

See the topic CREATE FOREIGN TABLE in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Manual for more details. Once you create a foreign table, you can select from it like any other
table in s-Server, with the contents of the foreign table automatically fetched.

Using the Three Name Qualifier Schema

To read from a foreign table use the schema/table as you would for any other table and
preface the server name as the catalog. 

JDBC Foreign Data Wrapper Definition

Because this plugin is included as part of the standard s-Server distribution, a corresponding
foreign data wrapper instance named SYS_JDBC is predefined by Guavus s-Server's
initialization scripts. Normally, there is no need to define additional instances.

However, it may be useful to define additional wrapper instances corresponding to specific
DBMS types. For the JDBC plugin, all SQL/MED options declared on the wrapper are
propagated to the server, allowing common option settings to be factored out of individual
server definitions. (Note that this is not necessarily true for other plugins.) Options specifically
set on a server definition always take precedence over settings inherited from a wrapper.
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Configuring MED/JDBC Objects With a Properties File

When a MED/JDBC object (a server, foreign table or foreign stream) is created, it supports
reading some properties from a properties file. 

For example, you might create a file called
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/<FullyQualifiedMedJdbcObjectName>.properties and
save some default options to that file. These options are inherited by the MedJDBC object if
those are not overriden by explicitly specifying those options in the OPTIONS clause of the
DDL statement. This feature is useful to save connection credentials to RDBMSes so that the
application developer does not need to know/type those connection credentials in the DDL.

For the CREATE SERVER definition above, a sysadmin could save connection credentials to
PostgreSQL_DB_1.properties file under $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi folder as follows:

DRIVER_CLASS=org.postgresql.Driver

USER_NAME=postgres

URL=jdbc\:postgresql\://localhost/postgres

DIALECT=PostgreSQL

PASSWORD=p0stgr3s

Once the sysadmin saves these credentials to the properties file under the jndi folder, the
application developer may simply create the server as:

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "PostgreSQL_DB_1"

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER "SYS_JDBC"

OPTIONS (

    "SCHEMA_NAME" 'public',

    "pollingInterval" '1000',

    "txInterval" '1000'

 );

The CREATE SERVER statement above simply inherits some options from the .properties
file. Any option specified in the OPTIONS clause overrides the option inherited from the file.

Using the JNDI Writeback Option

You can specify a JNDI_WRITEBACK option in CREATE [ SERVER | FOREIGN TABLE |
FOREIGN STREAM statements. The default value for this option is false.

When you specify the JNDI_WRITEBACK option as "true" in the DDL or in the .properties file,
s-Server writes back consolidated options (including options inherited from the parent as well
as from the properties file) to the same properties file under
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi. This lets you configure the JNDI file using DDL.

5.1.1 Tailing Foreign Tables with SQL/MED

In using the SQL/MED adapter to query remote database tables, you will often want to "tail" an
external database table. "Tailing" refers to setting up an open-ended query that returns any
newly-added rows from the external database table. When new rows are added, s-Server
automatically adds these to a streaming query. In order to tail a database, you will need to
make use of the STREAM keyword. Before discussing this process, this document will briefly
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cover a more limited use case of querying a remote database table--a static query on the
current contents of the table.

Foreign tables are created automatically once you create a server object using the SQL/MED
plugin. This process is described in the topic Reading Data from RDBMS Sources, and
involves code along the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "ForeignTableData";

SET SCHEMA '"ForeignTableData"';

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER mysql_reader

    FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER SYS_JDBC

    OPTIONS 

(

        DRIVER_CLASS 'com.mysql.jdbc.Driver',

        URL 'jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/sample',

        USER_NAME 'sqlstream',

        PASSWORD 'sqlstream',

        txInterval '50'

);

Note: You can also create foreign tables manually. See the topic Reading Data from RDBMS
Sources for more details.

Option for Performing a Static Query on a Remote Database Table

SELECT * FROM <FOREIGN TABLE> is a relational table read. Returns all the current rows and
then an end of statement. You do not need to create a special foreign table object in order to
execute this query. You can do so using the the SQL-standard three-level qualifier scheme for
the names of tables, as described in the topic Reading Data from RDBMS Sources.

Options for Performing a Tailing Query on a Remote Database Table

SELECT STREAM * FROM <FOREIGN TABLE> (note the use of the STREAM keyword) is a
private polling table read. This query returns all current rows and rows in the future. There is
no need for a highwater mark when using this option.

SELECT STREAM * FROM <FOREIGN STREAM> (note the use of the STREAM keyword and the
FOREIGN STREAM object) is a shared/public polling table read. This option requires you to
create a foreign stream object for the remote database table, as described below. This query
returns all current rows and rows in the future based upon the current state of the highwater
mark. A highwater mark is a data point that defines the current row being read by an s-Server
query (this is important only when multiple readers are querying the same SQL/MED foreign
stream). Initially this query will work the same way as SELECT STREAM * FROM <FOREIGN

TABLE> (it returns all rows). However, if another query starts a read on the same foreign
stream, then this query will pick up at the same point (the highwater mark) as the other query.
If no query is currently being run against the foreign stream, the foreign stream does not
discard rows. As a result, querying the foreign stream a second time will initially return only
new tuples as the stream "catches up" to the current state of the table. Any new query will
update the highwater mark to the current highest rowtime or key.
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Writing a Tailing Query Using the STREAM Keyword/Table Object Option

In order to tail a remote database table using this option, you prepare a SELECT query with a
lower and upper bound on a monotonically increasing column of the foreign stream.  For
example, given a remote table called TEST_TABLE and a monotonically increasing column
called ID, you might use a query along the following lines: 

SELECT STREAM * FROM TEST_TABLE WHERE ID > -1 AND ID <= (SELECT MAX(ID) FROM

TEST_TABLE) - 2.

· The id > ? is the lower bound and id <= (select max(id) from TEST_TABLE) - 2 is the
upper bound.  The lower bound excludes rows that we have already seen.  The upper
bound excludes rows that may not have been committed yet. 

· The 2 in the upper bound is called the txInterval and gives a fudge factor for the
inserters to this table. If there will only be 1 inserter to TEST_TABLE, txInterval can
safely be set to 0 (it must always be positive).  txInterval defaults to 2, but you should
set it equal to the maximum total number of concurrent inserters into the foreign table
(that is, the maximum number of insert queries that could simultaneously be
executing at once). 

· Another table property, pollingInterval, determines how long to wait between executing
the prepared statement against the remote DB table. The MED/JDBC reader only
waits if no rows were found in the last execution pass. 

· Multiple monotonically increasing columns where clause expressions in the select
query are OR'ed together (ie (ID > ? AND ID <= (select max(id) from TEST_TABLE))
OR (ID2 > ? AND ID2 <= (select max(id) from TEST_TABLE))). 

· You can use this process with both foreign streams and foreign tables in a select
stream query.  In foreign stream use cases, a highwater mark will be stored. 

Again, this query only works for private polling. If you want to create a tailing query that lets
multiple users read from a remote database table, you will need to create a foreign stream
object.

Tailing a Remote Database Table with a Foreign Stream Object

When you tail a remote database table with a foreign stream object, you allow multiple
readers to query the remote database table. In order to do so, you need to create a foreign
stream and make use of a highwater mark.

You pass highwater marks using an option called "SQLSTREAM_POSITION_KEY" in the
OPTIONS clause of FOREIGN STREAM definition. 

Highwater marks can be passed dynamically through an OPTIONS_QUERY option on the
foreign stream. This lets you change the highwater mark if the foreign stream is being queried
by different users. See Using the OPTIONS_QUERY Option below.
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SQL for Creating Foreign Stream to Tail Foreign Table

The following SQL first creates a schema in which the foreign stream will reside, called
ForeignTableData. The next block of SQL creates a server object

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "ForeignStreamData";

SET SCHEMA '"ForeignStreamData"';

 

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER mysql_reader

   FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER SYS_JDBC

   OPTIONS

         (

       DRIVER_CLASS 'com.mysql.jdbc.Driver',

       URL 'jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/sample',

       USER_NAME 'sqlstream',

       PASSWORD 'sqlstream',

       txInterval '1000'

         );

 

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "ForeignTableDataStream"

 (

    "id" BIGINT NOT NULL,

    "col1" VARCHAR(10),

    "col2" DOUBLE,

    "col3" INTEGER

  )

 SERVER "mysql_reader"

         (

          TABLE_NAME 'sample_data',

          queryCol 'id',

          --highwater mark

          "SQLSTREAM_POSITION_KEY" '1000',

          SCHEMA_NAME 'public',

           DESCRIPTION 'Foreign stream to deliver rows appended to

                 public.sample_data. Foreign streams are a shared or public polling

table

                 read.'

         )

 ;

Using the OPTIONS_QUERY Option for Highwater Marks

When you use the OPTIONS_QUERY, you can pass options to the foreign stream
dynamically without the need to change the FOREIGN STREAM statement itself. 

In the following example, each user can pass her own watermark to the foreign stream while
running the query. When the SELECT query is run on ForeignTableDataStream, s-Server
also runs OPTIONS_QUERY to fetch new values for options.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "ForeignStreamData";

SET SCHEMA '"ForeignStreamData"';

 

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER mysql_reader

   FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER SYS_JDBC

   OPTIONS

         (

       DRIVER_CLASS 'com.mysql.jdbc.Driver',

       URL 'jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/sample',

       USER_NAME 'sqlstream',
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       PASSWORD 'sqlstream',

       txInterval '1000'

         );

 

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "ForeignTableDataStream"

 (

    "id" BIGINT NOT NULL,

    "col1" VARCHAR(10),

    "col2" DOUBLE,

    "col3" INTEGER

  )

 SERVER "mysql_reader"

         (

          TABLE_NAME 'sample_data',

          queryCol 'id',

          "OPTIONS_QUERY" 'SELECT SQLSTREAM_POSITION_KEY, USER_NAME, PASSWORD FROM

my_config_table WHERE STREAM_NAME = ''ForeignTableDataStream''',

          SCHEMA_NAME 'public',

          DESCRIPTION 'Foreign stream to deliver rows appended to

                 public.sample_data.'

         )

 ;

Monotonically increasing columns are indicated either using the queryCol table property or by
MONOTONIC_<COLUMN_NAME>=true table property.  For example the following are
equivalent. queryCol 'ID'

MONOTONIC_ID 'true'

queryCol and the Foreign Stream's High Water Mark

Since table entries from multiple insertion sources can arrive without being in strict order, a
newly arriving row can have a queryCol value higher than a prior row. If earlier rows with lower
queryCol values were already streamed, a new arriving row with a higher queryCol value is
seen as "out of order" and discarded.

You can minimize this data loss by specifying a querytSort parameter. This parameter
establishes an interval in which rows with out-of-order queryCol can arrive. The querytSort
value you choose enables the streaming of rows whose queryCol values are lower than "high-
water mark minus querytSort." As incoming rows establish a new high-water mark, earlier
rows outside that new interval can then be streamed.

Querying the Foreign Stream as a Tail

In order to tail a remote database table using this option, you prepare a SELECT query with a
lower and upper bound on a monotonically increasing column of the foreign stream.  For
example, given a foreign stream called TEST_STREAM and a monotonically increasing column
called ID, you might use a query along the following lines: 

SELECT STREAM * FROM TEST_STREAM WHERE ID > <HIGHWATER MARK> AND ID <= (SELECT MAX(ID)

FROM TEST_TABLE) - 2;

· The id > <highwater mark> is the lower bound and id <= (select max(id) from

TEST_STREAM) - 2 is the upper bound.  The lower bound excludes rows that we have
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already seen.  The upper bound excludes rows that may not have been committed
yet. 

· The 2 in the upper bound is called the txInterval and allows flexibility (a "fudge factor")
for the inserters to this table. txInterval defaults to 2, but should be set to the maximum
total number of concurrent inserters into the foreign table (ie the maximum number of
insert queries that could simultaneously be executing at once). If you know that there
will only be one inserter for TEST_TABLE, you can safely set txInterval to 0 (it cannot
be negative). 

· Another table property, pollingInterval, determines how long to wait between executing
the prepared statement against the remote DB table. The MED/JDBC reader only
waits if no rows were found in the last execution pass. 

· Multiple monotonically increasing columns where clause expressions in the select
query are OR'ed together. For example: (ID > ? AND ID <= (select max(id) from
TEST_TABLE)) OR (ID2 > ? AND ID2 <= (select max(id) from TEST_TABLE)). 

· You can use this process with both foreign streams and foreign tables in a SELECT
STREAM query. In foreign stream use cases, a highwater mark will be stored. 

5.1.2 Supported JDBC Drivers

The SQL/MED plugin lets Guavus s-Server interface with third-party databases such as
Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, PostgreSQL, MySQL, and Teradata. 

The s-Server installer includes JDBC drivers for Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, Teradata, and
PostgreSQL SQL. Those drivers require no additional steps to use.

In order to use  the MySQL JDBC driver, you need to follow  the steps below.

Installing the MySQL JDBC Driver

To use the MySQL JDBC driver, download the driver package from
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/

Copy the mysql-connector-java-<version>-bin.jar file to $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib.

cp mysql-connector-java-5.1.45-bin.jar $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib

Make a symbolic link so the old name can be referenced

cd $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib

ln -s mysql-connector-java-5.1.45-bin.jar mysql-connector-java-3.1.14-bin.jar 

Note: Some Linux distributions include the MySQL JDBC driver as part of their installation
package. If this is the case for your Linux distribution, then copy the file mysql-connector-java-

<version>-bin.jar to $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib and restart s-Server.

http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/
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5.2 Reading Data from Other Sources

The Extensible Common Data parser reads from a variety of sources and parses data from
these sources into rows in an s-Server stream or table. Currently supported sources are:

· Reading from the File System

· Reading from Sockets

· Reading from AMQP

· Reading from Kafka

· Reading from MQTT

· Reading from Amazon Kinesis

· Reading over HTTP

· Reading over WebSockets

· Reading from Teradata Listener Broadcast Streams

s-Server parses data from these sources into rows of columns in streams or tables. You can
read data from these streams or tables by running a SELECT statement against them. 

To parse files from these sources using an adapter, you need to set up both a server for the
source and set up a foreign stream for the source. One server object can be referenced by
multiple foreign streams. To parse files with the Extensible Common Data agent, you launch
the agent from its directory at the command line, using the --input flag. See the topic Reading
Data from Remote Locations for more information on the Extensible Common Data Agent.

File Formats

s-Server can parse a number of file formats from these sources: 

Topic Parameter Name

Reading CSV CSV

Reading XML XML

Reading JSON JSON

Reading Key Pair Values KV

Reading ProtoBuf PROTOBUF

Parsing Avro AVRO

Note: You can also input data in larger chunks and parse it later using the Parser UDX. This
UDX calls the parsers listed above in a function. For more information on using functions, see
the topic Transforming Data in s-Server in this guide.
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Handing Unparsable Rows

Occasionally, s-Server will encounter rows that it cannot parse. By default, in these cases s-
Server fills in default values for columns which don't parse and then logs an informational
message to its trace log. (See the topic Using Trace Files in Guavus s-Server Administrator
Guide for more details on the trace log.)

For CSV and JSON only, you can enable a stream option called
DISCARD_ROW_ON_PARSE_ERROR. The option causes s-Server to throw away rows
with parsing errors to log the surrounding payload to the global error stream. (See the topic
Global Error Stream in Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual for more
information.)

To enable this option, add the following line to an ECD foreign stream definition that uses CSV
or JSON:

 discard_row_on_parse_error 'true',

Steps for Reading Files with the ECD Adapter

1. Designate a transport medium as a server option.

2. Designate foreign stream or table options, including:

a. The location of the file.

b. Options for how the file will be parsed, such as file pattern, separator
character, and format-specific options.

3. Run a SELECT against the stream.

General Code Example

The example below demonstrates how to parse a CSV file over the file system. To parse
other files over other transport systems, you change server and stream options appropriately.

Creating a Server Object

First, you need to create a server object which references the data wrapper ECDA as well as
the type of medium. 

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "FileReaderServer" TYPE 'FILE'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

Creating a Foreign Stream

Next, you create a foreign stream object. This object contains connection information for the
file, such as directory, filename pattern, filename date format, filename prefix and suffix,
character encoding, whether or not to write a header, character separator.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "FileSource";

SET SCHEMA '"FileSource"';
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CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "FileReaderStream" 

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER,) 

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER "FileReaderServer" 

OPTIONS 

(parser 'CSV',

 character_encoding 'UTF-8',

 separator ',',

 skip_header 'false',

 directory '/tmp',

 filename_pattern 'buses\.log');

Steps for Parsing Files with the ECD Agent

1. Create a stream (and schema, if necessary) in s-Server into which the agent will input
(this is known as the destination stream).

2. Create a properties file options for the agent, such as example.properties. You use this file to
configure the agent. This file needs to include information such as the input file's directory,
parser, filename pattern, and other identifying information, as well as options for the
destination stream, such as schema_name, table_name, and rowtype. See the topic
Extensible Common Data Agent Overview for more details. The code below represents a
sample property file that reads from a CSV formatted file called example.log in a directory
called /var/tmp, and inputs into a destination stream called BIDS in the schema SALES on
the default s-Server defined for this agent.

# Location, name, and type of file

DIRECTORY=/var/tmp

FILENAME_PATTERN=example.log

#Parser for file. Options are CSV, JSON, XML, and others.

PARSER=CSV

# Schema, name, and parameter signature of destination stream

SCHEMA_NAME=SALES

STREAM_NAME=BIDS

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040) reported_at, VARCHAR(2040)

shift_no, VARCHAR(2040) trip_no, VARCHAR(2040) route_variant_id)

3. Determine the input/output format you will use. The ECD agent defaults to using the file
system, but you can also configure it to read over a network socket, an amqp feed, to and
from a kafka server, to and from an mqseries server, or to and from a hadoop file system.
A list of options for the --io property is available at the topic Extensible Common Data
Agent Overview.

4. Launch the agent with the --input property enabled and a --props property that references
the properties file you just created:

./commondataagent.sh --input --io file --props example.properties
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If you have configured everything correctly, the agent should begin parsing data from the file
location and feeding this data into your destination stream.

Note: The location of this directory depends on where you installed the client tools suite. In a default

s-Server installation, it is above the $SQLSTREAM_HOME directory, and will be something
like /opt/sqlstream/5.0.XXXX/clienttools/EcdaAgent.

Special Columns Generated by Parsers

Some input adapters can have "special" columns which are part of the foreign stream
definition but not part of the underlying data format. For example, a column called
PARSE_POSITION is produced for all file formats. If you want to include this column in your
stream, you need to define it as a BIGINT. This column will not appear in the data format but
will be in the result set from selecting the foreign stream.  The Extensible Common Data
Adapter will supply the value for this column instead of parsing its value from the underlying
data. This is used to supply meta information about what is being parsed and where it came
from.  

The Extensible Common Data Adapter generates four special row columns when parsing
files which provide information on how the row was derived from the file. You can declare any
of these columns to make them part of a foreign stream or table.

Special Column Meaning

PARSE_POSITION Position in the file where this row originated.

PARSE_LINE_NUMBER Line number in file where this row originated.

PARSE_ERROR Usually null. Otherwise provides an error message explaining what wrong
when parsing this row

SOURCE_FILE File Adapter only. The file from which this row originated.

5.2.1 Reading from the File System

You can read files from any accessible file system location using the Extensible Common
Data Adapter (ECDA) or ECD Agent. Because the adapter and agent use inotify to discern
changes in a file, both work only in conventional Linux directories. See the the note at the end
of this topic.

All adapter or agent implementations involve configuring options. For adapters, you configure
and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign stream/table options. For
agents, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the agent at the
command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are common to all I/O
systems. The CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter.

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser
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Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

Reading from the File System Using SQL

To read from the file system, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a
prebuilt server object called FILE_SERVER. In the foreign stream's options, you configure
how s-Server connects to the file system. For more information on creating foreign streams,
see the topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual. 

You will also need to specify a parser for the foreign stream. Specifying "parser" as a foreign
stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream reads data. See Parsers for Reading in
this guide for more details.

Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), must be created
within a schema. 

The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the sample code below,
then creates a foreign stream named FileReaderStream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA FileSource;

SET SCHEMA 'FileSource';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM FileReaderStream

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER) 

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER FILE_SERVER 

OPTIONS 

(directory 'myDirectory', 

--directory for the file

parser 'CSV', 

filename_pattern 'myRecord\.csv',

--regex for filename pattern to look for

"quote_character" '"',

"separator" '',

"static_files" 'true',

--indicates that no files will be added or changed after the file reader is started. 

--File reader will exit after the last file is read.

"repeat" 'forever',

--after processing all files that match FILENAME_PATTERN, 

--start over again. Repeat forever.

"skip_header" 'false'

);

To actually start reading data from the source, you need to run a SELECT statement on the
foreign stream. For more details on SELECT statements, see the topic SELECT statement in
the Streaming SQL Reference Guide.
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SELECT * from FileSource.FileReaderStream;

In most cases, you will want to set up a pump that reads data from the foreign stream and
writes it to a native stream. Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one
point in a streaming pipeline to the other. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details. 

Usually, a pump reading from a foreign stream is the start of a pipeline in s-Server. For more
information on pipelines, see the topic Introduction to Pipelines in the Building Streaming
Applications guide.

Foreign Stream Options for the File System

Option Description

DIRECTORY Directory from which you are reading.

FILENAME_PATTERN Input only. Java regular expression defining which files to read.

See

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.

html for more information on Java regular expressions.

STATIC_FILES Defaults to false. When you set this to true, you indicate that no

files will be added or changed after the file reader is started. File

reader will exit after the last file is read. This lets you use the file

reader as a foreign table, which is finite (as opposed to a foreign

stream, which is infinite, and handles files that are continually

written to). 

REPEAT Defaults to 0, meaning do not repeat. Can be a positive whole

number, a negative number, or 'FOREVER'.

For positive numbers, after processing all files that match

FILENAME_PATTERN, start over again. Repeat for the specified

number.

If negative or 'FOREVER', keep reprocessing all files that match

FILENAME_PATTERN forever.

You must set STATIC_FILES to true in order to use this option.

Using the ECD Agent to Read from the File System

You can read data from remote locations using the Extensible Common Data Agent. See
Reading Data from Remote Locations for more details.

For the file system, the ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be
formatted in a properties file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
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those defined for the adapter above. A properties file configured to read files might look like
the following:

DIRECTORY=/var/tmp

PARSER=CSV

FILENAME_PATTERN=myRecord\.csv

SKIP_HEADER=TRUE

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8 

SCHEMA_NAME="FileSource"

TABLE_NAME="FileReaderStream"

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040) reported_at, VARCHAR(2040)

shift_no, VARCHAR(2040) trip_no, VARCHAR(2040) route_variant_id)

Input Format

The code sample above uses CSV as a parser. To use other file options, see the Parser
Types for Reading topic in this guide.

Note: The ECD file reader currently depends on inotify for efficiency. However inotify is not
supported on certain file systems, most notably NFS.

If you use the ECD file reader to tail a file on an NFS file system, it will read up to the current
high watermark in the file, but will NOT see any new data that is subsequently appended to
the file.

To work around this, you will need to transfer files to a directory in the Linux file system on the
same server as the ECDA agent or adapter using rsync --append (this implies 

--partial and --inplace).

5.2.2 Reading from Sockets

Configured for a socket, the ECD Adapter and Agent (ECDA) reads or writes data streamed
from a client program using TCP or UDP. The adapter listens or inserts at a configurable port
awaiting client connections. Incoming packets are streamed as described below.

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

Options Specific to Sockets

All adapter or agent implementations involve configuring options. For adapters, you configure
and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign stream/table options. For
agents, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the agent at the
command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are common to all I/O
systems. 
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Reading from a Network Socket Using SQL

To read from a network socket, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a
prebuilt server object called NET_SERVER. In the foreign stream's options, you configure
how s-Server connects to a network socket. For more information on creating foreign
streams, see the topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual. 

You will also need to specify a parse for the foreign stream. Specifying "parser" as a foreign
stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream reads data. See Parsers for Reading in
this guide for more details.

Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), must be created
within a schema.

The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the sample code below,
then creates a foreign stream named NetworkSocketStream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA NetworkSocketSchema;

SET SCHEMA 'NetworkSocketSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM NetworkSocketStream

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER) 

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER NET_SERVER 

OPTIONS 

parser 'CSV'

);

To actually start reading data from the source, you need to run a SELECT statement on the
foreign stream. For more details on SELECT statements, see the topic SELECT statement in
the Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

SELECT * from NetworkSocketSchema.NetworkSocketStream;

In most cases, you will want to set up a pump that reads data from the foreign stream and
writes it to a native stream. Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one
point in a streaming pipeline to the other. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details. 

Usually, a pump reading from a foreign stream is the start of a pipeline in s-Server. For more
information on pipelines, see the topic Introduction to Pipelines in the Building Streaming
Applications guide.
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Implementing the ECD Agent for Sockets

You can read data from remote locations using the Extensible Common Data Agent. See
Reading Data from Remote Locations for more details. The ECD agent takes similar options,
but these options need to be formatted in a properties file along the lines of the following.
These properties correspond to those defined for the adapter above.

# Port, format, host

PARSER=CSV

SERVER_PORT=5601

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

SKIP_HEADER=FALSE

# Schema, name, and parameter signature of origin stream

SCHEMA_NAME='SOCKETREADER'

TABLE_NAME=NetReaderStream

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040) reported_at, VARCHAR(2040)

shift_no, VARCHAR(2040) trip_no, VARCHAR(2040) route_variant_id)

Additional Columns Generated for Sockets

The following columns may be auto generated by the file adapter if you are doing a select, that
is, reading from the file.

Column Meaning

SOURCE_HOST Input only. Remote host from which this row was read.

SOURCE_PORT Input only. Remote port from which this row was read.

5.2.3 Reading from AMQP

The AMQP adapter lets you define foreign streams with an AMQP message bus. AMQP
stands for Advanced Message Queuing Protocol, and is an Open Standard for Messaging
Middleware. For more information, see see
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/CAMEL/AMQP.

All adapter or agent implementations involve configuring options. For adapters, you configure
and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign stream/table options. For
agents, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the agent at the
command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are common to all I/O
systems. The CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter.

In these streams each row represents a single message, and has two columns: the
message headers and the message body. The message body is one varbinary column. The
message headers are concatenated to form one varchar column, with the format
TAG=VALUE TAG=VALUE ....

https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/CAMEL/AMQP
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Reading from AMQP Using SQL

To read from AMQP, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a prebuilt
server object called AMQP_LEGACY_SERVER or AMQP10_SERVER. The foreign
stream's definition contains connection information for the AMQP server. 

You will also need to specify a parser for the foreign stream, such as 'CSV'. Specifying
"parser" as a foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream reads data. See
Parsers for Reading in this guide for more details.

Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), should be created
within a schema. Note that the options are slightly different for AMQP 0.9 vs. AMQP 1.0; you
need to configure the CONNECTION_URL option differently for these. See CREATE
FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual.

AMQP 0.9

The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the sample code below,
then creates a foreign stream named AMQPStream.

--For AMQP 0.9

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA AMQPSchema;

SET SCHEMA 'AMQPSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM AMQPStream

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER) 

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER AMQP_LEGACY_SERVER 

OPTIONS (DESTINATION 'amq.topic',

CONNECTION_URL 'amqp://guest:guest@clientid/?brokerlist=''tcp://localhost:5672''',

PARSER 'CSV');

AMQP 1.0

The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the sample code below,
then creates a foreign stream named AMQP10Stream.

--For AMQP 1.0

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA AMQP10Schema;

SET SCHEMA 'AMQP10Schema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM AMQP10Stream

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,
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"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER) 

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER AMQP10_SERVER 

OPTIONS (DESTINATION 'amq.topic',

CONNECTION_URL 'amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672?clientid=test-client&remote-

host=default', 

PARSER 'CSV');

To actually start reading data from the source, you need to run a SELECT statement on the
foreign stream. For more details on SELECT statements, see the topic SELECT statement in
the Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

--For AMQP 0.9

SELECT * from AMQPSchema.AMQPStream;

--For AMQP 1.0

SELECT * from AMQP10Schema.AMQP10Stream;

In most cases, you will want to set up a pump that reads data from the foreign stream and
writes it to a native stream. Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one
point in a streaming pipeline to the other. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details. 

Usually, a pump reading from a foreign stream is the start of a pipeline in s-Server. For more
information on pipelines, see the topic Introduction to Pipelines in the Building Streaming
Applications guide.

Using the ECD Agent to Read from AMQP

You can read data from remote locations using the Extensible Common Data Agent. See
Reading Data from Remote Locations for more details.

For the file system, the ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be
formatted in a properties file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to
those defined for the adapter above. A properties file configured to read data from AMQP 0.9
might look like the following:

CONNECTION_URL=amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672?clientid=test-client&remote-

host=default

PARSER=CSV

SCHEMA_NAME=AMQPSchema

TABLE_NAME=AMQPStream

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040) reported_at, VARCHAR(2040)

shift_no, VARCHAR(2040) trip_no, VARCHAR(2040) route_variant_id)

A properties file configured to read data from AMQP 1.0 might look like the following:

DESTINATION=amq.topic
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CONNECTION_URL=amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672?clientid=test-client&remote-

host=default

PARSER=CSV

SCHEMA_NAME=AMQP10Schema

TABLE_NAME=AMQP10Stream

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040) reported_at, VARCHAR(2040)

shift_no, VARCHAR(2040) trip_no, VARCHAR(2040) route_variant_id)

Special Columns Generated by for AMQP 1.0 (Input Only)

The Extensible Common Data Adapter generates one special row column when parsing
AMQP 1.0. You can declare this column to make it part of a foreign stream or table.

Special Column Type Meaning

CREATION_TIME TIMESTAMP  The time the containing message was created.

5.2.4 Reading from Kafka

The ECDA Kafka adapter option lets you read data from Kafka topics. Data can be in CSV,
XML, JSON, or BSON, or other formats. You specify a parser as part of configuration options.
For adapters, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign
stream/table options. For agents, you configure such options using a properties file and
launch the agent at the command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are
common to all I/O systems.

See the overview at Reading from Other Sources  for more details.

The Kafka adapter is based on the new Kafka client API v.0.10.0.X The adapter leverages
features available on Kafka brokers up to v.10.0.X. Following key features are used through
the new client API. This API works with Kafka v1.0 and with the Confluent distribution from at
least v3.3 -v4.0,

As of Kafka 0.10, every Kafka message has a timestamp field, specifying the time when the
message was produced. The new adapter uses this feature to let you start processing at a
given timestamp. Basically, the adapter identifies all topic partitions where the message
timestamp for all subsequent messages is greater than or equal to the specified
STARTING_TIME.

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

To read over HTTP, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a prebuilt
server object called KAFKA_SERVER. The foreign stream's definition contains connection
information for the Kafka server.  In Kafka's case, you can also define provenance columns
that let you pass metadata on the Kafka source into s-Server. See Using Provenance
Columns below.

You will also need to specify a parser for the foreign stream, such as 'CSV'. Specifying
"parser" as a foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream reads data. See
Parsers for Reading in this guide for more details.
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Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), should be created
within a schema. The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the
sample code below, then creates a foreign stream named KafkaStream. See CREATE
FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA KafkaSource;

SET SCHEMA 'KafkaSource';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM KafkaReaderStream

(kafka_offset BIGINT NOT NULL,

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"KAFKA_PARTITION" INT NOT NULL,

--special column for Kafka partition

"zipcode" CHAR(10) NOT NULL,

"transactionTotal" DOUBLE NOT NULL,

"transactionCount" INT NOT NULL)

SERVER "KafkaServer"

OPTIONS

(topic 'AggregatedData',

seed_brokers 'localhost',

starting_time '2020-02-01 22:23:45:892',

max_poll_records '2MB'

parser 'CSV',

character_encoding 'UTF-8',

skip_header 'false');

Input

As with all ECDA adapters, data is only moved from Kafka to s-Server once you execute a
SELECT statement on the foreign stream that you have defined for the adapter. (Often, you
will define a SELECT statement on the foreign stream as part of a pump, in which case data
moves once you start the pump.) For example, the following code block copies the values of
the columns partition, zipcode, transactionTotal, and transactionCount into s-Server using the
foreign stream defined above, KafkaSourceStream.

SELECT STREAM "ts" AS ROWTIME, "partition", "zipcode", "transactionTotal",

"transactionCount"

FROM "KafkaSourceStream"

ORDER BY "ts" WITHIN INTERVAL '2' SECOND;

Input Format

The code sample above uses CSV as a format. To use other file options, see the topic
Parser Types for Reading

Specifying the Starting Position for a Kafka Foreign Stream

In order to implement at least or exactly once semantics, you should set STARTING_TIME to
a timestamp. This specifies the recovery/replay position for the Kafka topic. 

When you promote Kafka message timestamps to ROWTIME (with or without  t-sorting),
these act as a natural watermarks for time-series analytics pipelines on data streaming from
Kafka.
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Starting Position can be specified through a number of SQL/MED options in the foreign
stream definition. Those options are used using the following precedence order.

1. PARTITION_OFFSET_QUERY - This is a SQL query text that fetches starting
offsets for all partitions of the topic. For example, SELECT "TOPIC", "PARTITION",
"OFFSET" FROM stored_offsets;

2. STARTING_OFFSET - This is a single offset value that can be passed to position
within the non-partitioned kafka topic.

3. STARTING_TIME - This is the recommended option. As described earlier, this option
helps achieve exactly once semantics and recovery/replay of time-series analytics
based on message timestamps stored in kafka topics.

If none of the above options are specified then committed offsets for the specified consumer
group(through the CLIENT_ID option of the foreign stream). Committed offsets are ignored
when either of the above options are specified as the starting position.

The best practice is to start a new subscription (the first instance of the query in a consumer
group) by specifying the STARTING_TIME option. All subsequent queries will pass neither
options. In this way, we use committed offsets as a starting position when we rebalance
assigned partitions across all queries with the same CLIENT_ID option.

For example:

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM OrderStream (

   ...

)

SERVER "Kafka10Server"

OPTIONS (

    TOPIC 'OrdersTopic',

    SEED_BROKERS 'localhost:9092',

    PARSER 'CSV'

    OPTIONS_QUERY 'SELECT * FROM utils.kafka_options'

);

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW utils.kafka_options AS

SELECT *

FROM (VALUES('CONSUMER_GROUP1', '2018-02-01 00:00:00')) AS v(CLIENT_ID,

STARTING_TIME);

To pass the STARTING_TIME option, start the first instance of the "distributed" query with
the kafka_options view defined:

SELECT STREAM * FROM OrdersStream;

Next, redefine the view that is used to start new instances of the "distributed" query.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW utils.kafka_options AS SELECT *

FROM (VALUES('CONSUMER_GROUP1')) AS v(CLIENT_ID);

All subsequent queries on OrdersStream will start without the STARTING_TIME option. s-
Server will use offsets committed by earlier instances during automatic partition rebalancing.

SELECT STREAM * FROM OrdersStream;
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Kafka allows messages to be slightly unordered. Once the adapter retrieves messages with
their respective timestamps, those timestamps can be promoted as ROWTIME with a
desirable t-sort interval. Please note that a t-sort introduces a latency equal to the t-sort
interval in the stream processing pipeline but is not expected to significantly affect the
throughput of the pipeline, particularly for a small t-sort interval. In most real world use cases,
a t-sort interval is expected to be in the low single digit seconds. See the discussion of  T-
sorting Stream Input in the SQLstream Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

In order to implement at least or exactly once semantics, we recommend that you specify the
recovery/replay position for the Kafka topic as a timestamp.  

Using Provenance Columns

In reading from Kafka, you can declare several "provenance columns." These return
metadata for the Kafka topic for which you are reading. 

These are as follows:

Provenance
Column

Value

KAFKA_PARTITIO
N

Returns name of Kafka partition.

KAFKA_OFFSET Returns value of current Kafka_offset.

KAFKA_TOPIC Returns name of Kafka column.

KAFKA_TIMESTA
MP 

Returns current Kafka_timestamp.

KAFKA_KEY Returns key value for message.

Options for Reading from Kafka
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Option Name Description

TOPIC
Required. Kafka Topic. You can use a regular expression as a "topic wild card." (This

is not supported by legacy versions of the adapter.)

STARTING_TIME

Either EARLIER, LATEST, or a timestamp in the format 'yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS',

e.g., '2018-02-01 22:23:45:892'

When STARTING_TIME is a timestamp, the Kafka adapter "seeks" to offsets within all

topic partitions where the message timestamp for all subsequent messages is

greater than or equal to the specified STARTING_TIME. Requires Kafka v0.10.2 or

later.

For the legacy Kafka adapter, options are EARLIEST or LATEST.

INDEX_TOPIC_NAME

This option specifies the name of the index topic to be used for mapping message

offsets to timestamps. For more details, refer to Building and Using an Index Topic in

the Writing to Kafka topic of the s-Server Integration Guide. Index topic may be created

on a separate Kafka cluster.

STARTING_OFFSET
When to start reading from (default is -1) as a long int representing a timestamp

(milliseconds since epoch)

SEED_BROKERS

A comma separated list of broker identifiers in the format

"<broker_host_name>:<port>". For legacy adapter, this is a comma separated list of

broker hosts. Defaults to "localhost".

PARTITION

Partition number to read from. If reading from a kafka topic with multiple partitions and

PARTITION is omitted or blank all partitions will be read from.

You can specify a single partition with:

PARTITION 

or a range with:

PARTITION -

(Range needs two partitions - eg 1-3 - and is inclusive.)

Note: Partition numbers are 0 based.

PORT Deprecated for Kafka10 adapter. For legacy adapter, port for Kafka seed broker

MAX_POLL_RECORD

S

Maximum number of records to be polled (fetched) through the new

KafkaConsumer.poll() API call. For best throughput during replay, this needs to be set

such that you get a "page" full (1MB is the deafult) of kafka messages from each

partition of the topic(s). It can be roughly calculated as: (numPartitions * 1 MB) /

typicalMessageSize

PARTITION_OFFSET_

QUERY

This is a SQL query that fetches starting offsets for all topic partitions. For both the

legacy Kafka adapter and the Kafka10 adapter, you can use a query along the

following lines: 

PARTITION_OFFSET_QUERY 'SELECT "KAFKA_PARTITION", "KAFKA_OFFSET"

FROM from stored_offsets'

PARTITION should be of type INTEGER. OFFSET should be of type BIGINT. Any

partition for which the query does not return anything will either use

STARTING_OFFSET or STARTING_TIME to determine where to start.

FETCH_SIZE Fetch size. Defaults to 1000000.

CLIENT_ID

For the Kafka10 adapter, it is vital to understand that this is the consumer group id (so

is used to set consumer group property group.id)

Client key for Yammer metrics. CLIENT_ID defaults to client{TOPIC} or

CLIENT{TOPIC}{PARTITION} if PARTITION is specified. CLIENT_ID and

METRICS_PER_PARTITION affect Kafka Yammer metrics reporting. CLIENT_ID does

not apply unless METRICS_PER_PARTITION is set to true. See

http://docs.confluent.io/1.0/kafka/monitoring.html for more information on Kafka

Yammer metrics.

METRICS_PER_PART

ITION

True or False. If METRICS_PER_PARTITION is false, then CLIENT_ID will be used as

the client key for all yammer metrics reporting for that adapter. If

METRICS_PER_PARTITION is true, then the actual partition number will be appended

to each to each client_id (and finer grained metrics will be reported).

OPTIONS_QUERY

Lets you query a table to update adapter options at runtime. You can use this, for

example, to set the STARTING_OFFSET option from a table that contains the last

offset, as in 

select lastOffset as STARTING_OFFSET from TEST.committedOffset');

kafka.consumer.config

Lets you specify the name of a properties file that contains a set of Kafka consumer

configurations.  For example, you could use such a file to set all the properties needed

for a SSL/SASL connection that the consumer will invoke. 

Kafka offers a wide range of config properties. For details, see Kafka documentation at

https://kafka.apache.org/0100/documentation.html#newconsumerconfigs

Note: In some cases, you can use these property files to override Foreign Stream 

options. For example, the setting for bootstrap.servers will override the Foreign Stream

option "SEED_BROKERS". This can be helpful in dynamic environments (AWS,

Docker, Kubernetes and so on) where you do not know the specific locations of the

Kafka brokers  until runtime.

isolation.level

Lets you specify whether s-Server should read all Kafka messages or only committed

messages. 

Options are read_uncommitted, or read_committed

This option lets you account for transactions, a Kafka 0.11.0 feature whereby

applications can write to multiple topics and partitions atomically. To use atomic

commitments, you need to configure the Kafka adapter to only read committed data--

this is, read_committed.

http://docs.confluent.io/1.0/kafka/monitoring.html
https://kafka.apache.org/0100/documentation.html#newconsumerconfigs
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Using Provenance Columns 

In reading from Kafka, you can declare provenance columns. These return metadata for the Kafka topic

from which you are reading.

These are as follows:
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Data Type
Name in s-Server

6.0.0
Name in s-Server 6.0.1

Kafka version

and value.

VARCHAR(256) KAFKA_TOPIC SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_TOPIC

Kafka v.0.10.2 or

later. Returns

name of Kafka

topic.

INTEGER KAFKA_PARTITION SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_PARTITION

Kafka v.0.10.2 or

later. Returns

value of current

Kafka partition.

INTEGER PARTITION SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_PARTITION

Kafka v.0.8.2.

Returns value of

current Kafka

partition.

BIGINT KAFKA_OFFSET SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_OFFSET

Kafka v.0.10.2 or

later. Returns

value of current

Kafka offset.

BIGINT OFFSET SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_OFFSET

Kafka v.0.8.2.

Returns value of

current Kafka

offset.

TIMESTAMP KAFKA_TIMESTAMP SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_TIMESTAMP

Kafka v.0.10.2 or

later. Returns

current

Kafka_timestamp

.

VARBINARY(256) KAFKA_KEY SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_KEY

Kafka v.0.10.2 or

later. Returns key

value for

message.

BINARY(32) PAYLOAD_PREFIX SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_PAYLOAD_PREFIX

Kafka v.0.10.2 or

later. Returns key

value for

message.

N/A SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS

Returns any

headers for Kafka

message topics

as key-value pairs

in serialized text

format.
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Using the Options Query 

You can use the Options Query to read from a configuration table. You can then use this table
to update adapter options at SQL start time. Usually, this will be when you start application
pumps.

 You can use this, for example, to set the STARTING_OFFSET option from a table that
contains the last offset.

You can create a configuration table (or view) and read from it using the OPTIONS_QUERY
option (not property).

The Options Query returns one row. Table column names should be set for property names
and row value should be set for property value.

If you set the OPTIONS_QUERY property to 

select * from conf 

and that query returns 1 row with 1 column called TOPIC  containing the value "topic1", then
the adapter is configured with the TOPOC property set to "topic1." Each time the adapter
runs its configuration gets dynamically computed from the conf table. You can also use views
for the OPTIONS_QUERY.

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM testOut (

            KAFKA_OFFSET BIGINT NOT NULL,

            line VARCHAR(4096))

SERVER KAFKASERVER

OPTIONS (TOPIC 'testThroughput', OPTIONS_QUERY 'select lastOffset as STARTING_OFFSET

from TEST.committedOffset');

Using the Kafka ECDA to Process Partitioned Streams

This topic describes an example of setting up SQL to process a pipeline handling one
partition. For each partition you can have N pipelines (often on separate instances of s-
Server) listening to that partition, where N is your redundancy level. It assumes two Kafka
topics have been set up:

· TransactionData. This takes something like credit card transactions. It should be
partitioned with some kind of round robin scheme.

· AggregatedData. This will be used to communicate between the agregation pipeline
servers an the rollup server.

Each pipeline will

1. Read from the partition of a topic.

2. Parse incoming data into columns using the ECDA CSV Parser.

3. Lookup in address table zipcode for recipient of transaction.
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4. Aggregate by zipcode transaction amounts and counts by second.

In order to ensure all pipelines for the same partition output the same data, the code discards
data for the first second's aggregation. This lets you restart an instance of s-Server running
pipelines at any time without affecting results.

Results are written to the AggregatedData topic. One or more instances of s-Server will then
read that AggregatedData topic, discarding duplicate rows. Aggregates are then rolled up and
written to a stream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "kafkaAggregation";

SET SCHEMA '"kafkaAggregation"';

SET PATH '"kafkaAggregation"';

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "KafkaServer" TYPE 'KAFKA10'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "KafkaPartitionedInputStream"

(KAFKA_OFFSET BIGINT NOT NULL,

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"cardNumber" BIGINT NOT NULL,

"zipcode" CHAR(10) NOT NULL,

"transactionAmount" DOUBLE NOT NULL,

"recipientId" BIGINT NOT NULL,

"transactionId" BIGINT NOT NULL)

SERVER "KafkaServer"

OPTIONS

(topic 'TransactionData',

"PARTITION" '1',

"SEED_BROKERS" 'localhost',

"PORT" '9092',

"STARTING_TIME" 'latest',

parser 'CSV',

character_encoding 'UTF-8',

skip_header 'false');

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "KafkaOutputStream"

(

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"partition" INT NOT NULL,

"zipcode" CHAR(5) NOT NULL,

"transactionTotal" DOUBLE NOT NULL,

"transactionCount" INT NOT NULL)

SERVER "KafkaServer"

OPTIONS

(topic 'AggregatedData',

"metadata.broker.list" 'localhost:9092',

parser 'CSV',

row_separator '',

character_encoding 'UTF-8');

-- Source columns we're interested in

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "sourceData" AS

SELECT STREAM "ts" AS ROWTIME, "zipcode", "transactionAmount"

FROM "KafkaPartitionedInputStream";

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getZipcode"(

      inputRows CURSOR,

         dsName VARCHAR(64),

      tableName VARCHAR(128),
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        colName VARCHAR(128),

      cacheSize INTEGER,

   prefetchRows BOOLEAN,

   fuzzyLookups BOOLEAN)

   RETURNS TABLE(

        inputRows.*,

        "zipcode" CHAR(5))

   LANGUAGE JAVA

   PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

   NO SQL

   EXTERNAL NAME '"TableLookup":com.sqlstream.plugin.tablelookup.TableLookup.lookup';

-- adorn with zipcode using in memory lookup if possible

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "transactionAndZipcode" AS

SELECT STREAM 

FROM TABLE("getZipcode(CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM "sourceData"), 'customerDb',

'address', 'recipientId', 10000000, true, false));

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "aggregatedData" AS

SELECT STREAM "zipcode", SUM("transactionAmount") AS "transactionTotal", COUNT(*) AS

"transactionCount"

FROM "sourceData"

GROUP BY FLOOR((("sourceData".ROWTIME - timestamp '1970-01-01 00:00:00') second)/10 to

second), "zipcode";

-- Creates output pump

-- Does not output first group of rows (all rows in group will have same rowtime)

-- as this group may be partial if restarting after failure.

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "aggregatedDataOutputPump" STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO "kafkaAgg1a"."KafkaOutputStream"

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME AS "ts", 1 AS "partition", "zipcode", "transactionTotal",

"transactionCount"

FROM (select stream *, a.ROWTIME as thistime, FIRST_VALUE(a.ROWTIME) OVER (ROWS

UNBOUNDED PRECEDING) as firsttime from "kafkaAgg1a"."aggregatedData"a) b

where firsttime <> thistime;

ALTER PUMP "aggregatedDataOutputPump" START;

Using the Kafka Adapter for Fault Tolerance

To ensure fault tolerance, you can set up multiple instances of s-Server to listen to each partition, using
a program like Puppet to start servers and pipelines. You can run more than one pipeline on each version
of s-Server, but you cannot have multiple pipelines on the same server listening to the same partition.

The diagram below shows multiple instances of s-Server listening to Kafka partitions. This prevents data
loss if an s-Server instance goes down.
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Adding and Removing Processing Nodes for Kafka

After aggregating data in multiple instances of s-Server, you can create one or more s-Server
pumps in order to write to Kafka topics, and add and remove these pumps using the ALTER
PUMP command.

Using the Legacy Version of the Kafka Adapter

You can use the legacy kafka adapter with the following server definition:

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "KafkaServer"

TYPE 'KAFKA'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

Working with Kafka Headers

(new in s-Server version 6.1) Messages published to a Kafka topic can have associated
headers. s-Server lets you both read and write these headers.

Writing Headers to Kafka Based on Column Data

For Kafka10 Sinks, the KAFKA10 adapter supports an option called
HEADERS_COLUMN_LIST. This is a comma-separated list of column names (case
sensitive) that are turned into Kafka headers in the following form:
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column_name1=column_value1),...,(column_nameN=column_valueN)

For example, the following stream specifies that headers will be written to Kafka using the
columns prescribed and highway:

--this line creates a schema for use in the two examples that follow

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA headers_example;

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM headers_example.headers_egress

(

    "id" BIGINT,

    "reported_at" VARCHAR(32),

    "speed" INTEGER,

    "driver_no" BIGINT,

    "prescribed" BOOLEAN,

    "highway" VARCHAR(8)

)

SERVER "KAFKA10_SERVER"

OPTIONS (

    "FORMATTER" 'JSON',

    "FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME" 'false',

    "bootstrap.servers" 'localhost:9092',

    --option for writing headers

    "HEADERS_COLUMN_LIST" 'prescribed,highway',

    "TOPIC" 'headers_test'

);

Reading and Parsing Headers

Once you have written these headers to a Kafka message, you can read them by specifying a
stream column called SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS, defined as VARCHAR.
(This column is known as a provenance column because it tells you something about the
source of your data.)

Headers do not need to have been written by s-Server; the KAFKA10 adapter will read any
headings present in a Kafka topic's messages. If there are no headers for the Kafka
message, then the column SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS returns null.

When you specify this column and select it in a query, it returns headers as key-value pairs,
in serialized text format. If a Kafka message has 2 headers ("key1", "value1") & ("key2",
"value2"), the value of SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS will be:
'key1=value1<newline-character>key2=value2', where ( is the actual newline character).

Each Kafka message may have an arbitrary number of headers (key-value pairs). You can
use the Parser UDX to parse SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS in a pipeline using
PARSER = 'KV' as a setting for the UDX.

The following is an example of a KAFKA10 foreign stream with
SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS specified as a provenance column:

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM headers_example.headers_ingest

(

    "id" BIGINT,

    "reported_at" TIMESTAMP,

    "prescribed" BOOLEAN,

    "highway" VARCHAR(8),

    "SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS" VARCHAR(256)

)
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SERVER "KAFKA10_SERVER"

OPTIONS (

    "PARSER" 'JSON',

    "ROW_PATH" '$',

    "SEED_BROKERS" 'localhost:9092',

    "STARTING_TIME" 'LATEST',

    "isolation.level" 'read_uncommitted',

    "TOPIC" 'headers_test'

);

For a stream with headers written by s-Server as "HEADERS_COLUMN_LIST"
'prescribed,highway' (as we defined above, headers might look like the following. Note that
you call SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS using quotation marks. Also note that
headers return with a line break.

SELECT STREAM "id", "SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS" FROM

headers_example.headers_ingest;

'id','SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS'

'50115871536','prescribed=false

highway=MR549'

'346866848365','prescribed=false

highway=MR620'

'50116198282','prescribed=false

highway=MR184'

5.2.4.1 Using the Options Query Property

You can use the Options Query property to create a configuration table. You can then use this
table to update adapter options at runtime. You can use this, for example, to set the
STARTING_OFFSET option from a table that contains the last offset.

The Options Query returns one row. Table column names should be set for property names
and row value should be set for property value.

If you set the OPTIONS_QUERY property to 

select * from conf 

and that query returns 1 row with 1 column called DIRECTORY containing the
value /user/myuser, then the adapter is configured with the DIRECTORY property set
to /user/myuser.  Each time the adapter runs its configuration gets dynamically computed from
the conf table. You can also use views for the OPTIONS_QUERY.

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM testOut (

            OFFSET BIGINT NOT NULL,

            line VARCHAR(4096))

SERVER KAFKASERVER

OPTIONS (TOPIC 'testThroughput', OPTIONS_QUERY 'select lastOffset as STARTING_OFFSET

from TEST.committedOffset');

5.2.4.2 Using the Kafka ECDA to Process Partitioned Streams

This topic describes an example of setting up SQL to process a pipeline handling one
partition. For each partition you can have N pipelines (often on separate instances of s-
Server) listening to that partition, where N is your redundancy level. It assumes two Kafka
topics have been set up:
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· TransactionData. This takes something like credit card transactions. It should be
partitioned with some kind of round robin scheme.

· AggregatedData. This will be used to communicate between the agregation pipeline
servers an the rollup server.

Each pipeline will

1. Read from the partition of a topic.

2. Parse incoming data into columns using the ECDA CSV Parser.

3. Lookup in address table zipcode for recipient of transaction.

4. Aggregate by zipcode transaction amounts and counts by second.

In order to ensure all pipelines for the same partition output the same data, the code discards
data for the first second's aggregation. This lets you restart an instance of s-Server running
pipelines at any time without affecting results.

Results are written to the AggregatedData topic. One or more instances of s-Server will then
read that AggregatedData topic, discarding duplicate rows. Aggregates are then rolled up and
written to a stream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "kafkaAggregation";

SET SCHEMA '"kafkaAggregation"';

SET PATH '"kafkaAggregation"';

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "KafkaServer" TYPE 'KAFKA'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "KafkaPartitionedInputStream"

(OFFSET BIGINT NOT NULL,

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"cardNumber" BIGINT NOT NULL,

"zipcode" CHAR(10) NOT NULL,

"transactionAmount" DOUBLE NOT NULL,

"recipientId" BIGINT NOT NULL,

"transactionId" BIGINT NOT NULL)

SERVER "KafkaServer"

OPTIONS

(topic 'TransactionData',

"PARTITION" '1',

"SEED_BROKERS" 'localhost',

"PORT" '9092',

"STARTING_TIME" 'latest',

parser 'CSV',

character_encoding 'UTF-8',

skip_header 'false');

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "KafkaOutputStream"

(

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"partition" INT NOT NULL,

"zipcode" CHAR(5) NOT NULL,

"transactionTotal" DOUBLE NOT NULL,

"transactionCount" INT NOT NULL)

SERVER "KafkaServer"
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OPTIONS

(topic 'AggregatedData',

"metadata.broker.list" 'localhost:9092',

parser 'CSV',

row_separator '',

character_encoding 'UTF-8');

-- Source columns we're interested in

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "sourceData" AS

SELECT STREAM "ts" AS ROWTIME, "zipcode", "transactionAmount"

FROM "KafkaPartitionedInputStream";

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getZipcode"(

      inputRows CURSOR,

         dsName VARCHAR(64),

      tableName VARCHAR(128),

        colName VARCHAR(128),

      cacheSize INTEGER,

   prefetchRows BOOLEAN,

   fuzzyLookups BOOLEAN)

   RETURNS TABLE(

        inputRows.*,

        "zipcode" CHAR(5))

   LANGUAGE JAVA

   PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

   NO SQL

   EXTERNAL NAME '"TableLookup":com.sqlstream.plugin.tablelookup.TableLookup.lookup';

-- adorn with zipcode using in memory lookup if possible

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "transactionAndZipcode" AS

SELECT STREAM 

FROM TABLE("getZipcode(CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM "sourceData"), 'customerDb',

'address', 'recipientId', 10000000, true, false));

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "aggregatedData" AS

SELECT STREAM "zipcode", SUM("transactionAmount") AS "transactionTotal", COUNT(*) AS

"transactionCount"

FROM "sourceData"

GROUP BY FLOOR((("sourceData".ROWTIME - timestamp '1970-01-01 00:00:00') second)/10 to

second), "zipcode";

-- Creates output pump

-- Does not output first group of rows (all rows in group will have same rowtime)

-- as this group may be partial if restarting after failure.

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "aggregatedDataOutputPump" STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO "kafkaAgg1a"."KafkaOutputStream"

SELECT STREAM ROWTIME AS "ts", 1 AS "partition", "zipcode", "transactionTotal",

"transactionCount"

FROM (select stream *, a.ROWTIME as thistime, FIRST_VALUE(a.ROWTIME) OVER (ROWS

UNBOUNDED PRECEDING) as firsttime from "kafkaAgg1a"."aggregatedData"a) b

where firsttime <> thistime;

ALTER PUMP "aggregatedDataOutputPump" START;

5.2.4.3 Using the Kafka ECDA for Fault Tolerance

To ensure fault tolerance, you can set up multiple instances of s-Server to listen to each
partition, using a program like Puppet to start servers and pipelines. You can run more than
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one pipeline on each version of s-Server, but you cannot have multiple pipelines on the same
server listening to the same partition.

The diagram below shows multiple instances of s-Server listening to Kafka partitions. This
prevents data loss if an s-Server instance goes down. 

Next: Adding and Removing Processing Nodes for Kafka

5.2.4.4 Adding and Removing Processing Nodes for Kafka

After aggregating data in multiple instances of s-Server, you can create one or more s-Server
pumps in order to write to Kafka topics, and add and remove these pumps using the ALTER
PUMP command.

Implementing the Kafka ECDA Adapter to Pump Data to Kafka

Every time you use an adapter, you need to implement it within an s-Server schema. The
following code first creates a schema and implements the Kafka ECDA adapter.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "kafkaAggregation";

SET SCHEMA '"kafkaAggregation"';

SET PATH '"kafkaAggregation"';

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "KafkaServer" TYPE 'KAFKA'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "KafkaAggregatedData"

(offset LONG NOT NULL,

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"PARTITION" INT NOT NULL, 
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"zipcode" CHAR(5) NOT NULL,

"transactionTotal" DECIMAL(18,2) NOT NULL,

"transactionCount" INT NOT NULL)

SERVER "KafkaServer"

OPTIONS

(topic: 'AggregatedData',

seed_brokers: 'localhost',

starting_time: 'latest',

parser 'CSV',

character_encoding 'UTF-8',

skip_header 'false');

Setting up the Pump

The code below creates a stream with three columns, zipcode, transactionTotal, and
transactionCount. This stream will be used to pump data from a Kafka topic. 

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "AggregatedData"(

       "zipcode" CHAR(5) NOT NULL,

       "transactionTotal" DECIMAL(18,2) NOT NULL,

       "transactionCount" INT NOT NULL);

The next code block creates a view on the foreign stream KafkaAggregatedData, ordered by
timestamp ("ts") and selecting the columns PARTITION, zipcode, transactionTotal, and
transactionCount.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "AggregatedDataWithRowTime" AS

SELECT STREAM "ts" AS ROWTIME, "PARTITION", "zipcode", "transactionTotal",

"transactionCount"

FROM "KafkaAggregatedData"

ORDER BY "ts" WITHIN INTERVAL '2' SECOND;

The next code block uses a WHERE statement to identify and discard duplicate rows.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "AggregatedData" AS

SELECT STREAM "partition", "zipcode", "transactionTotal", "transactionCount"

FROM (SELECT STREAM *,

COUNT(*) OVER (PARTITION BY "partition", "zipcode" RANGE INTERVAL '0' SECOND

PRECEDING) AS c

FROM "AggregatedDataWithRowTime") AS dd

WHERE c = 1;

The next code block pumps the the columns zipcode, the total of column transactionTotal and
the total of column transactionCount.

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "rollupPump" STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO "AggregatedData"

SELECT STREAM "zipcode", sum("transactionTotal"), sum("transactionCount")

FROM "AggregatedDataDeDuped"

GROUP BY "AggregatedDataDeDuped".ROWTIME, "zipcode";

Starting and Stopping the Pump

You can then start and stop the pump using the ALTER PUMP command:

ALTER PUMP "rollupPump" START;

ALTER PUMP "rollupPump" STOP;
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See the topic ALTER PUMP in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual for
more details.

Next: Using the TableLookup UDX to Prefetch a Partitioned Portion of a Database

5.2.4.5 Using the TableLookup UDX to Prefetch a Partitioned Portion of a Database

Once you have read in data from Kafka and created a view of this data, as in Using the Kafka
ECDA for Fault Tolerance, you can use the TableLookup UDX to prefetch a partitioned portion
of a database to form a preloaded cache. The code below prefetches zip codes.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getZipcode"(

      inputRows CURSOR,

         dsName VARCHAR(64),

      tableName VARCHAR(128),

        colName VARCHAR(128),

      cacheSize INTEGER,

   prefetchRows BOOLEAN,

   fuzzyLookups BOOLEAN)

   RETURNS TABLE(

        inputRows.*,

        "zipcode" CHAR(5))

   LANGUAGE JAVA

   PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

   NO SQL

   EXTERNAL NAME '"TableLookup":com.sqlstream.plugin.tablelookup.TableLookup.lookup';

You can then use the function to prefetch zip code from a partitioned portion of a database:

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "transactionAndZipcode" AS

SELECT STREAM 

FROM TABLE("getZipcode(CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM "sourceData"), 'customerDb',

'address', 'recipientId', 10000000, true, false));

5.2.5 Reading from MQTT

You can read from and write to MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) from s-
Server. s-Server implements an MQTT client to connect to an MQTT server. s-Server
supports MQTT version 3.1 or 3.1.1. In reading from or writing to MQTT, s-Server starts with
a clean session and uses in memory persistence only.

This topic contains the following subtopics:

· Reading from MQTT

o Reading from MQTT Using SQL

o Reading from MQTT Using the ECD Agent

Reading from MQTT

To read from local locations, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server
or foreign stream/table options. See Reading from MQTT Using SQL below. To write from
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remote locations, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the agent at
the command line. See Reading from MQTT Using the ECD Agent below.

Reading from MQTT Using SQL

To read from MQTT, you need to create a foreign stream in s-Server that references a
prebuilt server object called MQTT_SERVER. The foreign stream's definition contains as
options connection information for the MQTT server. s-Server uses this information to
implement an MQTT client that reads data into the foreign stream.

s-Server receives the payload for the MQTT message and parses it using the specified
parser. Specifying "parser" as a foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream
writes data. See Parser Types for Reading in this guide for more details.

See the topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the SQLstream Streaming SQL
Reference Guide for more information on creating foreign streams.

The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the sample code below,
then creates a foreign stream named MQTTReaderStream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA MQTTSchema;

SET SCHEMA 'MQTTSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM MQTTReaderStream

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER)

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER MQTT

OPTIONS (TOPIC 'test',

CONNECTION_URL 'tcp://127.0.0.1:1883,

PARSER 'JSON');

http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/parsing-data/
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 Foreign Stream Options for Reading from MQTT

Option Description

CONNECTION_URL 'tcp://127.0.0.1:1883',

TOPIC
MQTT topic. UTF-8 string that the MQTT broker uses to
filter messages for each connected client.

QOS

Defines the guarantee of delivery for a specific
message. Either at most once (0), at least once (1),
exactly once (2). Defaults to 1. For more information on
QOS, see https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-
essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/

CLIENT_ID

s-Server implements an MQTT client to connect to the
MQTT server. This setting provides a MQTT ClientID
for this client. The MQTT broker uses the ClientID to
identify the client and its current state. As a result, if
used, you should use a distinct CLIENT_ID for each
foreign stream defined for MQTT. Defaults to randomly
generated.

USERNAME
Optional. User name for MQTT connection. Note: s-
Server sends user names and passwords as plain
text.

PASSWORD
Optional. Password for MQTT connection. Note: s-
Server sends user names and passwords as plain
text.

KEEP_ALIVE_INTERVAL

Optional. Interval in seconds sent to MQTT broker
when s-Server establishes a connection. Specifies the
longest time period of time that broker and client
persist without sending a message. Defaults to 60.

CONNECTION_TIMEOUT Optional. Defaults to 30.

Provenance Columns for MQTT

Column Explanation

SQLSTREAM_PROV_MQTT_MESSAGE_ID MQTT message ID.

SQLSTREAM_PROV_MQTT_TOPIC MQTT topic.

I

f you include either of those two columns in a foreign stream definition for a foreign stream
that reads from MQTT, they will be populated on each row read with the topic and
message_id from the broker.

5.2.6 Reading from Amazon Kinesis

Because of the particular nature of Amazon Kinesis streams, s-Server uses an agent to read
from Kinesis streams. Kinesis agents run in s-Server and connect to Amazon Kinesis using
options that you pass to the agent. The Kinesis agent is best used within the AWS system.
You can read from Kinesis from outside AWS, but this will entail sending rows over the

https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/
https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/
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Internet. See Configuring s-Server to Use SSL in Guavus s-Server Administrator Guide for
information on how to use SSL to send such rows securely over the Internet.

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

Destination for Rows

As with other agents, you will need to set up a native stream as a target for the Kinesis data to
be read by the agent. As with other sources, this data needs to be parsed. You set a parser
and pass parser options to the agent. See Parser Types for Reading for a list of parser
choices.

You give each agent a name, such as my_kinesis_stream. Each agent reads from exactly
one Kinesis stream.

Agents are stopped using START_AGENT_HOSTER and stopped using
STOP_AGENT_HOSTER. You will need to restart agents if s-Server is stopped. (Unlike
pumps, agents do not start up automatically.)  Best practice is to start pumps before agents,
so that you do not lose any rows sent by agents.

This topic includes the following subtopics:

Simple Example of Starting the Kinesis Agent. This code sample provides a basic example
using a CSV parser.

More Complex Example with JSON Parsing. This code sample provides a more complex
example using the JSON parser, including JSON paths.

Stopping the Agent. This code sample provides a basic example of stopping the agent.

Kinesis Agent Options. Lists the Kinesis-specific options for the agent.

Setting Up an AWS Profile. In order to connect the agent with Kinesis, you will need an AWS
profile. 

Note: Agent names are internal to s-Server. This means that you can use agents with the
same name on separate instances of s-Server, even if these are running on the same
machine.
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Simple Example of Starting Agent

The agent is started with code along the following lines. You can issue this code in SQLline or
another JDBC client.

CALL SYS_BOOT.MGMT.START_AGENT_HOSTER('my_kinesis_agent',

                                      'kinesis',

                                      'SCHEMA_NAME=myschema&

                                       TABLE_NAME=mystream&

                                       PARSER=CSV&

     --The following are settings for the CSV

parser.

                                       CHARACTER_ENCODING=ISO-8859-1&

                                       SKIP_HEADER=false&

                                       --The following are Kinesis-specific options

     AWS_REGION=us-west-1&

                                       AWS_PROFILE_NAME=my_profile&

                                       AWS_PROFILE_PATH=~/.aws/credentials&

                                       KINESIS_STREAM_NAME=test&

                                       KINESIS_APPLICATION_NAME=testrun3&

                                       STREAM_FANOUT=1&

                                       KINESIS_INITIAL_POSITION_IN_STREAM=TRIM_HORIZON

&

                                       KINESIS_MAX_RECORDS_PER_GET=1500&

                                       KINESIS_SOCKET_TIMEOUT=-1&

                                       KINESIS_IDLE_TIME_BETWEEN_READS=-1');

The first parameter ("my_agent" above) is the name you are assigning to the agent for use in
subsequent calls.

Second parameter ("kinesis" above) is the agent type - in this case kinesis.

Third parameter is either the path to a properties file or list of properties separated by '&'.
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Agent Options

Option Name Description

SCHEMA_NAME s-Server schema in which the native stream to which data will be
read resides. You need to create this before running the agent.

TABLE_NAME s-Server native stream to which data will be read. You need to
create this before running the agent.

KINESIS_STREAM_NAME Required. Name of Kinesis stream to read from. No default.

AWS_REGION Required. Region id of Kinesis region. See
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_re
gion for more detalis.

AWS_PROFILE_PATH Must point to a credential file on the s-Server file system with the
following format:
[default]

aws_access_key_id = xxx

aws_secret_access_key = yyy

This defaults to ''" - which goes to ~/.aws/credentials. 

Note: You need to have an AWS profile set up, and a
configuration file stored on your system, in order to
read from or write to Kinesis. See Setting Up an AWS
Profile Path  in the topic Reading from Kinesis Streams in the
Guavus s-Server Integration Guide .

AWS_PROFILE_NAME Optional. Profile name to use within credentials file. Amazon
supports multiple named profiles within a configuration file. If
you have a named profile, you can reference it here. Defaults to
default. See http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-
multiple-profiles.html 

KINESIS_INITIAL_POSITION_IN_STREAM LATEST for latest or TRIM_HORIZON for earliest. Defaults to
LATEST.

STREAM_FANOUT If > 1, instead of writing to TABLE_NAME will instead write to
TABLE_NAME1 through TABLE_NAMEn depending on shard
coming in.
shard 1 will go to TABLE_NAME1. shard n will go to
TABLE_NAMEn. shard n+1 will go to TABLE_NAME1 etc.

KINESIS_APPLICATION_NAME Identifies client in cloud watch (defaults to sqlstream). Identifies
a group of consumers processes that will collaborate to process
output from the source Kinesis stream. If two agents read from
the same Kinesis stream with the same
KINESIS_APPLICATION_NAME they will share out the Kinesis
shards between them. Whereas if the two agents use two
different KINESIS_APPLICATION_NAMEs they will both
independently read all the data from the stream.

KINESIS_MAX_RECORDS_PER_GET (default -1) if > 0 will read multiple records per request. (Usually
a large number is better.)

KINESIS_SOCKET_TIMEOUT Defaults to -1, which means leave at Kinesis setting. If set, will
override Kinesis socket timeout in milliseconds.

KINESIS_IDLE_TIME_BETWEEN_READS Defaults to -1, which means leave at Kinesis setting. If set, will
override Kinesis time between reads in milliseconds.

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-multiple-profiles.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-multiple-profiles.html
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Provenance Columns for Kinesis 

In reading from Kinesis, you can declare provenance columns. These return metadata for the
Kinesis stream from which you are reading.

These are as follows:

Data
Type

Name in s-Server
6.0.0

Name in s-Server 6.0.1 Value

INTEGER PARTITION_ID SQLSTREAM_PROV_KINESIS_PARTITION_ID

Returns
partition key
for current
Kinesis
partition. See
https://docs.a
ws.amazon.c
om/streams/l
atest/dev/key-
concepts.html
#partition-key

BIGINT SEQUENCE_NUMBER SQLSTREAM_PROV_KINESIS_SEQUENCE_NUMBER

Sequence
number for
Kinesis data
record. See
https://docs.a
ws.amazon.c
om/streams/l
atest/dev/key-
concepts.html
#sequence-
number

Stopping the Agent

To stop the agent, issue code along the following lines:

call sys_boot.mgmt.stop_agent_hoster('my_agent');

Extended Example with JSON Parsing

The code below reads from a Kinesis stream called production-stream, and reads data into
an s-Server stream called kinesis_sink_read_json in a schema called myschema. It passes
options in for JSON parsing. See Reading JSON for more details on these options.

-- Read data from the TARGET Kinesis stream; not normally used but can be helpful for

debugging etc

-- Read into Sink_As_Source.kinesis_sink_read_json

-- Expand JSON into the columns as defined for the output

---

-- agent_name = 'target_listen_json'

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#partition-key
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#partition-key
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#partition-key
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#partition-key
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#partition-key
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#partition-key
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#sequence-number
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#sequence-number
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#sequence-number
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#sequence-number
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#sequence-number
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#sequence-number
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html#sequence-number
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-- application_name = 'sqlstream_3'

call sys_boot.mgmt.start_agent_hoster('target_listen_json','kinesis','PARSER=JSON&

SCHEMA_NAME=myschema&

TABLE_NAME=kinesis_sink_read_json&

AWS_REGION=us-east-1&

AWS_PROFILE_NAME=default&

AWS_PROFILE_PATH=&

KINESIS_STREAM_NAME=production-stream&

KINESIS_APPLICATION_NAME=sqlstream_3&

STREAM_FANOUT=1&

KINESIS_INITIAL_POSITION_IN_STREAM=LATEST&

KINESIS_MAX_RECORDS_PER_GET_RECORDS=-1&

KINESIS_SOCKET_TIMEOUT=-1&

KINESIS_IDLE_TIME_BETWEEN_READS=-1&

PARSER=JSON&

ROW_PATH=$&

device_key_PATH=$.device_key&

model_code_PATH=$.model_code&

latitude_PATH=$.latitude&

longitude_PATH=$.longitude&

recorded_at_PATH=$.recorded_at&

channel_PATH=$.sensor_readings[0:].channel&

sensor_type_PATH=$.sensor_readings[0:].sensor_type&

metric_value_PATH=$.sensor_readings[0:].metric_value&

other_value_PATH=$.sensor_readings[0:].other_value&

value_PATH=$.sensor_readings[0:].value&

unit_PATH=$.sensor_readings[0:].unit');

Setting Up an AWS Profile Path

To read from Kinesis, you need to have an AWS configuration file set up. You can set up your
aws_access_key_id and secret_access_key on the AWS Console as follows:

1. Open the AWS Console. 
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2. Click Identity & Access Management

3. Click Users.

4. Click your User ID.
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5. Create an Access Key.

6. When you create an access key, the AWS console will allow you to download a
credentials file which will contain the values for aws_access_key_id and secret_access_key.

5.2.7 Reading from Websockets

You can use Guavus SQLstream to read data into of s-Server over WebSockets. s-Server
parses data received over WebSockets in any of the supported parser formats. We support
all standard WebSocket headers. s-Server keeps  a WebSocket connection as long as the
associated foreign stream is being SELECTed from.

For example, you can use the ECD websocket adapter to read from Teradata Listener
Broadcast streams. See Using the ECD Websocket Adapter to Listen to Teradata below.

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

All adapter or agent implementations involve configuring options. For adapters, you configure
and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign stream/table options. For
agents, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the agent at the
command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are common to all I/O
systems. The CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter.
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Reading from WebSockets Using SQL

To read from WebSockets, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a
prebuilt server object called WEBSOCKET_SERVER. The foreign stream's definition
contains connection information for the WebSocket. 

You will also need to specify a parser for the foreign stream, such as 'CSV'. Specifying
"parser" as a foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream reads data. See
Parsers for Reading in this guide for more details.

Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), should be created
within a schema. The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the
sample code below, then creates a foreign stream named WebSocketStream.  See CREATE
FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA WebSocketSource;

SET SCHEMA 'WebSocketSource';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM WebSocketReaderStream

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER) 

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER WEBSOCKET_SERVER 

OPTIONS 

(directory 'myDirectory', 

--directory for the file

        parser 'CSV', 

        "URL" 'wss://listener-streamer-services-poc.labs.myserver.com/84be767d-bc36-

4d24-82c2-fa6c88e00c1b',

       "HEADER_Connection" 'Upgrade',

       "HEADER_Authorization" 'token d90621ca-9601-4a49-96f3-160f61082c34',

       "HEADER_Upgrade" 'websocket',

       "HEADER_Host" 'listener-myserver.com',

       "HEADER_Origin" 'listener-myserver.com'

);

To actually start reading data from the source, you need to run a SELECT statement on the
foreign stream. For more details on SELECT statements, see the topic SELECT statement in
the Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

SELECT * from WebSocketSource.WebSocketReaderStream;

In most cases, you will want to set up a pump that reads data from the foreign stream and
writes it to a native stream. Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one
point in a streaming pipeline to the other. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details. 
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Usually, a pump reading from a foreign stream is the start of a pipeline in s-Server. For more
information on pipelines, see the topic Introduction to Pipelines in the Building Streaming
Applications guide.

Using the ECD Websocket Adapter to Read from Teradata Listener Broadcast
Streams

Because Teradata Listener is a websocket server, you can use the ECD Websocket adapter
with Teradata Listener Broadcast Streams. See
https://listener.docs.teradata.com/eeh1499950147490.html for more details about Teradata
Listener Broadcast Streams.

To do so, you set up a websocket server with information about the Teradata Listener
Broadcast Stream, as follows. Note that the HEADER_ option  includes host and token
information.

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "WebSocketListenerServer" TYPE 'websocket'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM KONTRON.device_stream_from_files (

        MESSAGE VARCHAR(1024)

    )

    SERVER "WebSocketListenerServer"

    OPTIONS (

        "SEPARATOR" '',

        "PARSER" 'CSV',

        "URL" 'wss://listener.teradata.com/v1//84be888d-bc36-4d24-82c2-fa6c88e00c1b',

        "HEADER_Connection" 'Upgrade',

        "HEADER_Authorization" 'token d90888ca-9601-4a49-96f3-160f61082c34',

        "HEADER_Upgrade" 'websocket',

        "HEADER_Host" 'listener.teradata.com',

        "HEADER_Origin" 'listener.teradata.com'

    );

Using the ECD Agent to Read from a Web Socket

You can read data from remote locations using the Extensible Common Data Agent. See
Reading WebSockets in Remote Locations for more details. The ECD agent takes similar
options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties file along the lines of the
following. These properties correspond to those defined for the adapter above.

PARSER=CSV

URL=wss://listener-streamer-services-poc.labs.myserver.com/84be767d-bc36-4d24-82c2-

fa6c88e00c1b

HEADER_Connection=Upgrade

HEADER_Authorization=token d90621ca-9601-4a49-96f3-160f61082c34',

HEADER_Upgrade=websocket

HEADER_Host=listener-myserver.com

HEADER_Origin=listener-myserver.com

SCHEMA_NAME=MY_SCHEMA

TABLE_NAME=WEBSOCKETREADER_STREAM

https://listener.docs.teradata.com/eeh1499950147490.html
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ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040) reported_at, VARCHAR(2040)

shift_no, VARCHAR(2040) trip_no, VARCHAR(2040) route_variant_id)

5.2.8 Reading over HTTP

You can use Guavus SQLstream to read data into of s-Server over HTTP. s-Server parses
data received over HTTP  in any of the supported parser formats, one row at a time. We
support all standard HTTP headers.

All adapter or agent implementations involve configuring options. For adapters, you configure
and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign stream/table options. For
agents, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the agent at the
command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are common to all I/O
systems. The CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter.

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

Reading over HTTP Using SQL

To read over HTTP, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a prebuilt
server object called HTTP_SERVER. The foreign stream's definition contains connection
information for the HTTP server. 

You will also need to specify a parser for the foreign stream, such as 'CSV'. Specifying
"parser" as a foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream reads data. See
Parsers for Reading in this guide for more details.

Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), should be created
within a schema. The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the
sample code below, then creates a foreign stream named HTTPStream. See CREATE
FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA HTTPSource;

SET SCHEMA 'HTTPSource';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM HTTPReaderStream

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER) 

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER HTTP_SERVER 

OPTIONS (

 parser 'CSV',

        "URL" 'http://stream.mysite.com/2/rsvps',

        "POLL_IN_MILLIS" '1000'

    );
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To actually start reading data from the source, you need to run a SELECT statement on the
foreign stream. For more details on SELECT statements, see the topic SELECT statement in
the Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

SELECT * from HTTPSource.HTTPReaderStream;

In most cases, you will want to set up a pump that reads data from the foreign stream and
writes it to a native stream. Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one
point in a streaming pipeline to the other. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details. 

Usually, a pump reading from a foreign stream is the start of a pipeline in s-Server. For more
information on pipelines, see the topic Introduction to Pipelines in the Building Streaming
Applications guide.

Example 2: Open Weathermaps

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "HTTPSource";

SET SCHEMA '"HTTPSource"';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "HTTP_ReaderStream" 

("weather" VARCHAR(400))

SERVER HTTP_SERVER 

OPTIONS (

 "PARSER" 'JSON',

 "ROW_PATH" '$',

--Note: You will need to get your own appid from openweathermap.org

 "URL" 'http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?

id=4509884&appid=ccdf5e55c3c13491cb8e2ee154386dee',

        "POLL_IN_MILLIS" '600000'

    )

 ;

Using the ECD Agent to Read Over HTTP

You can read data from remote locations using the Extensible Common Data Agent. See
Reading Data from Remote Locations for more details. The ECD agent takes similar options,
but these options need to be formatted in a properties file along the lines of the following.
These properties correspond to those defined for the adapter above.

PARSER=CSV

URL=http://stream.mysite.com/2/rsvps

POLL_IN_MILLIS=1000

SCHEMA_NAME=HTTPSOURCE

TABLE_NAME=HTTPREADER_STREAM

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040) reported_at, VARCHAR(2040)

shift_no, VARCHAR(2040) trip_no, VARCHAR(2040) route_variant_id)
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5.2.9 Parser Types for Reading

You can read a variety of data types from any of the defined reading locations. For example,
you can parse JSON files from the file system, network sockets, AMQP, Kafka, IBM MQ,
Amazon Kinesis, HTTP, or WebSockets.

Files are parsed into rows in a stream or table. Column names are used to derive the format
of all column set types in the Extensible Common Data Adapter. Data formats are always
derived from column names. You always declare columns in the foreign stream and those
columns are always available to queries. 

If you do not have information about the file format to be read, or need help filling in foreign
stream or agent properties for a file format, you can use the Discovery parser to determine
information about a file's format. This parser reads a sample of the file and returns
information on file format options. Currently, the Discovery parser works for CSV, XML,
JSON, and Avro files.

Currently supported file types are:

· CSV

· XML

· JSON

· Key Pair Values

· Avro

· ProtoBuf

You can also use the None Parser to pull in larger chunks of data. Usually, you will want to
parse this data later using the Parser UDX. This UDX calls the parsers listed above in a
function. For more information on using functions, see the topic Transforming Data in s-
Server in this guide.

Monitoring Parsing Progress

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

5.2.9.1 Using the Discovery Parser

If you do not have information about the file format to be read, or need help filling in foreign
stream or agent properties for a file format, you can use the Discovery parser to determine
information about a file's format. When you point it at a file location, this parser reads a
sample of the file and returns information on file format options. Currently, the Discovery
parser can identify CSV, XML, JSON, and Avro files.

The Discover Parser will identify Apache Avro files. See Using the Discovery Parser with
Apache Avro below.
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Note: Avro files may sometimes return a result of 'BINARY' or 'UNKNOWN' if the Discovery
parser cannot find an Avro schema. In these cases, you can specify an Avro schema for the
Discovery parser. See Using the Discovery Parser with Apache Avro below.

The Discovery parser inspects sample data from an indicated data source to recommend
values for a parser. The plugin also recommends all necessary relevant options for the
"discovered" parser. Some recommended options can be column specific for columns that
you define in the foreign stream definition.

The Discovery parser returns stream and column options as a table in s-Server, which you
query to get information on options for the file type. You can then use these options to write a
foreign stream or agent properties file to parse data from the source. See Input Formats for
Reading for an overview of how to parse data from these sources.

To use the Discovery parser, you first set up a foreign table with the options below in s-
Server,  that set the parser type as "Discovery", indicate the file's location, and specify a
regex pattern for the file name. The following code first creates a server for the table, then
creates and sets a schema, then creates the foreign table with required options.

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "DiscoveryServer"

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Discovery";

SET SCHEMA '"Discovery"';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN TABLE discovery_table (

  "d_name" VARCHAR(1024), -- recommended name for a column

  "d_path" VARCHAR(1024), -- recommended "PATH" to extract the column

  "d_type" VARCHAR(1024), -- recommended data type for the column

  "d_precision" INTEGER,  -- recommended precision for the column

  "d_scale" INTEGER,      -- recommended scale for the column

  "d_nullable" BOOLEAN,   -- is the column nullable ?

  "d_sample" VARCHAR(4096), -- a sample value for the recommended column

  "d_properties" VARCHAR(4096) -- any column-specific options for the column

                               -- options are space-separated

)

SERVER "DiscoveryServer"

OPTIONS

(

  DIRECTORY '/home/sqlstream/',

  FILENAME_PATTERN 'y\.txt',

  DISCOVERY_TIMEOUT '1000',
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  MAX_EXAMPLE_BYTES '1024',

  PARSER 'DISCOVERY'

);

Once you have created this foreign table, you run a simple SELECT query against the table to
invoke the Discovery parser. 

SELECT * FROM discovery_table;

The query inspects data from /data/samples/discovery1.log to discover data formats among
CSV, JSON and XML. If the discovery process fails to discover one of these data formats,
then it returns 'UNKNOWN' as the recommended "PARSER" option.

Results of the query return one row for each "recommended" column for the actual foreign
stream to be created. A brief description of each column is in in-line comments.

Last row includes options that are not specific to any recommended columns in
"d_properties" column.

An example result of a simple SELECT query:

SELECT * FROM discovery_table;

'd_name','d_path','d_type','d_precision','d_scale','d_nullable','d_sample','d_properti

es'

'Field1','$.Field1','SMALLINT','4','0','false','1231','Field1_PATH=$.Field1'

'Field2','$.Field2','TIMESTAMP','0','0','false','2016-01-01

23:11:23.653','Field2_DATE_FORMAT=yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss

Field2_PATH=$.Field2'

'Field4','$.Field3.Field4','SMALLINT','4','0','false','1233','Field4_PATH=$.Field3.Fie

ld4'

'Field5','$.Field3.Field5','SMALLINT','4','0','false','1234','Field5_PATH=$.Field3.Fie

ld5'

'Array1','$.Array1[0:]','VARCHAR(1024)','0','0','false','[]','Array1_PATH=$.Array1[0:]

'

'Field8','$.Array2[0:].Field8','SMALLINT','5','0','false','12313','Field8_PATH=$.Array

2[0:].Field8'

'Field9','$.Array2[0:].Field9','SMALLINT','5','0','false','12314','Field9_PATH=$.Array

2[0:].Field9'

'Array3','$.Array2[0:].Array3[0:]','VARCHAR(1024)','0','0','false','[]','Array3_PATH=$

.Array2[0:].Array3[0:]'

'Field11','$.Field11','SMALLINT','5','0','false','12321','Field11_PATH=$.Field11'

'Array4','$.Field12.Array4[0:]','VARCHAR(32)','0','0','true','[12322,12323,12324]','Ar

ray4_PATH=$.Field12.Array4[0:]'

'Field13','$.Field12.Field13','SMALLINT','5','0','false','12325','Field13_PATH=$.Field

12.Field13'

'Field14','$.Field14','DECIMAL','8','4','false','1238.9824','Field14_PATH=$.Field14'

'','$','','','','','','PARSER=JSON

Field8_PATH=$.Array2[0:].Field8

Field5_PATH=$.Field3.Field5

Field2_PATH=$.Field2

Field9_PATH=$.Array2[0:].Field9

ROW_PATH=$

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

Array3_PATH=$.Array2[0:].Array3[0:]

Field13_PATH=$.Field12.Field13

Array4_PATH=$.Field12.Array4[0:]

Field4_PATH=$.Field3.Field4
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Field14_PATH=$.Field14

Field2_DATE_FORMAT=yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss

Array1_PATH=$.Array1[0:]

Field1_PATH=$.Field1

Field11_PATH=$.Field11'

13 rows selected (0.172 seconds)

The second to last row contains various options for the foreign stream for the recommended
PARSER, which in this case is 'JSON'. Options like CHARACTER_ENCODING, and
ROW_PATH are required for this parser.

Similarly, if the Discovery parser had identified 'CSV' as the parser, it would have
recommended options such as SEPARATOR, ROW_SEPARATOR, and
QUOTE_CHARACTER.

The last row of the discovery result returns a "NUM_BYTES_READ", which is the number of
bytes read and inspected by the Discover parser.

Sample Properties Implementing ECD Agent to Use the Discovery
Parser

To discover files with the ECD Agent, configure the options above using the ECD Agent
property file with properties similar to the following:

# Location, name, and type of file

DIRECTORY=/tmp

filename_pattern=buses\.log

SEPARATOR=,

PARSER=DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY_TIMEOUT=1000

MAX_EXAMPLE_BYTES=1024

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

# Schema, name, and parameter signature of destination table

SCHEMA_NAME=Discovery

TABLE_NAME=discoveryTable

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(1024) d_name, VARCHAR(1024) d_path, VARCHAR(1024) d_type, INTEGER d_precision , INTEGER d_scale, BOOLEAN d_nullable, VARCHAR(4096) d_sample, VARCHAR(4096) d_properties)

Using the Discovery Parser with Avro

Apache Avro is a compact data format predominantly used in Hadoop and other big data
platforms. See the topic Reading Avro for detailed documentation of how s-Server parses
messages in Avro format into stream rows.

The discovery process for Avro data format is quite different from for other text based data
format like CSV or XML. For these text based data formats, the Discovery parser uses built-in
heuristics to create object-relational mapping. 

Since Avro is a binary data format, Discovery handles Avro differently. 
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Avro files typically embed a schema for all the data stored in those files. Using the Avro API,
the Discovery parser first checks to see if the Avro schema is embedded in the sample data
being collected from the data source. If the Discovery parser finds the Avro schema in the
sample data, it uses that schema to recommend object relational mapping for the Avro data.

If the schema is not embedded in the sample data, the Discovery parser will return
'UNKNOWN' or 'BINARY' as a recommended parser. If you get this result, you can specify an
Avro_SCHEMA_FILE option in Foreign Stream options and try using the Discovery parser
again. See the CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual.

Once you specify the Avro_SCHEMA_FILE, the Discovery parser uses the schema in the
Avro_SCHEMA_FILE to recommend object relational mapping for Avro data.

In either case, the Discovery parser recommends data type mapping between Avro & SQL
types. See Avro Ingestion Rules in the Reading Avro topic for more details.

Discovery may recommend that one of the embedded arrays be flattened. The simple
heuristic is to recommend the array with most number of fields in each array element.

5.2.9.2 Parsing CSV

To read CSV formatted data, set PARSER to CSV. You need to specify a separator character
(such as a comma or a pipe) for values. You can also indicate whether or not the file has a
header. When the Extensible Common Data Framework parses CSV, each row becomes a
row in the stream. Columns are identified by the separator character, which can be a comma,
a pipe, or any other character you designate.

This topic contains the following information:

· Sample Foreign Stream Implementing ECD Adapter to Parse CSV Files

· Mapping Columns with the CSV Parser

· Sample Properties Implementing ECD Agent to Parse CSV Files

s-Server matches data types according to its Ingestion Rules for CSV.

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

Note: You can also input data in larger chunks and parse it later using the Parser UDX. This UDX calls
the parsers listed above in a function. For more information on using functions, see the topic
Transforming Data in s-Server in this guide.

Sample Foreign Stream Implementing ECD Adapter to Parse CSV Files

The following example sets up a server called CSVReaderServer, then creates and sets a
schema called schema_csv. It then sets up a foreign stream that will parse columns called
id, reported_at, shift_no, trip_no, lat, lon, speed, bearing, driver_no, and highway from a file in /tmp/

called buses.log. To parse CSV over other input/output systems,such as Kafka, AMQP,
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Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to specify options for these
formats. See Reading from Other Sources for more details.

Note: The examples below use the file system as an input system. To parse CSV over other
systems, such as Kafka or AMQP, you would need to specify options for these formats. See
Reading from Other Sources  for more details.

create or replace server CSVReaderServer type 'FILE'

foreign data wrapper ECDA;

create or replace schema schema_csv;

set schema 'schema_csv';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM read_from_csv

(

    "id" BIGINT,

    "reported_at" TIMESTAMP,

    "shift_no" VARCHAR(8),

    "trip_no" VARCHAR(4),

    "lat" DOUBLE,

    "lon" DOUBLE,

    "speed" INTEGER,

    "bearing" INTEGER,

    "driver_no" BIGINT,

    "highway" VARCHAR(8)

)

    SERVER CSVReaderServer

    OPTIONS (

        "PARSER" 'CSV',

        "CHARACTER_ENCODING" 'UTF-8',

        "SEPARATOR" ',',

        "SKIP_HEADER" 'false',

        "DIRECTORY" '/tmp/',

        "FILENAME_PATTERN" 'buses\.log'

    );

To actually begin reading from the file, use a statement along the lines of 

select stream * from CSVReaderStream;

Mapping Columns with the CSV Parser

You can use this option to parse only some of the columns,in a CSV file, or to reorder the
columns from CSV data.

To implement this option, you implement code along the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM my-stream (

       COMMON_NAME VARCHAR(64),

       SPECIES VARCHAR(64),  

       GENUS VARCHAR(64)

)

SERVER FileReaderServer

OPTIONS(

    DIRECTORY '/animals/',

    FILENAME_PATTERN 'animals.csv',
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    COLUMN_MAPPING ',COMMON_NAME,GENUS,SPECIES',

    PARSER 'CSV',

    STATIC_FILES 'true',

    SKIP_HEADER 'true'

);

When you run a SELECT against this stream, the parser will take the following actions:

· It will not parse the first column in the CSV file (note leading comma).

· It will map the second column in the CSV file to  COMMON_NAME.

· It will map the third column in the CSV file to GENUS (even though the order of stream
columns differs from the CSV column order).

· It will map the fourth column in the CSV file to SPECIES  (even though the order of
stream columns differs from the CSV column order).

Sample Properties Implementing ECD Agent to Parse CSV Files

To parse CSV files with the ECD Agent, configure the options above using the ECD Agent
property file with properties similar to the following:

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040) reported_at, VARCHAR(2040)

shift_no, VARCHAR(2040) trip_no, VARCHAR(2040) route_variant_id)

DIRECTORY=/TMP

FILENAME_PATTERN=TRANSACTIONS\.LOG

PARSER=CSV

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

SKIP_HEADER=TRUE

5.2.9.2.1  Ingestion Rules for CSV

s-Server applies the following coercion rules when parsing CSV data. All empty cells are cast
as NULL. 
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CSV Source
Cell

numeric string non-numeric string

BIGINT
DECIMAL
DOUBLE
INT
SMALLINT
REAL
TINYINT

Raise an exception if the JSON number lies
beyond the maximum or minimum boundary of the
target type. If the number has any decimal digits
(including the vacuous .0) and it is being ingested
into an integer column, then raise an error.

Raise an error.

BINARY
VARBINARY

Raise an error. If the string, without quotes, is a
valid SQL Standard BINARY literal,
then we will ingest it, truncating and
0-filling as necessary. A Standard
BINARY literal has the form X'...'
where ... is a sequence of (case-
insensitive) hex digits.

BOOLEAN FALSE If the string is exactly "true", then the
result is true. Otherwise, the result
is false.

CHAR
VARCHAR

Put double-quotes around the number and then
ingest subject to the truncation/padding rules for
strings.

If the string won't fit in the target SQL
character value, then excess trailing
characters are discarded. CHAR
values are space-padded up to their
declared length.

DATE
TIME
TIMESTAMP

Raise an error. OK if the string parses as a
DATE/TIME/TIMESTAMP. Otherwise,
raise an error.
Strings are parsed per ISO

standards at

https://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE
-datetime

5.2.9.3 Parsing XML

To read XML data, set PARSER to XML.To read XML data with the ECD Adapter and Agent
(ECDA Framework), you need to specify a location for the data to be read and information on
the data structure. 

https://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-datetime
https://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-datetime
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Overview

The XML parser converts data from the XML file format into regular SQLstream rows. To read
data from XML files using the ECD Adapter or Agent, you define a foreign stream based on
the input sources that uses the XML parser, or, with the ECDA agent, define a properties file
with similar options. As with other input data formats, you specify the location of the files and
other attributes that control how the files are discovered and read. Like any stream definition,
the foreign stream has a definite row-type: a set of columns with names and data-types. 

XML is a complex and flexible format, so it is also necessary to specify how a portion of the
XML input is recognized as the source of one row, and how parts of that XML input are
recognized as the column values of that row. This is done by pattern matching, with patterns
defined as simple xpath expressions. There is an xpath that matches a row, and an xpath for
each column. More information on XPath can be found at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XPath.

See Ingestion Rules for XML for details on how s-Server parses XML data.

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

Note: You can also input data in larger chunks and parse it later using the Parser UDX. This
UDX calls the parsers listed above in a function. For more information on using functions, see
the topic Transforming Data in s-Server in this guide.

How it Works

As input files are read, their contents are appended to a long stream comprised of XML data.
As data flows in, s-Server parses the data, watching for xpath matches. Whenever the row
xpath matches a chunk of input, s-Server emits an output row has been found. Inside this
chunk, as each column xpath matches, the value of that column has been found as text. 

Only simple xpaths are allowed as patterns. A pattern may be absolute (starts with a slash) or
relative (doesn't start with a slash).

s-Server supports patterns built from tag-names (like /a/b/c), attributes (like /a/b/c@d), and
simple conditions (like /a/b/c[@d="foo"]).

A pattern like /a/b/c matches tag <c> when nested inside a <b> inside an <a>.  The value of
the match is the text inside the tag: all the text between this <c> and the matching </c>.
Leading and trailing whitespace are stripped.

A pattern like /a/b/c@d is almost the same: it matches tag <c> inside a <b> inside an <a>,
but the value of match is the d attribute of the tag. That is to say, <c d="foo">...</c> is a
match with the test value foo (no quotes, and not stripped of whitespace). If there is no
attribute d, there is no match - ie the value is null.

s-Server also supports simple conditions in xpaths,  namely [@a] (which means that attribute
a is present)  and [@a=x]  (which means that attribute a is present and has the value "x').
Here x must be a string literal. So the path /a/b[@type="cheese"]/c is like /a/b/c, but with the
added requirement that the <b> element found has the attribute type="cheese".

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XPath
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An absolute xpath for a column means start matching from the xml document root. Note that
the input stream is a series of well balanced xml documents, so the root occurs over and
over again.

A relative xpath for a column means start matching from the start of the row. The row xpath
itself must be absolute.

Note: More complicated xpaths are not supported. In particular, xpath conditions that test
calculated expressions are not supported. You can get the same effect by filtering the foreign
stream with a SQL WHERE clause. See the topic WHERE Clause of the SELECT
Statement in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual for more details. 

Note: You cannot have two columns in the same stream defined by exactly the same
pattern. But two xpath patterns can be similar or overlap. 

Nested Rows

It is common for an XML item to contain one or more nested subitems. This is naturally
represented in SQL as two foreign streams parsed from the same input files: a stream of the
main items, and a related stream of the subitems.

On the SQL side, the streams are tied together by

· a primary key column (or columns) in the main stream

· a foreign key in the subitem stream.

To produce this, just use the same xpath for the primary key and the foreign key. For each
subitem, the value of the foreign key will be found outside the subitem xml, inside the main
item xml. Hence the xpath must absolute, and not based on the subitem row. 

However, the foreign key must occur in the main item XML before any subitems.

Sample SQL

Here is a very simple example that illustrates the above points. 

Note: The examples below use the file system as an input system. To parse XML over other
systems,such as Kafka, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would
need to specify options for these formats. See Reading from Other Sources  for more details.

The XML input looks like:

  <row><name>Elmer Fudd</name><occupation>hunter</occupation></row>

  <row><name>Bugs Bunny</name><occupation>wabbit</occupation></row>

the foreign server was defined as:

CREATE SERVER FileReaderServer TYPE 'FILE'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;
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and the stream definition is

  CREATE FOREIGN STREAM PLAYERS (

    name        varchar(16),

    occupation  varchar(16)

  ) SERVER FileReaderServer OPTIONS (

    DIRECTORY '/data/cartoons', FILENAME_PATTERN '.*xml',

    PARSER 'XML',

    PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS   '/row',

    name_xpath 'name',

    occupation_xpath 'occupation'

  );

A Bigger Example

Here is a more realistic example, taken from an actual application. The input data is a record
of retail sales transactions. Each transaction contains several line items, some of which are
things purchased, but others are only cash register actions. The xml data is very detailed, and
we will pick out a few (defined as xpaths). We will produce two related streams, a stream of
sales transactions and a stream of line items. To tie them together, we recognize some
identifier fields in the sales transactions and use the same values as foreign keys in the
stream of line items. First, a sample input data file, much abridged. Skip past this and refer
back from the explanation of the DDL:

<POSLog xmlns:tri="http://www.triversity.com/TE/integration/">

   <Header>

   <MessageId />

      <Timestamp>2008-05-15T11:47:05</Timestamp>

      <Originator>TE TransactionPostWorkflow</Originator>

      <SequenceNumber>1</SequenceNumber>

   </Header>

   <Body>

      <tri:RetailTransaction>

         <RetailStoreID>Triversity.1</RetailStoreID>

         <WorkstationID>POS.1.1</WorkstationID>

         <SequenceNumber>198</SequenceNumber>

         <BusinessDayDate>2008-04-26</BusinessDayDate>

         <BeginDateTime>2008-05-15T11:46:12</BeginDateTime>

         <EndDateTime>2008-05-15T11:47:05</EndDateTime>

         <OperatorID>222</OperatorID>

         <CurrencyCode>USD</CurrencyCode>

         <TillID>3</TillID>

         <TillSupervisor>222</TillSupervisor>

         <LineItem>

            <SequenceNumber>2</SequenceNumber>

            <EndDateTime>2008-05-15T11:46:12</EndDateTime>

            <tri:NativeLineDetail>

               <tri:LineNumber>2</tri:LineNumber>

               <tri:LineType>Item</tri:LineType>

               <tri:ActionCode>SELL</tri:ActionCode>

            </tri:NativeLineDetail>

            <SupplementalData>

               <ITEM_KEY type="String">12345000001</ITEM_KEY>

               <QUANTITY type="BigDecimal">3</QUANTITY>

               <_datasource_ type="String">Keyboard</_datasource_>

               <msrpPrice type="Money">0.00</msrpPrice>

               <CUSTOMER_PROFILE_ID type="String" />

            </SupplementalData>

            <EntryMethod>Keyed</EntryMethod>
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            <Sale ItemType="Stock">

               <POSIdentity>

                  <POSItemID>12345000001</POSItemID>

               </POSIdentity>

               <MerchandiseHierarchy Level="Department">

                  2221

               </MerchandiseHierarchy>

               <Description>SILK TIE</Description>

               <RegularSalesUnitPrice>45.00</RegularSalesUnitPrice>

               <ActualSalesUnitPrice>45.00</ActualSalesUnitPrice>

               <ExtendedAmount>135.00</ExtendedAmount>

               <Quantity Units="1" UnitOfMeasureCode="Each">

                  3

               </Quantity>

               <Tax>

                  <TaxGroupID>TG1</TaxGroupID>

                  <TaxableAmount>-1</TaxableAmount>

               </Tax>

            </Sale>

         </LineItem>

         <LineItem>

            <SequenceNumber>3</SequenceNumber>

            <EndDateTime>2008-05-15T11:46:17</EndDateTime>

            <tri:NativeLineDetail>

               <tri:LineNumber>3</tri:LineNumber>

               <tri:LineType>Item</tri:LineType>

               <tri:ActionCode>SELL</tri:ActionCode>

            </tri:NativeLineDetail>

            <SupplementalData>

               <ITEM_KEY type="String">12345000001</ITEM_KEY>

               <_datasource_ type="String">Keyboard</_datasource_>

               <msrpPrice type="Money">0.00</msrpPrice>

               <CUSTOMER_PROFILE_ID type="String" />

            </SupplementalData>

            <EntryMethod>Keyed</EntryMethod>

            <Sale ItemType="Stock">

               <POSIdentity>

                  <POSItemID>12345000001</POSItemID>

               </POSIdentity>

               <MerchandiseHierarchy Level="Department">

                  2221

               </MerchandiseHierarchy>

               <Description>SILK TIE</Description>

               <RegularSalesUnitPrice>45.00</RegularSalesUnitPrice>

               <ActualSalesUnitPrice>35.00</ActualSalesUnitPrice>

               <ExtendedAmount>35.00</ExtendedAmount>

               <Quantity Units="1" UnitOfMeasureCode="Each">

                  1

               </Quantity>

               <RetailPriceModifier MethodCode="PriceOverride">

                  <SequenceNumber>1</SequenceNumber>

                  <Amount Action="Subtract">10</Amount>

                  <PreviousPrice>45.00</PreviousPrice>

                  <SupplementalData>

                     <DISCOUNT_DESCRIPTION />

                     <SOURCE_LINE_NUMBER>0</SOURCE_LINE_NUMBER>

                     <LINE_NUMBER>3</LINE_NUMBER>

                     <PRICE>35.00</PRICE>

                     <REASON_CODE>Markdown</REASON_CODE>

                     <PARAMETER>LINE_NUMBER</PARAMETER>

                     <_datasource_>Keyboard</_datasource_>
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                     <loyaltyPromotionMessage />

                     <loyaltyPromotionAcceptedQualifier />

                  </SupplementalData>

               </RetailPriceModifier>

               <Tax>

                  <TaxGroupID>TG1</TaxGroupID>

                  <TaxableAmount>-1</TaxableAmount>

               </Tax>

            </Sale>

         </LineItem>

          <Total TotalType="TransactionNetAmount"> <Amount>219.98</Amount> </Total>

          <Total TotalType="TransactionGrandAmount"> <Amount>237.58</Amount> </Total>

          <Total TotalType="TransactionDueAmount"> <Amount>237.58</Amount> </Total>

          <Associate> <AssociateID>222</AssociateID> </Associate>

   </tri:RetailTransaction>

</Body>

</POSLog>

Here is some DDL that matches the above data, and produces two related streams. 

First, we define a stream of transactions. Each XML element, such as <tri:RetailTransaction>
produces one row, so the row tag xpath (which must be a full, absolute xpath that starts at the
document root) is /PosLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction.  

All the columns come from inside this XML element, so they are defined as xpaths relative to
it (no leading slash). We take the first three subelements to be a 3-part primary key that
identifies the transaction. Later we will use this to tie the LineItem rows to the
RetailTransaction rw.

- Some columns are direct subelements of the row element, such as RetaitStoreID and TillID,

This is the simplest case. The xpath for a column defaults to the name of the column as a
relative path, so these options could be omitted.

Some columns are deeper sublements of the row element, like TransactionType

Some columns are defined by an xpath with a condition.

The transaction has three distinct total amounts, which become the three columns
TransactionNetTotal, TransactionGrandTotal, and TransactionAmountDue. These come from
three XML elements that have the same path, Total/Amount, but that are distinguished by
different values of the attribute <Total TotalType=xxx>. 

Note that the column "BeginDateTime" is declared as VARCHAR, though it is actually a
timestamp, because the xml parser cannot produce a SQL timestamp value. 

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM "RetailTransactions"(

    -- unique key is (RetailStoreID, WorkstationID, SequenceNumber)

    "RetailStoreID"                     VARCHAR(128),

    "WorkstationID"                     VARCHAR(40),

    "SequenceNumber"                    BIGINT,

    "BeginDateTime"                     VARCHAR(25),    -- TIMESTAMP,

    "DeviceID"                          BIGINT,

    "SubdeviceID"                       BIGINT,

    "TransactionType"                   VARCHAR(40),

    "TransactionItemCount"              INT,

    "KeyToken"                          VARCHAR(128),

    "OperatorID"                        INT,
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    "TillID"                            INT,

    "TransactionNetTotal"               DECIMAL(14,2),

    "TransactionGrandTotal"             DECIMAL(14,2),

    "TransactionAmountDue"              DECIMAL(14,2)

  ) SERVER "FileReaderServer" OPTIONS (

        DIRECTORY '/test/data',

        FILENAME_PATTERN '.*xml',

        CHARACTER_ENCODING 'ISO-8859-1',

        parser 'XML',

        PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS                 '/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction',

        "RetailStoreID_XPATH"               'RetailStoreID',

        "WorkstationID_XPATH"               'WorkstationID',

        "SequenceNumber_XPATH"              'SequenceNumber',

        "BeginDateTime_XPATH"               'BeginDateTime',

        "DeviceID_XPATH"                    'tri:NativeTrxDetail/tri:DeviceID',

        "SubdeviceID_XPATH"                 'tri:NativeTrxDetail/tri:SubdeviceID',

        "TransactionType_XPATH"             'tri:NativeTrxDetail/tri:TransactionType',

        "TransactionItemCount_XPATH" 

  'tri:NativeTrxDetail/tri:TransactionItemCount',

        "KeyToken_XPATH"                    'tri:NativeTrxDetail/tri:KeyToken',

        "OperatorID_XPATH"                  'OperatorID',

        "TillID_XPATH"                      'TillID',

        "TransactionNetTotal_XPATH"        

'Total[@TotalType="TransactionNetAmount"]/Amount',

        "TransactionGrandTotal_XPATH"      

'Total[@TotalType="TransactionGrandAmount"]/Amount',

        "TransactionAmountDue_XPATH"       

'Total[@TotalType="TransactionDueAmount"]/Amount'

);

Finally, we look at the definition of the stream of LineItems, which illustrates a few more
features of the parser. Each row comes from an element <LineItem> which is inside a
<tri:RetailTransaction>, as specified by the row tag. The first three columns are foreign keys
that refer to a row in the parent stream RetailTransactions. In fact the parser finds the values
of the foreign keys by looking inside the enclosing <tri:RetailTransaction> element, since the
xpaths for these three fields are absolute paths that lead into the enclosing element. 

Again we see columns that are direct subelements (like ItemSequenceNumber) and deeper
sublements (like LineNumber). Note that the subelement /Sale/Quantity is the source of two
columns: the body of the element produces the column "Quantity" and the attribute
UnitOfMeasureCode produces the column Units. 

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM "LineItems" (

    -- foreign keys: (RetailStoreID, WorkstationID, TransactionSequenceNumber)

    "RetailStoreID"                     VARCHAR(128),

    "WorkstationID"                     VARCHAR(40),

    "TransactionSequenceNumber"         BIGINT,

    "ItemSequenceNumber"                BIGINT,      -- unique

    "LineNumber"                        INT,

    "ActionCode"                        VARCHAR(40),

    "ITEM_KEY"                          VARCHAR(40),

    "EntryMethod"                       VARCHAR(40),

    "ItemType"                          VARCHAR(40),

    "POSItemID"                         BIGINT,

    "Department"                        INT,

    "Quantity"                          INT,

    "Units"                             VARCHAR(40),

    "RegularSalesUnitPrice"             DECIMAL(14,2),
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    "ActualSalesUnitPrice"              DECIMAL(14,2),

    "ExtendedAmount"                    DECIMAL(14,2),

)

  SERVER "FileReaderServer"

  OPTIONS (

    DIRECTORY '/work/dt/src/cust/bigbox/test/data',

    FILENAME_PATTERN '.*xml',

    CHARACTER_ENCODING 'ISO-8859-1',

    parser 'XML',

    PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS                  

'/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction/LineItem',

    "RetailStoreID_XPATH"                

'/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction/RetailStoreID',

    "WorkstationID_XPATH"                

'/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction/WorkstationID',

    "TransactionSequenceNumber_XPATH"    

'/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction/SequenceNumber',

    "ItemSequenceNumber_XPATH"            'SequenceNumber',

    "LineNumber_XPATH"                    'tri:NativeLineDetail/tri:LineNumber',

    "ActionCode_XPATH"                    'tri:NativeLineDetail/tri:ActionCode',

    "ITEM_KEY_XPATH"                      'SupplementalData/ITEM_KEY',

    "EntryMethod_XPATH"                   'EntryMethod',

    "ItemType_XPATH"                      'Sale@ItemType',

    "POSItemID_XPATH"                    

'Sale[@ItemType="Stock"]/POSIdentity/POSItemID',

    "Department_XPATH"                   

'Sale[@ItemType="Stock"]/MerchandiseHierarchy[@Level="Department"]',

    "RegularSalesUnitPrice_XPATH"        

'Sale[@ItemType="Stock"]/RegularSalesUnitPrice',

    "ActualSalesUnitPrice_XPATH"         

'Sale[@ItemType="Stock"]/ActualSalesUnitPrice',

    "ExtendedAmount_XPATH"                'Sale[@ItemType="Stock"]/ExtendedAmount',

    "Quantity_XPATH"                      'Sale[@ItemType="Stock"]/Quantity',

    "Units_XPATH"                        

'Sale[@ItemType="Stock"]/Quantity@UnitOfMeasureCode'

);

Sample Properties Implementing ECD Agent to Parse XML Files

To parse XML files with the ECD Agent, configure the options above using the ECD Agent
property file with properties similar to the following:

ROWTYPE=RecordType (VARCHAR(128) COL1, VARCHAR(40) COL2, BIGINT COL3, BIGINT COL4, INT

COL5, VARCHAR(40), VARCHAR(40) COL6, VARCHAR(40) COL7, VARCHAR(40) COL9, INT COL 10,

INT COL12, VARCHAR(40) COL13, DECIMAL(14,2) COL14, DECIMAL(14,2) COL15, DECIMAL(14,2)

COL16)

DIRECTORY=/work/dt/src/cust/bigbox/test/data 

PARSER=XML

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8 

SKIP_HEADER=TRUE

PARSER_XML_ROW_TAGS=/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction/LineItem

RetailStoreID_XPATH=/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction/RetailStoreID

WorkstationID_XPATH=/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction/WorkstationID

TransactionSequenceNumber_XPATH=/POSLog/Body/tri:RetailTransaction/SequenceNumber

ItemSequenceNumber_XPATH'SequenceNumber

LineNumber_XPATH'tri:NativeLineDetail/tri:LineNumber

ActionCode_XPATH'tri:NativeLineDetail/tri:ActionCode

ITEM_KEY_XPATH =SupplementalData/ITEM_KEY

EntryMethod_XPATH  =EntryMethod

ItemType_XPATH =Sale@ItemType
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POSItemID_XPATH=Sale[@ItemType=Stock]/POSIdentity/POSItemID

Department_XPATH'Sale[@ItemType=Stock]/MerchandiseHierarchy[@Level=Department]

RegularSalesUnitPrice_XPATH=Sale[@ItemType=Stock]/RegularSalesUnitPrice

ActualSalesUnitPrice_XPATH =Sale[@ItemType=Stock]/ActualSalesUnitPrice

ExtendedAmount_XPATH'Sale[@ItemType=Stock]/ExtendedAmount

Quantity_XPATH =Sale[@ItemType=Stock]/Quantity

Units_XPATH=Sale[@ItemType=Stock]/Quantity@UnitOfMeasureCode

5.2.9.3.1  Ingestion Rules for XML

s-Server applies the following coercion rules when parsing XML data. All missing cells are
cast as NULL. 
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XML
source
attribute/el
ement

numeric string non-numeric string empty
cell

BIGINT
DECIMAL
DOUBLE
INT
SMALLINT
REAL
TINYINT

Raise an exception if the number lies
beyond the maximum or minimum
boundary of the target type. If the
number has any decimal digits
(including the vacuous .0) and it is
being ingested into an integer column,
then raise an error.

Raise an error. Error 
(same as '')

BINARY
VARBINARY

Raise an error. If the string, without quotes, is a valid
SQL Standard BINARY literal, then we
will ingest it, truncating and 0-filling as
necessary. A Standard BINARY literal
has the form X'...' where ... is a
sequence of (case-insensitive) hex
digits.

Error 
(same as '')

BOOLEAN FALSE If the string is exactly "true", then the
result is true. Otherwise, the result is
false.

False 
(same as '')

CHAR
VARCHAR

Put double-quotes around the number
and then ingest subject to the
truncation/padding rules for strings.

If the string won't fit in the target SQL
character value, then excess trailing
characters are discarded. CHAR values
are space-padded up to their declared
length.

Treat as
empty string
'', space-
padding as
necessary.

DATE
TIME
TIMESTAMP

Raise an error. OK if the string parses as a
DATE/TIME/TIMESTAMP. Otherwise,
raise an error.
Strings are parsed per ISO standards

at https://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-
datetime

Error 
(same as '')

5.2.9.4 Parsing JSON

To read JSON data, set PARSER to JSON. You can read from JSON data sources that are
continually updated (streaming) using s-Server’s Extensible Common Data framework. s-

https://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-datetime
https://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-datetime
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Server’s JSON parsing is based on the Jackson JSON processor. More information on this
processor is found at https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-docs. 

s-Server matches data types according to its Ingestion Rules for JSON.

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

Note: You can also input data in larger chunks and parse it later using the Parser UDX. This
UDX calls the parsers listed above in a function. For more information on using functions, see
the topic Transforming Data in s-Server in this guide.

JSON processing works like this:

1. s-Server receives a message from a data source such as the file system, kafka, or
AMQP. Each message may contain one or more JSON records. 

2. As with all data sources, s-Server reads the JSON records into a foreign stream. Each
JSON record may get parsed into multiple rows of the stream. 

3. s-Server parses these JSON records using a JSON path that you define for each column
of the foreign stream. A JSON path describes the location of a field in a JSON record.
JSON Path are analogous to XPath expressions for XML files. 

To implement the JSON parser, you create a foreign stream for a source, as described in the
topics under Reading from Other Sources. Under stream or column options, you need to set
the following stream options:

· PARSER  This needs to be JSON.

· ROW_PATH This is the JSON path for the row to be found. The JsonPath parser
uses a row path to find JSON objects containing a row, then the path for each column
is used to find the value to be extracted.

· <COLUMN_NAME>_PATH Optional for each column in the ECDA column set. This
defaults to $..<COLUMN_NAME>. Here, a column named 'FOO' would have an option named
FOO_PATH that defaulted to $..FOO which would return the first property named FOO under the JSON
object found by the ROW_PATH.

How s-Server Uses Paths to Parse JSON

Both kinds of paths begin with '$' to indicate the root JSON object or array followed by either ..
(scan), a property key, or [] syntax indicating either a list of property keys or an array
selection.  A row pattern might be $[0:] which indicates all the objects in an array. Then a
column pattern such as $..address would extract the text in the address property of the JSON
object in the top level array.

For example, a JSON record like:

{

  "book": "A brief History Of Time",

  "author": "Stephan Hawking"

}

https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-docs
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can be parsed into a stream with two columns, "book" and "author". To accomplish this, you
define two JSON paths: $.book  for the column "book" and $.author for the column "author". The
character "$" indicates the start of the data you want to stream, and the character "." indicates
the start of a specific JSON record. There are more complicated ways to express JSON
paths for columns, but this is the basic way.

Here’s a more complicated example:

{

  "books": [ 

            { "book": "A brief History Of Time",

              "author": "Stephan Hawking"

            },

            { "book": "The world is flat",

              "author": "Tom Friedman"

            },

            { "book": "A theory of justice",

              "author": "John Rawls"

            }

           ]

}

Here, each JSON record is an array of embedded JSON records. In this example, you first
need to define a ROW_PATH, as '$.books[0:] s-Server uses "ROW_PATH" to determine the
end of a row when parsing JSON records with embedded arrays. You then define the
following column paths. Each path becomes a column in the stream:

Column name Column Path Name Path Definition

book book_PATH $.books[0:].book

author author_PATH $.books[0:].author

JSON paths can use a wild card '..' to indicate any arbitrary path prefix or suffix. The paths
described above can also be defined simply as

ROW_PATH => '$.books[0:]'

book_PATH => '$..book',        -- default path when not specified

author_PATH => '$..author',    -- default path when not specified

Note: s-Server does not support referencing an array element with a specific subscript. It
supports only generic references to "every" element of the array through the wildcard [0:].

In the example above, a single JSON record with an array of embedded JSON records gets
parsed into three rows of the stream "books". Whenever there is an embedded array, it can
be parsed into as many rows as the number of elements of the array. 

The JSON parser creates a "tree" representation of a JSON record. Each field is a "leaf" node
of the tree, while embedded JSON records or arrays are intermediate (non-leaf) nodes. As
the JSON parser "walks" over this tree representation, "end of a row" event is generated when
parser "walks back" to the node represented by "ROW_PATH" defined above.
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For a row path, the parser may find a category like "books" or "alerts" multiple times. For a
column path, the parse finds a value one time, such as "Great Expectations" or "Pride and
Prejudice".

Unnesting an Array

The process of turning an embedded array into a stream of rows that correspond to elements of the array is
called "unnesting" the array into the containing JSON record. s-Server can only unnest one array in a JSON
record. Other arrays can be extracted as a single VARCHAR column. These restrictions are described at the
end of this topic.

For example:

{ 

  "store": "Amazon",

  "books": [ 

            { "book": "A brief History Of Time",

              "author": "Stephan Hawking"

            },

            { "book": "The world is flat",

              "author": "Tom Friedman"

            },

            { "book": "A theory of justice",

              "author": "John Rawls"

            }

           ],

  "report_date": "2016-04-01 00:00:00"

can be turned into a stream of four columns as follows

book author store report_date

"A Brief History of
Time"

"Stephan Hawking" "Amazon" "2020-04-01 00:00:00"

"The World is Flat" "Tom Friedman" "Amazon" "2020-04-01 00:00:00"

"A Theory of Justice" "John Rawls" "Amazon" "2020-04-01 00:00:00"

The JSON path for each column would be,

book_PATH => '$.books[0:].book',

author_PATH => '$.books[0:].author',

store_PATH => '$.store',

report_date_PATH => '$.report_date',

ROW_PATH => '$'

Note that  "ROW_PATH" is  simply '$' as each row is a result of cartesian product of

· the fields parsed from each element of the books' array

· the fields parsed from the array containing JSON record.

Note: You can extract additional nested arrays as a single VARCHAR column, and then
parse these using the Parser UDX. See the topic Parser UDX for more information.
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Customizing JSON Paths

You can also use a custom parser for COLUMN_PATH, by adding the following parameter to the stream or
server definition:

CUSTOM_TYPE_PARSER_<column_name> Allows overriding of individual column's parsing. Specifies
a fully qualified Java classname that
implements

com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.TypeParser

Restrictions to Parsing JSON

There are some additional restrictions on parsing JSON records with arrays embedded at
multiple levels. 

Only one embedded array can be "unnested." The JSON parser will not unnest more than
one embedded array.

Arrays that are not being unnested can only be parsed as VARCHAR columns whose value is
the entire array object as unparsed JSON textt.

That is, JSON paths like '$..array1[0:]..array2[0:]..field'  are not supported. In other words, JSON
parser will not unnest more than one embedded arrays. If you specify JSON paths that
requires unnesting multiple arrays, this will be reported as a SQL validation error. (In some
cases, "multiple unnesting" can be determined only during execution and will be reported as a
runtime error.)

For example, given the following JSON, the path definitions "col1_PATH" = '$..col1' &
"col2_PATH" = '$..col2'  would require unnesting multiple arrays, and would therefor be
invalid.

{

  "array1": [ { ..., "col1": 1234.56, ... }, ... ],

  "array2": [ { ..., "col2": "val2", ... }, ... ],

  "col3": "val3"

}

For cases where there are multiple embedded arrays, you can parse JSON records by
unnesting one of those embedded arrays while passing other embedded arrays as "unparsed
JSON text" and then parsing these using the Parser UDX.

For the JSON record above, streaming abstraction can be:

CREATE OR REPLACE json_stream (

     "col1" DOUBLE,

     "array2Col" VARCHAR(1024),

     "col3" VARCHAR(128)

)

SERVER FileReaderServer

OPTIONS (

   ...,

   "col1_PATH" '$.array1[0:].col1',

   "array2Col" '$.array2'    -- alternatively, '$.array2[0:]'
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   "col3" '$.col3',

   "ROW_PATH" '$'

   ...

);

However, when ROW_PATH itself represents a path for an embedded array, s-Server will
unnest another embedded array in its elements.

That is, the path "col_PATH" = '$.array1[0:].array2[0:].col' is allowed even if it means unnesting of
array1 & array2 as long as ROW_PATH is '$.array1[0:]'.

JSON and Ambiguous Paths

The JSON parser cannot handle ambiguous paths. Ambiguous paths that cannot be detected
at stream definition time will return undefined results.

Given the following array,

{ 

  "operation": "someOperation",

     "slots":  [{"slotName": "1"}, {"slotName": "2"}],

     "slots2": [{"slotName": "3"}, {"slotName": "4"}]

}

the following column path for a SLOTNAME column will be ambiguous, because '$..slotName'

fits more than one of the nested arrays. 

SLOTNAME_PATH '$..slotName'   -- any field with a name 'slotName'.

For an ambiguous path, a field that matches the path last in a JSON record will be read as the
value.

If you define a stream with an ambiguous path, it will fail with an exception:

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM fs (

   slotname   varchar(32),

   slotname2  varchar(32)

)

SERVER ...

OPTIONS (

   PARSER 'JSON',

   ...,

   ROW_PATH '$',

   SLOTNAME_PATH '$.slots[0:].slotName',

   SLOTNAME2_PATH '$.slots2[0:].slotName'

);

java.sql.SQLException: Cannot parse fields of embedded arrays "$.slots2[0:]" and

"$.slots[0:]" simultaneously. One of these embedded arrays must be extracted as an

'unparsed' column of VARCHAR type by specifying its path as column path.

However, the following stream definition will parse slots[0:] as an unparsed value of the slots2

array:

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM fs (

   slotname   varchar(32),

   slots2  varchar(64)

)
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SERVER ...

OPTIONS (

   PARSER 'JSON',

   ...,

   ROW_PATH '$',

   SLOTNAME_PATH '$.slots[0:].slotName',

   SLOTS2_PATH '$.slots2[0:]'

);

You can parse nested the array 'slots2, with a cascaded view definition that invokes another
instanace of JSONPath parser as a UDX, if necessary. See the topic Using the Parser UDX
in this guide for more details.

5.2.9.4.1  Ingestion Rules for JSON

s-Server applies the following coercion rules when parsing JSON data. All NULL LITERALS
are cast as NULL. For arrays and objects, s-Server will raise an error in all cases except for
CHAR and VARCHAR, in which cases the source text of the array or object will be truncated
or padded as necessary.
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JSON
source
value

TRUE/FALSE literal. Number String

BIGINT
DECIMAL
DOUBLE
INT
SMALLINT
REAL
TINYINT

Raise an exception if the
JSON number lies beyond
the maximum or minimum
boundary of the target type.
If the number has any
decimal digits (including
the vacuous .0) and it is
being ingested into an
integer column, then raise
an error.

If the string, without quotes, is a valid
JSON number, then that number
should be parsed and the rules for
ingesting JSON numbers should be
applied. 
Otherwise (the unquoted value isn't a
valid JSON number), an error is raised.

BINARY
VARBINARY of the resulting byte array

and clear all other bits. 

the resulting byte array. 
For VARBINARY, coercions
should result in a 1 byte
array.

Raise an error. If the string, without quotes, is a valid
SQL Standard BINARY literal, then s-
Server will ingest it, truncating and 0-
filling as necessary. A Standard
BINARY literal has the form X'...' where
... is a sequence of (case-insensitive)
hex digits.

BOOLEAN

TRUE

s-Server applies the rules of
java.lang.Boolean.parseBoolean(). If
the lowercased string is equal to
"TRUE", then the result is true.
Otherwise, the result is FALSE.

CHAR
VARCHAR

The result string is
truncated as necessary in
order to fit into the target
value's width.

Slap double-quotes
around the number and
then ingest subject to the
truncation/padding rules
for strings.

If the string won't fit in the target SQL
character value, then the excess trailing
characters should be discarded

DATE
TIME
TIMESTAMP

Boolean coercion to TIME
should raise an error just
like boolean coercion to
DATE and TIMESTAMP.

Raise an error. OK if the string parses as a
DATE/TIME/TIMESTAMP according to
the liberal rules being implemented by
Jack right now. Otherwise, raise an
error.

5.2.9.5 Using the None Parser

The None parser lets you pull in a single column of data. To use it, set PARSER to NONE and
create a foreign stream with a single column.

The single column should be of type VARBINARY or VARCHAR.

You can optionally specify CHARACTER_ENCODING and ROW_SEPARATOR.
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CHARACTER_ENCODING only applies with VARCHAR and defaults to UTF_8.

If ROW_SEPARATOR is not specified (or is empty) then one file or message will be read for
each row. If ROW_SEPARATOR is specified, it should either be a string of HEX digit pairs
when going to VARBINARY or a string that encodes properly in the character encoding being
used.

Example

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM none_parser (

    PAYLOAD VARCHAR(100000)--single column to be read

)

SERVER "FileReaderServer"

OPTIONS

(

    DIRECTORY 'unitsql/ecda',

    filename_pattern '(animals|plants)\.csv',

    PARSER 'NONE',

    character_encoding 'UTF-8'

);

Options

Option Name Description

PARSER Must be set to NONE to use the None parser.

CHARACTER_ENCODING

Only applies with VARCHAR. Defaults to UTF_8. Defaults to UTF-8. See

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/nio/charset/StandardCharsets.ht

ml

ROW_SEPARATOR

If ROW_SEPARATOR is specified, it should either be a string of HEX digit pairs

when going to VARBINARY or a string that encodes properly in the character

encoding being used.

5.2.9.6 Parsing Key Pair Values

The KeyValue parser reads files with data in the format of Key=Value, where "Key" is the
exact name of a column in the foreign stream with columns whose names match the keys in
the file. (The parser will ignore any keypairs not defined as columns.) To parse Key Values
with the Extensible Common Data Adapter (ECDA), you need to specify a location for the file
to be read and indicate KV for parser. 

Column types also need to match. If, for example, the file a key value CUSTOMER_ID="Alan"
and CUSTOMER_ID is defined as INTEGER, parsing will fail and the error will be logged to

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/nio/charset/StandardCharsets.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/nio/charset/StandardCharsets.html
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the tracer. If the column is quoted then the key must match exactly. If the column is unquoted
then the key must be in upper case (e.g. CUSTOMER_ID). 

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

Note: You can also input data in larger chunks and parse it later using the Parser UDX. This
UDX calls the parsers listed above in a function. For more information on using functions, see
the topic Transforming Data in s-Server in this guide.

Example of a Workload File

CUSTOMER_ID=66,CUSTOMER_NAME="Jane Liu",CONTACT_NAME="David",ADDRESS="Linda-a-

velha",CITY="Lisbon",POSTAL_CODE="2795",COUNTRY="Portugal"

CUSTOMER_ID=72,CUSTOMER_NAME="Ricardo Gomes Pereira",CONTACT_NAME="Ricardo

Pereira",ADDRESS="Oeiras",CITY="Lisbon",POSTAL_CODE="2500",COUNTRY="Portugal"

CUSTOMER_ID=99,CUSTOMER_NAME="Juan

Villa",CONTACT_NAME="Juan",ADDRESS="Trujillo",CITY="Cáceres",POSTAL_CODE="11125",COUNT

RY="Spain"

CUSTOMER_ID=25,CUSTOMER_NAME="John Moore",CONTACT_NAME="John",ADDRESS="158 - 7th

Ave.",CITY="Boston",POSTAL_CODE="90110",COUNTRY="USA"

CUSTOMER_ID=51,CUSTOMER_NAME="Rachel Morgan",CONTACT_NAME="Rachel",ADDRESS="352 9th

Ave.",CITY="New York",POSTAL_CODE="65123",COUNTRY="USA"

Sample Foreign Stream to Parse Key Value Pairs

You indicate column names when you set up the stream, as in the following example, which
creates a stream with the column names "customer_id," "customer_name," "contact_name,"
"address," "city," "postal_code," and "country." These columns will be assigned data from the
first five columns found in the Key Value pairs file. 

The following example sets up a server called "KVReaderServer", then creates and sets a
schema called "SCHEMA_KEY_VALUE". It then creates a foreign stream to parse columns
called ts, accountNumber, sourceIP, destIP, and customerID from a file
in /opt/sqlstream/5.1.0.14245/s-Server/ParserFiles/. To parse JSON over other input/output
systems,such as Kafka, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to
specify options for these formats. See Reading from Other Sources  for more details.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "SCHEMA_KEY_VALUE";

SET SCHEMA 'SCHEMA_KEY_VALUE';

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "KVReaderServer" TYPE 'FILE'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM KeyValueStreamExample

(CUSTOMER_ID INTEGER,

CUSTOMER_NAME VARCHAR(32),

CONTACT_NAME VARCHAR(32),

ADDRESS VARCHAR(32),

CITY VARCHAR(32),

POSTAL_CODE VARCHAR(32),

COUNTRY VARCHAR(32))

--Columns for the new stream
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--These map to the key values in the file 

SERVER "KVReaderServer"

OPTIONS

(directory '/tmp/',

filename_pattern 'workload_kv',

parser 'KV',

character_encoding 'UTF-8',

STATIC_FILES 'true');

To actually begin reading from the file, use a statement along the lines of 

select stream * from KeyValueStreamExample as t;

5.2.9.7 Parsing Avro

s-Server parses Apache Avro data similarly to the way it parses JSON data. (Avro schemas
are defined with JSON.) 

All columns are parsed out of hierarchical Avro records using a specified "PATH" for
corresponding Avro fields in the Avro schema. This is the schema stored in all Avro payloads,
which is used to parse each message. (Some sources, such as Kafka or AMQP, may break
the Avro payload up into one or more serialized Avro records. s-Server handles this by
allowing you to indicate that Avro schema may be separate from a given batch of Avro data.)

s-Server parses Avro messages into rows in a stream that you define. See the subtopic How
s-Server Uses Paths to Parse JSON in Reading JSON for more details.

s-Server matches data types according to its Ingestion Rules for Avro.

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

Note: You can also input data in larger chunks and parse it later using the Parser UDX. This
UDX calls the parsers listed above in a function. For more information on using functions, see
the topic Transforming Data in s-Server in this guide.

Avro processing works like this:

1. s-Server receives a message from a data source such as the file system, kafka, or
AMQP. Each message may contain one or more Avro records. 

2. As with all data sources, s-Server reads the Avro records into a foreign stream. Each Avro
record may get parsed into multiple rows of the stream. 

3. s-Server parses these Avro records using an Avro path that you define for each column of
the foreign stream. An Avro path describes the location of a field in an Avro record. Avro
Paths are analogous to XPath expressions for XML files. 

To implement the JSON parser, you create a foreign stream for a source, as described in the
topics under Reading from Other Sources. Under stream or column options, you need to set
the following stream options:

· PARSER  This needs to be Avro.
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· Avro_SCHEMA_FILE This option can either be an HTTP URL to fetch the schema or
it can be a path to a file on server host machine or VM.

· SCHEMA_HEADER is a required option to indicate if the Avro schema is embedded
in the Avro data. This option needs to be set to false for data sources like Kafka or
AMQP, where each message can be one or more serialized Avro records without a
schema.

· ROW_PATH This is the Avro path for the row to be found. The Avro parser uses a
row path to find Avro objects containing a row, then the path for each column is used
to find the value to be extracted.

· <COLUMN_NAME>_PATH Path for each column in the ECDA column set. This
defaults to $..<COLUMN_NAME>. Here, a column named 'FOO' would have an option named
FOO_PATH that defaulted to $..FOO which would return the first property named FOO under the Avro
object found by the ROW_PATH.

 In s-Server 5.2, messages (typically in message queues such as Kafka) may be
tagged with Avro schema fingerprints. Those fingerprints will be matched with that for the
Avro_SCHEMA_FILE. Messages will be skipped if fingerprints don't match that of the
Avro_SCHEMA_FILE.

Example

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "AvroREADERSERVER" TYPE 'FILE'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

CREATE SCHEMA "AvroSCHEMA";

SET SCHEMA '"AvroSCHEMA"';

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM "AvroSTREAM" (

  slotname   varchar(32),

  slotname2  varchar(32)

)

SERVER "AvroREADERSERVER"

OPTIONS (

  PARSER 'Avro',

  Avro_SCHEMA_FILE '/schemas/2.1/fs.avsc',

  SCHEMA_HEADER 'false',

  ROW_PATH '$',

  SLOTNAME_PATH '$.slots[0:].slotName',

  SLOTNAME2_PATH '$.slots2[0:].slotName'

);

 

Ingestion Rules for Avro

Data type mappings between Avro types and SQL types.
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Note: Arrays can be flattened. An array is flattened if any column path refers to field(s) of
array elements using the <arrayname>[0:] prefix in the path. Only one array field with a
ROW_PATH prefix can be flattened in the schema. 

All other data types can be parsed as stringified VARCHAR values.

Avro source value s-Server Data Type

All numeric types All numeric SQL types

string/utf8 CHAR/VARCHAR

bytes/fixed BINARY/VARBINARY or DECIMAL

Boolean boolean

Long TIMESTAMP (millisFromEpoch)

Int TIME (millisFromMidnight)

Int DATE (daysFromEpoch)

5.2.9.8 Parsing ProtoBuf

You can use s-Server's Extensible Common Data framework to parse data developed with the Google
protocol buffer compiler. ProtoBuf is a definition language and storage format for hierarchical data
structures called "messages." See https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/ for more details.

In an s-Server (relational data) context, these structures can represent single rows or row sets. For
ProtoBuf, row parsing is determined by information on the message's schema that you provide to s-
Server (using options called SCHEMA_JAR and SCHEMA_CLASS).

Using the ECD framework, you create a foreign stream and the ECD framework converts ProtoBuf
messages into columns, which can be specified explicitly.

You also need to set up a server object for the data source. This can be a file, a Kafka topic, an AMQP
message bus, a network socket, or an MQSeries topic/queue. 

The s-Server trace log includes information on readers' and parsers' progress. See Periodic Parser

Statistics Logging in the Administering Guavus SQLstream guide.

Note: You can also input data in larger chunks and parse it later using the Parser UDX. This
UDX calls the parsers listed above in a function. For more information on using functions, see
the topic Transforming Data in s-Server in this guide.

Note on Messages Defined as Repeated

The Google protocol buffer compiler lets you define optional, repeated, and required
messages. In parsing these message types, the ECD framework allows a single repeated

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/
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inner message field. If you specify a message as repeated, then one row will be output per
repetition. All non repeated fields will be duplicated between those rows.

Parsing ProtoBuf with SQL

In order to access data from an external source using the Extensible Common Data Adapter, you need
to create a stream called a foreign stream. Once you create this stream, you can query it in s-Server, as
you would any other table or stream. Options in the stream specify options specific to the format type. 

Note: Use the ECD adapter when you are accessing a data source on the same machine. For data
sources in a remote location, use the ECD agent. See the topic Extensible Common Data Agent
Overview for more details.

You indicate column names when you set up the stream, as in the following example, which creates a
stream with the column names ts, accountNumber, sourceIP, loginSuccessful,  and customerId. These
five columns will be populated with messages from the ProtoBuf file. In the foreign stream below, these
columns are explicitly assigned data from a path within the schema using the <column name>_PATH
option. 

Note: All specified stream columns must map onto protocol buffer messages. (Some columns are
specified and populated by the data source, such as OFFSET for a Kafka source or FILE_NAME for a
file source.)

Like all streams, foreign streams must be created within a schema. The example below creates and sets
a schema called ProtoBufSchema, creates a server object using a Kafka topic as a data source, and
creates a foreign stream called ProtoBufTest, which specifies a server called KafkaServer, as well as
options specific to both the ProtoBuf parser and the Kafka server. Note that the options topic and
Starting_Time are both specific to Kafka. To parse ProtoBuf over other input/output systems,such as
Kafka, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to specify options for
these formats. See Reading from Other Sources for more details.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA 'ProtoBufSchema'

SET SCHEMA 'ProtoBufSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "KafkaServer" TYPE 'KAFKA'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM ProtoBufTest

('"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"customerId" INTEGER,)   --Columns for the new stream

)

SERVER KafkaServer

OPTIONS

(topic 'test', --Kafka topic

"STARTING_TIME" 'latest', --Time to start reading Kafka topic. 

                          --Options are LATEST, EARLIEST, 

                          --or a long int representing a timestamp. 

                          --Defaults to LATEST.

"SEED_BROKERS" 'localhost',

"PORT" '9092', --Host and port information for Kafka server

parser 'PROTOBUF',      --Tells ECD adapter to parse files as ProtoBuf
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ts_PATH 'mytable.timestamp', --Schema path that maps to the 

                             --foreign stream column "ts"

                             --Note how this corresponds to .proto file above. 

                             --The same pattern holds for the next four options.

accountNumber_PATH 'mytable.accountNumber',

sourceIP_PATH 'mytable.sourceIP',

loginSuccessful_PATH 'mytable.loginSuccessful',

customerId_PATH 'mytable.customerId',

SCHEMA_JAR 'unitsql/concurrent/plugins/common/protobufData/protobufpackage.jar', 

                             --JAR generated with Google Protocol Buffer compiler.

SCHEMA_CLASS 'protobuf.PackageProto.protobuf.PackageProto$protobufPackage' 

                             --Outer package generated with Google Protocol Buffer 

                             --compiler. $ separates inner from outer package. 

                             --Note how these correspond to .proto file above.

);

Using the MESSAGE_STREAM Option for Multiple-Message
Payloads

The Extensible Common Data framework ingests data in chunks called payloads. A "payload"
is a unit of ingestion, which could be a whole file or a whole object from a Kafka topic or other
message bus. A payload may correspond to a single row in s-Server or to a row set. (Rows
never straddle payload boundaries.) For ProtoBuf, row parsing is determined by the
SCHEMA_JAR and SCHEMA_CLASS that you provide to s-Server.

In a ProtoBuf context, in most cases a payload will consist of a single ProtoBuf message. The
message may represent a single row or a large set of rows. You do not need to specify any
special options for this use-case.

A payload may also consist of multiple back-to-back messages, each prefixed by its encoded
length. The ProtoBuf producer creates a payload like this by issuing a series of calls to the
following method:

com.google.protobuf.CodedOutputStream.writeByteArrayNoTag(messageSerializedIntoAByteAr

ray);

This method write a bytes field to the stream.

In order to parse payloads of this form, you need to specify an additional option in the
CREATE FOREIGN TABLE or CREATE FOREIGN STREAM statement that tells s-Server to
look for this bytes field. That way, s-Server will be able to identify distinct messages within
payloads that contain multiple messages.

MESSAGE_STREAM 'true'

This option tells the ProtoBuf parser to expect multiple messages within a single payload
separated by a bytes field of its encoded length.

For example:
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CREATE FOREIGN STREAM message_stream_protobuf

(

"tag" VARCHAR(20),

"bigintCol" BIGINT,

"varcharCol" VARCHAR(100)

)

SERVER FileReaderServer

OPTIONS

(

MESSAGE_STREAM 'true',

DIRECTORY '/tmp/protoData',

FILENAME_PATTERN 'length_separated.protobuf',

PARSER 'PROTOBUF',

SCHEMA_JAR '/home/acme/data/protobuf-data.jar',

SCHEMA_CLASS 'com.acme.proto.MySchemas$SimpleRow'

);

5.2.10 Reading Files in Remote Locations

To read files in remote locations, you need to configure and instantiate the Extensible
Common Data agent. This agent is a standalone Java application that mediates data between
Guavus s-Server and external data sources. You can install the agent on a remote server in
order to process data at the site of collection. For example, if you have a server which
generates log files, you may find it advantageous to have the ECDA Agent parse those files
on the server itself, and pass rows to s-Server, as opposed to passing the entire file. 

The agent is supplied either as part of the distributed SQLstream product or as part of the
ClientTools download from the SQLstream website (via SQLstream-6.0.0-clienttools-linux.run
or SQLstream-client-tools-6.0.0-windows.exe). 

The ECDA Agent uses the SQLstream JDBC driver to communicate with a stream in s-
Server. You need to create a stream before implementing the agent. 

The ECDA Agent feeds rows to an existing stream in

s-Server.

The agent itself is a wrapper (or "hoster") for the ECDA (Extensible Common Data Adapter).
See the topic Reading from Other Sources for more information on the ECD adapter. The
agent is configured much like the adapter, except that you use command-line options or
properties files instead of foreign stream options to configure the agent.
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Requirements

The server hosting the ECDA Agent must have a Java Runtime Environment (or a JDK)
installed.

Configuring and Using the ECDA Agent

To use the agent, you launch it from the command line, using a command along the following
lines:

./commondataagent.sh --input --io kafka --

props /var/sqlstream/etc/kafka_demo.properties --schemaName kafkaSource --tableName

kafkaSourceStream --plugin /opt/sqlstream/5.1.0.14827/s-Server/plugin/kafka/kafka.jar

The agent can be launched from anywhere on the machine on which it is installed. The script
require the following minimum command line arguments:

· --input  Specififies that the agent reads from the server on which the agent resides.

· --io Determines the input/output format to be used by the agent. Options are file
(which is the default), net (network), mail (mail server), amqp, mqseries, kafka, or
hdfs.

· --schemaName (or SCHEMA_NAME) Indicates the s-Server schema containing the
stream to be inserted to or read from (see below). AlternatelyAlternately, you can
configure this through the properties file, but one configuration option must be
present. When specified on the command line, they override any setting in the
properties file.

· --streamName (or STREAM_NAME) Indicates the s-Server stream to be inserted
into or read from. Alternately, you can configure this through the properties file, but
one configuration option must be present. When specified on the command line, they
override any setting in the properties file.

Note: For Kafka, you also need to specify a location for the Kafka plugin, using the option --
plugin, such as -plugin /opt/sqlstream/5.1.0.14827/s-Server/plugin/kafka/kafka.jar

Configuring the EcdaAgent

You configure the rest of the EcdaAgent either by specifying a properties file or using
command-line parameters. We recommend using the properties file option, though it may be
useful at times to use base configuration information in the properties file and use the
command line to change one or two options.

Using Command Line Options Versus Property File Options

You use Property File options to specify how the ECDA Agent communicates with a particular
data source, such as a log file. The properties file configures the format type, directory,
separator character, and so on. You can also configure stream information in the properties
file. 
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However, you may wish to use the same agent to connect with another instance of s-Server.
In this case, you can configure server connection and stream information from the command
line, using the arguments defined above.

Running the Agent

To invoke the ECDA Agent:

1. Declare or identify a destination stream in s-Server. For more information on creating a
stream, see the topic CREATE STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual

Note: When you install client tools as a standalone installation, the installer asks you for the
name of s-Server. The installer adds this information to file called client-tools/default.conn.prop.
If you are connecting to this instance of s-Server, you do not need to configure connection information for
s-Server when you run the ECD Agent. See Installing Client tools in Guavus SQLstream Installation
Manual for more information.

2. Create a properties file with information about the data source and destination stream.
Property file options are described below. The following example is for an agent that reads
Kafka topics from a server called localhost and inserts them into a stream called
kafkaSourceStream in a schema called kafkaSource. Property names must be entered in
uppercase. 

#Options specific to data destination

SEEDBROKERS=localhost

TOPIC=TutorialTopic

STARTING_TIME=latest

#Parser type

PARSER=CSV

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

# Schema and name of destination stream

SCHEMA_NAME=kafkaSource

TABLE_NAME=kafkaSourceStream

3. Run the commondataagent.sh script. The following example specifies that the agent is run
as input, with a format type of kafka, using a properties file
at /var/sqlstream/etc/kafka_demo.properties.

./commondataagent.sh --input --io kafka --

props /var/sqlstream/etc/kafka_demo.properties --plugin /opt/sqlstream/5.1.0.14827/s-

Server/plugin/kafka/kafka.jar

Note: When you start the agent, you may see error messages related to logging. You can
ignore these messages.
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Command Line Arguments for ECDA Agent
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Command Line Argument Definition

--input --input specifies reader 

Required.

--io Input/output source. Defaults to file. Options are 
file--reads over the file system
net--reads over a network
amqp--reads over amqp
kafka--reads from kafka
kinesis--reads from Amazon Kinesis
http--reads over http
websocket--reads over WebSockets
mqseries--reads from IBM MQ

--props Indicates properties file to be passed. Some properties,
such as --rowType, --tableName, --schemaName can be
also be configured through the command line.

--schemaName

--tableName

These indicate the s-Server stream to be inserted into or
read from. They override any setting in the properties file.

--rowType This is optional in many use cases, because the parser will
automatically generate column names. This is always
RecordType and takes as options column names for the
stream. In writing column names, you enter the column type
first, such as VARCHAR(2040) or INTEGER, then the
column name exactly as it appears in the stream
declaration. Column names have implicit quotation marks;
that is, id in a ROWTYPE property is equivalent to "id" in a
stream declaration.

--ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id,
VARCHAR(2040) reported_at)

--uri, --user, --pass Connection information for the s-Server JDBC driver. You
only need to specify these if you are connecting to an s-
Server other then the one defined in in client-

tools/default.conn.properties.

--parser This also overrides any setting in the properties file. File
format to be parsed by agent. Possible values are CSV, XML, JSON,
BSON, AVRO, PROTOBUF, KV

--formatter This also overrides any setting in the properties file. File
format to be processed by agent.

Possible values are CSV, XML, JSON, Custom

--plugin This is the location of the jar file which contains the
appropriate ECDA plugin. For example, for the Kafka Agent,
this argument would be set to a value like this:

plugin/kafka/kafka.jar

The resulting boot command for the Kafka Agent would then
be

clienttools/commondata/commondataagent.sh --input --io

kafka --props $propertyFile --plugin

plugin/kafka/kafka.jar

where $propertyFile is the name of the file containing the
agent property files (as described below).
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At minimum, you need to specify the agent as a reader or writer and a configuration option. 

Properties File Configuration Options 

The properties file determines most of the options for the agent (most of the options set as
part of a foreign stream definition for the ECD adapter). Some options are general to all
sources, and other options need to be specified for each source. See the tables below for
more details.

To specify a properties file, enter the following:

--props example.properties

where example.properties is the name of your property file.You list property files using a text
editor. Property names are case-sensitive. 

By default, the EcdaAgent uses the connection info shared with all the other tools and agents
in client-tools/default.conn.properties, and uses a default data format of file. 

You can read from a CSV file and insert into a stream using the following properties in
example.properties:

# Location, name, and type of file

DIRECTORY=/tmp

filename_pattern=buses\.log

SEPARATOR=,

FORMAT_TYPE=CSV

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

# Schema, name, and parameter signature of destination stream

SCHEMA_NAME=fileSource

TABLE_NAME=fileSourceStream

#List of columns and types for destination stream

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(DOUBLE id, TIMESTAMP reported_at, DOUBLE shift_no, VARCHAR(4096)

trip_no , VARCHAR(4096) route_variant_id, VARCHAR(4096) waypoint_id, VARCHAR(4096)

last_known_location_state, VARCHAR(4096) lat, VARCHAR(4096) lon, DOUBLE speed,

VARCHAR(4096) bearing, DOUBLE driver_no , VARCHAR(4096) prescribed, DOUBLE highway,

TIMESTAMP created_at, TIMESTAMP updated_at)
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Property Name Description

PARSER Format type for the file to be read from or written to by the Agent. Options
are CSV, XML, JSON, AVRO, PROTOBUF, KV

WRITE_HEADER True or False

DIRECTORY Directory in which file resides or to which you are writing.

FILENAME_PATTERN Input only. Regular expression defining which files to read from
the location specified in DIRECTORY. If you do not specify a
pattern, the agent tries all files in the directory. If the
agent/adapter finds multiple files that match the pattern, it
processes files one by one by picking files ordered by names
alphabetically.

SCHEMA_NAME Name of schema in s-Server for the stream to be inserted into or read
from. This needs to match the name of the s-Server schema exactly.

TABLE_NAME Name of s-Server stream or table to be inserted into or read from. This
needs to match the name of the s-Server stream exactly.

ROWTYPE This is always RecordType and takes as options column
names for the stream. In writing column names, you enter the
column type first, such as VARCHAR(2040) or INTEGER, then
the column name exactly as it appears in the stream
declaration. Column names have implicit quotation marks; that
is id in a ROWTYPE property is equivalent to "id" in a stream
declaration.

-ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040)

reported_at)

CHARACTER_ENCODING Default: UTF-8
Any Java Supported Encoding. Use encoding implemented by java.nio,
see: 
http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/technotes/guides/intl/encoding.d
oc.html?toc=0

SEPARATOR Defines the characters used to delimit the columns in your data. Any
character in the list will be used as a delimiter, including a tab. For
example, after specifying SEPARATOR ',;:', every comma, semicolon, and
colon in a log record starts a new column.
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Options Specific to the File System

Option Description

DIRECTORY Directory in which file resides or to which you are writing.

FILENAME_PATTERN Input only. Java regular expression defining which files to read. See

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html for

more information on Java regular expressions.

STATIC_FILES Defaults to false. When you set this to true, you indicate that no files will be

added or changed after the file reader is started. File reader will exit after

the last file is read. This lets you use the file reader as a foreign table,

which is finite (as opposed to a foreign stream, which is infinite, and

handles files that are continually written to). 

Options Specific to Sockets

Options specific to sockets appear below. The ECD agent can act as a server or client.
When it acts a client, set REMOTE_HOST and REMOTE_PORT.  When it acts a server, set
SERVER_PORT and if desired SERVER_HOST.

Name Description

IS_IPV6 Whether or not the socket uses IPV6. Default is false.

IS_TCP Whether the socket uses TCP (True) or UDP (False). Default is false (UDP).

REMOTE_HOST Hostname to send tuples to or receive tuples from, when ECDA is acting as a client.

You can override this to 'LOCALHOST' to listen to only local connections, or a specific

ip address, such as <168.212.226.204>. When you specify REMOTE_HOST and

REMOTE_PORT, this tells the ECD socket code to start the network connection as a

client.

REMOTE_PORT Port to send tuples to or receive tuples from when ECDA is acting as a client.

REMOTE_* and SERVER_* tells ECDA's socket code how to start the network

connection (as a server or a client).

SERVER_HOST The hostname or IP address to listen upon to send/receive tuples, when ECDA is

acting as a server (defaults to 0.0.0.0). When you specify SERVER_HOST and

SERVER_PORT, this tells the ECD socket code to start the network connection as a

client.

SERVER_PORT the port to listen upon to send/receive tuples when ECDA is acting as a server.

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
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Options Specific to AMQP

AMQP 0.9.1 vs 1.0

There are distinct differences between the way AMQP up to 0.9.1 works and the way AMQP 1.0 works.

Roughly, AMQP 1.0  only provides network wire-level protocol for the exchange of messages, while up to

0.9.1, AMQP employed a system of  exchanges, queues and bindings to exchange messages. As a

result of this change, you configure the connection URL for AMQP differently for 1.0 than for up to 0.9.1

Foreign Stream/Table Options or Agent Properties Settings for AMQP 

You configure adapter options through foreign streams/tables. You configure agent options through the

ECD agent property file. 
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Name Description

CONNECTION_URL Required. Connection URL for AMQP legacy server. This includes the servers

hostname, user, password, port and so on. This will differ depending on

whether you are using AMQP 1.0 or a legacy version.

Depending on your AMQP implementation, your URL might look something

like the following:

'amqp://guest:guest@clientid/?

brokerlist=''tcp://localhost:5672'''

Single quotes must be doubled for SQL formatting. You may need to do

additional URL escaping depending on your AMQP implementation.Single

quotes must be doubled for SQL formatting. You may need to do additional

URL escaping depending on your AMQP implementation. The site

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-

how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/ offers an example of formatting a connection URL.

DESTINATION Required. AMQP 0.9 queue or topic identifier.

PARSER_QUEUE_SIZE Queue size for parser. Reading only. Defaults to 2. In most cases, you will not

want to change this number.

ACKNOWLEDGE_MODE Optional. Acknowledgment mode that ECDA communicates to the AMQP 1.0

server. Options are AUTO, MANUAL, or NONE; defaults to AUTO. Details on

these modes are available at http://docs.spring.io/spring-

integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack

Roughly, AUTO asks the container on the AMQP server to acknowledge once

message is completely delivered. MANUAL means that delivery tags and

channels are provided in message headers, and NONE means no

acknowledgments.

Options Specific to Kafka

Options specific to reading files from Kafka in a remote location appear below:

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
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Format Name Name

TOPIC Required. Kafka Topic

STARTING_TIME The time to start reading from specified topic. Options are LATEST,

EARLIEST, or a long int representing a timestamp

(milliseconds since epoch). Defaults to LATEST.

STARTING_OFFSET When to start reading from (default is -1) as a long int representing a

timestamp (milliseconds since epoch)

SEED_BROKERS Name of the Kafka host. Defaults to localhost.

PORT Port for Kafka server. Defaults to 9092.

PARTITION Partition number to read from.

If reading from a kafka topic with multiple partitions and PARTITION is

omitted or blank all partitions will be read from.

You can specify a single partition with:

PARTITION <partition number>

or a range with:

PARTITION <first partition number>-<last partition number>

Note: Partition numbers are 0 based.

PARTITION_OFFSET_QUERY Returns the starting offsets for all partitions. Any partition for which the

query does not return anything will either use STARTING_OFFSET or

STARTING_TIME to determine where to start.

Should be something like "SELECT PARTITION, OFFSET FROM [TABLE

NAME]".

PARTITION should be of type INTEGER.

OFFSET should be of type BIGINT.

BUFFER_SIZE Buffer size in bytes. Defaults to 1048576.

FETCH_SIZE Fetch size. Defaults to 1000000. 

MAX_WAIT Maximum number of milliseconds to wait on a read attempt. Defaults to

2000. Affects the time needed to cancel a query on the Kafka topic.

CLIENT_ID Client key for Yammer metrics. CLIENT_ID defaults to client_{TOPIC} or

CLIENT_{TOPIC}_{PARTITION} if PARTITION is specified.

CLIENT_ID and METRICS_PER_PARTITION affect Kafka Yammer

metrics reporting. CLIENT_ID does not apply unless

METRICS_PER_PARTITION is set to true.

See http://docs.confluent.io/1.0/kafka/monitoring.html for more

information on Kafka Yammer metrics.

METRICS_PER_PARTITION True or False.

If METRICS_PER_PARTITION is false, then CLIENT_ID will be used as

the client key for all yammer metrics reporting for that adapter. If

METRICS_PER_PARTITION is true, then the actual partition number will

be appended to each to each client_id (and finer grained metrics will be

reported).

http://docs.confluent.io/1.0/kafka/monitoring.html
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Options Specific to IBM MQ

Format Name Name

QUEUE_MANAGER_NAME Required. Name of MQSeries Queue Manager.

HOSTNAME Required. MQSeries hostname. Defaults to localhost.

PORT Optional. Port for MQSeries server. Defaults to 1414.

USERID User name for MQseries server.

PASSWORD Password for MQseries server.

CHANNEL_NAME Server connection channel for the MQSeries server.

TOPIC_NAME Name of the MQSeries topic from which you are receiving data. Need to specify

either QUEUE_NAME or TOPIC_NAME but not both.

TOPIC_OBJECT Any MQSeries administrative topic objects for the topic. See

http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/wmqv7/v7r0m0/topic/com.ibm.mq.amqnar.doc/

ps12490_.htm for more details.

QUEUE_NAME Name of the queue from which you are receiving data. Need to specify either

QUEUE_NAME or TOPIC_NAME but not both.

5.2.10.1 Using a Custom Filter with ECDA Agent

At times, you may want to write your own filter for a particular type of file, such as a log file.
Such a filter might exclude rows in the log file that fail to meet specific criteria. You can do so
by calling an interface in the Extensible Common Data Agent JAR file called RowFilter, and
implement this interface through the --filterClassname property of the ECDA Agent. See the
topic Extensible Common Data Agent in this guide for more details.

To implement a custom filter, you need to create your own Java class as either a JAR file or
.class file which implements the interface. Then, you need to update your classpath to add
this new class. The class implements specific filtering logic, which is applied to each row in
the file. For reach row, you return a Boolean value which determines whether the row is
added to a stream or table in s-Server. The row is implemented as 

This class needs to include two methods:

· public void init(Properties tableProps)  By default, this contains the options passed on the
command line to the agent. They include all the values used to configure the agent
including the rowType, the filterClassname, the streamName and everything else the
agent uses to configure itself.  You can add your own custom properties that

http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/wmqv7/v7r0m0/topic/com.ibm.mq.amqnar.doc/ps12490_.htm
http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/wmqv7/v7r0m0/topic/com.ibm.mq.amqnar.doc/ps12490_.htm
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configure your custom filter. For example, you might write something like 'RECORD

("time" BIGINT, "ticker" VARCHAR(3), "shares" INTEGER, "price" REAL)'.

· public boolean filterRow(Object[] row) This provides filtering logic, returning a Boolean
value which determines whether or not the row is inserted. For example, you might
write code indicating "if the first value in the array is less than 100, return TRUE,
otherwise return FALSE." This filtering logic can reference the columns defined in
tableProps. Row maps onto the set of columns parsed from the log file

This class would contain code along the following lines:

package <package.name>

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.RowFilter;

Class <CustomersClassName> implements RowFilter

{

public void init(Properties tableProps){

--add properties containing rowtype value as a string representation of a rowtype.  

public boolean filterRow(Object[] row) {

--add filtering code here that returns a Boolean value

    }

Implementing the Class

To implement the class for the RowFilter interface, you pass --filterClassname <classname> on
the command line to the ECDA agent, where <classname> is the name of the class you
created above. See the topic Extensible Common Data Agent in this guide for more details. 

Doing so creates an instance of the filter class using the void arg constructor (no arguments).
 The adapter then calls init() to get the properties of the stream/table it is filtering. By default,
these properties are those defined for the agent, but you can also customize these through
the tableProps property of the init method. It then calls filterRow for each row in the file. For
each row, the agent either inserts it into the stream or table (TRUE) or discards it (FALSE),
depending on the Boolean value returned by filterRow. 

Example Implementation

For example, take a simple log file like the following:

07/Mar/2018:16:05:49, SQLS, 50, $50.00

07/Mar/2018:16:06:51, ORCL, 100, $84.00

07/Mar/2018:16:10:02, MSFT, 200, $78.00

07/Mar/2018:16:11:58, MSFT, 100, $78.00

With the Rowtype property defined as 'RECORD ("time" BIGINT, "ticker" VARCHAR(3),
"shares" INTEGER, "price" REAL)', the parsed stream would appear like the following:

time ticker shares price

07/Mar/2018:16:05:49 SQLS 50 $50.00

07/Mar/2018:16:06:51 ORCL 100 $84.00

07/Mar/2018:16:10:02 MSFT 200 $78.00

07/Mar/2018:16:11:58 MSFT 100 $78.00
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You could then write code in the RowFilter object to insert only records with the ticker MSFT:

Class <CustomClassName> implements RowFilter {

....

public static int tickerOrdinal;

public void init(Properties tableProps) {

    -- code that sets the tickerOrdinal using tableProps

    if (....) {

        tickerOrdinal = 2;

    }

}

    public boolean filterRow(Object[] row) {

        if (row[tickerOrdinal].equals("MSFT")) {

            return true;      -- insert rows for MSFT to the stream.

        }

        return false;   -- discard all other rows

    }

}

Interface Code

This is the interface to implement:

/**

$Id: //depot/aspen/doc/booksource/IntGuideSource/Topics/int_Using_a_Custom_Filter_with

_ECD.xml#6 $

 **/

public interface RowFilter

{

    public void init(Properties tableProps) throws Exception;

-- true means send the row, false means filter it out

    public boolean filterRow(Object[] row);

}

5.2.10.2 Using a Custom Filter to Eliminate Invalid Rows

You can also use the Custom Filter option of the ECDA agent to filter out invalid rows.

Note: To filter duplicate rows, you need to use a SELECT DISTINCT on the server side. See
the topic SELECT ALL and SELECT DISTINCT in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual.

To do so, you would write code along lines below. This code:

1. Creates a string called columns which is equivalent to
INTEGER_COLUMN_INDICES from the properties that the agent reads. See the
topic Extensible Common Data Agent for more details on agent properties.

2. Uses the java string tokenizer class to break up columns in a row. If, for example, if
there are 2 columns you want to check, which are the 2nd and 4th columns, you set
"1,3" as the INTEGER_COLUMN_INDICES. StringTokenizer breaks up 1,3 into 1 and
3.
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3. Uses the filterRow object to check the columns indicated in the
INTEGER_COLUMN_INDICES to make sure they contain numbers. Rows that do
not contain numbers are discarded.

Code

import java.util.logging.Level;

import java.util.logging.Logger;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.RowFilter;

public class IntegerValidationFilter implements RowFilter

{

    public static final String COLUMNS_TO_PARSE =

"INTEGER_COLUMN_INDICES";

    protected static final Logger tracer =

        Logger.getLogger(RowFilter.class.getName());

    protected List<Integer> cols;

    public void init(Properties tableProps) throws Exception

    {

        String columns = tableProps.getProperty(COLUMNS_TO_PARSE);

        if (columns != null) {

            StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(columns, ",");

            cols = new ArrayList<Integer>();

            while (st.hasMoreTokens()) {

                cols.add(Integer.parseInt(st.nextToken()));

            }

        }

    }

    public boolean filterRow(Object[] row)

    {

        if (cols != null) {

            for (Integer col : cols) {

                try {

                    Integer.parseInt((String)row[col.intValue()]);

                } catch (NumberFormatException nfe) {

                    tracer.log(Level.INFO, nfe.getMessage(), nfe);

                    return false;

                }

            }

        }

        return true;

    }

}
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6 Writing Data Out of s-Server

Once you have analyzed, enriched, or otherwise modified data, you will often want to write
this data out of s-Server into other locations, or "sinks". This integration guide describes a
number of ways to egress data. All data egress moves through an s-Server foreign stream. A
foreign stream is an s-Server object that serves as a "tank" to hold streaming data. Once you
have established a foreign stream, you can pump data into the foreign stream in order to
move it into the external location.

There are two basic categories for writing data out of s-Server:

· Writing data into RDBMS locations (or sinks). You can use s-Server to write directly to
RDBMS tables. See Writing Data to RDBMS Sources in this guide.

· Writing data to all other locations using the Extensible Common Data framework. 

Drawing on data in s-Server, the Extensible Common Data file writer writes data in a variety
of forms into designated locations. See Output Formats for Writing for information on output
formats.

· Writing Data to RBDMS Destinations

· Writing to the File System

· Writing from Sockets

· Writing to AMQP

· Writing to Kafka

· Writing to MQTT

· Writing over HTTP

· Writing to WebSockets

· Writing to Amazon Kinesis

· Writing to IBM MQ

· Writing to Snowflake

· Writing to MongoDB

· Writing to Mail Servers

· Writing to Hadoop

Configuring Output

For all of the above sources, you can configure input in three ways. This guide focuses on the
third option, creating a foreign stream by hand in SQL, but the principles described within
apply to both StreamLab and s-Studio. For all sources other than RDBMS, you can choose to
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format written data in either CSV, XML, JSON, BSON, or Avro. See Output Formats for
Writing for more details.

1. Using StreamLab, a graphical interface, to set up a connection with a source. For more
details, see Adding Sources in StreamLab in the Guavus StreamLab Guide. (You can still
connect with sources that you've created in StreamLab using SQL.)

2. Creating a foreign stream in s-Studio, SQLstream's Integrated Development Environment.
For more details, see Creating Objects in s-Studio in the SQLstream s-Studio Guide.

3. Creating a foreign stream by hand in SQL, then running this SQL in s-Server using sqlline.
This process is described below under topics for each source. The Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual provides configuration details in the topic CREATE
FOREIGN STREAM. For information on using sqlline, see the Using sqlline to Run SQL in
s-Server.

6.1 Writing Data to RBDMS Destinations

To write data to an RDBMS destination, you first define a server object with connection
information, including the URL for the RDBMS, user name, and password. 

In order to write data to an RDBMS system, you need a JDBC driver. Currently, these are
preinstalled for Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, and Teradata, and can be installed for MySQL
and PostgreSQL.

Once you define this server object, you can insert into the database's tables by either:

· Defining a foreign table to map onto a table in the foreign database (the preferred method)

· Using the SQL-standard three-level qualifier scheme for the names of tables:
catalog.schema.table. In this case, the catalog name will be the name given to the foreign
server in your CREATE SERVER command. See the topic CREATE SERVER in the s-
Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

The CREATE SERVER topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual has
a complete list of options for creating SQL/MED server objects.

You can use two options, TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT and
TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT, to manage when rows commit. See Managing Commits
below. You can also determine how s-Server handles write errors using options on the
INSERT and MERGE statements, including managing retries. See Errors for Writing to
RDBMS Tables below.

Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.
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JDBC Foreign Server Definition

Like all plugins, in order to use the SQL/MED plugin for JDBC, you need to set up a foreign
server SQL object to handle connection parameters for the foreign DBMS. This foreign server
always uses a foreign data wrapper called SYS_JDBC. This wrapper is preinstalled with s-
Server. 

For example, the following code block defines a connection for a MySQL database. 

   CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER mysql_reader

   FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER SYS_JDBC

   OPTIONS (

       DRIVER_CLASS 'com.mysql.jdbc.Driver',

       URL 'jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/sample',

       USER_NAME 'sqlstream',

       PASSWORD 'sqlstream'

DIALECT 'MYSQL',

       );

The following code block defines a connection for a Teradata database:

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "Teradata_DB"

    FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER "SYS_JDBC"

    OPTIONS (

        URL 'jdbc:teradata://localhost/',

        USER_NAME 'sqlstream',

        PASSWORD '',

        DIALECT 'Teradata',

        TERADATA_QUERY_BAND 'org=Finance;report=EndOfYear;universe=west;',

        DRIVER_CLASS 'com.teradata.jdbc.TeraDriver'

    );

Note the presence of a TERADATA_QUERY_BAND option. This option is specific to Teradata
and is explained below.

You reference tables in the Teradata database defined above using the following qualifier:
Teradata_DB.schema.table, where "schema" is a schema defined in the Teradata database
and "table" is a table defined in this schema.

Defining a Foreign Table

When you define a foreign table, you

1. Indicate a table and schema in the foreign database.

2. Declare columns that match those in the target database table.

You can set these options when you declare a server, and override these options in a table definition.
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Name Description

TABLE_NAME Name of the remote table.

SCHEMA_NAME Name of the remote schema.

BULK_LOAD Only valid when writing from a table. True or false. Defaults to false. 

TRANSACTION_ROWTIME

_LIMIT 

The number of milliseconds which may elapse between commits. Defaults to

1000 ms (1 second).

TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMI

T

The number of rows to batch up before committing. Defaults to 0.

Sample SQL

Like all tables, foreign tables need to be created within schemas. The following code first creates and

sets a schema called "MOCHI," then creates a foreign table called "regional_activity" which uses the

server defined above and indicates a schema in the foreign database called "public" and a table in the

foreign database called "regional_activity."

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "MOCHI"

SET SCHEMA 'MOCHI';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN TABLE "regional_activity"

    SERVER "Postgres_DB"

    OPTIONS (

        SCHEMA_NAME 'public'

--schema name in the foreign database

        TABLE_NAME 'regional_activity'

--table name in the foreign database

    ) DESCRIPTION 'per-city summary of suspicious activity';

Inserting into Foreign Tables

You can insert into JDBC foreign tables in one of two ways:

· By defining foreign tables within s-Server that map onto tables in the foreign database, such
as "my_s-ServerSchema"."foreign_customers". This has the advantage of hiding
connection details. You can also restrict privileges to this table. This is the recommended
technique for accessing foreign tables.
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· By using the three name qualifier scheme, such as
"Oracle_DB"."<tableschamename>"."customers". Merge currently does not function for
PostgreSQL and MySQL. 

Using a Foreign Table

See the topic CREATE FOREIGN TABLE in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Manual for more details.

Using the Three Name Qualifier Schema

To write to a foreign table use the schema/table as you would for any other table and preface the server

name as the catalog. 

The following code creates a pump that inserts all columns from a stream called "MyStream" into a

table called "my_table" in a schema called "my_schema" in the PostgreSQL database defined above.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "RDBMS_schema";

SET SCHEMA "RDBMS_schema";

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO "PostgresDB".my_schema.my_table

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP 'writerPump' START;
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Managing Commits

In defining the foreign server or table, you can set parameters that manage how frequently the foreign database
table is updated.

Option Defnition

TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT The number of milliseconds which may elapse between
commits. Defaults to 1000 ms (1 second).

TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT The number of rows to batch up before committing. Defaults to
0.

Say that

TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT = M

and

TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT = N

Whenever the rowtime advances due to a new row or rowtime bound, we commit if either of
the following conditions holds:

a) M > 0 and M milliseconds have elapsed since our last commit.

or

b) N > 0 and N rows have flowed by since our last commit..

JDBC Foreign Data Wrapper Definition

Because this plugin is included as part of the standard s-Server distribution, a corresponding
foreign data wrapper instance named SYS_JDBC is predefined by Guavus s-Server's
initialization scripts. Normally, there is no need to define additional instances.

However, it may be useful to define additional wrapper instances corresponding to specific
DBMS types. For the JDBC plugin, all SQL/MED options declared on the wrapper are
propagated to the server, allowing common option settings to be factored out of individual
server definitions. (Note that this is not necessarily true for other plugins.) Options specifically
set on a server definition always take precedence over settings inherited from a wrapper.

Errors for Writing to RDBMS Tables

Writes into an RDBMS sink can raise two kinds of errors:
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Error type Description

Transient
errors

These are errors which might go away if we tried to write the row again. These
problems include connection resets and java.sql.SQLTransientExceptions
raised by the foreign database.

Fatal errors All other errors are considered fatal. The result won't change if we try to write
the row again.

You can manage how s-Server behaves when it encounters these errors by setting options in
the INSERT and MERGE statements. 

 Version 6.0 Feature 

Version 6.0 lets you use options in an INSERT or MERGE statement. These override
table/stream and server options if these are set. 

Using PRESERVE_PARTIAL_ROWS and BULK_LOAD

s-Server writes data into RDBMS tables in batches. The size of each batch is determined by
TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT and TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT. If one of the rows in the
batch fails to write, s-Server conforms to the following error policy. 

· ABORT - The statement terminates and all writes are rolled back. This is the default
behavior for finite DML (an INSERT or MERGE that writes from a table).

· STUMBLE - The current batch of rows is rolled back but the statement continues to
run. This is the default behavior for infinite DML (an INSERT or MERGE that writes
from a stream) and for finite bulk-load.

· SKIP - The failed row is discarded, but the statement continues to run. Other rows in
the batch may be committed, depending on how the database's JDBC driver handles
java.sql.Statement.executeBatch(). You can enable this behavior by setting
PRESERVE_PARTIAL_WRITES to true.

The error policy is determined by two options in the INSERT and MERGE statements: 
PRESERVE_PARTIAL_ROWS and BULK_LOAD.

When BULK_LOAD is set to true,  s-Server will commit rows whenever a batch of buffered
rows is flushed to the external database. 

When PRESERVE_PARTIAL_WRITES,  s-Server will commit rows whenever a batch of
buffered rows is flushed to the external database. 

 See DML options for the INSERT statement for more details (these are the same for both
INSERT and MERGE).

INSERT and MERGE into med jdbc tables with streams as a source (finite inserts and
merges) behave as follows for the indicated values of (PRESERVE_PARTIAL_ROWS,
BULK_LOAD):

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/sql/Statement.html#executeBatch--
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PRESERVE_PAR
TIAL_ROWS

BULK_L
OAD

Result

false false STUMBLE

false true Illegal

true false SKIP

true true Illegal

INSERT and MERGE with tables as a source (finite inserts and merges) into med jdbc tables
behave as follows for the indicated values of (PRESERVE_PARTIAL_ROWS, BULK_LOAD):

PRESERVE_PAR
TIAL_ROWS

BULK_L
OAD

Result

false false ABORT

false true STUMBLE

true false illegal

true true skip

Examples

--

-- ABORT (default for finite DML)

--

insert into CAMPAIGNS

  values ('aaa', 1), ('bbb', 2), ('ccc', 3), ('aaa', -1), ('ddd', 4), ('eee', 5);

--

-- STUMBLE (default for infinite DML and for finite bulk-load)

--

insert into CAMPAIGNS with options (bulk_load 'true')

  values ('aaa', 1), ('bbb', 2), ('ccc', 3), ('aaa', -1), ('ddd', 4), ('eee', 5);

merge into CAMPAIGNS t

  using (select stream CAMPAIGN_ID, TOTAL_CLICKS from CONSOLIDATED_STREAM) as s

  on t.TOTAL_CLICKS = s.TOTAL_CLICKS

  when matched then update set CAMPAIGN_ID = s.CAMPAIGN_ID

  when not matched then insert (CAMPAIGN_ID, TOTAL_CLICKS) values

  (s.CAMPAIGN_ID, s.TOTAL_CLICKS)

;

--

-- SKIP

--

insert into CAMPAIGNS

  with options (preserve_partial_writes 'true', bulk_load 'true')

  values ('aaa', 1), ('bbb', 2), ('ccc', 3), ('aaa', -1), ('ddd', 4), ('eee', 5);

merge into CAMPAIGNS with options (preserve_partial_writes 'true') t

  using (select stream CAMPAIGN_ID, TOTAL_CLICKS from CONSOLIDATED_STREAM) as s

  on t.TOTAL_CLICKS = s.TOTAL_CLICKS

  when matched then update set CAMPAIGN_ID = s.CAMPAIGN_ID

  when not matched then insert (CAMPAIGN_ID, TOTAL_CLICKS) values

  (s.CAMPAIGN_ID, s.TOTAL_CLICKS)

;
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Managing Retries

When s-Server encounters a transient error--an error that might be resolved if s-Server tries
rewriting the row--it may try rewriting the row, depending on the following:

· Whether s-Server is writing from a stream or table. Writing from a stream is known
as infinite DML, while writing from a table is known as finite DML. By default, when s-
Server is writing from a stream, it retries writing rows that raise transient errors.
When s-Server is writing from a table, it does not retry writing rows that raise
transient errors.

· How you have configured rewrites using the WITH OPTIONS clause of an INSERT or
MERGE statement.

Using the "WITH OPTIONS" Clause to Manage Rewrites

You can adjust how and when s-Server rewrites rows in the case of transient errors. Note:
Fatal errors ABORT, STUMBLE, or SKIP immediately, depending on how you have
configured options above.

You do so by setting options in the WITH OPTIONS clause of an INSERT or MERGE
statement. These options are as follows:

Option Definition

RETRY_COUNT The number of times that s-Server tries rewriting a batch of rows that fails
because of a transient error. -1 means "no maximum number of retries".
Other negative values (and non-integer values) are illegal. For finite DML,
RETRY_COUNT defaults to 0. For infinite DML, it defaults to -1.

Each retry attempt will pause longer than the previous attempt. 

RETRY_MAX_TI
ME

The maximum number of milliseconds that s-Server will spend retrying a
failed batch. It defaults to -1, which means "no maximum time".
RETRY_MAX_TIME = 0 means the same thing as RETRY_COUNT = 0:
don't retry at all.

RETRY_PAUSE
_MIN

The minimum number of milliseconds to pause between retries. It defaults
to 10,000 (10 seconds). The value must be a positive integer--anything
else raises an error.

RETRY_PAUSE
_MAX

The maximum number of milliseconds to pause between retries. It
defaults to 300,000 (5 minutes). The value must be a positive integer--
anything else raises an error.

s-Server continues trying to rewrite batches of rows until it reaches either RETRY_COUNT or
RETRY_MAX_TIME. Once it encounters either, then the statement will go on to enforce its
core error policy: ABORT, STUMBLE, or SKIP.
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We also raise an error if RETRY_COUNT is set to a positive value on a finite DML statement
but BULK_LOAD is not set to true. This is because the first step of retrying a batch is to roll
back the previous attempt of the batch. For finite statements without BULK_LOAD, that would
mean we would have to cache a potentially huge number of rows--all the way back to the
beginning of the statement.

Here's an example. The following INSERT statement retries batches of rows up to 5 times,
pausing for 100 milliseconds before the first retry and pausing up to a maximum of 500
milliseconds before subsequent retries:

insert into foreignTable

with options

(

retry_count '5',

retry_pause_min '100',

retry_pause_max '500'

)

select stream * from sourceStream;

6.2 Writing to the File System

You can write data out of s-Server to a file in the file system from a stream or table. The same
principles described here apply to Writing to Snowflake and Writing to Hadoop. You can
specify how files rotate according to time, size, or both, and you can specify how rotated files
are named. s-Server writes data formatted as CSV, JSON, Avro, BSON, or XML. See Output
Formats for Writing for more details.

To write from local locations, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either
server or foreign stream/table options. See Writing to the File System Using SQL below. To
write from remote locations, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the
agent at the command line. See Writing to the File System Using the ECD Agent below. 

Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are common to all I/O systems. The
CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter.

Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

Rotating Files

s-Server rotates files according to options set for FILE_ROTATION_TIME, FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, and

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME. 
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Using FILE_ROTATION_TIME

You can use FILE_ROTATION_TIME to rotate files based on time elapsed since Unix epoch time. You

set FILE_ROTATION_TIME as a positive integer with a unit of either milliseconds (ms), seconds (s),

minutes (m), hours (h), or days (d). These express intervals of time from 1970-01-01: an interval might be

15 minutes, 1 hour, or 1 day. Files rotate once a row arrives with a ROWTIME that passes the specified

interval.

Examples:

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '15m' rotates files every fifteen minutes from the top of the hour (1:00,

1:15, 1:30, and so on). 

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h' rotates files every hour at the top of the hour.

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1d' rotates files every day at 12:00 AM.

Using FILE_ROTATION_SIZE

You can use FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to rotate files based on their size. You specify a file size in

kilobytes (k), megabytes (m), or gigabytes (g). Expressed as a positive integer followed by a byte

measurement: Defaults to 0. That means "don't use file size to trigger file rotation."

Examples: 

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20k ' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of 20

kilobytes"

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20m' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of 20

megabytes"

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '1g' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of 1

gigabyte"

When using FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, you can specify that files wait to rotate until all rows with the same

ROWTIME have arrived.  For example, if you have set FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to 1m (1 megabyte), and

a new row arrives that causes the file to go over the 1 megabyte threshold, if

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is set to true, s-Server waits until all rows with the same

ROWTIME have arrived. That is, s-Server waits until a new row arrives with a different ROWTIME, even if

accepting rows with the same ROWTIME causes the file to grow larger than 1 megabyte. To do so, you

set FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true (this is the default behavior.
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Configuring File Names

You can specify options for how files are named as they rotate. In setting options for rotated files' names,

you can specify a prefix, suffix, and date format for the file name. You can also specify a watermark.

Watermarks are drawn from a column in the source from which the file is written.

At minimum, you must specify either FILENAME_PREFIX or FILENAME_SUFFIX.

If you set ORIGINAL_FILENAME, then s-Server will use the value of ORIGINAL_FILENAME as a

temporary file name while actively writing data.

When this file is rotated out, s-Server names rotated files as follows:

<prefix>-<timestamp>-<watermark>-<sequenceNumber><suffix> depending on the options you specify.

If you do not specify ORIGINAL_FILENAME, then the file being actively written to is given the form

<prefix><date><suffix> using the first rowtime in the file set.

Note: if you are writing from a table, and do not specify ORIGINAL_FILENAME, <date> will be the

system time when the file began writing.

For example, the following options:

filename_prefix 'test-',

filename_date_format 'yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ss',

--note that you need to specify a period for suffix if desired.

filename_suffix '.csv',

produce rotating file names like this:

test-2020-05-23_19:44:00.csv

The following options:

filename_date_format 'yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ss',

--note that you need to specify a period for suffix if desired.

filename_suffix '.csv',

produce rotating file names like this:

2020-05-23_19:44:00.csv

Explanation of Elements

· <prefix> is the string specified by the FILENAME_PREFIX option. If you did not specify

FILENAME_PREFIX, then <prefix> is omitted from the filename. You must specify either

FILENAME_PREFIX or FILENAME_SUFFIX.
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· <timestamp> is the ROWTIME of the last row written to the file. This element is always present

if the source is a stream, but is omitted if the source is a table. s-Server formats <timestamp>

as specified by FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT. If you do not specify

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT, then <timestamp> is formatted as yyyy-MM-dd_HH-mm-ss-SSS.

· <watermark> is a the value of a watermark column in the last row of the source. You use

FILE_ROTATION_WATERMARK_COLUMN to specify a source watermark column

corresponding to the last row of the file. If you do not specify a

FILE_ROTATION_WATERMARK_COLUMN, then <watermark> is omitted from the filename.

· <sequenceNumber> is added only if the you specify the

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME option as false. In that case, files may have the same

terminal <timestamp>, because s-Server can write rows with the same rowtime across multiple

files. In these cases, file names in the series with the same terminal <timestamp> are

distinguished from one another by a monotonically increasing 7 digit sequence number, starting

at 0000001.

· <suffix> is the string specified by the FILENAME_SUFFIX option. If you did not specify

FILENAME_SUFFIX, then <suffix> is omitted from the filename. You must specify either

FILENAME_PREFIX or FILENAME_SUFFIX.

Writing to the File System Using SQL

To write to the file system, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a
prebuilt server object called FILE_SERVER. In the foreign stream's options, you configure
how s-Server connects to the file system. For more information on creating foreign streams,
see the topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual. 

You will also need to specify a formatter for the foreign stream. Specifying "formatter" as a
foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream writes data. See Output Formats
for Writing in this guide for more details.

Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), must be created
within a schema. The following code first creates a schema called stocks in which to run the
rest of the sample code below, then creates a simple native stream into which you can insert
data, then creates a  foreign stream named output_file.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA stocks;

SET SCHEMA 'stocks';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM ticker (

    order_time TIMESTAMP, --Time order was reported.

    amount INTEGER, --amount of order.

    ticker VARCHAR(100) --ticker.
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  )

DESCRIPTION 'native stream ticker';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM output_file

(

  order_time TIMESTAMP, --these columns match columns in stream created above.

  amount INTEGER, 

  ticker VARCHAR(100)

)

SERVER "FILE_SERVER"

OPTIONS (

        "FORMATTER" 'CSV',

        "CHARACTER_ENCODING" 'UTF-8',

        "ROW_SEPARATOR" u&'\000A',

        "SEPARATOR" ',',

        "WRITE_HEADER" 'false',

        "DIRECTORY" '/home/guavus/output',

        "ORIGINAL_FILENAME" 'stocks-output.csv',

        "FILENAME_PREFIX" 'output-',

        "FILENAME_SUFFIX" '.csv',

        "FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT" 'yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss',

        "FILE_ROTATION_SIZE" '20K',

        "FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME" 'true'

    );

To test this configuration, you can use code along the following lines:

INSERT INTO stocks.ticker (order_time, ticker, amount--

  --, recipient, subject, reply_to

)

VALUES

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:02:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'ORCL', 20),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:02:10.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'ORCL', 20),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:03:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 30),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:04:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'ORCL', 15),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:04:30.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 40),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:04:45.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'IBM', 10),

(CAST('2019-03-30 03:05:00.000' as TIMESTAMP), 'MSFT', 15),

(CAST('2019-03-30 05:46:40.000' as TIMESTAMP),NULL, 0)

;

In most cases, you will want to set up a pump that writes data to stocks.ticker. Pumps are
INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the other.
See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more
details.

You do so with code along the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP stocks_outputpump STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO stocks.output_file

SELECT STREAM * FROM stocks.ticker;
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To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps".stocks_outputpump START;
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Options for Writing to the File System
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Option Description

DIRECTORY Directory to which you are writing. s-Server needs permission to write to this

directory.

ORIGINAL_FILENAME Name of file to write before rotation. This will be the name of the file that s-Server

is currently writing.

FILENAME_PREFIX Prefix of the final output file name, such as "test-".

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT Java time format to use in the final output file name, for example yyyy-MM-

dd_HH:mm:ss

Uses java SimpleDateFormat

This specifies how to format a timestamp that appears between the prefix and

the suffix. This timestamp is the ROWTIME of the last row in the file.

FILE_ROTATION_WATERM

ARK_COLUMN

This declares the name of a source column whose contents will be used to

further distinguish files in the series.

FILENAME_SUFFIX Suffix of the final output file name. If you want this suffix to include a period, you

must specify it, e.g. ".csv"

FILE_ROTATION_TIME Determines when files rotate based on time elapsed since Unix epoch time. You

must specify either FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_SIZE as an

option. You can choose to specify both.

You set FILE_ROTATION_TIME as a positive integer with a unit of either

milliseconds (ms), seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), or days (d). These

express intervals of time from 1970-01-01: an interval might be 15 minutes, 1

hour, or 1 day. Files rotate once a row arrives with a ROWTIME that passes the

specified interval. Rows with the same rowtime are written to the same file.

Examples:

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '15m' rotates files every fifteen minutes from the top of

the hour (1:00, 1:15, 1:30, and so on). 

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h' rotates files every hour at the top of the hour.

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1d' rotates files every day at 12:00 AM.

More technically, FILE_ROTATION_TIME works as follows:

Let $timePeriod be the number of milliseconds in the time unit bound to

FILE_ROTATION_TIME.

Let $lastWrittenRowtime be the ROWTIME of the last row in the file.

Let $currentRowTime be the ROWTIME of the row about to be written.

s-Server rotates to the next file when

integerPart($lastWrittenRowtime / $timePeriod) < integerPart($currentRowTime /

$timePeriod)

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE Determines when files rotate based on file size. You must specify either

FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_SIZE. You can choose to specify

both. Lets you specify a file size in kilobytes (k), megabytes (m), or gigabytes (g).

Expressed as a positive integer followed by a byte measurement.

Examples: 

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20k' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a

size of 20 kilobytes"

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20m' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a

size of 20 megabytes"

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '1g' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size

of 1 gigabyte"

s-Server rotates to the next file once a row arrives that brings the file size over the

byte threshhold specified by FILE_ROTATION_SIZE.

FILE_ROTATION_RESPEC

T_ROWTIME

'true' or 'false', case-insensitive.  When you use FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, this

option lets you specify whether files wait to rotate until all rows with the same

ROWTIME have arrived. Defaults to 'true', which means "always respect

rowtime."

Setting FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true ensures that rows with

the same rowtime will not be split between two files. For example, if you have set

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to 1m (1 megabyte), and a new row arrives that causes

the file to go over the 1 megabyte threshold, if

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is set to true, s-Server waits until all

rows with the same ROWTIME have arrived. That is, s-Server waits until a new

row arrives with a different ROWTIME, even if accepting rows with the same

ROWTIME causes the file to grow larger than 1 megabyte. 

If you set FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true, you cannot write files

from tables, whose rows lack rowtimes. s-Server will raise an error if you try to

insert into a file writer foreign stream that has

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME set to true. That means that if you are

planning to write rows from a table into a file, you must set

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to false.

ESCAPE_<column name> True or false; defaults to true. Causes strings to be escaped before being

written.  

POSTPROCESS_CMD The POSTPROCESS_CMD option lets you run a script after the file is written. To

use this option, enter the path to the script, along with parameters, substituting

<input> for the name of the file.

When the file is written, the script will execute with parameters, and <input> will

be replaced by the name of the file.

Example: 'scripts/runStandaloneSystemML.sh scripts/algorithms/l2-svm-

predict.dml -nvargs X=<input> Y=data/haberman.test.labels.csv model=data/l2-

svm-model.csv fmt="csv" confusion=data/l2-svm-confusion.csv',

http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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Writing to the File System Using the ECD Agent 

You can use the ECD agent to write files to remote locations. See Writing Data to Remote
Locations for more details.

The ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties
file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to those defined for the
adapter above. 

# Location, date format, prefix, suffix

FORMATTER=CSV

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

ROW_SEPARATOR=\000A

SEPARATOR=,

WRITE_HEADER=false

DIRECTORY=/home/guavus/output

ORIGINAL_FILENAME=stocks-output.csv

FILENAME_PREFIX=output-

FILENAME_SUFFIX=.csv

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT=yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE=20K

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME=true

# Schema, name, and parameter signature of origin stream

SCHEMA_NAME=stocks

TABLE_NAME=output_file

#columns

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(TIMESTAMP order_time, INTEGER amount, VARCHAR(100) ticker)

To invoke the agent, from the directory $SQLSTREAM_HOME/../clienttools/EcdaAgent/ enter the
following at the command line

$ ./commondataagent.sh --output --props sample.test.properties --io file

6.3 Writing to Apache Kafka

The Kafka ECDA adapter writes batches of data to a Kafka topic. s-Server writes data
formatted as CSV, JSON, Avro, BSON, or XML. See Output Formats for Writing for more
details.

The Kafka adapter works with Kafka 0.10. It uses atomic commitments. Using it, you can
perform exactly once semantics between s-Server and Kafka. See the subtopic exactly once
semantics below.

For adapters, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign
stream/table options. At minimum, you need to specify information on Kafka's seed broker(s)
and topic (at minimum).For agents, you configure such options using a properties file and
launch the agent at the command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are
common to all I/O systems. The CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter. To
actually write data, you INSERT into the foreign stream.
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Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

Writing to Kafka Using SQL

To write to Kafka, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a prebuilt
server object called KAFKA10_SERVER. In the foreign stream's options, you configure how
s-Server connects to Kafka. For more information on creating foreign streams, see the topic
CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual. 

Like all streams, foreign streams must be defined within schemas. The following code first
creates a schema called "kafkaOutput," then creates a foreign stream called
"KafkaWriterStreamStream" with the predefined server KAFKA10_SERVER as a server
option. To start moving data into Kafka from this stream, you will need to INSERT into it. This
step simply sets up the stream, with named columns and Kafka-specific options. (These
options are discussed below.)

Here is an example of the SQL used to define a foreign stream for the Kafka adapter. 

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "KafkaWriterSchema"

SET SCHEMA 'KafkaWriterSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "KafkaWriterStream" 

(

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"partition" INT NOT NULL,

"zipcode" CHAR(5) NOT NULL,

"transactionTotal" DOUBLE NOT NULL,

"transactionCount" INT NOT NULL)

SERVER KAFKA10_SERVER

OPTIONS

(topic 'AggregatedData',

"metadata.broker.list" 'localhost:9092',

formatter 'CSV',

row_separator '',

character_encoding 'UTF-8');

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

--we recommend creating pumps in their own schema

--so that you can stop or start all of them at once.

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped

--then using ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START to start it

INSERT INTO "KafkaWriterSchema"."KafkaWriterStream"

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream
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To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START;

Using Columns to Specify Partition and Key for Kafka Topics

When writing rows out of s-Server to a Kafka topic, you can specify the topic partitions and
keys by including columns named, respectively, kafka_partition and kafka_key. Data will be
written as a message to the indicated partition in the topic, and kafka_key will serve as the
first part of the key-value pair that constitutes a Kafka message in Kafka. 

If you do not include a kafka_partition column in the foreign stream, Kafka will assign a
partition number to the message being published. If you have included a kafka_key column,
partition number is determined by hashing the kafka_key column. If you have not included the
kafka_key column, then Kafka assigns partition numbers by a "round robin" method.

If If you do not include a kafka_key column in the foreign stream, (key, value) will be
(null,value) where value is the serialized row using the FORMATTER option. The columns
kafka_key & kafka_partition columns will not be serialized; that is, they will not be part of the
data written to Kafka.

Atomic Commitments

s-Server writes messages to Kafka atomically. A multi-step operation (writing multiple
records to a database as one transaction)  is said to be atomic when it requires all the steps
in the transaction to be completed successfully or else rolls back all changes. In a ten-row
insertion, for example, either all 10 rows are inserted successfully or none at all.

In order to commit insertions atomically, our adapter makes use of a new Kafka broker that
supports transactional semantics. As a result, this feature only works with Kafka broker
versions v0.11.2 or later

Steps are:

1. On the Kafka writer side, set the TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT = 60000 (1
minute),

2. On the Kafka reader side, make sure that the reader begins a new transaction at the
top of a minute (i.e. ROWTIME = FLOOR(ROWTIME TO MINUTE)). See Reading
from Kafka for more details.

3. Start sending messages to the Kafka broker until you receive the last row for the
minute

4. When the first row is received for the next minute, commit the transaction opened
earlier and start a new transaction.
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Exactly Once Semantics

SQLstream supports exactly once semantics when you use Kafka as both a source (reading
from) and a sink (writing to). Exactly once means that even if a producer retries sending a
message, the message is delivered exactly once to the end consumer. 

We do so by using timestamps from a Kafka topic as the rowtime column for a pipeline. (This
process is known as promoting a column to rowtime.) Once you promote Kafka timestamps
to rowtime, s-Server can use rowtime as a watermark for the pipeline. In turn, this lets s-
Server roll back changes and replay them from the source if writing to a sink fails. In other
words, if a write fails, exactly once tells s-Server "do everything that went along with
processing those N input rows and write the result"

Any time you want to perform a rowtime promotion, you need to set up a Kafka staging topic.

This process allows s-Server to make sure that all data written to a sink as a result of this
input data tracks this watermark. This ensures that s-Server knows that every input row has
resulted in a correct write to a sink. This does not always mean a row-to-row correspondence
between input and output rows, since rows may be aggregated in a pipeline (using SUM, for
example). It means, instead, that all rows have been processed through a pipeline exactly
once. 

In order to use exactly once, you need to do the following:

1. Promote a timestamp from the Kafka source to rowtime.

2. Retain this rowtime throughout the entire pipeline (this happens automatically as long
as you do not promote another value to rowtime).

3. Use atomic commitments when writing to the Kafka sink.

Note: This functionality relies on the Kafka message queue storing data for two weeks. That
means you cannot replay more than two weeks of data without adjusting how long your
message view stores data.
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SQL Example

The below code depicts a simple stream processing pipeline. Here, we pull in streaming data
from a Kafka topic, perform time-series analytics on this data, and deliver it to another Kafka
"sink."

--Code to read from Kafka topic

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "OnlineOrders";

SET SCHEMA '"OnlineOrders"';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM OrdersStream (

   MESSAGE_TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP,

   ORDER_ID BIGINT,

   ITEM_ID   INT,

   ITEM_PRICE DECIMAL(10,2),

   ITEM_QUANTITY INT,

   PRODUCT_ID INT

);

SERVER KAFKA10_SERVER

OPTIONS (

   SEED_BROKERS 'localhost:9092',

   TOPIC 'OrdersTopic',

   STARTING_TIME '2018-02-01 00:00:00',

   --parser because we are reading here

   PARSER 'JSON'

);

 

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW tSortedOrders AS

SELECT STREAM MESSAGE_TIMESTAMP AS ROWTIME, *

--promotes MESSAGE_TIMESTAMP to ROWTIME

FROM OrdersStream

ORDER BY MESSAGE_TIMESTAMP WITHIN INTERVAL '2' SECOND;

--analytics in a view

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW AnalyticsView AS

SELECT STREAM *,

   SUM(ITEM_PRICE * ITEM_QUANTITY) OVER lastHour AS quantitySoldLastHour

FROM tSortedOrders

WINDOW lastHour AS (PARTITION BY PRODUCT_ID

                   RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING);

--foreign stream for writing; uses same server 

--because connection information is the same

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "OnlineOrders"."ProcessedOrdersStream" (

)

SERVER KAFKA10_SERVER

OPTIONS (

   TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT '60000', -- 1 minute

   --this tells s-Server to commit rows atomically

   "transactional.id" 'transactional_Processed_Orders',

   "pump.name" 'LOCALDB.OnlineOrders.ProcessedOrdersPump',

   FORMATTER 'JSON'

);

--this is the "sink" that lets us write to Kafka. 

--note that data is formatted as JSON. 

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "OnlineOrders"."ProcessedOrdersPump" STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO "ProcessedOrdersStream"

SELECT STREAM * FROM "OnlineOrders".AnalyticsView;

--this data will be delivered exactly once. Either all rows in the one-minute window

--will be delivered, or no rows will be delivered.
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Please note that in the code above, MESSAGE_TIMESTAMP is promoted as ROWTIME, with
the line SELECT STREAM MESSAGE_TIMESTAMP AS ROWTIME, *. This serves as a
watermark for the pipeline.

It is critical to "commit" results of time-series analytics at ROWTIME boundaries. 

In the code above, KafkaSinkStream is configured to atomically commit results every minute
(defined by TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT '60000'). At each one minute boundary, all
rows from AnalyticsView for the last one minute are committed atomically. This ensures
exactly once semantics.

Using Transaction_ID for Load Balancing

When a whole pipeline dies, we have to replay everything. This takes the entire time block for
TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT. For high availability situations, we recommend creating a
duplicate pipeline. This will process data in the same order and same order, but will not
commit. Using Kafka's transaction_id option, you can set up pipelines that read from
redundant Kafka sessions in a single Kafka producer while ensuring that rows are processed
only once. To do so, you must identify:

1. the transaction_id for the session

2. the pump for the pipeline.

If s-Server identifies two foreign streams/pipelines that use the same transaction_id, one
foreign stream/pipeline is designated the leader and all others are designated followers. s-
Server will actively read from the leader only. If the leader fails, one of the followers will be
designated the leader, and so on. 

If a follower catches up to leader and leader has not committed, follower "sleeps" for a few
seconds

If s-Server did not see the leader commit, then the follow concludes that leader has probably
failed. Follower then topples leader. The new leader will then start committing rows. 
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"transactional.id" = functions as a baton. This is what lets the follower declare itself to be
leader.

With three redundant pipelines running, you would one leader and two followers. If leader fails,
one of the other two become leader.

Functions to Read Watermarks Committed During Kafka Transactions

The following functions help fetch committed watermarks (ROWTIME and/or specified
metadata column values). These values are used as watermarks/offsets for recovering from
upstream Kafka source topics).

-- This function returns watermark offsets to be used during

-- replay/recovery from the source topic(s) of a pipeline.

-- The topic passed as a parameter, however, is the name of the

-- sink topic. As transactions are committed to the sink, the

-- commit metadata saves the commit timestamp and, optionally,

-- the offset for the source topic.

-- This function returns these offsets for each partition of the

-- topic.

-- The consumer_group, for now, needs to be

-- '<sink_topic>_watermark'

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION sys_boot.mgmt.watermark_offsets(

   bootstrap_servers VARCHAR(128),

   sink_topic VARCHAR(128),

   consumer_group VARCHAR(128)

)

RETURNS TABLE (

   "TOPIC" VARCHAR(128),

   "PARTITION" INTEGER,

   "OFFSET" BIGINT

)

LANGUAGE JAVA

PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

NO SQL

EXTERNAL NAME

'sys_boot.sys_boot.kafka10:com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.kafka.KafkaWatermark.getWater

markOffsetsFromIndexTopic';

-- This function returns the ROWTIME of the last row committed in

-- the transaction.

-- Parameters are the same as described for watermark_offsets()

-- function above

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION sys_boot.mgmt.watermark_timestamp(

   bootstrap_servers VARCHAR(128),

   sink_topic VARCHAR(128),

   consumer_group VARCHAR(128)

)

RETURNS TIMESTAMP

LANGUAGE JAVA

PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

NO SQL

EXTERNAL NAME

'sys_boot.sys_boot.kafka10:com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.kafka.KafkaWatermark.getWater

markTimestamp';

-- This function returns the HA mode (Leader/Follower) of a pump.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION sys_boot.mgmt.pump_mode(
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   pump_name VARCHAR(128)

)

RETURNS VARCHAR(256)

LANGUAGE JAVA

PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

NO SQL

EXTERNAL NAME

'sys_boot.sys_boot.kafka10:com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.kafka.KafkaWatermark.getMode'

;

Building and Using an Index Topic

In order to automatically rebalance assigned partitions or implement exactly once semantics,
s-Server relies on a Kafka v0.10.2 feature called Time Index. This feature provides the
timestamps that you promote to rowtime, which serve as a natural watermark for the pipeline.

But what if you're working with an earlier version of Kafka, or otherwise have trouble getting
timestamps into your pipeline? 

In these cases, you can still do automatic partition rebalancing and exactly once semantics,
but you will need to create your own timestamps for each message within a partition. You can
do so by building an index topic.

To do so, you set up a stream that uses the first values and last values of a partition's offset
and applies a timestamp at build time. Using the offset range for the actual source topic, we
read records from the source topic and return timestamps from the index topic for all records
(messages) in that offset range.

PARTITION MESSAGE_TIMESTA
MP

START_OFFSE
T

END_OFFSET

1 2020-01-01 00:00:01 64000 67903

2 2020-01-01 00:00:02 67904 68112

3 2020-01-01 00:00:04 68113 72892

3 2020-01-01 00:00:05 72893 73110

For example:

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "IndexBuilder";

SET SCHEMA '"IndexBuilder"';

 

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "IndexBuilder"."OrdersTopicIndex" (

   "PARTITION" INTEGER,

   "MESSAGE_TIMESTAMP" TIMESTAMP,

   "START_OFFSET" BIGINT,

   "END_OFFSET" BIGINT

)

SERVER KAFKA10_SERVER

OPTIONS (

   SEED_BROKERS 'localhost:9092',

   TOPIC 'OrdersTopic_index',

   "COMMIT_METADATA_COLUMN_NAME" 'END_OFFSET',

   "transactional.id" 'OrdersTopic_index_builder',
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   "pump.name" 'LOCALDB.IndexBuilder.Index1Pump',

   "TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT" '1000' -- 1 second

   FORMATTER 'JSON'

);

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "IndexBuilder"."Index1Pump" STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO "IndexBuilder"."OrdersTopicIndex"

SELECT STREAM * FROM "IndexBuilder".AggregationView;

Once the index topic is built, you can use it as follows.

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM OrdersStream (

    MESSAGE_TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP,

    ...

    ORDER_ID BIGINT,

    ...

)

SERVER KAFKA10_SERVER

OPTIONS (

    SEED_BROKERS 'localhost:9092',

    TOPIC 'OrdersTopic',

    INDEX_TOPIC_NAME_SUFFIX '_index', -- use OrdersTopic_index to determine starting

position

    STARTING_TIME '2018-02-01 00:00:00',

    ...,

    PARSER 'JSON'

);

The code above uses options defined for the Kafka reader. For more details, see the topic
Reading from Kafka.

Some of the following options, which are passed to the Kafka broker, are described in more detail at

https://kafka.apache.org/documentation/. Aside from defaults, most of the information in this table is

drawn from this page.
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Option name Description

topic Kafka topic

TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT

Kafka10 adapter only.

Range in milliseconds.Allows all rows received from

the input query that have ROWTIME values within the

specified range to be committed in a single

transaction to the Kafka broker. Transactions are used

only if the Kafka broker supports transaction

semantics. If this option is set to 1000 (1 second),

then all rows with ROWTIME between 10:00:00.000

and 10:00:00.999 get committed in the same

transaction atomically.

seed_brokers

Legacy adapter only.

A comma separated list of broker identifiers in the

format "<broker_host_name>:<port>".

For legacy adapter, this is a comma separated list of

broker hosts. Defaults to "localhost".

transactional.id

Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted.

This is the transaction ID used by the KafkaWriter

instance for the given foreign stream.Each foreign

stream should use a unique "transactional.id" to

publish messages to the topic using transactions.

Transactions are used only if Kafka brokers are

v0.11.2 . These support transaction semantics.

Note: You need to create a separate foreign stream

definition for each pump that inserts(publishes)

messages to a given topic. Each of these foreign

streams needs to use a unique "transactional.id" for

itself. The foreign stream option "pump.name",

defined below, needs to match the name of the pump

that inserts into the foreign stream.

pump.name

Case-sensitive; must be quoted. Kafka10 adapter

only.

Fully qualified name of the pump that will process

rows for this foreign stream. You must set

transactional.id in order to use this option.s-Server

uses this setting to determine the mode in which the

pump instance itself) is running (Leader or Follower)

when configured to run in High Availability (HA) mode.

The pump.name needs to be fully qualified pump

name of the

format:<catalog_name>.<schema_name>.<pump_na

me>

For

example:'LOCALDB.mySchema.ProcessedOrdersPu

mp'

HA_ROLLOVER_TIMEOUT

Kafka10 adapter only.

Time in milliseconds. Defaults to 5000. You must set

transactional.id and pump.name in order to use this

option.When the pump is configured to run in High

Availability mode, and the pump is running as a

"Follower", it waits for this amount of time for a lack of

commits from the "Leader".

After the timeout, the "Follower" attempts to takeover

as the "Leader".There may be multiple follower

instances running in a cluster. Only one of these

followers succeeds to be designated as the new

"Leader". All other pump instances using the same

"transactional.id" continue "following". If the earlier

"Leader" was still alive when one of the followers took

over as the new "Leader", the earlier leader demotes

itself as the "Follower" if possible.

POLL_TIMEOUT

This option specifies the timeout value in milliseconds

to be passed as a parameter to the

KafkaConsumer.poll() API call. The default is 100ms.

COMMIT_METADATA_COLUMN_NAME

Using this option, you can commit a stringified value of

the specified column along with its ROWTIME in a

CSV format, along with the offset of the last published

message for each partition in a transaction.

The format of the metadata string is as follows:

CommitRowtimeInMillisFromEpoch>,<metadata_colu

mn_value>

PORT
Deprecated option. As of s-Server 6.0.0, port numbers

are specified in the SEED_BROKERS option.

Kafka: metadata.broker.list

Kafka10 adapter: bootstrap.server(case sensitive;

must be lowercase and quoted)

hostname:port of the Kafka broker. Defaults to

localhost:9092. Used for getting metadata (topics,

partitions and replicas). Actual socket connections are

established using the information from this metadata.

Use commas to separate multiple brokers.

kafka.producer.config

Lets you specify the name of a properties file that

contains a set of Kafka producer configurations. For

example, you could use such a file to set all the

properties needed for a SSL/SASL connection that the

producer will invoke. Kafka offers a wide range of

config properties.

For details, see Kafka documentation at

https://kafka.apache.org/0100/documentation.html#pr

oducerconfigs. Note: In some cases, you can use

these property files to override Foreign Stream

options. For example, the setting for bootstrap.servers

will override the Foreign Stream option

"SEED_BROKERS". This can be helpful in dynamic

environments (AWS, Docker, Kubernetes and so on)

where you do not know the specific locations of the

Kafka brokers until runtime.

partitioner.class

Deprecated for Kafka10

Fully qualified Java classname of Kafka

partitionerDefaults

tocom.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.kafka.KafkaOutp

utSink$RoundRobinPartitioner

compression.type

If desired, specifies the final compression type for a

given topic. Defaults to 'none'. Possible values:

'snappy', 'gzip'

batch.size
Number of messages sent as a batch. Defaults to

'1000'

linger.ms

In cases where batch.size has not been reached,

number of milliseconds that the Kafka producer will

wait before batching sends . Defaults to '100', in

milliseconds)

key.serializer

Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted.

Names a serializer class for keys. If no class is given,

Kafka uses value.serializer.

retry.backoff.ms

Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted.

Producers refreshes metadata to see if a new leader

has been elected. This option specifies the amount of

time to wait before refreshing.

request.timeout.ms

Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted. When

request.required.acks is enabled, this lets you specify

how long the broker should try to bundle the specified

number of messages before sending back an error to

the client.

send.buffer.bytes
Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted.

Socket write buffer size.

client.id

Case sensitive; must be lowercase and quoted. Using

this option, you can specify a string to help you identify

the application making calls to the Kafka server.

https://kafka.apache.org/0100/documentation.html#producerconfigs
https://kafka.apache.org/0100/documentation.html#producerconfigs
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You can also enable security for the Kakfa plugin by configuring a truststore, keystore, and

password for the Kafka broker used by s-Server.

Because these options involve storing passwords, you should implement these using JNDI properties.

The SQL/MED framework used by s-Server supports loading options through .properties files.

SQLstream s-Server looks for these .properties files in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/.properties.

See Using Property Files for more details.

We recommend that you supply any options related to access credentials, such as those for SSL or

Kerberos credentials, using the following properties files:

· $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/.properties (Applies to all foreign streams that use this foreign server

definition.)

· $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/LOCALDB...properties (Applies only to the foreign stream.)

Option Name Description

ssl.truststore.location Location of the trust store file.

ssl.truststore.password Password for the trust store file.

ssl.keystore.location

The location of the key store file. Use this to

implement two-way authentication for the Kafka client

used by s-Server.

ssl.keystore.password
The store password for the key store file. Only needed

if you have configured ssl.keystore.location.

ssl.key.password The password of the private key in the key store file.

Implementing the Kafka ECDA Adapter to Pump Data to Kafka

Every time you use an adapter, you need to implement it within an s-Server schema. The
following code first creates a schema and implements the Kafka ECDA adapter.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "kafkaAggregation";

SET SCHEMA '"kafkaAggregation"';

SET PATH '"kafkaAggregation"';

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "KafkaServer" TYPE 'KAFKA10'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;
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CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "KafkaAggregatedData"

(offset LONG NOT NULL,

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"PARTITION" INT NOT NULL,

"zipcode" CHAR(5) NOT NULL,

"transactionTotal" DECIMAL(18,2) NOT NULL,

"transactionCount" INT NOT NULL)

SERVER "KafkaServer"

OPTIONS

(topic 'AggregatedData',

formatter 'CSV',

character_encoding 'UTF-8',

skip_header 'false');

Setting up the Pump

The code below creates a stream with three columns, zipcode, transactionTotal, and
transactionCount. This stream will be used to pump data from a Kafka topic.

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "AggregatedData"(

"zipcode" CHAR(5) NOT NULL,

"transactionTotal" DECIMAL(18,2) NOT NULL,

"transactionCount" INT NOT NULL);

The next code block creates a view on the foreign stream KafkaAggregatedData, ordered by
timestamp ("ts") and selecting the columns PARTITION, zipcode, transactionTotal, and
transactionCount.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "AggregatedDataWithRowTime" AS

SELECT STREAM "ts" AS ROWTIME, "PARTITION", "zipcode", "transactionTotal",

"transactionCount"

FROM "KafkaAggregatedData"

ORDER BY "ts" WITHIN INTERVAL '2' SECOND;

The next code block uses a WHERE statement to identify and discard duplicate rows.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "AggregatedData" AS

SELECT STREAM "partition", "zipcode", "transactionTotal", "transactionCount"

FROM (SELECT STREAM *,

COUNT(*) OVER (PARTITION BY "partition", "zipcode" RANGE INTERVAL '0' SECOND

PRECEDING) AS c

FROM "AggregatedDataWithRowTime") AS dd

WHERE c = 1;

The next code block pumps the the columns zipcode, the total of column *transactionTotal*
and the total of column *transactionCount*.

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "rollupPump" STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO "AggregatedData"

SELECT STREAM "zipcode", sum("transactionTotal"), sum("transactionCount")

FROM "AggregatedDataDeDuped"

GROUP BY "AggregatedDataDeDuped".ROWTIME, "zipcode";
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Starting and Stopping the Pump

You can then start and stop the pump using the ALTER PUMP command:

ALTER PUMP "rollupPump" START;

ALTER PUMP "rollupPump" STOP;

See the topic ALTER PUMP in the SQLstream Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more
details.

Working with Kafka Headers

(new in s-Server version 6.1) Messages published to a Kafka topic can have associated
headers. s-Server lets you both read and write these headers.

Writing Headers to Kafka Based on Column Data

For Kafka10 Sinks, the KAFKA10 adapter supports an option called
HEADERS_COLUMN_LIST. This is a comma-separated list of column names (case
sensitive) that are turned into Kafka headers in the following form:

column_name1=column_value1),...,(column_nameN=column_valueN)

For example, the following stream specifies that headers will be written to Kafka using the
columns prescribed and highway:

--this line creates a schema for use in the two examples that follow

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA headers_example;

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM headers_example.headers_egress

(

    "id" BIGINT,

    "reported_at" VARCHAR(32),

    "speed" INTEGER,

    "driver_no" BIGINT,

    "prescribed" BOOLEAN,

    "highway" VARCHAR(8)

)

SERVER "KAFKA10_SERVER"

OPTIONS (

    "FORMATTER" 'JSON',

    "FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME" 'false',

    "bootstrap.servers" 'localhost:9092',

    --option for writing headers

    "HEADERS_COLUMN_LIST" 'prescribed,highway',

    "TOPIC" 'headers_test'

);

Reading and Parsing Headers

Once you have written these headers to a Kafka message, you can read them by specifying a
stream column called SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS, defined as VARCHAR.
(This column is known as a provenance column because it tells you something about the
source of your data.)
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Headers do not need to have been written by s-Server; the KAFKA10 adapter will read any
headings present in a Kafka topic's messages. If there are no headers for the Kafka
message, then the column SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS returns null.

When you specify this column and select it in a query, it returns headers as key-value pairs,
in serialized text format. If a Kafka message has 2 headers ("key1", "value1") & ("key2",
"value2"), the value of SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS will be:
'key1=value1<newline-character>key2=value2', where ( is the actual newline character).

Each Kafka message may have an arbitrary number of headers (key-value pairs). You can
use the Parser UDX to parse SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS in a pipeline using
PARSER = 'KV' as a setting for the UDX.

The following is an example of a KAFKA10 foreign stream with
SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS specified as a provenance column:

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM headers_example.headers_ingest

(

    "id" BIGINT,

    "reported_at" TIMESTAMP,

    "prescribed" BOOLEAN,

    "highway" VARCHAR(8),

    "SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS" VARCHAR(256)

)

SERVER "KAFKA10_SERVER"

OPTIONS (

    "PARSER" 'JSON',

    "ROW_PATH" '$',

    "SEED_BROKERS" 'localhost:9092',

    "STARTING_TIME" 'LATEST',

    "isolation.level" 'read_uncommitted',

    "TOPIC" 'headers_test'

);

For a stream with headers written by s-Server as "HEADERS_COLUMN_LIST"
'prescribed,highway' (as we defined above, headers might look like the following. Note that
you call SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS using quotation marks. Also note that
headers return with a line break.

SELECT STREAM "id", "SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS" FROM

headers_example.headers_ingest;

'id','SQLSTREAM_PROV_KAFKA_HEADERS'

'50115871536','prescribed=false

highway=MR549'

'346866848365','prescribed=false

highway=MR620'

'50116198282','prescribed=false

highway=MR184'
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6.4 Writing to MQTT

To write data to MQTT, use the Extensible Common Data Framework. See the topic
CREATE FOREIGN SERVER in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more
details.

For adapters, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign
stream/table options. For agents, you configure such options using a properties file and
launch the agent at the command line.

 Note on Writing Pumps

Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move
rows continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table
or other location. Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a
streaming pipeline to the other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the
topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

 Writing to MQTT Using SQL

To write to MQTT, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a prebuilt
server object called MQTT_SERVER. For more information on creating foreign streams, see
the topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

The foreign stream's definition contains as options connection information for the MQTT
server. s-Server uses this information to implement an MQTT client that writes data from the
foreign stream into MQTT.

Each row for the stream is sent as the payload for the MQTT message, formatted using the
specified formatter. Specifying "formatter" as a foreign stream option tells s-Server that this
foreign stream writes data. See Output Formats for Writing in this guide for more details.

The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the sample code below,
then creates a foreign stream named MQTTWriterStream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA MQTTSchema;

SET SCHEMA 'MQTTSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM MQTTWriterStream

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER)

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER MQTT

OPTIONS (TOPIC 'test',

CONNECTION_URL 'tcp://127.0.0.1:1883',

FORMATTER 'JSON');

Again, to get data moving, you need to create and start a pump. You do so with code along
the following lines:

http://localhost:1313/sql-reference-guide/create-statements/createserver/
http://localhost:1313/sql-reference-guide/create-statements/createforeignstream/
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/formatting-data/
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CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped

--then using ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START to start it

INSERT INTO "MQTTWriterSchema"."MQTTWriterStream"

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START;
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Foreign Stream Options for Writing to MQTT

Option Description

CONNECTION_URL 'tcp://127.0.0.1:1883',

TOPIC
MQTT topic. UTF-8 string that the MQTT broker uses to
filter messages for each connected client.

CLIENT_ID

s-Server implements an MQTT client to connect to the
MQTT server. This setting provides a MQTT ClientID
for this client. The MQTT broker uses the ClientID to
identify the client and its current state. As a result, if
used, you should use a distinct CLIENT_ID for each
foreign stream defined for MQTT. Defaults to randomly
generated.

QOS

Defines the guarantee of delivery for a specific
message. Either at most once (0), at least once (1),
exactly once (2). Defaults to 1. For more information on
QOS, see https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-
essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/

USERNAME
Optional. User name for MQTT connection. Note: s-
Server sends user names and passwords as plain
text.

PASSWORD
Optional. Password for MQTT connection. Note: s-
Server sends user names and passwords as plain
text.

KEEP_ALIVE_INTERVAL

Optional. Interval in seconds sent to MQTT broker
when s-Server establishes a connection. Specifies the
longest time period of time that broker and client
persist without sending a message. Defaults to 60.

CONNECTION_TIMEOUT

Optional. Connection timeout in seconds. Defines the
maximum time interval the client will wait for the
network connection to the MQTT server to be
established. If you set this value to 0, s-Server
disables timeout processing, and the client will wait
until the network connection is made successfully or
fails. Defaults to 30.

RETAINED

Output only. True or False. If set to true, tells broker to
store the last retained message and the QOS for this
topic. Defaults to false. | | MAX_IN_FLIGHT | Output
only. When QOS is set to 1 or 2, this is the Maximum
number of outgoing messages that can be in the
process of being transmitted at the same time. This
number includes messages currently going in
handshakes and messages being retried. Defaults to
10.

 Writing to MQTT Using the ECD Agent

The ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties
file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to those defined for the
adapter above.

https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/
https://www.hivemq.com/blog/mqtt-essentials-part-6-mqtt-quality-of-service-levels/
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SCHEMA=MQTTWRITER

TABLE_NAME=MQTTWriterStream

DESTINATION=amq.topic

CONNECTION_URL=tcp://127.0.0.1:1883

TOPIC=test

FORMATTER=CSV

6.5 Writing to Amazon Kinesis

The Kinesis ECDA adapter writes batches of data to a Kinesis stream. You can specify CSV,
XML, JSON, or BSON as a format for the data. In order to write to Kinesis, you must first
define a server object for the Kinesis server. This topic describes setting up and performing
an INSERT into a foreign stream in order to write data to a Kinesis server. The minimum
credentials required to write to a Kinesis stream are the stream name and region.

This adapter will work best when run from within AWS. If you write to it from outside AWS, all
rows will be sent over the Internet. (You would also need to install credentials from an account
to do so.) See Configuring s-Server to Use SSL in Guavus s-Server Administrator Guide for
information on how to use SSL to send such rows securely over the Internet.

This topic contains the following subtopics:

Sample Code for Kinesis Foreign Stream

Foreign Stream Options for Kinesis

Setting Up an AWS Profile

Using Partition IDs to Write to a Specific Shard

For adapters, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign
stream/table options. For agents, you configure such options using a properties file and
launch the agent at the command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are
common to all I/O systems. The CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter.

Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

Writing to Amazon Kinesis Using SQL

To write to Kinesis, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a prebuilt
server object called KINESIS_SERVER. In the foreign stream's options, you configure how s-
Server connects to Kinesis. For more information on creating foreign streams, see the topic
CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual. 
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You will also need to specify a formatter for the foreign stream. Specifying "formatter" as a
foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream writes data. See Output Formats
for Writing in this guide for more details.

Like all streams (but unlike server objects or data wrappers), all streams must be defined
within a schema. The following code first creates a schema called "KinesisOutput," then
creates a foreign stream called "KinesisOutputStream" with the predefined server
"KinesisServer" as a server option. To transfer data into Kinesis from this stream, you will
need to INSERT into it. This step simply sets up the stream, with named columns and
Kinesis-specific options. (These options are discussed below.)

Here is an example of the SQL used to define a foreign stream for the Kinesis adapter. When
you INSERT into this stream (using a pump), s-Server writes data to the defined Kinesis
location.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "KinesisWriterSchema"

SET SCHEMA 'KinesisWriterSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "KinesisWriterStream" 

("ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"transactionCount" INT NOT NULL)

SERVER KINESIS_SERVER

OPTIONS

(KINESIS_STREAM_NAME 'AggregatedData',

AWS_REGION 'us-west-1',

formatter 'CSV',

row_separator '',

character_encoding 'UTF-8');

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped

--then using ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START to start it

INSERT INTO "KinesisWriterSchema"."KinesisWriterStream"

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START;

If one of the foreign stream columns is named PARTITION_ID, that will override the
PARTITION_ID option.
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Kinesis Stream Options
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Option Name Description

KINESIS_STREAM_NAME Required. Name of Kinesis stream to write to. No default.

AWS_REGION Required. Region id of Kinesis region. See

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_re

gion for more detalis.

AWS_PROFILE_PATH See Setting Up an AWS Profile Path  in the topic Reading from

Kinesis Streams in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide . Must

point to a credential file on the s-Server file system with the

following format:

[default]

aws_access_key_id = xxx

aws_secret_access_key = yyy

This defaults to '' - which goes to ~/.aws/credentials. 

Note: You need to have an AWS profile set up, and a

configuration file stored on your system, in order to read from or

write to Kinesis. See Setting Up an AWS Profile Path  in the topic

Reading from Kinesis Streams in the Guavus s-Server

Integration Guide .

AWS_PROFILE_NAME Optional. Profile name to use within credentials file. Amazon

supports multiple named profiles within a configuration file. If

you have a named profile, you can reference it here. Defaults to

default. See http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-

multiple-profiles.html 

INITIAL_BACKOFF Optional. If insert fails due to throttling, how many milliseconds

to back off initially. Default to 20.

MAX_BACKOFF Optional. If insert fails due to throttling, how many milliseconds

to back off as a maximum. Defaults to 20480.

MAX_RETRIES Optional. If insert fails due to throttling, how many retries should

be made. Backoff is doubled for each retry up to max. Default is

10.

BUFFER_SIZE Optional. Maximum number of bytes per update request.

Defaults to 4194304.

MAX_RECORDS_PER_REQUEST Optional. maximum number of records per update request.

Defaults to 500.

REPORT_FREQUENCY Optional. How often to log (in milliseconds) statistics. Defaults to

0, which means "never."

KINESIS_DEFAULT_PARTITION_ID Optional. Partition id of shard to write to. Defaults to ''.

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/general/latest/gr/rande.html#ak_region
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-multiple-profiles.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-multiple-profiles.html
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Setting Up an AWS Profile Path

The aws_access_key_id and secret_access_key can be set up on the AWS Console as
follows:

1. Open the AWS Console. 

1. Click Identity & Access Management

2. Click Users.
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3. Click your User ID.

4. Create an Access Key.

5. When you create an access key, the AWS console will allow you to download a
credentials file which will contain the values for aws_access_key_id and secret_access_key.

Format Type Options

Other options are specific to format type. See Output Formats for Writing.

Note: Parameters that require an ampersand as a value, such as QUOTE_CHARACTER
'&', for CSV parsing cannot be passed. (Parameter names are currently passed as a strong
of key=value pairs delimited by ampersands, such as "key1=value1&key2=value2". There is
currently have no way of escaping or quoting the ampersand character,)
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Performance, Partitioning, Scaling, High Availability

Amazon Kinesis limits write rates to 1000 record/sec/shard or 1Mb/sec/shard, whichever is
lower. So high throughput applications need to split data across many shards. You can do so
by setting a partition key, using a column in the foreign stream named "PARTITION_ID". The
value in this column will not be delivered to the target stream, but it will be used as the basis
for choosing which shard the record gets sent to (the value gets hashed). For example, you
might shard on a device_key (so readings from a given device always go to the same shard).
Of course it is important to consider how downstream applications are going to consume the
shards.

If you do not use a PARTITION_ID column, all data is written to the shard defined in the
KINESIS_DEFAULT_PARTITION_ID parameter.

More Complex Example with Partitioning

The following code uses a device indicator in order to partition output on Kinesis. In this way,
data is "sharded" by device id.  See http://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-
concepts.html for more information about shards and partition ids.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Kinesis_Schema";

SET SCHEMA '"Kinesis_Schema"';

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "KinesisWriterServer" TYPE 'KINESIS'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

--  Define the stream

  CREATE FOREIGN STREAM "kinesis_output_sink" (

       --populated by pump from device_key to shard the output

      "PARTITION_ID" varchar(32),                        

      "Wind_Chill" DOUBLE,

      "Barometric_Pressure" DOUBLE,

      "Humidity" DOUBLE,

      "Leak_Detection" DOUBLE,

      "Rainfall" DOUBLE,

      "Rainrate" DOUBLE,

      "Remote_Humid" DOUBLE,

      "Remote_Temp" DOUBLE,

      "Wind_Direction" DOUBLE,

      "runningCount" BIGINT,

      "readings_uuid" VARCHAR(32),

      "device_key" VARCHAR(32),

      "model_code" VARCHAR(16),

      "latitude" DOUBLE,

      "longitude" DOUBLE,

      "recorded_at" VARCHAR(32)

      )

      SERVER "KinesisWriterServer"

      OPTIONS (

          "FORMATTER" 'JSON',

          "KINESIS_STREAM_NAME" 'production',

          "AWS_REGION" 'us-east-1',

          --"KINESIS_DEFAULT_PARTITION_ID" '',

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/streams/latest/dev/key-concepts.html
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          "BUFFER_SIZE" '4194304',

          "MAX_RETRIES" '10',

          "INITIAL_BACKOFF" '20',

          "MAX_BACKOFF" '20480',

          "MAX_RECORDS_PER_REQUEST" '500',

          "AWS_PROFILE_NAME" 'default',

          "AWS_PROFILE_PATH" '',

          "REPORT_FREQUENCY" '0'

      )

   ;

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM "Kinesis_Output_Sink"

( "PARTITION_ID" varchar(32)                        populated by pump from device_key

to shard the output

, "json" VARCHAR(3000)

)

SERVER "KinesisWriterServer"

OPTIONS

   ( "FORMATTER" 'CONCATENATE'

   , "KINESIS_STREAM_NAME" 'production-

a_production_mar_sensor_readings_post_sql_stream'

   , "AWS_REGION" 'us-east-1'

   , "BUFFER_SIZE" '4194304'

   , "MAX_RETRIES" '10'

   , "INITIAL_BACKOFF" '20'

   , "MAX_BACKOFF" '20480'

   , "MAX_RECORDS_PER_REQUEST" '500'

   , "AWS_PROFILE_NAME" 'user1'

   , "AWS_PROFILE_PATH" ''

   , "REPORT_FREQUENCY" '0'

)

;

CREATE PUMP "kinesis_output_sink-Pump" STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO "Kinesis_Output_Sink"

(   "PARTITION_ID" varchar(32),                        

--populated by pump from device_key to shard the output

      "Wind_Chill" DOUBLE,

      "Barometric_Pressure" DOUBLE,

      "Humidity" DOUBLE,

      "Leak_Detection" DOUBLE,

      "Rainfall" DOUBLE,

      "Rainrate" DOUBLE,

      "Remote_Humid" DOUBLE,

      "Remote_Temp" DOUBLE,

      "Wind_Direction" DOUBLE,

      "runningCount" BIGINT,

      "readings_uuid" VARCHAR(32),

      "device_key" VARCHAR(32),

      "model_code" VARCHAR(16),

      "latitude" DOUBLE,

      "longitude" DOUBLE,

      "recorded_at" VARCHAR(32)

)

SELECT STREAM 

    "device_key" varchar(32), -- use this as partition id                       

      "Wind_Chill" DOUBLE,

      "Barometric_Pressure" DOUBLE,

      "Humidity" DOUBLE,
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      "Leak_Detection" DOUBLE,

      "Rainfall" DOUBLE,

      "Rainrate" DOUBLE,

      "Remote_Humid" DOUBLE,

      "Remote_Temp" DOUBLE,

      "Wind_Direction" DOUBLE,

      "runningCount" BIGINT,

      "readings_uuid" VARCHAR(32),

      "device_key" VARCHAR(32),

      "model_code" VARCHAR(16),

      "latitude" DOUBLE,

      "longitude" DOUBLE,

      "recorded_at" VARCHAR(32)

FROM "Output_Sink"

;

6.6 Writing to WebSockets

You can use Guavus SQLstream to write data out of s-Server over WebSockets. s-Server
sends data over WebSockets in any of the output formats for writing. We support all standard
WebSocket headers. s-Server keeps  a WebSocket connection as long as the associated
foreign stream is being INSERTed into.

s-Server writes data formatted as CSV, JSON, Avro, BSON, or XML. See Output Formats for
Writing for more details.

To write from local locations, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either
server or foreign stream/table options. See Writing to WebSockets Using SQL below. To
write from remote locations, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the
agent at the command line. See Writing to WebSockets Using the ECD Agent below. 

Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

Writing to Web Sockets Using SQL

To write data to a web socket, you need to create a foreign stream that references a prebuilt
server object called WEBSOCKET_SERVER. The following code first creates a schema in
which to run the rest of the sample code below, then creates a foreign stream named
"WebSocketStream." 

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "WebSocketSchema";

SET SCHEMA '"WebSocketSchema"';

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM "WebSocketStream"

("id" VARCHAR(2040), 

"reported_at" VARCHAR(2040),

"shift_no" VARCHAR(2040),
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"trip_no" VARCHAR(2040)'

"route_variant_id" DOUBLE)

SERVER WEBSOCKET_SERVER

OPTIONS (

        FORMATTER 'JSON',

        --This needs to be a web socket accessible from s-Server

        "URL" 'wss://listener-streamer-services-poc.labs.myserver.com/84be767d-bc36-

4d24-82c2-fa6c88e00c1b',

        "HEADER_Connection" 'Upgrade',

        "HEADER_Authorization" 'token d90621ca-9601-4a49-96f3-160f61082c34',

        "HEADER_Upgrade" 'websocket',

        "HEADER_Host" 'listener-myserver.com',

        "HEADER_Origin" 'listener-myserver.com'

    );

Again, to get data moving, you need to create and start a pump. You do so with code along
the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped

--then using ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START to start it

INSERT INTO "WebSocketWriterSchema"."WebSocketWriterStream"

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START;

Implementing the ECD Agent for Web Sockets

The ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties
file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to those defined for the
adapter above.

# Port, format, host

FORMATTER=CSV

URL=wss://listener-streamer-services-poc.labs.myserver.com/84be767d-bc36-4d24-82c2-

fa6c88e00c1b

HEADER_Connection=Upgrade

HEADER_Authorization=token d90621ca-9601-4a49-96f3-160f61082c34

HEADER_Upgrade=websocket

HEADER_Host=listener-myserver.com

HEADER_Origin=listener-myserver.com

SCHEMA_NAME='SOCKETWRITER'

TABLE_NAME=WebSocketStream

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040) reported_at, VARCHAR(2040)

shift_no, VARCHAR(2040) trip_no, DOUBLE route_variant_id)
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6.7 Writing over HTTP

You can use Guavus SQLstream to write data out of s-Server over HTTP. s-Server sends
data over HTTP in any of the output formats for writing one row at a time. This means, for
example, that if you select JSON as a formatter, the entire row will be formatted in JSON and
sent over HTTP in the body of the message. We support all standard HTTP headers. 

You can configure basic authentication with a hard-coded user name and password. As of
this release, SQLstream does not support any other security mechanisms, and all HTTP
writes out of s-Server are sent as POST, following the REST API guidelines. As of this
release, s-Server does not handle failures; you will need to confirm that data written out of s-
Server has successfully posted to the HTTP server. The s-Server trace log does track errors
that s-Server encounters. 

To write from local locations, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either
server or foreign stream/table options. See Writing Over HTTP Using SQL below. To write
from remote locations, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the agent
at the command line. See Writing Over HTTP Using the ECD Agent below. 

Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

Writing to HTTP Using SQL

To configure s-Server to write over HTTP using SQL, you need to create a foreign stream that
references the server  'HTTP_SERVER'. This server is preconfigured to write over HTTP. 

Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), should be created
within a schema. The following code first creates a schema called "HTTP-schema" in which
to run the rest of the sample code below, then creates a foreign stream named
HTTP_writerStream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA HTTPschema;

-- Explicitly list the columns for message fields.

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM HTTPschema.HTTP_writerStream

    (    order_time TIMESTAMP, --Time order was reported.

    amount INTEGER, --amount of order.

    ticker VARCHAR(100) --ticker.

    )

    --predefined server for HTTP

    SERVER HTTP_SERVER

    OPTIONS (

    "FORMATTER" 'JSON',

    "URL" 'https://localhost:3000/',

    "HEADER_User-Agent" 'curl/7.16.3 (i686-pc-cygwin) libcurl/7.16.3 OpenSSL/0.9.8h

zlib/1.2.3 libssh2/0.15-CVS',
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    "HEADER_username" 'myusername',

    "HEADER_password" 'mypassword',

    "HEADER_content-type" 'text/plain,

    "DATE_FORMAT" 'mm/dd/yyyy'

    );

To begin writing data over HTTP, you INSERT into HTTP-schema.HTTP_writerStream. When
HTTP-schema.HTTP_writerStream receives rows, s-Server writes data to the HTTP URL
you have configured in the foreign stream options. In most cases, you will want to set up a
pump that writes data to HTTP-schema.HTTP_writerStream. Pumps are INSERT macros
that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the other. See the topic
CREATE PUMP in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

You do so with code along the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA pumps;

SET SCHEMA 'pumps';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP pumps.http_pump STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO HTTP-schema.HTTP_writerStream

--inserts from a stream that exists in s-Server

SELECT STREAM * FROM myschema.buses;

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP pumps.http_pump START;

The actual POST received by the HTTP server will look something like this, as formatted with
JSON:

--row 1

POST /

{ 'user-agent': 'Jakarta Commons-HttpClient/3.1',

  host: 'localhost:3000',

  'content-length': '69' }

BODY: 

{"ORDER_TIME":"2019-03-30 03:05:00.000","AMOUNT":15,"TICKER":"MSFT"}

--row 2

POST /

{ 'user-agent': 'Jakarta Commons-HttpClient/3.1',

  host: 'localhost:3000',

  'content-length': '69' }

BODY: 

{"ORDER_TIME":"2019-03-30 03:05:30.000","AMOUNT":55,"TICKER":"MSFT"}

Or for XML:

--row 1

POST /

{ 'user-agent': 'Jakarta Commons-HttpClient/3.1',

  host: 'localhost:3000',

  'content-length': '100' }
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BODY: <row><ORDER_TIME>2019-03-30

03:05:30.000</ORDER_TIME><AMOUNT>55</AMOUNT><TICKER>MSFT</TICKER></row>

Using the ECD Agent to Write Over HTTP

The ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties
file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to those defined for the
adapter above.

FORMATTER=CSV

URL=https://localhost:8887/

SCHEMA_NAME=HTTPSOURCE

TABLE_NAME=HTTP_writerStream

HEADER_User-Agent=curl/7.16.3 (i686-pc-cygwin) libcurl/7.16.3 OpenSSL/0.9.8h

zlib/1.2.3 libssh2/0.15-CVS

HEADER_username=myusername

HEADER_password=mypassword

HEADER_content-type=application/vnd.mmds-route+json

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(32) id, INTEGER speed, BOOLEAN prescribed, VARCHAR(64)

gps, VARCHAR(8) highway)

6.8 Writing to AMQP

To write data to an AMQP message bus, use the Extensible Common Data Framework.
AMQP stands for Advanced Message Queuing Protocol, and is an Open Standard for
Messaging Middleware. For more information, see see
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/CAMEL/AMQP.

For adapters, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign
stream/table options.See the topic CREATE SERVER in the s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Guide for more details.  For agents, you configure such options using a properties
file and launch the agent at the command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and
agent are common to all I/O systems. The CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus
s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD
adapter.

Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

Writing to AMQP Using SQL

In these streams each row represents a single message, and has two columns: the
message headers and the message body. The message body is one varbinary column. The

https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/CAMEL/AMQP
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message headers are concatenated to form one varchar column, with the format
TAG=VALUE TAG=VALUE ....

You configure the Extensible Common Data Adapter (ECDA)  to read or write over AMQP
using server options and foreign table/stream options. You configure the Extensible Common
Data Agent using the same options in a property file. See the topic Extensible Common Data
Agent Overview for more details.

To write to AMQP, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a prebuilt
server object called AMQP10_SERVER or AMQP_LEGACY. For more information on
creating foreign streams, see the topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual. 

In the foreign stream's options, you configure how s-Server connects to AMQP. This
configuration includes connection information for the AMQP server, such as format type,
destination topic, connection url, and formatter. Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike
data wrappers and servers), should be created within a schema. The following code first
creates a schema in which to run the rest of the sample code below, then creates a foreign
stream named "amqp_stream." Note that the options are slightly different for AMQP 0.9 vs.
AMQP 1.0; you need to configure the CONNECTION_URL option differently for these. See
CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Manual.

For AMQP 0.9

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "AmqpWriterSchema"

SET SCHEMA 'AmqpWriterSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM amqp_stream (

line VARCHAR(4096))

SERVER AMQP_LEGACY

OPTIONS (DESTINATION 'amq.topic',

CONNECTION_URL 'amqp://guest:guest@clientid/?brokerlist=''tcp://localhost:5672''',

FORMATTER 'CSV');

For AMQP 1.0

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "AmqpWriterSchema"

SET SCHEMA 'AmqpWriterSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "AmqpWriterStream" (

line VARCHAR(4096))

SERVER AMQP10_SERVER

OPTIONS (DESTINATION 'amq.topic',

CONNECTION_URL 'amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672?clientid=test-client&remote-

host=default', 

FORMATTER 'CSV');

Again, to get data moving, you need to create and start a pump. You do so with code along
the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped
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--then using ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START to start it

INSERT INTO "AmqpWriterSchema"."AmqpWriterStream"

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START;

Implementing the ECD Agent for AMQP

The ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties
file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to those defined for the
adapter above. The following options are for AMQP 1.0.

SCHEMA=AMQPWRITER

TABLE_NAME=AmqpStream

DESTINATION=amq.topic

CONNECTION_URL=amqp://guest:guest@localhost:5672?clientid=test-client&remote-

host=default

FORMATTER=CSV

6.9 Writing to Sockets

To write to files to a socket, you use the Extensible Common Data Adapter (ECDA) or ECD
Agent.

To write data, you first define a server object with connection information, including the
directory and information on file rotation. Once you define this server object, you can write to
the file system by referencing it. See the topic CREATE SERVER in the s-Server Streaming
SQL Reference Guide for more details. 

For adapters, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign
stream/table options. For agents, you configure such options using a properties file and
launch the agent at the command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are
common to all I/O systems. The CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter.

Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

Writing to Sockets Using SQL

To write to a network socket, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a
prebuilt server object called NET_SERVER. In the foreign stream's options, you configure
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how s-Server connects to a network socket. For more information on creating foreign
streams, see the topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual. 

You will also need to specify a formatter for the foreign stream. Specifying "formatter" as a
foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream writes data. See Output Formats
for Writing in this guide for more details.

Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), must be created
within a schema

This object contains connection information for the socket, such as format type, port,
character encoding, whether or not to write a header, and the host name. Streams, like most
SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), should be created within a schema. The
following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the sample code below, then
creates a foreign stream named "NetWriterStream." 

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "NetWriterSchema"

SET SCHEMA 'NetWriterSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "NetWriterStream" 

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER) 

--Columns for the new stream

SERVER NET_SERVER

OPTIONS 

(formatter 'CSV', 

server_port '5601', 

character_encoding 'UTF-8', 

write_header 'FALSE', );

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped

--then using ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START to start it

INSERT INTO "NetWriterSchema"."NetWriterStream"

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START;
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Implementing the ECD Agent for Sockets

The ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties
file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to those defined for the
adapter above.

# Port, format, host

FORMATTER=CSV

SERVER_PORT=5601

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

SKIP_HEADER=FALSE

# Schema, name, and parameter signature of origin stream

SCHEMA_NAME='SOCKETWRITER'

TABLE_NAME=NetWriterStream

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040) reported_at, VARCHAR(2040)

shift_no, VARCHAR(2040) trip_no, VARCHAR(2040) route_variant_id)

Additional Columns Generated for Sockets

The following columns may be auto generated by the file adapter if you are doing a select, that
is, reading from the file.

Column Meaning

SOURCE_HOST Input only. Remote host from which this row was read.

SOURCE_PORT Input only. Remote port from which this row was read.

Format Type Options

Other options are specific to format type.

6.10 Writing to Snowflake

You can write data out of s-Server to a file in a Snowflake warehouse. s-Server formats files
for Snowflake according to the same principles as it does for writing to the file system. See
Writing to the File System for more details. You can specify how files rotate according to time,
size, or both, and you can specify how rotated files are named. Currently, the Snowflake
ECDA adapter works with CSV only. 

The minimum credentials required to write to a Snowflake warehouse are the warehouse
name, user name/password, account, database, schema, and stream/table.

To write from local locations, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either
server or foreign stream/table options. See Writing to Snowflake Using SQL below. To write
from remote locations, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the agent
at the command line. See Writing to Snowflake Using the ECD Agent below.

Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are common to all I/O systems. The
CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter.
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Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

Rotating Files

s-Server rotates files according to options set for FILE_ROTATION_TIME, FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, and

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME. 

Using FILE_ROTATION_TIME

You can use FILE_ROTATION_TIME to rotate files based on time elapsed since Unix epoch time. You

set FILE_ROTATION_TIME as a positive integer with a unit of either milliseconds (ms), seconds (s),

minutes (m), hours (h), or days (d). These express intervals of time from 1970-01-01: an interval might be

15 minutes, 1 hour, or 1 day. Files rotate once a row arrives with a ROWTIME that passes the specified

interval.

Examples:

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '15m' rotates files every fifteen minutes from the top of the hour (1:00,

1:15, 1:30, and so on). 

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h' rotates files every hour at the top of the hour.

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1d' rotates files every day at 12:00 AM.

Using FILE_ROTATION_SIZE

You can use FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to rotate files based on their size. You specify a file size in

kilobytes (k), megabytes (m), or gigabytes (g). Expressed as a positive integer followed by a byte

measurement: Defaults to 0. That means "don't use file size to trigger file rotation."

Examples: 

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20k ' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of 20

kilobytes"

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20m' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of 20

megabytes"

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '1g' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of 1
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gigabyte"

When using FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, you can specify that files wait to rotate until all rows with the same

ROWTIME have arrived.  For example, if you have set FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to 1m (1 megabyte), and

a new row arrives that causes the file to go over the 1 megabyte threshold, if

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is set to true, s-Server waits until all rows with the same

ROWTIME have arrived. That is, s-Server waits until a new row arrives with a different ROWTIME, even if

accepting rows with the same ROWTIME causes the file to grow larger than 1 megabyte. To do so, you

set FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true (this is the default behavior.

Configuring File Names

You can specify options for how files are named as they rotate. In setting options for rotated files' names,

you can specify a prefix, suffix, and date format for the file name. You can also specify a watermark.

Watermarks are drawn from a column in the source from which the file is written.

At minimum, you must specify either FILENAME_PREFIX or FILENAME_SUFFIX.

If you set ORIGINAL_FILENAME, then s-Server will use the value of ORIGINAL_FILENAME as a

temporary file name while actively writing data.

When this file is rotated out, s-Server names rotated files as follows:

<prefix>-<timestamp>-<watermark>-<sequenceNumber><suffix> depending on the options you specify.

If you do not specify ORIGINAL_FILENAME, then the file being actively written to is given the form

<prefix><date><suffix> using the first rowtime in the file set.

Note: if you are writing from a table, and do not specify ORIGINAL_FILENAME, <date> will be the

system time when the file began writing.

For example, the following options:

filename_prefix 'test-',

filename_date_format 'yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ss',

--note that you need to specify a period for suffix if desired.

filename_suffix '.csv',

produce rotating file names like this:

test-2020-05-23_19:44:00.csv

The following options:

filename_date_format 'yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ss',

--note that you need to specify a period for suffix if desired.

filename_suffix '.csv',
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produce rotating file names like this:

2020-05-23_19:44:00.csv

Explanation of Elements

· <prefix> is the string specified by the FILENAME_PREFIX option. If you did not specify

FILENAME_PREFIX, then <prefix> is omitted from the filename. You must specify either

FILENAME_PREFIX or FILENAME_SUFFIX.

· <timestamp> is the ROWTIME of the last row written to the file. This element is always present

if the source is a stream, but is omitted if the source is a table. s-Server formats <timestamp>

as specified by FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT. If you do not specify

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT, then <timestamp> is formatted as yyyy-MM-dd_HH-mm-ss-SSS.

· <watermark> is a the value of a watermark column in the last row of the source. You use

FILE_ROTATION_WATERMARK_COLUMN to specify a source watermark column

corresponding to the last row of the file. If you do not specify a

FILE_ROTATION_WATERMARK_COLUMN, then <watermark> is omitted from the filename.

· <sequenceNumber> is added only if the you specify the

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME option as false. In that case, files may have the same

terminal <timestamp>, because s-Server can write rows with the same rowtime across multiple

files. In these cases, file names in the series with the same terminal <timestamp> are

distinguished from one another by a monotonically increasing 7 digit sequence number, starting

at 0000001.

· <suffix> is the string specified by the FILENAME_SUFFIX option. If you did not specify

FILENAME_SUFFIX, then <suffix> is omitted from the filename. You must specify either

FILENAME_PREFIX or FILENAME_SUFFIX.

Writing to Snowflake Using SQL

To write to Snowflake, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a prebuilt
server object called SNOWFLAKE_SERVER. In the foreign stream's options, you configure
how s-Server connects to Snowflake. For more information on creating foreign streams, see
the topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Manual. 

You will also need to specify a formatter for the foreign stream. Specifying "formatter" as a
foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream writes data. See Output Formats
for Writing in this guide for more details.
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Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), must be created
within a schema. The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the
sample code below, then creates a foreign stream named
"SnowflakeWriterSchema"."SnowflakeWriterStream". 

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "SnowflakeWriterSchema";

SET SCHEMA '"SnowflakeWriterSchema"';

CREATE FOREIGN STREAM "SnowflakeWriterSchema"."SnowflakeWriterStream" (

    "id" INTEGER,

    "shift_no" DOUBLE,

    "reported_at" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

    "trip_no" VARCHAR(10),

    "latitude" DOUBLE,

    "longitude" DOUBLE,

    "speed" INTEGER,

    "bearing" INTEGER,

    "active" BOOLEAN)

    SERVER SNOWFLAKE_SERVER

    OPTIONS (

    --credentials for Snowflake table    

    "USER" 'myname',

    "PASSWORD" 'password',

    "ACCOUNT" 'sqlstream',

    "WAREHOUSE" 'DEMO_WH',

    "DB" 'TEST_DB',

    "SCHEMA" 'PUBLIC',

    "DTABLE" 'demo',

    --formatting for CSV data

    "FORMATTER" 'CSV',

    "CHARACTER_ENCODING" 'UTF-8',

    "QUOTE_CHARACTER" '',

    "SEPARATOR" ',',

    "WRITE_HEADER" 'false',

    "DIRECTORY" '/tmp',

    "ORIGINAL_FILENAME" 'bus-output.csv',

    "FILENAME_PREFIX" 'output-',

    "FILENAME_SUFFIX" '.csv',

    "FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT" 'yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss',

    "FILE_ROTATION_SIZE" '20K'

    "FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME" 'true');

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped

--then using ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START to start it

INSERT INTO "SnowflakeWriterSchema"."SnowflakeWriterStream"

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START;
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Options for Snowflake

The following options are specific to Snowflake:

Option Name Description

ACCOUNT The name assigned to your account by Snowflake. 

USER The user name for your Snowflake account.

PASSWORD The password for your Snowflake account.

DB The database to write to in Snowflake. This should be an
existing database for which user/password has privileges.

SCHEMA The schema to write to in the Snowflake database. This should
be an existing schema  for which user/password has privileges.

WAREHOUSE The Snowflake warehouse to write to. This should be an existing
warehouse for which user/password has privileges.

DTABLE The table to write to in Snowflake. This should be an existing
table for which user/password has privileges.

The following options are for writing to all file-based systems:
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Option Description

DIRECTORY Directory to which you are writing. s-Server needs permission to write to this

directory.

ORIGINAL_FILENAME Name of file to write before rotation. This will be the name of the file that s-Server

is currently writing.

FILENAME_PREFIX Prefix of the final output file name, such as "test-".

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT Java time format to use in the final output file name, for example yyyy-MM-

dd_HH:mm:ss

Uses java SimpleDateFormat

This specifies how to format a timestamp that appears between the prefix and

the suffix. This timestamp is the ROWTIME of the last row in the file.

FILE_ROTATION_WATERM

ARK_COLUMN

This declares the name of a source column whose contents will be used to

further distinguish files in the series.

FILENAME_SUFFIX Suffix of the final output file name. If you want this suffix to include a period, you

must specify it, e.g. ".csv"

FILE_ROTATION_TIME Determines when files rotate based on time elapsed since Unix epoch time. You

must specify either FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_SIZE as an

option. You can choose to specify both.

You set FILE_ROTATION_TIME as a positive integer with a unit of either

milliseconds (ms), seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), or days (d). These

express intervals of time from 1970-01-01: an interval might be 15 minutes, 1

hour, or 1 day. Files rotate once a row arrives with a ROWTIME that passes the

specified interval. Rows with the same rowtime are written to the same file.

Examples:

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '15m' rotates files every fifteen minutes from the top of

the hour (1:00, 1:15, 1:30, and so on). 

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h' rotates files every hour at the top of the hour.

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1d' rotates files every day at 12:00 AM.

More technically, FILE_ROTATION_TIME works as follows:

Let $timePeriod be the number of milliseconds in the time unit bound to

FILE_ROTATION_TIME.

Let $lastWrittenRowtime be the ROWTIME of the last row in the file.

Let $currentRowTime be the ROWTIME of the row about to be written.

s-Server rotates to the next file when

integerPart($lastWrittenRowtime / $timePeriod) < integerPart($currentRowTime /

$timePeriod)

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE Determines when files rotate based on file size. You must specify either

FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_SIZE. You can choose to specify

both. Lets you specify a file size in kilobytes (k), megabytes (m), or gigabytes (g).

Expressed as a positive integer followed by a byte measurement.

Examples: 

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20k' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a

size of 20 kilobytes"

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20m' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a

size of 20 megabytes"

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '1g' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size

of 1 gigabyte"

s-Server rotates to the next file once a row arrives that brings the file size over the

byte threshhold specified by FILE_ROTATION_SIZE.

FILE_ROTATION_RESPEC

T_ROWTIME

'true' or 'false', case-insensitive.  When you use FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, this

option lets you specify whether files wait to rotate until all rows with the same

ROWTIME have arrived. Defaults to 'true', which means "always respect

rowtime."

Setting FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true ensures that rows with

the same rowtime will not be split between two files. For example, if you have set

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to 1m (1 megabyte), and a new row arrives that causes

the file to go over the 1 megabyte threshold, if

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is set to true, s-Server waits until all

rows with the same ROWTIME have arrived. That is, s-Server waits until a new

row arrives with a different ROWTIME, even if accepting rows with the same

ROWTIME causes the file to grow larger than 1 megabyte. 

If you set FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true, you cannot write files

from tables, whose rows lack rowtimes. s-Server will raise an error if you try to

insert into a file writer foreign stream that has

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME set to true. That means that if you are

planning to write rows from a table into a file, you must set

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to false.

ESCAPE_<column name> True or false; defaults to true. Causes strings to be escaped before being

written.  

POSTPROCESS_CMD The POSTPROCESS_CMD option lets you run a script after the file is written. To

use this option, enter the path to the script, along with parameters, substituting

<input> for the name of the file.

When the file is written, the script will execute with parameters, and <input> will

be replaced by the name of the file.

Example: 'scripts/runStandaloneSystemML.sh scripts/algorithms/l2-svm-

predict.dml -nvargs X=<input> Y=data/haberman.test.labels.csv model=data/l2-

svm-model.csv fmt="csv" confusion=data/l2-svm-confusion.csv',

http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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Writing to Snowflake Using the ECD Agent  

You can use the ECD agent to write files to Snowflake from remote locations. See Writing
Data to Remote Locations for more details.

The ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties
file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to those defined for the
adapter above. 

Sample Property File for ECD Agent

Note: Before using the ECD agent, you need to create a source stream for it. In the below
example, you would need to create the foreign stream "HADOOPWRITERSTREAM." 

SCHEMA_NAME="SnowflakeWriterSchema"

TABLE_NAME="SnowflakeWriterStream"

USER=myname

PASSWORD=password

ACCOUNT=sqlstream

WAREHOUSE=DEMO_WH

DB=TEST_DB

SCHEMA=PUBLIC

DTABLE=demo

--formatting for CSV data

FORMATTER=CSV

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

QUOTE_CHARACTER=

SEPARATOR=,

WRITE_HEADER=false

DIRECTORY=/tmp

ORIGINAL_FILENAME=bus-output.csv

FILENAME_PREFIX=output-

FILENAME_SUFFIX=.csv

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT=yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE=20K'

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME=true

To invoke the agent, from the directory $SQLSTREAM_HOME/../clienttools/EcdaAgent/ enter the
following at the command line

$ ./commondataagent.sh --output --props sample.test.properties --io snowflake

6.11 Writing to MongoDB

The MongoDB ECDA adapter writes batches of data to a MongoDB collection. Currently, the
MongoDB ECDA adapter works with BSON only. In order to write to a MongoDB collection,
you must first define a server object for a MongoDB server, as well as a foreign stream that
defines the specific collection into which you are writing. The minimum credentials required to
write to a MongoDB are a fully qualified URL and the name of the COLLECTION. Next, you
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set up and performing an INSERT into a foreign stream in order to write data to a MongoDB
collection. 

For more information on MongoDB URLs, see
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/connection-string/.

For adapters, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign
stream/table options. For agents, you configure such options using a properties file and
launch the agent at the command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are
common to all I/O systems. The CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter.

Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

Writing to MongoDB Using SQL

To write to MongoDB, you need to create a foreign stream in SQL that references a prebuilt
server object called MongoDB_SERVER. In the foreign stream's options, you configure how
s-Server connects to MongoDB. For more information on creating foreign streams, see the
topic CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Manual. 

You will also need to specify a formatter for the foreign stream. Specifying "formatter" as a
foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign stream writes data. See Output Formats
for Writing in this guide for more details.

Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), must be created
within a schema. The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the
sample code below, then creates a foreign stream named
MongoDBWriterSchema.MongoDBWriterStream.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA MongoDBWriterSchema;

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM MongoDBWriterSchema.MongoDBWriterStream

(

"clientOS" VARCHAR(16),

"playerVersion" VARCHAR(32),

"sessionId" VARCHAR(64),

"clientIPAddress" VARCHAR(32),

"KPI" INTEGER

 )

    SERVER MONGODB_SERVER

    OPTIONS (

    "FORMATTER" 'BSON',

    "URL" 'mongodb://user:password@localhost:27017/db',

    "COLLECTION" 'stream',

    "DATE_FORMAT" 'mm/dd/yyyy',

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/connection-string/
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    "TRANSACTION_ROWTIME_LIMIT" '0',

    "TRANSACTION_ROW_LIMIT" '70000');

To begin writing data to MongoDB, you INSERT into
MongoDBWriterSchema.MongoDBWriterStream. When
MongoDBWriterSchema.MongoDBWriterStream receives rows, s-Server writes data to the
MongoDB you have configured in the foreign stream options. In most cases, you will want to
set up a pump that writes data to MongoDBWriterSchema.MongoDBWriterStream. Pumps
are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the
other. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide for
more details.

You do so with code along the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "Pumps";

SET SCHEMA '"Pumps"';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped

--then using ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START to start it

INSERT INTO MongoDBWriterSchema.MongoDBWriterStream

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START;

6.12 Writing to Mail Servers

You can send emails from s-Server using the Extensible Common Data adapter or agent. To
do so, you set up a server object with information on connecting to the SMTP server. At
minimum, you need to specify a host for your SMTP server and a user name for this host.
You can also specify a password, port, and connection security (these all default to none).
See Options for Writing to Mail Servers below.

Once you have set up the server object, you set up a foreign stream that uses the server
object. The foreign stream contains information on the message you will send through the
SMTP server. Here, you specify a subject, receiver, and body for the message. You can also
specify CC, BCC, and REPLY-TO for the message. 

SENDER, RECEIVER, SUBJECT, CC, BCC, REPLY_TO can all be specified as options in
either the server or foreign stream. Specifying them in the server lets you reuse these options
for any foreign stream that uses the server. See Options for Writing to Mail Servers below.

You can also specify SENDER, RECEIVER, SUBJECT, CC, BCC, and REPLY_TO as
column names in the foreign stream. This lets you insert values for these columns from
another stream.

s-Server will write any other columns for the foreign stream into the body of the message. 
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To write mail from a remote location, you can use the ECD agent. See Implementing the ECD
Agent for Mail Servers below.

Writing to Mail Servers Using SQL

To send email from s-Server, you create a foreign stream in SQL that references the prebuilt
server MAIL_SERVER. This object contains specific information for the mail to be sent. You
will likely want to specify one or more of the following as either foreign stream options or
special columns: SENDER, RECEIVER, SUBJECT, CC, BCC, REPLY_TO. 

For more information on creating foreign streams, see the topic CREATE FOREIGN
STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual. 

You will also need to specify a formatter for the foreign stream. Usually, you can use CSV for
this setting. Specifying "formatter" as a foreign stream option tells s-Server that this foreign
stream writes data. See Output Formats for Writing in this guide for more details.

Streams, like most SQL objects (but unlike data wrappers and servers), must be created
within a schema. The following code first creates a schema called mail in which to run the
rest of the sample code below, then creates a foreign stream named outbox. 

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA mail;

SET SCHEMA 'mail';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM outbox

(SUBJECT VARCHAR(400), --special column: subject used in the header when sending mail

RECEIVER VARCHAR(400), --special column: address used in the "To" header when sending

mail

CC VARCHAR(400), --special column: address used in the "CC" header when sending mail

BCC VARCHAR(400), --special column: address used in the "BCC" header when sending mail

REPLY_TO VARCHAR(400), --special column: address used in the "Reply-To" header when

sending the email.

BODY VARCHAR(400)) --body of the message. Can be any column name.  

                   --Any additional columns will also be added to the body of the message.

SERVER MAIL_SERVER

OPTIONS

(formatter 'CSV');

To test this configuration, you can use code along the following lines:

insert into mail.outbox values(

'testing mail write',--subject

  'receiver@guavus.com',--receiver

  'cc@guavus.com',--cc

  'bcc@guavus.com,bcc2@guavus.com',--bcc with two addresses specified

  'reply-to@guavus.com',--reply_to

  'Checking in to see if mail write works'--body of message

 );

In most cases, you will want to set up a pump that writes data to mail.outbox. Pumps are
INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the other.
See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more
details.
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You do so with code along the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA pumps;

SET SCHEMA 'pumps';

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STOPPED AS

--We recommend creating pumps as stopped

--then using ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START to start it

insert into mail.outbox --schema and name for foreign stream defined above

SELECT STREAM * FROM "MyStream";

--stream from which to insert data, where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream

To start writing data, use the following code:

ALTER PUMP "Pumps"."writerPump" START;
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Options Specific to Mail Servers

Option Definition

USERNAME User name for the SMTP server defined in HOST.

HOST Host name for the SMTP server.

PASSWORD Password to use for the SMTP server defined in HOST. s-Server uses this

option with USERNAME when authenticating to the SMTP server. If this option

is empty, s-Server will not attempt authentication. Defaults to none.

PORT Port for SMTP server defined by HOST. Defaults to none.

CONNECTION_SECURITY Security used to connect to SMTP server. SSL, STARTTLS or NONE. Defaults

to NONE.

SENDER Used in the “Sender” header when sending the email. Can also be specified

as a special column in the foreign stream.

RECEIVER Address used in the “To” header when sending the email. Can also be

specified as a special column in the foreign stream. You can specify multiple

addresses separated by commas.

SUBJECT Subject for email. Can also be specified as a special column in the foreign

stream.

REPLY_TO Address used in the "Reply-To" header when sending the email. Can also be

specified as a special column in the foreign stream.

CC Address used in the “CC” header when sending the email. Can also be

specified as a special column in the foreign stream.You can specify multiple

addresses separated by commas.

BCC Address used in the “BCC” header when sending the email. Can also be

specified as a special column in the foreign stream.You can specify multiple

addresses separated by commas.

TIMEOUT Socket read timeout value in milliseconds. Defaults to 30000.

CONN_TIMEOUT Socket connection timeout value in milliseconds. Defaults to 30000.

FORMAT_CHARSET_KEY Charset for formatting mail. Defaults to UTF-8. See

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/nio/charset/StandardCharsets

.html

LOCALHOST Used to set the mail.smtp.localhost option in the JavaMail API. See

https://javaee.github.io/javamail/docs/api/com/sun/mail/smtp/package-

summary.html for more information. It is generally best to leave this blank.

https://javaee.github.io/javamail/docs/api/com/sun/mail/smtp/package-summary.html
https://javaee.github.io/javamail/docs/api/com/sun/mail/smtp/package-summary.html
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Implementing the ECD Agent for Mail Servers

The ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties
file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to those defined for the
adapter above.

Note: Before using the ECD agent, you need to create a source stream for it. In the below
example, you would need to create the foreign stream outbox in a schema called mail.

# Mail server configuration

USERNAME=myuser@myserver.com

HOST=mail.myserver.com

PASSWORD=mypassword!

HOST=mail.myserver.com

PORT=587

CONNECTION_SECURITY=STARTTLS

# Schema and name of origin stream

SCHEMA_NAME=mail

TABLE_NAME=outbox

#columns

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(400) SUBJECT, VARCHAR(400) RECEIVER, VARCHAR(400) CC,

VARCHAR(400) BCC, VARCHAR(400) REPLY_TO, VARCHAR(400) BODY))

FORMATTER=CSV

6.13 Writing to Hadoop

You can write data out of s-Server to a file in Hadoop/HDFS from a stream or table. The
Hadoop ECDA adapter automatically uploads a file to a designated Hadoop file system
location designated by the HDFS_OUTPUT_DIR property. s-Server formats files for HDFS
according to the same principles as it does for writing to the file system. See Writing to the
File System for more details.  You can specify how files rotate according to time, size, or
both, and you can specify how rotated files are named.

To write from local locations, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either
server or foreign stream/table options. See Writing to HDFS Using SQL below. To write from
remote locations, you configure such options using a properties file and launch the agent at
the command line. See Writing to HDFS Using the ECD Agent below. 

Files can be formatted as CSV, XML, JSON, or BSON. See Writing to Files with the ECD
Adapter and Agent for more details. These files do not require further formatting in order to be
integrated with Hadoop. (Once in the Hadoop file system, these files will be accessed by
second-level systems such as Hive. See
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/Hive/Home for more details on Hive.)

Rotating Files

s-Server rotates files according to options set for FILE_ROTATION_TIME, FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, and

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME. 

https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/Hive/Home
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Using FILE_ROTATION_TIME

You can use FILE_ROTATION_TIME to rotate files based on time elapsed since Unix epoch time. You

set FILE_ROTATION_TIME as a positive integer with a unit of either milliseconds (ms), seconds (s),

minutes (m), hours (h), or days (d). These express intervals of time from 1970-01-01: an interval might be

15 minutes, 1 hour, or 1 day. Files rotate once a row arrives with a ROWTIME that passes the specified

interval.

Examples:

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '15m' rotates files every fifteen minutes from the top of the hour (1:00,

1:15, 1:30, and so on). 

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h' rotates files every hour at the top of the hour.

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1d' rotates files every day at 12:00 AM.

Using FILE_ROTATION_SIZE

You can use FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to rotate files based on their size. You specify a file size in

kilobytes (k), megabytes (m), or gigabytes (g). Expressed as a positive integer followed by a byte

measurement: Defaults to 0. That means "don't use file size to trigger file rotation."

Examples: 

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20k ' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of 20

kilobytes"

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20m' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of 20

megabytes"

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '1g' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of 1

gigabyte"

When using FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, you can specify that files wait to rotate until all rows with the same

ROWTIME have arrived.  For example, if you have set FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to 1m (1 megabyte), and

a new row arrives that causes the file to go over the 1 megabyte threshold, if

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is set to true, s-Server waits until all rows with the same

ROWTIME have arrived. That is, s-Server waits until a new row arrives with a different ROWTIME, even if

accepting rows with the same ROWTIME causes the file to grow larger than 1 megabyte. To do so, you

set FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true (this is the default behavior.
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Configuring File Names

You can specify options for how files are named as they rotate. In setting options for rotated files' names,

you can specify a prefix, suffix, and date format for the file name. You can also specify a watermark.

Watermarks are drawn from a column in the source from which the file is written.

At minimum, you must specify either FILENAME_PREFIX or FILENAME_SUFFIX.

If you set ORIGINAL_FILENAME, then s-Server will use the value of ORIGINAL_FILENAME as a

temporary file name while actively writing data.

When this file is rotated out, s-Server names rotated files as follows:

<prefix>-<timestamp>-<watermark>-<sequenceNumber><suffix> depending on the options you specify.

If you do not specify ORIGINAL_FILENAME, then the file being actively written to is given the form

<prefix><date><suffix> using the first rowtime in the file set.

Note: if you are writing from a table, and do not specify ORIGINAL_FILENAME, <date> will be the

system time when the file began writing.

For example, the following options:

filename_prefix 'test-',

filename_date_format 'yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ss',

--note that you need to specify a period for suffix if desired.

filename_suffix '.csv',

produce rotating file names like this:

test-2020-05-23_19:44:00.csv

The following options:

filename_date_format 'yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ss',

--note that you need to specify a period for suffix if desired.

filename_suffix '.csv',

produce rotating file names like this:

2020-05-23_19:44:00.csv

Explanation of Elements

· <prefix> is the string specified by the FILENAME_PREFIX option. If you did not specify

FILENAME_PREFIX, then <prefix> is omitted from the filename. You must specify either

FILENAME_PREFIX or FILENAME_SUFFIX.
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· <timestamp> is the ROWTIME of the last row written to the file. This element is always present

if the source is a stream, but is omitted if the source is a table. s-Server formats <timestamp>

as specified by FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT. If you do not specify

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT, then <timestamp> is formatted as yyyy-MM-dd_HH-mm-ss-SSS.

· <watermark> is a the value of a watermark column in the last row of the source. You use

FILE_ROTATION_WATERMARK_COLUMN to specify a source watermark column

corresponding to the last row of the file. If you do not specify a

FILE_ROTATION_WATERMARK_COLUMN, then <watermark> is omitted from the filename.

· <sequenceNumber> is added only if the you specify the

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME option as false. In that case, files may have the same

terminal <timestamp>, because s-Server can write rows with the same rowtime across multiple

files. In these cases, file names in the series with the same terminal <timestamp> are

distinguished from one another by a monotonically increasing 7 digit sequence number, starting

at 0000001.

· <suffix> is the string specified by the FILENAME_SUFFIX option. If you did not specify

FILENAME_SUFFIX, then <suffix> is omitted from the filename. You must specify either

FILENAME_PREFIX or FILENAME_SUFFIX.

Writing to HDFS Using SQL

For adapters, you configure and launch the adapter in SQL, using either server or foreign
stream/table options. For agents, you configure such options using a properties file and
launch the agent at the command line. Many of the options for the ECD adapter and agent are
common to all I/O systems. The CREATE FOREIGN STREAM topic in the Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual has a complete list of options for the ECD adapter.

Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to move rows

continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, RDBMS table or other location.

Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the

other. A model for setting up a pump is provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server

Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details.

To write data to HDFS, you need to create a foreign stream that references the prebuilt server
object HDFS_SERVER.

Unlike server objects, all foreign streams need to be created in a schema. 

Required parameters are:
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· AUTH_USERNAME

· HDFS_OUTPUT_DIR

· DIRECTORY

· FORMATTER

· FILENAME_PREFIX

· FILENAME_SUFFIX

· Either FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_SIZE

The following code first creates a schema in which to run the rest of the sample code below,
then creates a foreign stream named "hadoop_schema"."bus_hdfs_sink". 

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA hadoop_schema;

SET SCHEMA 'hadoop_schema';

CREATE or REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM hadoop_schema.hdfs_sink (

    "id" INTEGER,

    "shift_no" DOUBLE,

    "reported_at" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

    "trip_no" VARCHAR(10),

    "latitude" DOUBLE,

    "longitude" DOUBLE,

    "speed" INTEGER,

    "baring" INTEGER,

    "active" BOOLEAN)

    --built-in server object for HDFS

    SERVER HDFS_SERVER

    OPTIONS (

    "CONFIG_PATH" '/home/mydirectory/default.xml',

    "AUTH_METHOD" 'kerberos',

    "AUTH_USERNAME" 'nn/hadoop.docker.com@EXAMPLE.COM',

    "AUTH_KEYTAB" '/tmp/nn.service.keytab',

    "HDFS_OUTPUT_DIR" 'hdfs://storm-s3.disruptivetech.com:8020/user/sqlstream/',

    "FORMATTER" 'CSV',

    "QUOTE_CHARACTER" '',

    "SEPARATOR" ',',

    "WRITE_HEADER" 'false',

    "DIRECTORY" '/tmp',

    "ORIGINAL_FILENAME" 'bus-output.csv',

    "FILENAME_PREFIX" 'output-',

    "FILENAME_SUFFIX" '.csv',

    "FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT" 'yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss',

    "FILE_ROTATION_SIZE" '20K'

    "FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME" 'true');

Options for HDFS

The following options are specific to HDFS:
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Options for Writing to Hadoop

Property Name Description

AUTH_METHOD Optional. If desired, specify 'kerberos'

AUTH_USERNAME User name for HDFS. Required if AUTH_METHOD is specified.

AUTH_KEYTAB
Path to file containing pairs of Kerberos principals and encrypted keys, such

as /tmp/nn.service.keytab Required if AUTH_METHOD is specified.

HDFS_OUTPUT_D

IR

Address for name node of HDFS, such as hdfs://storm-

s3.disruptivetech.com:8020/user/sqlstream/. This is where data will be written to on the

HDFS server.

CONFIG_PATH

Optional. Specifies path to an HDFS client configuration file. This will be loaded and used

by s-Server's HDFS client in it’s entire life cycle. Example: /home/me/work/kerberos/core-

default.xml

The following options are for writing to all file-based systems:
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Option Description

DIRECTORY Directory to which you are writing. s-Server needs permission to write to this

directory.

ORIGINAL_FILENAME Name of file to write before rotation. This will be the name of the file that s-Server

is currently writing.

FILENAME_PREFIX Prefix of the final output file name, such as "test-".

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT Java time format to use in the final output file name, for example yyyy-MM-

dd_HH:mm:ss

Uses java SimpleDateFormat

This specifies how to format a timestamp that appears between the prefix and

the suffix. This timestamp is the ROWTIME of the last row in the file.

FILE_ROTATION_WATERM

ARK_COLUMN

This declares the name of a source column whose contents will be used to

further distinguish files in the series.

FILENAME_SUFFIX Suffix of the final output file name. If you want this suffix to include a period, you

must specify it, e.g. ".csv"

FILE_ROTATION_TIME Determines when files rotate based on time elapsed since Unix epoch time. You

must specify either FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_SIZE as an

option. You can choose to specify both.

You set FILE_ROTATION_TIME as a positive integer with a unit of either

milliseconds (ms), seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), or days (d). These

express intervals of time from 1970-01-01: an interval might be 15 minutes, 1

hour, or 1 day. Files rotate once a row arrives with a ROWTIME that passes the

specified interval. Rows with the same rowtime are written to the same file.

Examples:

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '15m' rotates files every fifteen minutes from the top of

the hour (1:00, 1:15, 1:30, and so on). 

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h' rotates files every hour at the top of the hour.

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1d' rotates files every day at 12:00 AM.

More technically, FILE_ROTATION_TIME works as follows:

Let $timePeriod be the number of milliseconds in the time unit bound to

FILE_ROTATION_TIME.

Let $lastWrittenRowtime be the ROWTIME of the last row in the file.

Let $currentRowTime be the ROWTIME of the row about to be written.

s-Server rotates to the next file when

integerPart($lastWrittenRowtime / $timePeriod) < integerPart($currentRowTime /

$timePeriod)

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE Determines when files rotate based on file size. You must specify either

FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_SIZE. You can choose to specify

both. Lets you specify a file size in kilobytes (k), megabytes (m), or gigabytes (g).

Expressed as a positive integer followed by a byte measurement.

Examples: 

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20k' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a

size of 20 kilobytes"

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20m' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a

size of 20 megabytes"

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '1g' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size

of 1 gigabyte"

s-Server rotates to the next file once a row arrives that brings the file size over the

byte threshhold specified by FILE_ROTATION_SIZE.

FILE_ROTATION_RESPEC

T_ROWTIME

'true' or 'false', case-insensitive.  When you use FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, this

option lets you specify whether files wait to rotate until all rows with the same

ROWTIME have arrived. Defaults to 'true', which means "always respect

rowtime."

Setting FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true ensures that rows with

the same rowtime will not be split between two files. For example, if you have set

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to 1m (1 megabyte), and a new row arrives that causes

the file to go over the 1 megabyte threshold, if

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is set to true, s-Server waits until all

rows with the same ROWTIME have arrived. That is, s-Server waits until a new

row arrives with a different ROWTIME, even if accepting rows with the same

ROWTIME causes the file to grow larger than 1 megabyte. 

If you set FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true, you cannot write files

from tables, whose rows lack rowtimes. s-Server will raise an error if you try to

insert into a file writer foreign stream that has

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME set to true. That means that if you are

planning to write rows from a table into a file, you must set

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to false.

ESCAPE_<column name> True or false; defaults to true. Causes strings to be escaped before being

written.  

POSTPROCESS_CMD The POSTPROCESS_CMD option lets you run a script after the file is written. To

use this option, enter the path to the script, along with parameters, substituting

<input> for the name of the file.

When the file is written, the script will execute with parameters, and <input> will

be replaced by the name of the file.

Example: 'scripts/runStandaloneSystemML.sh scripts/algorithms/l2-svm-

predict.dml -nvargs X=<input> Y=data/haberman.test.labels.csv model=data/l2-

svm-model.csv fmt="csv" confusion=data/l2-svm-confusion.csv',

http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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Writing to HDFS Using the ECD Agent  

You can use the ECD agent to write files to HDFS from remote locations. See Writing Data to
Remote Locations for more details.

The ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties
file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to those defined for the
adapter above. 

Sample Property File for ECD Agent

Note: Before using the ECD agent, you need to create a source stream for it. In the below
example, you would need to create the foreign stream "HADOOPWRITERSTREAM." 

SEPARATOR=^A

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(INTEGER COL1, INTEGER COL2, VARCHAR(256) COL3, VARCHAR(256) COL4)

SCHEMA_NAME=HADOOPWRITERTEST

TABLE_NAME=HADOOPWRITERSTREAM

CONFIG_PATH=/HOME/MYDIRECTORY/DEFAULT.XML

AUTH_METHOD=KERBEROS

AUTH_USERNAME=NN/HADOOP.DOCKER.COM@EXAMPLE.COM

AUTH_KEYTAB=/TMP/NN.SERVICE.KEYTAB

HDFS_OUTPUT_DIR=HDFS://STORM-S3.DISRUPTIVETECH.COM:8020/USER/SQLSTREAM/

FORMATTER=CSV

QUOTE_CHARACTER=

SEPARATOR=,

WRITE_HEADER=FALSE

DIRECTORY=/TMP

ORIGINAL_FILENAME=BUS-OUTPUT.CSV

FILENAME_PREFIX=OUTPUT-

FILENAME_SUFFIX=.CSV

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT=YYYY-MM-DD-HH:MM:SS

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE=20K'

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME=TRUE

To invoke the agent, from the directory $SQLSTREAM_HOME/../clienttools/EcdaAgent/ enter the
following at the command line

$ ./commondataagent.sh --output --props sample.test.properties --io hdfs

6.14 Writing to Hive Tables

(new in s-Server version 6.0.1)

You can load data from s-Server into Apache Hive tables by connecting to a Hive server and
configuring a foreign table or stream with options that tell s-Server how to write into Hive
tables. In order to connect to an HDFS server, you can use the prebuilt server
HIVE_SERVER, though you will often want to configure your own server object to write to
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HDFS, since this technique allows you to store your HDFS connection information once and
reuse these for multiple Hive tables.

Currently, writing to Hive tables is supported for Optimized Row Columnar (ORC) data only.

In the foreign table or stream, you need to specify the options HIVE_SCHEMA_NAME,
HIVE_TABLE_NAME, AUTH_METASTORE_PRINCIPAL, HIVE_URI, and
HIVE_METASTORE_URIS to identify the Hive table to which you want to write. You can also
specify these options as part of a server definition.

You also need to specify FORMATTER 'ORC' as an option in the foreign table or stream and
provide basic configuration for ORC. (At minimum, you need to specify a correct version
number for ORC). See Formatting Data as ORC for more details. You also need to make
sure that all column names in your foreign table or stream match those of the target Hive
table exactly in terms of both name and type. In particular, column names for Hive partition
keys, sort keys, and cluster keys must be included and match exactly.

You can only write to Hive tables that already exist; s-Server does not explicitly create Hive
tables.

Option Description

HIVE_TABLE_NAME
Defaults to null. Table name inside
HIVE_SCHEMA_NAME.

HIVE_SCHEMA_NAME
Defaults to null. Schema (database) containing the
table. Must be specified if HIVE_TABLE_NAME is
specified.

AUTH_METASTORE_PRINCIPAL

Defaults to null. Required if HIVE_TABLE_NAME is
specified. 3-part name of the Kerberos principal which
can read the Hive metastore. This is the value of the
hive.metastore.kerberos.principal property set in the
Hive installation's hive-site.xml descriptor file.

HIVE_URI
Defaults to null. JDBC URL for accessing the Hive
server. Must be specified if HIVE_TABLE_NAME is
specified.

HIVE_METASTORE_URIS
Defaults to null. Location of the Hive metastore.
Required if HIVE_TABLE_NAME is specified.

$columnName_HIVE_PARTITION_NAME_FORMAT

This option specifies custom formatting directives for
partition key values when they are used to construct the
names of HDFS directory levels. $columnName must
be the name of a partition key of type DATE or
TIMESTAMP. The value bound to this option must be a
valid format string as understood by
java.text.SimpleDateFormat.

Note: In order to include Kerberos options for an HDFS server, you need to configure your
own server object. This server will allow all foreign tables or streams that reference this
server to inherit Kerberos options.
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Writing Data into Hive 

For writing to Hive tables, columns in your foreign table or stream must match those of the
target Hive table. Both column names and types must match. You also need to include all
partition keys, sort keys, and cluster keys from the target Hive table as columns in the foreign
table or stream. Missing columns will be filled with nulls.

File Rotation 

s-Server file writers produce a sequence of files determined by the file rotation policy that you
configure in your foreign table or stream. For writing to files, file rotation encodes the place of
the file in the sequence, usually via a terminal timestamp and sometimes including a
watermark.

For Hive tables, though, instead of producing a single file per rotation (or "cadence point"), for
each rotation, s-Server emits a whole directory tree of result files that s-Server then copies
into the Hive table.

The file rotation point serves as a recoverability point. In cases when a crash occurs, you will
need to restart your SQLstream pipeline so that you regenerate the Hive tree.

You cannot use the FILE_ROTATION_SIZE option with the Hive tables. Instead, you should
use FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT. See Foreign Stream
Options for Writing to File Systems below for more details.

When you specify a Hive table, then the directory tree will be loaded into the target Hive table
and s-Server will write files according to the process below.

Working with Partitioning, Clustering, and Sorting 

Hive tables use partitions, clusters, and sorts to store data. From an s-Server perspective,
you need to remember two things to get data loaded correctly:

1. First, all column names in the s-Server foreign table or stream must match the
names and types of columns and partitions in the target Hive table. These do not
need to be in order. As long as these match, columns and partitions will be copied
correctly automatically. In particular, columns that are used as partition keys, cluster
keys, or sort keys in the Hive table must be present. s-Server will return an error if
any of these columns are missing.

2. Second, the foreign table or stream must be sorted first by ROWTIME and second
by columns used as Hive sort keys. Thus, if your Hive table uses columns named
speed and gps as sort keys, you will need to include a statement along the following
lines somewhere in your pipeline: 'ORDER BY src.ROWTIME, "speed", "gps"'. You
can do so in either the foreign/table stream itself or in the pump that writes to Hive.
(The example below uses an ORDER BY statement in the pump.) For more details
on ORDER BY, see the topic The ORDER BY clause of the SELECT Statement in
the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual. See the example below.

http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/hive/#foreign-stream-options-for-writing-to-file-systems
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/hive/#foreign-stream-options-for-writing-to-file-systems
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Writing Data 

When data is actually written to Hive, the top level directory of the directory tree is named
according to s-Server's specifications for file names detailed below.

The names of the directory levels underneath mimic the conventions used by Hive to
represent partition keys and cluster buckets. If a Hive table is specified, then the names of the
partition levels will incorporate the names of the partition keys in the target Hive table in the
form partitionkey=value. The leaf files are the cluster buckets. Each leaf file is ORC formatted
and contains a sorted set of rows for a single cluster key.

Buckets are named as follows:

<bucketID>_<lastRowtime>

where

· <bucketID> is a conventional Hive bucket identifier (0-padded six digit number
followed by _0)

· <lastRowtime> is the last s-Server rowtime in the entire batch, formatted in s-
Server's default timestamp format: yyyy-MM-dd_HH-mm-ss-SSS

These trees will appear as follows.

--top directory

busStats-2019-02-22_08:05:19.123.orc

--the following four lines contain directory names in the form partitionkey=value.

--these match columns defined in the s-Server foreign table or stream

  event_year=2019

    event_month=11

      driver_no=12345

        highway=101

--the following three lines are leaf files that contain rows for buckets 1, 2, and 3

for this file rotation point.

--data from all other columns are written to these leaf buckets

          000001_0_2019-02-22_08-05-19-123

          000002_0_2019-02-22_08-05-19-123

          000003_0_2019-02-22_08-05-19-123

SQL Example 

For example, consider an ORC-formatted target Hive table, defined via Hive QL as:

USE trafficApp;

CREATE TABLE hive_bus_stats

(

  id BIGINT,

  reported_at TIMESTAMP,

  speed INT,

  gps VARCHAR(128)

)

--These have to be declared in the column signature of your foreign table or stream.

PARTITIONED BY (event_year INT, event_month INT, driver_no BIGINT, highway VARCHAR(8))
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--These have to be in the column signature of your foreign table or stream.

CLUSTERED BY (id) SORTED BY (speed, gps) INTO 10 BUCKETS

--s-Server can only write to Hive tables that use ORC

STORED AS ORC

LOCATION '/data/svc_sqlstream_guavus/busStats'

TBLPROPERTIES

(

  "orc.compress" = "SNAPPY",

  "orc.bloom.filter.columns" = "speed,gps"

);

You would write a foreign stream to stream data into this table as follows:

--most likely you will want to create a custom server object in order to reuse it.

--note that the foreign table below uses SERVER HiveWriterServer, which matches the

name of this defined server.

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER HiveWriterServer TYPE 'HIVE'

  FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA

  OPTIONS

  (

    HIVE_METASTORE_URIS

'thrift://sqlstream.guavus.com:9083,thrift://sqlstream.guavus.com:9083',

    HIVE_URI 'jdbc:hive2://sqlstream.guavus.com:2181/

;serviceDiscoveryMode=zooKeeper;zooKeeperNamespace=hiveserver',

    CONFIG_PATH '/tmp/bug6312/core-site.xml:/tmp/bug6312/hdfs-site.xml',

    AUTH_METHOD 'kerberos',

    AUTH_USERNAME 'svc_sqlstream_guavus@GVS.GGN',

    AUTH_KEYTAB '/tmp/bug6312/svc_sqlstream_guavus.keytab',

    AUTH_METASTORE_PRINCIPAL 'hive/_HOST@GVS.GGN'

  );

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA HiveWriterSchema;

SET SCHEMA 'HiveWriterSchema';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN TABLE HiveWriterSchema.busStats

--signature has all columns and partition keys matching the Hive table defined above.

--Order of the columns does not matter. Here, for clarity, the partition key columns

appear first,

--but these could appear last without affecting writing.

  (

    --these four columns are partitions and will be written as directory names

    "event_year" INTEGER,

    "event_month" INTEGER,

    "driver_no" BIGINT,

    "highway" VARCHAR(8),

    --these four columns will be written into clusters

    --id is used as a cluster column and must be present

    "id" BIGINT,

    "reported_at" TIMESTAMP,

    --speed and gps are used as sort columns and must be 1) present and

    --2) sorted on before writing to Hive (we do so in the pump defined below)

    "speed" INTEGER,

    "gps" VARCHAR(128)
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  )

  SERVER HiveWriterServer

  OPTIONS

  (

    FORMATTER 'ORC',

    --step 1: the local directory where s-Server initially writes data

    DIRECTORY '/tmp/busStats',

    --step 2: the HDFS directory where s-Server copies data for writing to Hive tables

    HDFS_OUTPUT_DIR 'hdfs://sqlstream01/data/svc_sqlstream_guavus',

    FILENAME_SUFFIX '.orc',

    FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h',

    --step 3: configuration information for the Hive table itself

    --matches USE trafficApp; from Hive table definition

    HIVE_SCHEMA_NAME 'trafficApp',

    --matches CREATE TABLE hive_bus_stats from Hive table definition

    HIVE_TABLE_NAME 'hive_bus_stats',

    --Most of the ORC configuration is introspected from the Hive table

    --ORC version must be declared correctly; otherwise, data will be unreadable

    "orc.version" 'V_0_11',

    --watermark information for each bucket file

    --not mandatory

    "orc.user.metadata_com.acme.watermark" 'AC3E'

  );

  --This pump orders the data by ROWTIME, then sort keys.

  CREATE PUMP HiveWriterSchema.sort_pump STOPPED AS

    INSERT INTO busStats

      SELECT STREAM

        "event_year",

        "event_month",

        "driver_no",

        "highway",

        "id",

        src.ROWTIME AS "reported_at",

        "speed",

        "gps"

      FROM busStats

      --Data going to into hive table has to be ordered by 1) rowtime (so that we get

checkpoints that align with recoverable ----instances). Pump will die if rows are out

of order. 2) sort columns so that it ends up in buckets in sort order.

      ORDER BY src.ROWTIME, "speed", "gps"

  ;

To get data flowing, you would use the following code:

ALTER PUMP HiveWriterSchema.sort_pump START;
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File Naming and Rotation Information 

The options below are standard s-Server configuration options for writing to files. The Hive
writer uses this configuration information to write first to the local file system and then to copy
files to the HDFS system. In addition, in a Hive context, file names are used to name the top-
level directory of a Hive tree, and file rotation is used to configure a checkpoint.

http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/hive/#configuring-file-names
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/hive/#rotating-files
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Foreign Stream Options for Writing to File Systems 
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Option Description

DIRECTORY
Directory to which you are writing. s-Server needs permission
to write to this directory.

ORIGINAL_FILENAME
Name of file to write before rotation. This will be the name of
the file that s-Server is currently writing.

FILENAME_PREFIX Prefix of the final output file name, such as "test-".

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT

Java time format to use in the final output file name, for
example yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ssUses java
SimpleDateFormatThis specifies how to format a timestamp
that appears between the prefix and the suffix. This timestamp
is the ROWTIME of the last row in the file.

FILE_ROTATION_WATERMARK_COLUMN
This declares the name of a source column whose contents
will be used to further distinguish files in the series.

FILENAME_SUFFIX
Suffix of the final output file name. If you want this suffix to
include a period, you must specify it, e.g. ".csv"

FILE_ROTATION_TIME

Determines when files rotate based on time elapsed since
Unix epoch time. Defaults to 0. That means "don't use
ROWTIME to trigger file rotation." You must specify either
FILE_ROTATION_TIME or FILE_ROTATION_SIZE as an option.
You can choose to specify both. You set
FILE_ROTATION_TIME as a positive integer with a unit of either
milliseconds (ms), seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), or
days (d). These express intervals of time from 1970-01-01: an
interval might be 15 minutes, 1 hour, or 1 day. Files rotate once
a row arrives with a ROWTIME that passes the specified
interval. 

FILE_ROTATION_TIME '15m' rotates files every fifteen minutes
from the top of the hour (1:00, 1:15, 1:30, and so on).
FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h' rotates files every hour at the top of
the hour. FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1d' rotates files every day at
12:00 AM. More technically, FILE_ROTATION_TIME works as
follows:Let $timePeriod be the number of milliseconds in the
time unit bound to FILE_ROTATION_TIME.Let
$lastWrittenRowtime be the ROWTIME of the last row in the
file.Let $currentRowTime be the ROWTIME of the row about to
be written. s-Server rotates to the next file
whenintegerPart($lastWrittenRowtime / $timePeriod) <
integerPart($currentRowTime / $timePeriod)

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE

Determines when files rotate based on file size. You must
specify either FILE_ROTATION_TIME or
FILE_ROTATION_SIZE. You can choose to specify both. Lets
you specify a file size in kilobytes (k), megabytes (m), or
gigabytes (g). Expressed as a positive integer followed by a
byte measurement: Defaults to 0. That means "don't use file
size to trigger file rotation." 

Examples: FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20k' means "rotate files
when they reach or exceed a size of 20
kilobytes"FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20m' means "rotate files
when they reach or exceed a size of 20
megabytes"FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '1g' means "rotate files
when they reach or exceed a size of 1 gigabyte" s-Server
rotates to the next file once a row arrives that brings the file size
over the byte threshhold specified by FILE_ROTATION_SIZE.

FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME

'true' or 'false', case-insensitive. When you use
FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, this option lets you specify whether
files wait to rotate until all rows with the same ROWTIME have
arrived. Defaults to 'true', which means "always respect
rowtime." Setting FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to
true ensures that rows with the same rowtime will not be split
between two files. For example, if you have set
FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to 1m (1 megabyte), and a new row
arrives that causes the file to go over the 1 megabyte threshold,
if FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is set to true, s-
Server waits until all rows with the same ROWTIME have
arrived. That is, s-Server waits until a new row arrives with a
different ROWTIME, even if accepting rows with the same
ROWTIME causes the file to grow larger than 1 megabyte. If
you set FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true, you
cannot write files from tables, whose rows lack rowtimes. s-
Server will raise an error if you try to insert into a file writer
foreign stream that has
FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME set to true. That
means that if you are planning to write rows from a table into a
file, you must set FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to
false.

FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT

(new in s-Server version 6.0.1) Defaults to 0. This means "don't
use row count to determine when to rotate to the next file." Non-
negative integer. If > 0, then rotate to the next file/directoryTree
after FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT rows have been written. If
FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is true, then delay that
rotation until ROWTIME advances.

ESCAPE_
True or false; defaults to true. Causes strings to be escaped
before being written.

POSTPROCESS_CMD

The POSTPROCESS_CMD option lets you run a script after the
file is written. To use this option, enter the path to the script,
along with parameters, substituting <input> for the name of the
file. When the file is written, the script will execute with
parameters, and <input> will be replaced by the name of the
file. 

Example: 'scripts/runStandaloneSystemML.sh
scripts/algorithms/l2-svm-predict.dml -nvargs X=<input>
Y=data/haberman.test.labels.csv model=data/l2-svm-
model.csv fmt="csv" confusion=data/l2-svm-confusion.csv',

http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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File rotation options work together in the following ways:

Rotate the file if

( the FILE_ROTATION_ROWTIME condition is satisfied OR the FILE_ROTATION_SIZE
condition is satisfied OR the FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT condition is satisfied )

AND

(the FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME condition is satisfied)

Configuring File Names 

You can specify options for how files are named as they rotate. In setting options for rotated
files' names, you can specify a prefix, suffix, and date format for the file name. You can also
specify a watermark. Watermarks are drawn from a column in the source from which the file
is written.

At minimum, you must specify either FILENAME_PREFIX or FILENAME_SUFFIX. All rotated
files include a timestamp.

If you set ORIGINAL_FILENAME, then the value of ORIGINAL_FILENAME will serve as a
temporary file name to use while data is being actively written.

When this file is rotated out, rotated file are named as follows: --- depending on the options
you specify.

If you do not set ORIGINAL_FILENAME, then the file being actively written to is given the form
using the first rowtime in the file set.

Note: if you are writing from a table, and do note specify ORIGINAL_FILENAME, <date> will be
the system time when the file began writing.

When this file is rotated out, rotated file are named as follows:

<prefix>-<timestamp>-<watermark>-<sequenceNumber><suffix>

For example, the following options:

filename_prefix 'test-',

filename_date_format 'yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ss',

--note that you need to specify a period for suffix if desired.

filename_suffix '.csv',

produce rotating file names like this:

test-2020-05-23_19:44:00.csv

And the following options:

filename_date_format 'yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ss',

--note that you need to specify a period for suffix if desired.

filename_suffix '.csv',

produce rotating file names like this:
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2020-05-23_19:44:00.csv

Explanation of Elements 

· <prefix> is the string specified by the FILENAME_PREFIX option. If you did not specify
FILENAME_PREFIX, then <prefix> is omitted from the filename.

· <timestamp> is the ROWTIME of the last row written to the file. This element is
always present if the source is a stream, but is omitted if the source is a table. s-
Server formats <timestamp> as specified by FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT. If you do
not specify FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT, then is formatted as yyyy-MM-dd_HH-mm-
ss-SSS.

· <watermark> is the value of a watermark column in the last row of the source. You
use FILE_ROTATION_WATERMARK_COLUMN to specify a source watermark
column corresponding to the last row of the file. If you do not specify a
FILE_ROTATION_WATERMARK_COLUMN, then <watermark> is omitted from the
filename.

· <sequenceNumber> is added only if the you specify the
FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME option as false. In that case, files may have
the same terminal <timestamp>, because s-Server can write rows with the same
rowtime across multiple files. In these cases, file names in the series with the same
terminal <timestamp> are distinguished from one another by a monotonically
increasing 7 digit sequence number, starting at 0000001.

· <suffix> is the string specified by the FILENAME_SUFFIX option. If you did not specify
FILENAME_SUFFIX, then <suffix> is omitted from the filename.

Rotating Files 

s-Server rotates files according to options set for FILE_ROTATION_TIME,
FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT, and
FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME.

File rotation options work together in the following ways:

Rotate the file if (the FILE_ROTATION_ROWTIME condition is satisfied OR the
FILE_ROTATION_SIZE condition is satisfied OR the FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT
condition is satisfied) AND (the FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME condition is
satisfied).

Using FILE_ROTATION_TIME 

You can use FILE_ROTATION_TIME to rotate files based on time elapsed since Unix epoch
time. You set FILE_ROTATION_TIME as a positive integer with a unit of either milliseconds
(ms), seconds (s), minutes (m), hours (h), or days (d). These express intervals of time from
1970-01-01: an interval might be 15 minutes, 1 hour, or 1 day. Files rotate once a row arrives
with a ROWTIME that passes the specified interval.
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Examples:

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '15m' rotates files every fifteen minutes from the top of the
hour (1:00, 1:15, 1:30, and so on).

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h' rotates files every hour at the top of the hour.

· FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1d' rotates files every day at 12:00 AM.

Using FILE_ROTATION_SIZE 

You can use FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to rotate files based on their size. You specify a file size
in kilobytes (k), megabytes (m), or gigabytes (g). Expressed as a positive integer followed by
a byte measurement: Defaults to 0. That means "don't use file size to trigger file rotation."

Note: You cannot use FILE_ROTATION_SIZE for writing to Hive tables.

Examples:

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20k' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of
20 kilobytes"

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '20m' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of
20 megabytes"

· FILE_ROTATION_SIZE '1g' means "rotate files when they reach or exceed a size of 1
gigabyte"

When using FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, you can specify that files wait to rotate until all rows with
the same ROWTIME have arrived. For example, if you have set FILE_ROTATION_SIZE to
1m (1 megabyte), and a new row arrives that causes the file to go over the 1 megabyte
threshold, if FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is set to true, s-Server waits until all
rows with the same ROWTIME have arrived. That is, s-Server waits until a new row arrives
with a different ROWTIME, even if accepting rows with the same ROWTIME causes the file
to grow larger than 1 megabyte. To do so, you set FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME
to true (this is the default behavior).

Using FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT 

(new in s-Server version 6.0.1) You can use FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT to rotate files
based the number of rows contained in the file. Expressed as a positive integer. Defaults to 0.
This means "don't use row count to determine when to rotate to the next file." If > 0, then
rotate to the next file (or directoryTree, in the case of writing to Hive tables) after
FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT rows have been written. If
FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is true, then delay that rotation until ROWTIME
advances.

Examples:

· FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT '800,000' means "rotate files when 800,000 rows
have been written."
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· FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT '8,000,000' means "rotate files when 8,000,000 rows
have been written."

· FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT '80,000,000' means "rotate files when 80,000,000
rows have been written."

As with FILE_ROTATION_SIZE, you can specify that files wait to rotate until all rows with the
same ROWTIME have arrived. For example, if you have set FILE_ROTATION_ROWCOUNT
to 1,000,000, and a new row arrives that causes the file to go over the 1,000,000 row
threshold, if FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME is set to true, s-Server waits until all
rows with the same ROWTIME have arrived. To do so, you set
FILE_ROTATION_RESPECT_ROWTIME to true (this is the default behavior).

Hive-to-ORC Bindings 

The Hive CREATE TABLE statement can be used to bind a tabular abstraction onto a
directory of ORC-formatted files. The following table shows how these properties correspond
to settings for the ORC file writer (org.apache.orc.Writer). At the end of the table are further
ORC tuning switches which do not need corresponding Hive table properties:
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Property Default Value
Corresponding method on
org.apache.orc.OrcFile.Wri
terOptions

Descripti
on

Introspectible
?

orc.compress ZLIB compress(CompressionKind)

Supported
compressio
n
techniques
are: LZ4,
LZ0, NONE,
SNAPPY,
ZLIB, ZSTD.

Yes

orc.compress.size 262,144 n/a

Compressi
on chunk
size. It is
unclear
what this
maps onto.

Yes

orc.stripe.size 67,108,864 stripeSize(long)

Memory
buffer size
(in bytes) for
writing.

Yes

orc.row.index.stride 10,000 rowIndexStride(int)

Number of
rows
between
index
entries.

Yes

orc.create.index true
n/a (lightweight indexes are always
created)

Whether to
create
indexes.
Unclear
what this
maps onto.

n/a

orc.bloom.filter.colum
ns

none bloomFilterColumns(String)

Comma-
separated
list of
column
names.
Bloom
filters are
built on
these
columns.

Yes

orc.bloom.filter.fpp 0.05 bloomFilterFpp(double)

Bloom filter
false
positive
probability.

Yes

true blockPadding(boolean)

Sets
whether the
HDFS
blocks are
padded to
prevent
stripes from
straddling
blocks.
Padding
improves
locality and
thus the
speed of
reading, but
costs
space.

No

268435456 blockSize(long)

Set the file
system
block size
for the file.
For optimal
performanc
e, set the
block size to
be multiple
factors of
stripe size.

No

bufferSize(int)

The size of
the memory
buffers
used for
compressin
g and
storing the
stripe in
memory.
NOTE: ORC
writer may
choose to
use smaller
buffer size
based on
stripe size
and number
of columns
for efficient
stripe
writing and
memory
utilization.
To enforce
writer to use
the
requested
buffer size
use
enforceBuff
erSize().

No

null directEncodingColumns(String)

Set the
comma-
separated
list of
columns
that should
be direct
encoded.

No

false enforceBufferSize()

Enforce
writer to use
requested
buffer size
instead of
estimating
buffer size
based on
stripe size
and number
of columns.
See
bufferSize()
method for
more info.
Default:
false

No

paddingTolerance(double)

Sets the
tolerance
for block
padding as
a
percentage
of stripe
size.

No
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6.15 Output Formats for Writing

In s-Server, the destination for data writing and format for data are separate, meaning you
can, for example, write JSON formatted data to the file system, a network socket, AMQP,
Kafka, Amazon Kinesis, IBM MQ, Snowflake, MongoDB, over HTTP, or to a WebSocket.

By default, formatters include rowtimes in output. You can choose to exclude rowtimes by
setting FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME to false. For most formats, you can use a
custom formatter by using an option called CUSTOM_FORMATTER_<column_name>. 

s-Server supports the following data formats:

· CSV

· XML

· JSON

· BSON

· Avro

· ORC

You set data format through the FORMATTER parameter of the foreign stream for a data
source. For example, the following AMQP foreign stream formats data as CSV.

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM amqp_stream (

line VARCHAR(4096))

SERVER AMQPSERVER

OPTIONS (DESTINATION 'amq.topic',

CONNECTION_URL 'amqp://guest:guest@clientid/?brokerlist=''tcp://localhost:5672''',

FORMATTER 'CSV');

To change formatting to XML, enter FORMATTER 'XML', and so on.

Formatting Data as CSV

When writing CSV files, the Extensible Common Data Adapter converts rows into character-
separated output based on options supplied through the options sections of the CREATE

FOREIGN STREAM statement. It converts streaming tuples into a character-separated file.

Note: For performance reasons, most formatting should be done in native SQL and passed
into ECDA, not pushed into ECDA formatters.
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Example Code

The example below creates and sets a schema called stocks and creates a foreign stream
called output_file. To write data over other input/output systems,such as Kafka, AMQP, Amazon
Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to specify options for these formats. See Writing
to Other Destinations for more details.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA stocks;

SET SCHEMA 'stocks';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM ticker (

    order_time TIMESTAMP, --Time order was reported.

    amount INTEGER, --amount of order.

    ticker VARCHAR(100) --ticker.

  )

DESCRIPTION 'native stream ticker';

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM output_file

(

  order_time TIMESTAMP, --these columns match columns in stream created above.

  amount INTEGER, 

  ticker VARCHAR(100)

)

SERVER FILE_SERVER

--this is a predefined server object for writing to the file system

OPTIONS (

        "FORMATTER" 'CSV',

        "CHARACTER_ENCODING" 'UTF-8',

        "ROW_SEPARATOR" u&'\000A',

        "SEPARATOR" ',',

        "WRITE_HEADER" 'false',

        "DIRECTORY" '/home/guavus/output',

        "ORIGINAL_FILENAME" 'stocks-output.csv',

        "FILENAME_PREFIX" 'output-',

        "FILENAME_SUFFIX" '.csv',

        "FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT" 'yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss',

        "FILE_ROTATION_SIZE" '20K',

        "FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME" 'true'

    );

To actually write to a file in path/to/myfile, you need to write a pump containing an INSERT
statement along the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STARTED AS

INSERT INTO ticker

SELECT STREAM "MyStream";

--where "MyStream" is a currently existing stream
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Foreign Stream Options for Formatting CSV

Option Definition

FORMATTER This needs to be CSV.

WRITE_HEADER Whether to write the column names into a header row. True or

False. 

CHARACTER_ENCODING Character set for data.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME Whether or not to include rowtime when writing data. Defaults to

'true'.

WRITE_HEADER Whether or not to write header information into the CSV data.

Defaults to 'false."

ROW_SEPARATOR_CHAR_KEY Character separating rows in CSV data.

SEPARATOR Character separating values. Defaults to ","

Sample Properties File to Use the ECD Agent to Write CSV Data

The following code uses the file system for output. To write data over other input/output
systems,such as Kafka, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to
specify options for these formats. See Writing to Other Destinations for more details.

# Column types for the source stream

ROWTYPE=RecordType(INTEGER COL1,TIMESTAMP COL2, INTEGER COL3, BOOLEAN COL4,

VARCHAR(32) COL5, VARCHAR(32) COL6, INTEGER COL7)

FORMATTER=JSON

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

DIRECTORY=/home/guavus/output

ORIGINAL_FILENAME=stocks-output.json

FILENAME_PREFIX=output-

FILENAME_SUFFIX=.json

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT=yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE=20K

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME=true

See the topic Writing to Files with the ECD Adapter and Agent for a general overview of how
to write to files with the ECD Adapter or Agent.

Formatting Data as JSON

The ECDA adapter writes batches of data to JSON tuples. To configure how the adapter
writes such tuples, you use foreign stream options. These options are listed below. 

Here is an example of the SQL used to define a foreign stream for the JSON ECDA adapter.
This code uses the file system for output. To write data over other input/output systems,such as
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Kafka, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to specify options for
these formats. See Writing to Other Destinations for more details.

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "FileWriterServer" TYPE 'FILE'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "JSON_OutputStream"

   ("id" DOUBLE,

   "reported_at" VARCHAR(4096),

   "shift_no" DOUBLE,

   "trip_no" DOUBLE,

   "route_variant_id" VARCHAR(4096),

   "waypoint_id" DOUBLE,

   "last_known_location_state" VARCHAR(4096)

    )

    SERVER "FileWriterServer"

    --note that this uses the server defined above

    OPTIONS

    (

     "DIRECTORY" '/tmp/json_test/',

     --file directory where JSON file will be written. 

     "FORMATTER" 'JSON',

     "CHARACTER_ENCODING" 'UTF-8',

     "ORIGINAL_FILENAME" 'stocks-output.csv',

     "FILENAME_PREFIX" 'output-',

     "FILENAME_SUFFIX" '.json',

     "FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT" 'yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss',

     "FILE_ROTATION_SIZE" '20K',

     "FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME" 'true'

     );

To actually write to a file in /tmp/json_test/, you need to write a pump that INSERTs into this
stream.

Output

[{"id":"5.0115809712E10",

"reported_at":"2014-07-23 20:52:04.527000000",

"shift_no":"NULL",

"trip_no":"653.0",

"route_variant_id":"L38 7",

"waypoint_id":"NULL",

"last_known_location_state":"NULL"},

{"id":"5.0115854098E10",

"reported_at":"2014-07-23 20:52:05.443000000",

"shift_no":"NULL",

"trip_no":"NULL",

"route_variant_id":"310 7",

"waypoint_id":"NULL",

"last_known_location_state":"NULL"},

{"id":"3.46866848031E11",

"reported_at":"2014-07-23 20:52:07.713000000",

"shift_no":"1016.0",

"trip_no":"NULL",

"route_variant_id":"806 160",

"waypoint_id":"1.5588646E7",

"last_known_location_state":"NULL"}]
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Foreign Stream Options for Formatting JSON

Option Definition

FORMATTER This needs to be JSON.

CHARACTER_ENCODING Character set for data.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIM

E

Whether or not to include rowtime when writing data. Defaults to 'true'.

Sample Properties File to Use ECD Agent to Write JSON Files

The following code uses the file system for output. To write data over other input/output
systems,such as Kafka, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to
specify options for these formats. See Writing to Other Destinations for more details.

# Column types for the source stream

ROWTYPE=RecordType(INTEGER COL1,TIMESTAMP COL2, INTEGER COL3, BOOLEAN COL4,

VARCHAR(32) COL5, VARCHAR(32) COL6, INTEGER COL7)

FORMATTER=JSON

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

DIRECTORY=/home/guavus/output

ORIGINAL_FILENAME=stocks-output.json

FILENAME_PREFIX=output-

FILENAME_SUFFIX=.json

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT=yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE=20K

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME=true

See the topic Writing to Files with the ECD Adapter and Agent for a general overview of how
to write to files with the ECD Adapter or Agent.

Formatting Data as XML

For XML files, the Extensible Common Data Adapter takes batches of rows and maps them
to XML elements, depending on the options you specify.

If no value for DATA_ELEMENTS or <col_name>_ELEMENTS or <col_name>_ATTRIBUTES
is specified, then the column name is used as an element name (not an <attribute> name). 
So a column named foo would be in an XML element named /batch/row/foo if no values were
specified.
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Sample Foreign Stream Implementing ECD Adapter to Write XML Files

The following code uses the file system for output. To write data over other input/output
systems,such as Kafka, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to
specify options for these formats. See Writing to Other Destinations for more details.

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "FileWriterStream" 

("recNo" INTEGER,

"ts" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

"accountNumber" INTEGER,

"loginSuccessful" BOOLEAN,

"sourceIP" VARCHAR(32),

"destIP" VARCHAR(32),

"customerId" INTEGER,) 

SERVER "FileWriterServer" 

OPTIONS (

 "FORMATTER" 'XML',

        "CHARACTER_ENCODING" 'UTF-8',

        "DIRECTORY" '/home/guavus/output',

        "ORIGINAL_FILENAME" 'stocks-output.xml',

        "FILENAME_PREFIX" 'output-',

        "FILENAME_SUFFIX" '.xml',

        "FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT" 'yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss',

        "FILE_ROTATION_SIZE" '20K'

        "FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME" 'true'

);

To actually write to a file in/home/guavus/output, you need to write a pump that INSERTs into
the foreign stream.
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Foreign Stream Options for Formatting XML

Option name Description

FORMATTER This needs to be XML.

DOC_ELEMENTS Specifies a list of elements, separated by slashes ( /), to make as the root of the

XML document to write. Defaults to "batch".

ROW_ELEMENTS Specifies a list of elements, separated by slashes ( /), to add for each row of the XML

document's DOM. Defaults to "row".

DATA_ELEMENTS Specifies a list of elements, separated by slashes ( /), to add for each datum in a

row/tuple. You must define DATA_ELEMENTS or DATA_ATTRIBUTES  but not both.

Using both will produce inconsistent XML.

DATA_ATTRIBUTES Specifies a name of an attribute to add for each datum in a row/tuple. You must

define DATA_ELEMENTS or DATA_ATTRIBUTES but not both. Using both will

produce inconsistent XML.

<col_name>_ELEMENT

S

Specifies a list of elements, separated by slashes ( /), to add for a specific datum in

each row/tuple.

<col_name>_ATTRIBUT

ES

Specifies a name of an attribute to add for a specific column's datum in each

row/tuple.

CHARACTER_ENCODI

NG

Character set for data.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE

_ROWTIME

Whether or not to include rowtime when writing data. Defaults to 'true'.

Sample Properties File to Use ECD Agent to Write XML Files

The following code uses the file system for output. To write data over other input/output
systems,such as Kafka, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to
specify options for these formats. See Writing to Other Destinations for more details.

# Location, date format, prefix, suffix

FORMATTER=CSV

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

ROW_SEPARATOR=\000A

SEPARATOR=,

WRITE_HEADER=false

DIRECTORY=/home/guavus/output

ORIGINAL_FILENAME=stocks-output.csv

FILENAME_PREFIX=output-

FILENAME_SUFFIX=.csv

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT=yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE=20K

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME=true

# Schema, name, and parameter signature of origin stream

SCHEMA_NAME=stocks

TABLE_NAME=output_file
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#columns

ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(TIMESTAMP order_time, INTEGER amount, VARCHAR(100) ticker)

Formatting Data as BSON

The ECDA adapter writes batches of data to BSON tuples. BSON, or Binary Javascript
Object Notation extends the JSON model to provide additional data types and ordered fields. It
is used primarily for MongoDB. See Writing to MongoDB for more details. To configure how
the adapter writes tuples to BSON, you use foreign stream options. These options are listed
below. 

Here is an example of the SQL used to define a foreign stream for the BSON ECDA adapter.
This code uses the file system for output. To write data over other input/output systems,such as
Kafka, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to specify options for
these formats. See Writing to Other Destinations for more details.

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "FileWriterServer" TYPE 'FILE'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "BSON_OutputStream"

   ("id" DOUBLE,

   "reported_at" VARCHAR(4096),

   "shift_no" DOUBLE,

   "trip_no" DOUBLE,

   "route_variant_id" VARCHAR(4096),

   "waypoint_id" DOUBLE,

   "last_known_location_state" VARCHAR(4096)

    )

    SERVER "FileWriterServer"

    --note that this uses the server defined above

    OPTIONS

    (

        "FORMATTER" 'BSON',

        "CHARACTER_ENCODING" 'UTF-8',

        "WRITE_HEADER" 'false',

        "DIRECTORY" '/home/guavus/output',

        "ORIGINAL_FILENAME" 'stocks-output.csv',

        "FILENAME_PREFIX" 'output-',

        "FILENAME_SUFFIX" '.bson',

        "FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT" 'yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss',

        "FILE_ROTATION_SIZE" '20K'

        "FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME" 'true'

     );

To actually write to a file in /tmp/BSON_test/, you need to write a pump containing an INSERT
statement along the following lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "writerPump" STARTED AS

INSERT INTO "BSON_OutputStream" (

   "id",

   "reported_at",

   "shift_no",
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   "trip_no",

   "route_variant_id",

   "waypoint_id",

   "last_known_location_state" 

)

    SELECT STREAM 

   "id",

   "reported_at",

   "shift_no",

   "trip_no",

   "route_variant_id",

   "waypoint_id",

   "last_known_location_state" 

    from "buses_stream";

    --this assumes that a stream called "buses_stream" exists in the same schema

Output

[{"id":"5.0115809712E10",

"reported_at":"2014-07-23 20:52:04.527000000",

"shift_no":"NULL",

"trip_no":"653.0",

"route_variant_id":"L38 7",

"waypoint_id":"NULL",

"last_known_location_state":"NULL"},

{"id":"5.0115854098E10",

"reported_at":"2014-07-23 20:52:05.443000000",

"shift_no":"NULL",

"trip_no":"NULL",

"route_variant_id":"310 7",

"waypoint_id":"NULL",

"last_known_location_state":"NULL"},

{"id":"3.46866848031E11",

"reported_at":"2014-07-23 20:52:07.713000000",

"shift_no":"1016.0",

"trip_no":"NULL",

"route_variant_id":"806 160",

"waypoint_id":"1.5588646E7",

"last_known_location_state":"NULL"}]

Foreign Stream Options for Formatting BSON

Option Definition

FORMATTER This needs to be BSON.

CHARACTER_ENCODING Character set for data.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIM

E

Whether or not to include rowtime when writing data. Defaults to 'true'.
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Sample Properties File to Use ECD Agent to Write BSON Files

The following code uses the file system for output. To write data over other input/output
systems,such as Kafka, AMQP, Amazon Kinesis, WebSockets, HTTP or AMQP, you would need to
specify options for these formats. See Writing to Other Destinations for more details.

# Column types for the source stream

ROWTYPE=RecordType(INTEGER COL1,TIMESTAMP COL2, INTEGER COL3, BOOLEAN COL4,

VARCHAR(32) COL5, VARCHAR(32) COL6, INTEGER COL7)

FORMATTER=BSON

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

DIRECTORY=/home/guavus/output

ORIGINAL_FILENAME=stocks-output.bson

FILENAME_PREFIX=output-

FILENAME_SUFFIX=.bson

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT=yyyy-MM-dd-HH:mm:ss

FILE_ROTATION_SIZE=20K

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME=true

See the topic Writing to Files with the ECD Adapter and Agent for a general overview of how
to write to files with the ECD Adapter or Agent.

Formatting Data as Avro

The Avro formatter formats s-Server rows into Apache Avro data files. To format data as
Avro, you need to set FORMATTER to AVRO and provide a location for the Avro schema file.
You can do so in either foreign stream options or agent options. (When Avro data is written,
its schema is always written with it.) For more information on Avro schemas, see
https://avro.apache.org/docs/current/#schemas.

· The AVRO formatter does not support nested records or arrays in schemas. That is,
the Avro schema needs to be flat.

· If the schema contains nested records/arrays, the results are unspecified.

Foreign Stream Options for Formatting Avro

Option Definition

FORMATTER This needs to be AVRO.

AVRO_SCHEMA_LOCATION Required option to specify the path for the schema file to be used for formatting

the Avro payload.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_RO

WTIME

Whether or not to include rowtime when writing data. Defaults to 'true'.

https://avro.apache.org/docs/current/#schemas
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SQL Example

 CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM kafka_sink

   (

     KAFKA_KEY VARBINARY(128),

     KAFKA_PARTITION INTEGER,

     "boolean_value" BOOLEAN,

     "char_value" CHAR(15),

     "date_value" DATE,

     "decimal_value" DECIMAL(8,2),

     "double_value" DOUBLE,

     "real_value" REAL,

     "time_value" TIME,

     "timestamp_value" TIMESTAMP,

     "tinyint_value" TINYINT,

     "varchar_value" VARCHAR(15)

   )

   SERVER Kafka10Server

   OPTIONS

   (

       FORMATTER 'AVRO',

       DATE_FORMAT 'yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS',

       AVRO_SCHEMA_LOCATION '/home/my-location/schema_value_types.avsc',

       "metadata.brokers.list" 'localhost:9092',

       "TOPIC" 'test'

   );

Formatting Data as ORC 

(new in s-Server version 6.0.1)

The ORC formatter writes data from s-Server rows into the Optimized Row Columnar (ORC)
file format based on options supplied through the options clause of a foreign table or foreign
stream as well as table properties introspected from the target Hive table.

To format data as ORC, you need to set FORMATTER to ORC. ORC data can only be
written to the file system as flat files, HDFS as flat files, or Hive tables as directory trees.

If you write ORC data into Hive tables, ORC-formatted data will be written as a series of
directory trees that each correspond to the directory layout of the target Hive table. Otherwise,
ORC data will be written to a flat file. See Writing to Hive Tables for more details.

For more information on ORC, see
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/Hive/LanguageManual+ORC#LanguageManualO
RC-ORCFiles

The ORC formatter has the following limitations:

· The ORC formatter does not support column encryption or Hive indexes.

· The ORC formatter also does not support HA watermarks. Watermarks (for HA
recovery) are well-defined when a stream is used as the source for an INSERT into
an ORC-formatted sink. In that case, the ROWTIME of the last row INSERTed into a
file is recorded in the file name (or directory name if you are writing ORC formatted

https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/Hive/LanguageManual+ORC#LanguageManualORC-ORCFiles
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/Hive/LanguageManual+ORC#LanguageManualORC-ORCFiles
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data to Hive tables). In all other cases, you need to include watermarks in the target
rows or build some other mechanism for tracking recovery points.

When using SQL, the ORC formatter converts rows to ORC that you define in a foreign table
or foreign stream, outputting these rows to a data writer that you have defined for the foreign
table or stream. When you INSERT into the foreign table or stream, s-Server begins writing
ORC to the data writer that you specify.

When using the ECD agent, the ORC converts rows that you define in a properties file to
ORC, outputting these rows to a data writer that you have defined for the foreign table or
stream.

For a list of writers, and details on how to use them, see the Writing to Other Destinations.

For performance reasons, most formatting should be done in native SQL and passed into
ECDA, not pushed into ECDA formatters.

Using SQL to Write ORC

To write ORC data, you create a foreign table or stream that references one of s-Server's
prebuilt server objects. Like all tables and streams, foreign tables and streams must be
created within a schema. The example below creates and sets a schema called orc_data
and creates a foreign stream called orc_sink that writes data to the file system.

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA orc_data;

SET SCHEMA 'orc_data';

CREATE or REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM orc_sink

(

  "id" BIGINT,

  "reported_at" TIMESTAMP,

  "speed" INTEGER,

  "driver_no" BIGINT,

  "gps" VARCHAR(128),

  "highway" VARCHAR(8)

  "event_year" INTEGER,

  "event_month" INTEGER

)

SERVER HIVE_SERVER

OPTIONS

(

  FORMATTER 'ORC',

  DIRECTORY '/tmp/busStats',

  CONFIG_PATH '/home/hive/kerberos/core-default.xml',

  AUTH_METHOD 'kerberos',

  AUTH_USERNAME 'sqlstream_guavus@my.GGN',

  AUTH_KEYTAB '/home/hive/kerberos/sqlstream_guavus.keytab',

  AUTH_METASTORE_PRINCIPAL 'hive/_HOST@my.GGN'

  HDFS_OUTPUT_DIR 'hdfs:///hiveInstallation/data/svc_sqlstream_guavus/busStats',

  FILENAME_SUFFIX '.orc',

  FILE_ROTATION_TIME '1h',

  --the following options are specific to writing to a Hive table

  HIVE_SCHEMA_NAME 'trafficApp',

  HIVE_TABLE_NAME 'hive_bus_stats',

  "orc.version" 'V_0_12',

  "orc.user.metadata_com.acme.watermark" 'AC3E'
  );

http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/formatting-data/orc/#using-sql-to-write-orc
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/formatting-data/orc/#using-the-ecd-agent-to-write-orc
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/writing-data/
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To actually write data, you need to write a pump containing an INSERT statement along the
following lines. For more information on pumps, see the topic CREATE PUMP in the Guavus
s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual.

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP writer_pump STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO orc_sink

(

"id",

"reported_at",

"shift_no",

"trip_no",

"route_variant_id",

"waypoint_id",

"last_known_location_state"

)

SELECT STREAM

"id",

"reported_at",

"shift_no",

"trip_no",

"route_variant_id",

"waypoint_id",

"last_known_location_state"

from "buses_stream";

--this assumes that a stream called "buses_stream" exists in the same schema

Foreign Stream Options for Formatting ORC

Option Default Value Required Description

FORMATTER none yes This needs to be ORC.

"orc.version" none yes
Currently supported values are 'V_0_11'
and 'V_0_12'.

"orc.block.padding" true no

Sets whether the HDFS blocks are
padded to prevent stripes from straddling
blocks. Padding improves locality and
thus the speed of reading, but costs
space.

"orc.block.size" 268,435,456 no
Set the file system block size for the file.
For optimal performance, set the block
size to be multiple factors of stripe size.

"orc.direct.encoding.columns" null no
Set the comma-separated list of case-
sensitive names of columns that should
be direct encoded.

"orc.batch.size" 10,000 no
Number of rows to batch together before
issuing an ORC write.

"orc.user.metadata_XXX" none no

Where XXX is a string. XXX is the name of
an application-specific metadata key.
Therefore, it should be clear that it lives in
a namespace unique to the application.
There can be many of these options. The
value of each option is a SQL BINARY
literal with the leading X' stripped off.
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The options below apply only to cases when you are writing to the file system or HDFS. You
cannot use these options when writing ORC data to a Hive table.

Option Default Value Description

"orc.bloom.filter.columns" null

Column-separated list of bloom
filter columns. These are names
from the foreign table/stream's
column signature.

"orc.bloom.filter.fpp" 0.05
Bloom filter false-positive
probability.

"orc.compress" ZLIB
Compression algorithm. See
Appendix A for legal values.

"orc.compress.size" 262,144 Compression chunk size.

"orc.row.index.stride" 10,000
Number of rows between index
entries.

"orc.stripe.size" 67,108,864 Size of in-memory write buffer.

Using the ECD Agent to Write ORC 

You can use the ECD agent to ORC Data to remote locations. See Writing Data to Remote
Locations for more details.

The ECD agent takes similar options, but these options need to be formatted in a properties
file along the lines of the following. These properties correspond to those defined for the
adapter above.

# Column types for the source stream

ROWTYPE=RecordType(INTEGER COL1,TIMESTAMP COL2, INTEGER COL3, BOOLEAN COL4,

VARCHAR(32) COL5, VARCHAR(32) COL6, INTEGER COL7)

FORMATTER=ORC

DIRECTORY=tmp/busStats

CONFIG_PATH=home/hive/kerberos/core-default.xml

AUTH_METHOD=kerberos

AUTH_USERNAME=sqlstream_guavus@my.GGN

AUTH_KEYTAB=home/hive/kerberos/sqlstream_guavus.keytab

AUTH_METASTORE_PRINCIPAL=hive/_HOST@my.GGN

HDFS_OUTPUT_DIR=hdfs:///hiveInstallation/data/svc_sqlstream_guavus/busStats

FILENAME_SUFFIX=.orc

FILE_ROTATION_TIME=1h

--the following options are specific to writing to a Hive table

HIVE_SCHEMA_NAME=trafficApp

HIVE_TABLE_NAME=hive_bus_stats

ORC_VERSION=V_0_12

ORC.USER.METADATA_COM.ACME.WATERMARK=AC3E

To invoke the agent, from the directory $SQLSTREAM_HOME/../clienttools/EcdaAgent/ enter
the following at the command line

$ ./commondataagent.sh --output --props sample.properties --io hive

http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/ecda-agent/#writing-data-remotely
http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/ecda-agent/#writing-data-remotely
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6.16 Writing Data to Remote Locations

To write to files in remote locations, you need to configure and instantiate the Extensible
Common Data agent. This agent is a standalone Java application that mediates data between
Guavus s-Server and external data sources.

The agent is supplied either as part of the distributed SQLstream product or as part of the
ClientTools download from the SQLstream website (via SQLstream-6.0.0-clienttools-linux.run
or SQLstream-client-tools-6.0.0-windows.exe). 

The ECDA Agent uses the SQLstream JDBC driver to select from a stream in s-Server. You
need to create a stream before implementing the agent. 

The ECDA Agent reads rows from an existing stream in

s-Server and writes them to a destination on a remote

server

.

The agent itself is a wrapper (or "hoster") for the ECDA (Extensible Common Data Adapter).
See the topic Reading from Other Sources for more information on the ECD adapter. The
agent is configured much like the adapter, except that you use command-line options or
properties files instead of foreign stream options to configure the agent.

Requirements

The server hosting the ECDA Agent must have a Java Runtime Environment (or a JDK)
installed.

Configuring and Using the ECDA Agent

To use the agent, you launch it from the command line, using a command along the following
lines:

./commondataagent.sh --output --io file --

props /var/sqlstream/etc/file_demo.properties --schemaName fileSource --tableName

fileSourceStream

The agent can be launched from anywhere on the machine on which it is installed. The script
require the following minimum command line arguments:
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· --output  Specififies that the agent reads from the server on which the agent resides.

· --io Determines the input/output format to be used by the agent. Options are file
(which is the default), net (network), mail (mail server), amqp, mqseries, kafka, or
hdfs.

· --schemaName, --tableName These indicate the s-Server stream to be read from.
You can configure these through the properties file. When specified on the command
line, they override any setting in the properties file.

Note: For Kafka, you also need to specify a location for the Kafka plugin, using the option --
plugin, such as -plugin /opt/sqlstream/5.1.0.14827/s-Server/plugin/kafka/kafka.jar

Configuring the EcdaAgent

You configure the rest of the EcdaAgent either by specifying a properties file or using
command-line parameters. We recommend using the properties file option, though it may be
useful at times to use base configuration information in the properties file and use the
command line to change one or two options.

Using Command Line Options Versus Property File Options

You use Property File options to specify how the ECDA Agent communicates with a particular
data source, such as a log file. The properties file configures the format type, directory,
separator character, and so on. You can also configure stream information in the properties
file. 

However, you may wish to use the same agent to connect with another instance of s-Server.
In this case, you can configure server connection and stream information from the command
line, using the arguments defined above.

Running the Agent

To invoke the ECDA Agent:

1. Declare or identify a destination stream in s-Server. For more information on creating a
stream, see the topic CREATE STREAM in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual

Note: When you install client tools as a standalone installation, the installer asks you for the
name of s-Server. The installer adds this information to file called client-tools/default.conn.prop.
If you are connecting to this instance of s-Server, you do not need to configure connection information for
s-Server when you run the ECD Agent. See Installing Client tools in Guavus SQLstream Installation
Manual for more information.

2. Create a properties file with information about the data source and destination stream.
Property file options are described below. The following example is for an agent that reads
from a stream called fileSourceStream in a schema called fileSource and writes to an XML file
located in the directory /TMP/XML_TEST/:

# Location, name, and type of file
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DIRECTORY=/TMP/XML_TEST/

FORMAT_TYPE=XML

FILENAME_PREFIX=TEST-

FILENAME_SUFFIX=.XML

# Configuration for formatter

DOC_ELEMENTS=/DOC/ELEMENTS/

ROW_ELEMENTS=/ROWELEMENTS/

DATA_ELEMENTS=DATA_ELEMENTS

ID_ELEMENTS=ID_ELEMENTS

ID_ATTRIBUTES=ID_ATTRIBUTES

CHARACTER_ENCODING=UTF-8

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME=FALSE

#Configuration for file rotation

MAX_TIME_DELTA_PER_FILE=60000

# Schema, name, and parameter signature of source stream

SCHEMA_NAME=fileSource

TABLE_NAME=fileSourceStream

#List of columns and types for source stream

#ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(DOUBLE id, TIMESTAMP reported_at, DOUBLE shift_no, VARCHAR(4096)

trip_no , VARCHAR(4096) route_variant_id, VARCHAR(4096) waypoint_id, VARCHAR(4096)

last_known_location_state, VARCHAR(4096) lat, VARCHAR(4096) lon, DOUBLE speed,

VARCHAR(4096) bearing, DOUBLE driver_no , VARCHAR(4096) prescribed, DOUBLE highway,

TIMESTAMP created_at, TIMESTAMP updated_at)

3. Run the commondataagent.sh script. The following example specifies that the agent is run
as input, with a format type of kafka, using a properties file
at /var/sqlstream/etc/kafka_demo.properties.

./commondataagent.sh --output --io kafka --

props /var/sqlstream/etc/kafka_demo.properties --plugin /opt/sqlstream/5.1.0.14827/s-

Server/plugin/kafka/kafka.jar

Note: When you start the agent, you may see error messages related to logging. You can
ignore these messages.
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Command Line Arguments for ECDA Agent
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Command Line Argument Definition

--input, --output --input specifies reader (inserting)

--output specifies writer (selecting)

One of these is required.

--io Input/output source. Defaults to file. Options are 
file--reads/writes over the file system
net--reads/writes over a network
amqp--reads/writes over amqp
kafka--reads from/writes to kafka
mqseries--reads from/writes to mqseries
mail--reads from/writes to mail server
hdfs--reads from/writes to Hadoop file system

--props Indicates properties file to be passed. Some properties,
such as --rowType, --tableName, --schemaName can be
also be configured through the command line.

--schemaName

--tableName

These indicate the s-Server stream to be read from. They
override any setting in the properties file.

--rowType This is optional in many use cases, because the parser will
automatically generate column names. This is always
RecordType and takes as options column names for the
stream. In writing column names, you enter the column type
first, such as VARCHAR(2040) or INTEGER, then the
column name exactly as it appears in the stream
declaration. Column names have implicit quotation marks;
that is, id in a ROWTYPE property is equivalent to "id" in a
stream declaration.

--ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id,
VARCHAR(2040) reported_at)

--uri, --user, --pass Connection information for the s-Server JDBC driver. You
only need to specify these if you are connecting to an s-
Server other then the one defined in in client-

tools/default.conn.properties.

--formatter This also overrides any setting in the properties file. File
format to be processed by agent.

Possible values are CSV, XML, JSON, Custom

--plugin This is the location of the jar file which contains the
appropriate ECDA plugin. For example, for the Kafka Agent,
this argument would be set to a value like this:

plugin/kafka/kafka.jar

The resulting boot command for the Kafka Agent would then
be

clienttools/commondata/commondataagent.sh --input --io

kafka --props $propertyFile --plugin

plugin/kafka/kafka.jar

where $propertyFile is the name of the file containing the
agent property files (as described below).
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At minimum, you need to specify the agent as a reader or writer and a configuration option. 

Properties File Configuration Options 

The properties file determines most of the options for the agent (most of the options set as
part of a foreign stream definition for the ECD adapter). Some options are general to all
sources, and other options need to be specified for each source. See the tables below for
more details.

To specify a properties file, enter the following:

--props example.properties

where example.properties is the name of your property file.You list property files using a text
editor. Property names are case-sensitive. 

By default, the EcdaAgent uses the connection info shared with all the other tools and agents
in client-tools/default.conn.properties, and uses a default data format of file. 
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Property Name Description

WRITE_HEADER True or False

DIRECTORY Directory in which file resides or to which you are writing.

SCHEMA_NAME Name of schema in s-Server for the stream to be read from. This needs to
match the name of the s-Server schema exactly.

TABLE_NAME Name of s-Server stream or table to be read from. This needs to match the
name of the s-Server stream exactly.

ROWTYPE This is always RecordType and takes as options column
names for the stream. In writing column names, you enter the
column type first, such as VARCHAR(2040) or INTEGER, then
the column name exactly as it appears in the stream
declaration. Column names have implicit quotation marks; that
is id in a ROWTYPE property is equivalent to "id" in a stream
declaration.

-ROWTYPE=RECORDTYPE(VARCHAR(2040) id, VARCHAR(2040)

reported_at)

CHARACTER_ENCODING Default: UTF-8
Any Java Supported Encoding. Use encoding implemented by java.nio,
see: 
http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/technotes/guides/intl/encoding.d
oc.html?toc=0

SEPARATOR Defines the characters used to delimit the columns in your data. Any
character in the list will be used as a delimiter, including a tab. For
example, after specifying SEPARATOR ',;:', every comma, semicolon, and
colon in a log record starts a new column.

SKIP_HEADER Whether or not a formatter will write a header.

FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME True or False

MAX_BYTES_PER_FILE Maximum number of bytes to write to a file before rotation.
Either MAX_BYTES_PER_FILE or
MAX_TIME_DELTA_PER_FILE must be specified for an output
file set.

MAX_TIME_DELTA_PER_FILE Maximum difference in rowtime in a specific file in milliseconds
before rotation. Examples: 60000 (1 minute), 30000 (30
seconds), 3600000 (1 hour), 43200000 (12 hours), 86400000
(1 day).

Either MAX_BYTES_PER_FILE or
MAX_TIME_DELTA_PER_FILE must be specified for an output
file set.

FILENAME_PREFIX Output only. Prefix of the final output file name.

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT Output only. Date format to use in the final output file name.

FILENAME_SUFFIX Output only. Suffix of the final output file name
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Options Specific to the File System

Option Description

DIRECTORY Directory to which you are writing. s-Server needs permission to write to

this directory.

ORIGINAL_FILENAME Name of file to write before rotation. This will be the name of the file that s-

Server is currently writing.

ESCAPE_<column name> True or false; defaults to true. Causes strings to be escaped before being

written.  

FILENAME_PREFIX Prefix of the final output file name, such as "test-".

FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT Java time format to use in the final output file name, for example yyyy-MM-

dd_HH:mm:ss

Uses java SimpleDateFormat

FILENAME_SUFFIX Suffix of the final output file name. Needs to include period if desired, e.g.

".csv"

MAX_BYTES_PER_FILE  Maximum number of bytes to write to a file before rotation. Either

MAX_BYTES_PER_FILE or MAX_TIME_DELTA_PER_FILE must be

specified for an output file set.

MAX_TIME_DELTA_PER_FILE  Maximum difference in rowtime in a specific file. Either

MAX_BYTES_PER_FILE or MAX_TIME_DELTA_PER_FILE must be

specified for an output file set.

Options Specific to Sockets

Options specific to sockets appear below. The ECD agent can act as a server or client.
When it acts a client, set REMOTE_HOST and REMOTE_PORT.  When it acts a server, set
SERVER_PORT and if desired SERVER_HOST.

Options specific to sockets appear below. The ECD framework can act as a server or client. When it

acts a client, set REMOTE_HOST and REMOTE_PORT.  When it acts a server, set SERVER_PORT

and if desired SERVER_HOST.

http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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Name Description

IS_IPV6 Whether or not the socket uses IPV6. Default is false.

IS_TCP Whether the socket uses TCP (True) or UDP (False). Default is false (UDP).

REMOTE_HOST Hostname to send tuples to or receive tuples from, when ECDA is acting as a client.

You can override this to 'LOCALHOST' to listen to only local connections, or a specific

ip address, such as <168.212.226.204>. When you specify REMOTE_HOST and

REMOTE_PORT, this tells the ECD socket code to start the network connection as a

client.

REMOTE_PORT Port to send tuples to or receive tuples from when ECDA is acting as a client.

REMOTE_* and SERVER_* tells ECDA's socket code how to start the network

connection (as a server or a client).

SERVER_HOST The hostname or IP address to listen upon to send/receive tuples, when ECDA is

acting as a server (defaults to 0.0.0.0). When you specify SERVER_HOST and

SERVER_PORT, this tells the ECD socket code to start the network connection as a

client.

SERVER_PORT the port to listen upon to send/receive tuples when ECDA is acting as a server.

Options Specific to AMQP

AMQP 0.9.1 vs 1.0

There are distinct differences between the way AMQP up to 0.9.1 works and the way AMQP 1.0 works.

Roughly, AMQP 1.0  only provides network wire-level protocol for the exchange of messages, while up to

0.9.1, AMQP employed a system of  exchanges, queues and bindings to exchange messages. As a

result of this change, you configure the connection URL for AMQP differently for 1.0 than for up to 0.9.1
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Foreign Stream, Table, or Properties Options for AMQP

Name Description

CONNECTION_URL Required. Connection URL for AMQP 1.0 server. This includes the servers

hostname, user, password, port and so on. This will differ depending on

whether you are using AMQP 1.0 or a legacy version.

Depending on your AMQP implementation, your URL might look something

like the following:

'amqp://guest:guest@localhost'

Single quotes must be doubled for SQL formatting. You may need to do

additional URL escaping depending on your AMQP implementation.

The site https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-

bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/ offers an example of formatting a

connection URL.

DESTINATION Required. AMQP 1\.0 queue or topic identifier.

 In s-Server 5.2, DESTINATION can be either an absolute

destination or be in the form:

<destination prefix>{PARITITION}<destination suffix>

Example:

/new/ConsumerGroups/$Default/Partitions/{PARTITION}

ACKNOWLEDGE_MODE Optional. Acknowledgment mode that ECDA communicates to the AMQP 1.0

server. Options are AUTO, MANUAL, or NONE; defaults to AUTO. Details on

these modes are available at http://docs.spring.io/spring-

integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack

Roughly, AUTO asks the container on the AMQP server to acknowledge once

message is completely delivered. MANUAL means that delivery tags and

channels are provided in message headers, and NONE means no

acknowledgments.

DELIVERY_MODE Optional. Delivery mode for messages that ECDA communicates to the AMQP

1.0 server. Options are NON-PERSISTENT or PERSISTENT; defaults to NON-

PERSISTENT. Details on these modes are available at

http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-

outbound-channel-adapter-xml-7a

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/service-bus-java-how-to-use-jms-api-amqp/
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-inbound-ack
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-outbound-channel-adapter-xml-7a
http://docs.spring.io/spring-integration/reference/html/amqp.html#amqp-outbound-channel-adapter-xml-7a
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 Version 5.2 Feature

PARTITION_EXPRESSION Use only if DESTINATION includes "{PARTITION}". 

This should be a dk.brics regular expression, such as "<0-3>".

Options Specific to Kafka

Options specific to writing files to Kafka in a remote location appear below:
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Option name Description

TOPIC Kafka topic

metadata.broker.list hostname:port of the Kafka broker. Defaults to localhost:9092. Used

for getting metadata (topics, partitions and replicas). Actual socket

connections are established using the information from this metadata.

Use commas to separate multiple brokers.

partitioner.class Fully qualified Java classname of Kafka partitioner

Defaults to 

com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.KafkaOutputSink.RoundR

obinPartitioner)

serializer.class Fully qualified Java classname of Kafka serializer, Defaults to

kafka.serializer.DefaultEncoder

key.serializer.class Names a serializer class for keys. If no class is given, Kafka uses

serializer.class. 

producer.type Specifies whether messages sent asynchronously in a background

thread. Async lets requests be batched. This helps throughput but

increases the possibility that a failed client machine results in unsent

data. Defaults to async.

compression.codec Specifies the compression codec for generated data, either "none",

"gzip" and "snappy".

compressed.topics If you have specified a compression.codec (other than "none"), this

option lets you limit compression to those topics listed in this option.

Empty means apply compression to all topics.

message.send.max.retries If enabled, producer will automatically retry a failed send request for a

set number of retries.

Note: using this option may, according to Kafka documentation "lead

to duplicates in the case of network errors that cause a message to

be sent but the acknowledgment to be lost."

 retry.backoff.ms Producers refreshes metadata to see if a new leader has been

elected. This option specifies the amount of time to wait before

refreshing.

request.required.acks If async is enabled in producer.mode, this sets a max time for

buffering data in milliseconds. For example, "100" means "try to batch

together 100ms of messages." Like most buffering, improves

throughput but adds message delivery latency.

request.timeout.ms When request.required.acks is enabled, this lets you specify how long

the broker should try to bundle the specified number of messages

before sending back an error to the client.

 topic.metadata.refresh.interval.ms By default, the producer refreshes topic metadata along two lines: 

· First, at regular intervals, which defaults to every 600000 ms, or 10

minutes. 

· Second, any time there is a failure, such as a partition missing or

leader not being available. 

This setting lets you change the regular polling interval by specifying a

new interval. If you set this number to a negative, the producer only

refreshes on failure. If you set this number to zero, the producer

refreshes ever time a message is sent (this is not recommended). 

Note: refresh happen only AFTER the message is sent, so if the

producer never sends a message the metadata is never refreshed.

queue.buffering.max.ms If async is enabled in producer.mode, this lets you specify a maximum

number of unsent messages to queue. Once this number is reached,

either the producer must be blocked or data must be dropped.

queue.buffering.max.messages If async is enabled in producer.mode, this lets you specify a maximum

number of messages to buffer.

queue.enqueue.timeout.ms If async is enabled in producer.mode, this lets you specify an amount

of time to block before dropping messages when the buffer has

reached the value specified in queue.buffering.max.messages. If you

set this option, to 0 events will be enqueued immediately or dropped if

the queue is full. If you set this option to -1, the producer will block

indefinitely.

batch.num.messages If async is enabled in producer.mode, this lets you specify the number

of messages to send in one batch. With this option enabled, the

producer will wait until either this number of messages are ready to

send or queue.buffer.max.ms is reached.

send.buffer.bytes Socket write buffer size.

client.id Using this option, you can specify a string to help you identify the

application making calls to the Kafka server.
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Options Specific to IBM MQ

Format Name Name

QUEUE_MANAGER_NAME Required. Name of MQSeries Queue Manager.

HOSTNAME Required. MQSeries hostname. Defaults to localhost.

PORT Optional. Port for MQSeries server. Defaults to 1414.

USERID User name for MQseries server.

PASSWORD Password for MQseries server.

CHANNEL_NAME Server connection channel for the MQSeries server.

TOPIC_NAME Name of the MQSeries topic from which you are receiving data. Need to specify

either QUEUE_NAME or TOPIC_NAME but not both.

TOPIC_OBJECT Any MQSeries administrative topic objects for the topic. See

http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/wmqv7/v7r0m0/topic/com.ibm.mq.amqnar.doc/

ps12490_.htm for more details.

QUEUE_NAME Name of the queue from which you are receiving data. Need to specify either

QUEUE_NAME or TOPIC_NAME but not both.

6.17 Other Connectors

s-Server works with Google Big Query and other bulk analysis platforms. This section
provides specific information on how to use the Big Query load script provided in
SQLstream/clienttools. 

Using the Big Query Connector

You can accomplish bulk loading for Vectorwise using the Table Update adapter. See the
topic Using the Table Update Adapter with Vectorwise in this guide for details.

For bulk loading with other systems, such as Kognitio, please contact
support@sqlstream.com. One of our support engineers can work with you to modify the Big
Query script for use with these platforms.

http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/wmqv7/v7r0m0/topic/com.ibm.mq.amqnar.doc/ps12490_.htm
http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/wmqv7/v7r0m0/topic/com.ibm.mq.amqnar.doc/ps12490_.htm
mailto:support@sqlstream.com
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6.17.1 Big Query Connector

SQLstream Google Big Query Connector is a bulk load script installed as part of Client Tools
within the s-Server Installer or the separate Client Tools Installer. Note: SQLstream can work
with you to modify this script for use with other platforms such as Kognitio.

The Big Query Connector is used for integrating SQLstream with Google Big Query for
Continuous ETL (extract, transport, load). Such an integration consists of several parts.

1. Using SQLstream Logfile Agent or Logfile Adapter to continuously process incoming
data, condition that data, and transform the data into a form consistent with the
definition of tables in Google Big Query.

2. Use options for Writing to the File System to create set of rotating csv formatted files
matching the Google Big Query table definition. You can also use the FileWriter
Adapter or FileWriter Agent (these are a legacy adapter and agent).

An annotated properties file for FileWriterAgent and a sample FileWriterAdapter
configuration are available in the installed Big Query Connector directory. The
annotations describe the desired settings for the File Writer configuration to be
compatible with the provided load script.

3. Using the Big Query Connector load script to push the rotated files to Big Query.
Users clone and modify the load script to set two parameters:  

a. BQTABLE is set to the name of the Big Query table. 

b. FNB is set to the same value as FILENAME_BASE in the
FileWriterAgent or FIleWriterAdapter configuration. FNB should end with
a trailing underscore (_) character.

Examples:

BQTABLE=sample.salesbids

FNB=salesbids_

The Big Query Connector load script will look for newly rotated files, use gzip to compress
each rotated file, and then use the Google big query command line tool to append the
contents of the rotated file to the Big Query Table.

The load script expects to find the rotated files in  <current directory>/destination. 

Note: You first need to create the destination folder under $SQLSTREAM_HOME/

../clienttools/BQConnector/BQConnector/

After each file is loaded, it is moved to the <current directory>/loaded directory while the
results of each load is created in the <current directory>/logs directory.

$SQLSTREAM_HOME/../clienttools/BQConnector/BQConnector/

http://www.gzip.org/
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Performing a bq init

Before running the load script, perform a bq init to set the proper permissions for loading data.

The bq command line tool is found in the BQConnector directory 
clienttools/BQConnector/lib/bq. You should check the Google Big Query download site for a
newer version.

For applications querying the Google Big Query tables, the Big Query Connector provides the
java api library in clienttools/BQConnector/lib/javaapi. You should check the Google Big Query
download site for  the newest version.

Example

For a file named salesbids_20120704_120000, after loading the file will be named
salesbids_20120704_120000.gz and located in the loaded directory. 

The results of the load will be stored in a text file named
salesbids_20120704_120000.201207041201500.success or
salesbids_20120704_120000.<load time>.failed depending upon the results of the load
request.

6.18 Using the Options Query Property

You can use the Options Query property to create a configuration table. You can then use this
table to update adapter options at runtime.

The Options Query returns one row. Table column names should be set for property names
and row value should be set for property value.

If you set the OPTIONS_QUERY property to 

select * from conf 

and that query returns 1 row with 1 column called DIRECTORY containing the
value /user/myuser, then the adapter is configured with the DIRECTORY property set
to /user/myuser.  Each time the adapter runs its configuration gets dynamically computed from
the conf table. You can also use views for the OPTIONS_QUERY.

7 Using s-Server over the Internet

The s-Server webAgent accepts certain HTTP requests which represent SQL queries, and
send these queries to s-Server. The agent replies with the query results as JSON objects.

webAgent functions as a simple, miniature Web server, and is an integral part of Guavus
StreamLab and s-Dashboard. (See json.org for more details on JSON objects.) SQLstream
WebAgent is delivered as part of the SQLstream Client Tools, in the shell script
webagent.sh. 

To run WebAgent, you initiate its shell script along the following lines:

webagent.sh –-port <port number> -a -w
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When run with no arguments, the WebAgent runs on port 5580 and uses "localhost" and
5570 as the default host and port for the JDBC connection to s-Server. Each request to
WebAgent can specify the s-Server host and port, so a single instance of WebAgent can
communicate with multiple s-Server instances. See Parameters Common to All Requests
Below.

The script accepts the arguments described below.

If the –a flag is given, the server provides a monitoring & testing web application viewable by
pointing a HTML5-capable browser at the root (such as http://localhost:5580). See Using the
WebAgent Test Tool. Otherwise, visiting / returns the same as /status. The /sqlstream

and /write requests are disabled by default. You enable them using the –w flag. This flag must
be specified at startup. When running webAgent as a service, both the test tool and writing to
webAgent can be enabled through a script located at /etc/default/webagentd. See Running
Webagentd as a Service for more details.

Browser Requirements

In order to run the \read \write or \sqlstream APIs, you need to be running one of the following
browsers: Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla
Firefox 17 (or later), or Apple Safari 7 (or later).

Webagent.sh Command-Line Options

Option Alias Description

-a --enable-app Enables webAgent Test tool. See Using the WebAgent
Test Tool for more details.

-p <port> --port <port> Selects WebAgent port. Default is 5580

-sn <user> --SQLstream-name <user> Specifies s-Server user name, default is ""

-sp <password> --SQLstream-password
<password>

Specifies s-Server password, default is ""

-su <url> --SQLstream-url <url> Specifies s-Server JDBC URL, default is
"jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:5570"

-w --enable-write Enables writable services (/sqlstream and /write)

-g <port> --debug <port> Sets a debug port for WebAgent

-v --verbose Enables verbose mode

--help Shows help message

-D<java property> Sets a java property, such as:

webagent.sh -Dwebagent.stream.fetchTimeout=30
or 

webagent.sh -Dwebsocket.maxwaitforwrite=N (where N
is seconds. Default is 10 seconds)

Requests

All of the requests below are appended to an http request, as in 

http://myserver:5580/status
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where "myserver:5580"

· /status

· /getmetadata

· /getcolumns

· /get

· /getcontinuous

· /sqlstream

· /read

· /write

Parameters Common to All Requests

Name Type Default Description

host string localhost s-Server hostname or IP

port number 5570 s-Server port

format string json Format for request. Currently json is only option.

callback string none jsonp callback function name

/status

Requests a status update from WebAgent itself. Includes the amount of memory it is using
and lists of the active threads, WebAgent sessions, and SQLstream connections.

Reply

{"message": <status message>,

 "allocatedMemory": <total memory in the JVM>, 

 "maxMemory": <maximum memory available to the JVM>, 

 "freeMemory": <free memory in the JVM>, 

 "threads": [<list of thread names>],

 "sessions": [<list of WebAgent session IDs>],

 "connections": [<list of SQLstream connections>]

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/status

Reply

{"message":"OK","maxMemory":129957888,"allocatedMemory":85000192,"freeMemory":78921232

,"threads":["main","Poller SunPKCS11-Darwin","HashSessionScavenger-0","qtp1405643749-

13 Acceptor0 SocketConnector@0.0.0.0:5580 STARTED","qtp1405643749-14","qtp1405643749-
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15","qtp1405643749-16","qtp1405643749-17","qtp1405643749-18","qtp1405643749-

19","qtp1405643749-20"],"sessions":[],"connections":[]}

/getmetadata

Requests metadata for the contents of the SQLstream catalog. Replies with a list of the SQL
objects present, either for the entire catalog or for a specified schema.

Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string all schemas restrict output to given schema

Reply Format

{"host": <SQLstream host>,

 "port": <SQLstream port>,

 "errorcode": <error code>,

 "SQLstate": <SQL state code>,

 "exceptionClass": <exception thrown>,

 "message": <error message>,

 "sqlobjects": [

{"schema": <schema name>,

       "name": <object name>,

       "type": <type name>

},

  … ]

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getmetadata

Reply

{"host":"myserver","port":5570,"errorCode":0,"SQLState":"00000","exceptionClass":"","m

essage":"","sqlobjects":

[{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"FrequentLocationsDescCSV","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"HitsPerHourCSV","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"HitsPerLocationCSV","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamLFAd","type":"FOREIGN STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LocationStream_","type":"STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamRaw","type":"STREAM"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamValid","type":"VIEW"},

{"schema":"AccessLog","name":"LogStreamWithLocation","type":"VIEW"},]}

/getcolumns

Requests metadata for the columns of a SQLstream object. 

Note: the precision and scale values returned for numerical columns are not correct. As an
alternative, you can use /getcontinuous to get the column info and then close the session
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immediately with /endcontinuous.

Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string required schema name

sqlobject string required SQL object (stream, view, table, etc.)

Reply Format 

"columns": [
{"name": <column name>,

       "index": <column index (starts with 1)>,
       "type": <SQL type of column>,
       "precision": <SQL precision>,
       "scale": <SQL scale>,
       "nullable": <true if column accepts nulls>

},
  … ]

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getcolumns?schema=SALES&sqlobject=BIDS

Reply

{"columns":

[{"name":"time","index":1,"type":"BIGINT","precision":0,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"ticker","index":2,"type":"VARCHAR","precision":5,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"shares","index":3,"type":"INTEGER","precision":0,"scale":0,"nullable":true},]

}

/get

Retrieves the contents of a static table. 

If includecols is false (default) the rows will be output as an array of arrays, one per row. If true,
the rows will be an array of objects, each with properties matching the column names for the
stream. 
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Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string required schema name

sqlobject string required SQL object (table, view, etc.)

includecols Boolean false Include column names in rows; rows will be objects instead of
arrays

timeout int 15 Optional. Timeout can be by this parameter for a single /get
request, if no parameter has been set by the java property
webagent.stream.fetchTimeout

Reply Format

If includecols is false:

    [[row as array], …]

If includecols is true:

    [{row as object}, …]

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/get?schema=SALES&sqlobject=EMPS

Reply

[[100,"Fred",10,"","",30,25,"Abc",true,false],

[110,"Eric",20,"M","San Francisco",3,80,"Abc",null,false],

[120,"Wilma",20,"F","",1,50,"",null,true],

[110,"John",40,"M","Vancouver",2,null,"Xyz",false,true]]

Request

http://myserver:5580/get?schema=SALES&sqlobject=EMPS&includecols=true

Reply

[{"EMPID":30,"MANAGER":false,"NAME":"Fred","AGE":25,"DEPTNO":10,"PUBLIC_KEY":"Abc","EM

PNO":100},

{"EMPID":3,"MANAGER":false,"NAME":"Eric","AGE":80,"DEPTNO":20,"PUBLIC_KEY":"Abc","GEND

ER":"M","CITY":"San Francisco","EMPNO":110},

{"EMPID":1,"MANAGER":true,"NAME":"Wilma","AGE":50,"DEPTNO":20,"PUBLIC_KEY":"","GENDER"

:"F","CITY":"","EMPNO":120}]

/getcontinuous

Initiates a session for continuous HTTP GETs from a SQLstream stream or view. The
schema and SQL object are required parameters. You can use additional parameters, which
are listed below, to control the minimum and maximum number of rows returned per request,
how often to poll s-Server, and how long to wait before timing out. The response includes a
session ID used when reading rows (see /getcontinuous/:sessionid below) along with status
indicators and a list of the columns in the SQL object. 
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Parameters

Name Type Default Description

schema string required schema name

sqlobject string required SQL object (stream, view, etc.)

minrows integer 64 minimum # of rows in buffer before a reply is sent

maxrows integer 512 maximum # of rows in a reply

poll integer (seconds) 2 how often to poll SQLstream for rows

timeout integer (seconds) 30 maximum time for reply. A reply containing 0 to minrows-
1 rows will be sent after this period.

maxqueue integer 8192 maximum # of rows retained in queue

skiprows boolean true Controls what happens when the queue is full. If true, old
rows are discarded. If false, we assume the client has
abandoned the session, and subsequent reads will
indicate an error.

includecols Boolean false Include column names in rows; rows will be objects
instead of arrays

Reply Format

{"host": <SQLstream host>,

 "port": <SQLstream port>,

 "schema": <name of schema>,

 "sqlobject": <name of SQL object>,

 "sessionid": <unique session ID>, 

 "errorcode": <error code>,

 "SQLstate": <SQL state code>,

 "exceptionClass": <exception thrown>,

 "message": <error message>,

 "columns": [

{"name": <column name>,

       "index": <column index (starts with 1)>,

       "type": <SQL type of column>,

       "precision": <SQL precision>,

       "scale": <SQL scale>,

       "nullable": <true if column accepts nulls>

},

  … ]

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getcontinuous?schema=SALES&sqlobject=BIDS

Reply

{"host":"myserver","port":5570,"schema":"SALES","sqlobject":"BIDS","sessionid":"3ccd34

2f-4df1-4ffb-ad92-

95f1c385673f","errorCode":0,"SQLState":"00000","exceptionClass":"","message":"","colum

ns":

[{"name":"ROWTIME","index":1,"type":"TIMESTAMP","precision":0,"scale":0,"nullable":fal

se},

{"name":"time","index":2,"type":"BIGINT","precision":19,"scale":0,"nullable":true},
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{"name":"ticker","index":3,"type":"VARCHAR","precision":5,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"shares","index":4,"type":"INTEGER","precision":10,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"price","index":5,"type":"REAL","precision":7,"scale":0,"nullable":true},

{"name":"expiryMs","index":6,"type":"BIGINT","precision":19,"scale":0,"nullable":true}

,

{"name":"comment","index":7,"type":"VARCHAR","precision":1024,"scale":0,"nullable":tru

e}]}

/endcontinous

Given a session ID as returned by /getcontinuous, close the session.

Reply Format

{"error": <error code>,

 "message": <error message>

 }

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/endcontinuous/3ccd342f-4df1-4ffb-ad92-95f1c385673f

Reply

{"error":0, "message":""}

/getcontinous/:sessionid

Given a session ID as returned by /getcontinuous, read from SQLstream. If at least minrows
are queued before the timeout expires, you get a reply containing an error code and the rows
as an array of arrays. After the timeout, you get a reply containing 0 to minrows – 1 rows.

If skiprows is true, webAgent will read continuously from SQLstream and discard old rows to
prevent more than maxqueue rows from accumulating. 

If skiprows is false, webAgent stops reading when the queue is full. 

The client then has 16 times the timeout period to request data from this session, if no
request is made in that time the session is abandoned and subsequent requests will return an
error.

If ‘includecols’ is false (default) the rows will be output as an array of arrays, one per row. If
true, the rows will be an array of objects, each with properties matching the column names
for the stream.

Reply Format

{"error": <error code>,
 "message": <error message>,
 "rowCount": <rows in this response>,
 "rows": [
      [<rows values as array>]

  … ]
 }
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Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/getcontinuous/3ccd342f-4df1-4ffb-ad92-95f1c385673f

Reply

{"error":0, "message":"", "rowCount":144,"rows":

[

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327361539418,"MSFT",593,18.66,13323515,"sample comment B-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327359486053,"MSFT",443,15.18,13335116,"sample comment B-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327356654079,"SQLS",677,16.12,16721538,"sample comment C-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327361469393,"MSFT",401,16.9,4142586,"sample comment B-

2"],

["Jan 23, 2012 10:04:58 PM",1327363275810,"ADBE",465,16.43,8830800,"sample comment A-

1"],

…
]}

Note: If no rows are available, the result will be {"error": 0, "message": "", "rowCount": 0}  If the
session ID is invalid or the session has been abandoned, the result will be {"error": 1,
"message": "invalid session ID", "rowCount": 0}.

/sqlstream

Using this request, you can send SQL commands to s-Server through a websocket. The
socket you get from /sqlstream accepts SQL commands and returns the result. This functions
roughly like using the SQLline client through a websocket. 

To use /sqlstream, you submit an http request to open a socket and receive a unique ID, which
is used to construct a websocket URL, as above, as in 

ws:///ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f

Once you submit a http://myserver:5880/sqlstream request, the return message contains the
path for the websocket. The websocket accepts messages consisting of a token  and a SQL
command. The token is used to identify the reply, is generated by your client, and might be a
string containing a serial number, for example. The reply will contain the same token and the
response from s-Server.

Note: This option is enabled only if the –w or –-enable-write option was specified at startup.

Note: in order to use this option, you need to be running one of the following browsers:
Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or
later), or Apple Safari 7 (or later).
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Name Type Default Description

user string user name (currently ignored)

password string user password (currently ignored)

Reply Format

{"success": <true if authorized and websocket opened>, "ws": <path for websocket>}

Example

http://myserver:5580/sqlstream

{"success":true,"ws":"/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f"}

WebSocket

ws://myserver:5580/<path>

Example:

ws:///ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f

Receive

If the result contains a table (if the SQL was a SELECT statement):

{"token": <token corresponding to SQL command>,

 "nrows": <number of rows in result>

 "columns": [

{"name": <column name>,

       "index": <column index (starts with 1)>,

       "type": <SQL type of column>,

       "precision": <SQL precision>,

       "scale": <SQL scale>,

       "nullable": <true if column accepts nulls>

},

  … ],

  "rows": [

      [<rows values as array>]

   … ]

}

Otherwise, only the number of rows affected is sent:

{"token": <token corresponding to SQL command>,

 "nrows": <number of rows affected by statement>}

If there is an error with the statement, the error is also returned:

{"token": <token corresponding to SQL command>,

 "nrows": 0,

 "error": <SQL error message>}
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/read

Requests a websocket for receiving rows from SQLstream. The /read socket accepts SQL
SELECT statements and replies with a JSON record describing the columns of the
table/stream, then each of the rows of the table or stream as separate JSON records.

· To open or close and reopen a stream, send the SQL Select statement as the
command. 

· To stop a stream, send "stop" as the command. 

Using the Multiplex Option

By default, each socket supports one query at a time. In order to combine multiple queries
over the same websocket, you can add the multiplex parameter to the /read URL and set it to
true. Each query must then be accompanied by an arbitrary string tag or "token". Sending a
new query with an existing token cancels the old query associated with that token, then starts
the new query. The rows received will arrive inside an object that includes the token, and the
token will be included in all other messages (which are already JSON objects). 

Note: This option is preferable to opening multiple websockets.

Process

You may send a non-streaming select statement to read from a table or view on a table. The
response will be the column info for the table followed by each of the rows of the table, each
as a separate message. This stops any stream select that may have been running, so no
further output will be sent until another select statement is sent. If multiplexing is enabled, you
will receive an end-of-table message when the table has been exhausted. You may select
from the same table multiple times, the full table will be sent each time (in contrast, if you
issue a select stream command and then issue the same command again, you will not get a
new columns description, you will continue to get rows from the same stream.

Note: in order to use this option, you need to be running one of the following browsers:
Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or
later), or Apple Safari 7 (or later).

Parameters

Nam
e

Typ
e

De
fa
ult

Description

user strin
g

user name (currently ignored)

pass
word

strin
g

user password (currently ignored)

multip
lex

bool
ean

fals
e

Enables multiplexing option
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Command Options

Option Default Description

token undefined Should be provided with all commands sent on sockets with multiplexing enabled.
This token identifies responses pertaining to the SELECT statement. Rows return as
JSON objects that include the token as well as the row array. You need to send a
unique token, because existing SELECT statements on this socket that have the same
token (or no token) will be stopped.

skip false If true, enables load shedding so that rows are skipped when the load is above the

defined loadLimit. If no token is provided for the SELECT statement, the client receives
rows as arrays and skipped rows just won’t be sent. If a token is provided, the client
will receive JSON objects that include a skipped property which indicates the number
of rows that were skipped since the last row was sent.

If false, back pressure can build up in the s-Server pipeline if the messages are
delayed in the network or not accepted by the webclient.

loadLimit The limit to the number of row sends that haven’t completed. If skip is true and the
load reaches this level, WebAgent will start skipping rows. 
If the load reaches this level and skip is false, the agent will block, but at the time
defined by maxwaitforwrite it will presume the webclient is dead and will close the
websocket.

maxwaitforwrite is set on the webagent commandline by -

Dwebsocket.maxwaitforwrite=N where N is seconds. Default is 10 seconds.

Reply

{"success": <true if authorized and websocket opened>, "ws": <path for websocket>}

Example

http://myserver:5580/read

{"success":true,"ws":"/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f"}

http://localhost:5580/read?multiplex=true

{"success":true,"ws":"/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f"}

WebSocket

ws://myserver:5580/<path>

Send

{"command": <SQL select statement>|stop|""}

{"command":"select stream ROWTIME, * from \"SALES\".\"BIDS\"", "token": 1}

{"command":"select stream ROWTIME, * from \"SALES\".\"ASKS\"",

 "token": 2,

 "skip": true,

 "loadLimit": 12

}
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Example:

{"command":"select stream ROWTIME, * from \"SALES\".\"BIDS\""}

Receive

Once, each time a new SELECT statement is sent:

{"token": <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

{"columns": [    

{"name": <column name>,

       "index": <column index (starts with 1)>,

       "type": <SQL type of column>,

       "precision": <SQL precision>,

       "scale": <SQL scale>,

       "nullable": <true if column accepts nulls>

},

  … ]}

For each row in the stream:

[<value>,<value> …]

For each row in the stream (multiplexing):

{"token": <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

 "skipped": <number of rows skipped due to load shedding>,

 "row": [<value>,<value> …]

}

At the end of a table select (must be multiplexing):

{"token": <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

 "total_skipped": <total number of rows skipped due to load shedding>,

 "total_rows": <total number of rows in table>

}

If an error occurs with the SQL statement:

{"token": <token corresponding to SELECT command>,

{"errorcode": <some non-zero value>,

 "message": <error message>

/write

Requests a websocket for sending rows to SQLstream. Once you receive the websocket, the
client sends a message containing a SQL INSERT statement to open and configure the
stream and then sends subsequent messages each containing a single row. A message with
"stop" as the command closes the stream. 

Note: This option is enabled only if the –w or –-enable-write option was specified at startup.

Note: in order to use this option, you need to be running one of the following browsers:
Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (or later), Google Chrome 31 (or later), Mozilla Firefox 17 (or
later), or Apple Safari 7 (or later).
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Reply

{"success": <true if authorized and websocket opened>,

 "ws": <path for websocket>}

Example

Request

http://myserver:5580/write

Reply

{"success":true,"ws":"/ws/0a46c064-4870-40db-b6ff-22c54ae1525f"}

WebSocket

ws://myserver:5580/<path> 

Note: wss is currently not implemented.

Send

{"command": <SQL insert statement>|stop|""}

example:

{"command":"insert into \"SALES\".\"BIDS\" (\"ROWTIME\", \"time\", \"ticker\",

\"shares\", \"price\", \"expiryMs\", \"comment\") values (?,?,?,?,?,?,?)"}

Receive

Once, each time a new INSERT statement is sent:

{"params": [    

{"index": <column index (starts with 1)>,

       "mode": <insert mode>,

       "type": <SQL type of parameter>,

       "precision": <SQL precision>,

       "scale": <SQL scale>,

       "nullable": <true if parameter accepts nulls>

       "signed": <true if parameter is signed>

},

  … ]}

If an error occurs with the SQL statement:

{"errorcode": <some non-zero value>,

 "message": <error message>

}

Send a row

[<value>,<value> …]

example:
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["2012-03-09 01:34:56.87",1331262368627,"SQLS",589,19.98,12347529,"sample comment
B-2"]

Note: the web UI provided by WebAgent supports specifying a row that will contain random
values (it can also repeatedly send rows at a given interval). The codes it recognizes are:

{{now}} Current time as quoted string

{{nowms}} Current time as integer milliseconds

{{A|B|C}} One of A, B, C

{{x..y}} A random value between x and y

For example, this produces a row similar to the one in the example above: 

[{{now}},{{nowMS}},{{"SQLS"|"APPL"|"PEAR"}},{{940..950}},

{{42.0..44.0}},12347529,"sample comment {{A|B|C}}-{{1..3}}"]

Note that the web UI is doing the substitution. The write socket still expects a standard JSON
array.

7.1 Running Webagentd as a Service

When you install s-Server, the installer gives you the option of running webAgent as a service
called webagentd. This is the recommended way of running webAgent.

Managing Parameters for webagentd

There are two variables defined in /etc/default/webagentd 

Variable Equivalent
webAgent
command line
option

Description

WEBAGENT_ENABLE_W
EBAPP 

-a Enables webAgent Test tool. See Using the WebAgent
Test Tool for more details.

WEBAGENT_ENABLE_W
RITE 

-w Enables writable services (/sqlstream and /write)

7.2 Using the WebAgent Test Tool

WebAgent includes a browser-based test tool through which you can run and confirm
WebAgent requests.

To access the tool, enable the -a option when you launch WebAgent.

The tool is available at port 5580 at whatever host is running WebAgent.
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Each page features a Save to URL option. This lets you copy the URL in the browser and
send a test's results to another user. 

The home page for the tool lets you enter a host and port for s-Server, and then test
WebAgent's connectivity to s-Server.

To open the API test tools, click the button in the upper right corner of the home page.

The API Tests page lists tests that correspond to each WebAgent request. See webAgent
requests in the topic webAgent for more details.

When you open a test, its page lets you enter parameters for the test. For example,
the /sqlstream test lets you first enter a user name and password for s-Server, then open a
web socket to s-Server.

Once the socket is open, you can enter SQL and send it to s-Server, viewing the results in
the box below. Details on parameters for all tests appear in the topic webAgent in this guide.
For example, parameters for /sqlstream appear here.
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8 Transforming Data in s-Server

The main way to transform data in s-Server is through SQL. See the SQL Reference guide
for more detail. For more sophisticated transformations, you can define custom User Defined
Transformations and User Defined Functions. This section discusses the creation of these.

UDXes operate in the middle of processing a stream. They use the JDBC API to exchange
data with Guavus s-Server while stream processing is underway. You call a UDX with one or
more streaming arguments, and the UDX returns a streaming result. To use that resulting
stream, downstream operations or listeners must SELECT from it. UDXes are similar to SQL
functions (normal UDFs). The difference is that UDXes return streaming results, whereas
UDFs return scalar results.

You can download the SQLstream Software Development Kit API as a Javadoc here.

You can use both UDXes and UDFs to create custom windowed aggregation functions that
aggregate values on a sliding window of rows over time. See Blending SQL and Custom
Operators for more details.

· You can use s-Server with machine learning systems such as SystemML and
DataRobot. See Using s-Server for Machine Learning with Integrated Apache
SystemML and Building a UDX with DataRobot.

· Kalman Filter UDX. Allows customers to run Kalman filters on streams of sensor
data. A Kalman filter is a technique for sharpening the measurements produced by
blurry sensors. 

· Linear Interpolation UDX and Quadratic Interpolation UDX. These allow you to
reconstruct missing rows.
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· Matched Filter UDX. Allows you to evaluate a template against a signal, giving a
correlation coefficient for how close the match was at any point within the signal.

· Parser UDX. Lets you call s-Server's predefined parsers in a function.

·  AesEncryptDecrypt UDX. Performs Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Encryption
compatible with the MySQL AES_ENCRYPT and AES_DECRYPT functions.

· Group Rank UDX. Sorts groups of rows. (GroupRank.jar)

· Table Lookup UDX. Looks up external DB entries which match one or more stream
columns (stream-table JOIN) (TableLookup.jar).

· Cassandra Lookup UDX. Looks up tables in Cassandra keyspaces.

· XML Parse UDX. Parses XML column values into name=value pairs using XPath,
streams values in named columns (XmlParse.jar).

· URI Parse UDX. Parses decorated URI into name=value parameter pairs, streams
values in named columns. (UriParse.jar)

· GeoIPFunctions UDF. Lets you determine the country, region, city, latitude, and
longitude associated with IP addresses worldwide, along with the postal code, and
metro code for US IP addresses. It does so using the MaxMind GeoIp City database.
See http://www.maxmind.com/en/city for more details.

See also the UDF/UDX descriptions, discussions, and examples in the topic SQLstream
Software Development Kit (SDK) in this guide.

GoogleGeoCode UDF

User-defined Routines and Prepared Statement

When a query using one or more user-defined routines (UDFs, UDXes, etc.) will be executed
many times, it should be made inside a PreparedStatement. This advice applies as well to
any metadata query and to non-expedited Inserts. Multiple executions without using a
PreparedStatement raises the possibility of leaking a class in PermGen space. Using a
PreparedStatement for such a query thus minimizes the need to enlarge PermGen space,
which is set by default at 64MB but can be changed using the

  -xx MaxPermSize=<size>

flag on the start-server command, where <size> can be 64m, 128m, 256m, etc. The "m" is
necessary.

See also the topic JDBC Driver in this guide for discussions and links pertaining to
SQLstream's StreamingPreparedStatement and StreamingStatement extensions to the
standard PreparedStatement interface.

http://www.maxmind.com/en/city
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/api/java/sql/PreparedStatement.html
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Control Streams

The TableLookup UDX implements stream-table join by looking up entries in an external table
that match one or more key columns in the input stream. TableLookup supports a control
stream with commands enabling you to suspend the stream-table join, flush the cache, and
then resume the stream-table join. After resuming, the cache is repopulated with fresh values
from the lookup table, some of which may have changed from the earlier state of the cache.

8.1 Blending SQL and Custom Operators

Once you create UDFs and UDXes as functions, you can use these to create custom
windowed aggregation functions that aggregate values on a sliding window of rows over time.

Aggregating Values on Sliding Windows with UDFs 

You can use a JAVA implementation of a "stateful" User Defined Function (UDF) to create
custom windowed aggregation functions that aggregate values on a "sliding" window of rows
over time.

A User Defined Transform (UDX) written in JAVA is a more powerful alternative. A UDX is
essentially a table function implemented in JAVA. See Aggregating Values on Sliding
Windows with UDXes  below.

The following example uses standard s-Server Windowed Aggregation syntax. See the topic
Window Clause of the SELECT Statement in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual for more details.

SELECT STREAM "CustomAgg"("aggCol") OVER (PARTITION BY "partCol" RANGE INTERVAL '1'

MINUTE PRECEDING), *

FROM "aStream";

Here, "CustomAgg" is a custom aggregation function that a you implement in JAVA. The
following describes how to implement such a function and use it to implement custom
aggregation.

First, you declare (create) the UDF that can be used to perform Windowed Aggregation. See
the topic CREATE FUNCTION in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual for
more details.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "WindowedAggUDF"(

    "aggCol" DOUBLE, "partitionCol" VARCHAR(128),

    "rowtimeCol" TIMESTAMP, "windowSize" INTEGER)

    RETURNS DOUBLE

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"SampleJar":com.sqlstream.sample.functions.Sample.SimpleUDF';
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Note: You need to create the SimpleUDF before executing this statement. See the topic
CREATE JAR in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual for more details.
The sections below provide sample Java code that you can use to implement this JAR.

EXTERNAL NAME is used to define where s-Server should look for the Java class
implementing the function. Java-defined external functions must be located either in a class
file on Guavus s-Server's Java classpath, or in an external Java archive (JAR) file loaded into
the system using CREATE JAR. In the latter case, the qualified jar name is the name given to
the jar as part of CREATE FUNCTION. If the jar name was not defined in the current schema,
then the fully qualified <schema>.<jar name> format must be used.

At this point, you can implement the semantics expressed in the windowed aggregation
syntax above by invoking the sample UDF with the UDF definition you created earlier.

SELECT STREAM "WindowedAggUDF"("aggCol", "partCol", s.ROWTIME, 60000), *

FROM "aStream" AS s;

The JAVA code below defines a function called simpleUDF. The code shows the basic
structure of how windowed aggregation semantics can be implemented using a function
called "context" to maintain "windows" of rows and aggregated results that are partitioned by
partition column.

public static double simpleUDF(

    double aggCol, String partCol, long rowtimeCol, int windowSize)

{

    ...

    Object functionContext = PluginUtil.get().getContext();

    if (functionContext == null) {

        functionContext = getNewContext();

        PluginUtil.get().setContext(functionContext);

    }

    ...

    WindowPartition p = functionContext.getPartition(partCol);

    if (p == null) {

        functionContext.addPartition(newPartition(partCol));

        functionConext.addAggBucket(newAggBucket(partCol));

    }

    AggBucket agg = functionContext.getAggBucket(partCol);

    Row newRow = new Row(aggCol, rowtimeCol);

    p.addRow(newRow);

    while (p.oldestRow().needsPurge(rowtimeCol, windowSize)) {

        Row oldestRow = p.purgeOldestRow();

        agg.updateBucket(DROP_ROW, oldestRow);

        -- if partition has 0 rows in it then delete the partition

        -- as well as corresponding aggBucket from context.

    }

    agg.updateBucket(ADD_ROW, newRow);

    ...

}
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Aggregating Values on Sliding Windows with UDXes 

You can use a JAVA User Defined Transform (UDX)  to create custom windowed aggregation
functions that aggregate values on a "sliding" window of rows over time. To do so, you will
need to follow the steps to create and implement a UDX.

SQL standard Windowed Aggregation syntax

SELECT STREAM "CustomAgg"("aggCol") OVER (PARTITION BY "partCol" RANGE INTERVAL '1' MINUTE PRECEDING), *

FROM "aStream";

In the SQL example above, "CustomAgg" is a custom aggregation function that you
implement in JAVA. Subsequent paragraphs describe how you can use a JAVA UDX to
implement such custom aggregation.

First, you declare (create) the UDX that can be used to perform Windowed Aggregation. See
the topic CREATE FUNCTION in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual for
more details.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "WindowedAggUDX"(

    "inputRows" CURSOR

    "aggColName" VARCHAR(64), "partitionColName" VARCHAR(64),

    "rowtimeColName" VARCHAR(64), "windowSize" INTEGER)

    RETURNS TABLE (

        "inputRows".*, "aggResult" DOUBLE

    )

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"SampleJar":com.sqlstream.sample.functions.Sample.SimpleUDX';

Note: You need to create the SimpleUDF before executing this statement. See the topic
CREATE JAR in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual for more details.
The sections below provide sample Java code that you can use to implement this JAR.

EXTERNAL NAME is used to define where s-Server should look for the Java class
implementing the function. Java-defined external functions must be located either in a class
file on Guavus s-Server's Java classpath, or in an external Java archive (JAR) file loaded into
the system using CREATE JAR. In the latter case, the qualified jar name is the name given to
the jar as part of CREATE FUNCTION. If the jar name was not defined in the current schema,
then the fully qualified <schema>.<jar name> format must be used.

At this point, you can implement the semantics expressed in the windowed aggregation
syntax above by invoking the sample UDX as described below.

SELECT STREAM STREAM("WindowedAggUDX"(

    CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM "aStream"),

    ‘aggCol’, ‘partCol’, ‘ROWTIME’, 60000));

The JAVA code below shows the basic structure of how windowed aggregation semantics
can be implemented using the  function "context" to maintain "windows" of rows and
aggregated results that are partitioned by partition column.
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import com.sqlstream.plugin.impl.AbstractBaseUdx;

import java.sql.*;

import com.sqlstream.jdbc.*;

public class Sample extends AbstractBaseUdx {

       FunctionContext context;

private Sample(

    java.sql.ResultSet inputRows,

    java.sql.PreparedStatement resultInserter)

    throws SQLException

{

    super(newTracer(), inputRows, resultInserter);

    context = newFunctionContext();

}

public static double simpleUDX(

    java.sql.ResultSet inputRows,

    String aggColName, String partColName, String rowtimeColName,

    int windowSize, java.sql.PreparedStatement resultInserter)

    throws SQLException

{

    Sample instance = new Sample(inputRows, resultInserter);

    

    -- Following determines columnIndexes in inputRows for columns

    -- needed to compute aggregate

    context.updateContext(

        aggColName, partColName, rowtimeColName, windowSize);

    instance.run();

}

public void run() throws SQLException {

    while (inputRows.next()) {

        ...

        -- API to fast copy pass-through columns from input

        -- to output. Defined in AbstractBaseUdx

        transferColumns(inputRows, resultInserter, passList);

        ...

        WindowPartition p = functionContext.getPartition(partCol);

        if (p == null) {

            functionContext.addPartition(newPartition(partCol));

            functionConext.addAggBucket(newAggBucket(partCol));

        }

        AggBucket agg = functionContext.getAggBucket(partCol);

        Row newRow = new Row(aggCol, rowtimeCol);

        p.addRow(newRow);

        while (p.oldestRow().needsPurge(rowtimeCol, windowSize)) {

            Row oldestRow = p.purgeOldestRow();

            agg.updateBucket(DROP_ROW, oldestRow);

            -- if partition has 0 rows in it then delete the partition

            -- as well as corresponding aggBucket from context.

        }

        agg.updateBucket(ADD_ROW, newRow);

        ...

        -- set the parameter for aggResult column defined in

        -- RETURNS clause of the UDX

        resultInserter.setDouble(aggResultIdx, agg.getResult());

        -- insert the result row to the output table of the UDX.
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        resultInserter.executeUpdate();

    }

}

}

8.2 Using s-Server for Machine Learning with Integrated Apache
SystemML

s-Server integrates Apache SystemML to provide real-time predictions based on continuous
machine learning. Using data from s-Server, you can create continuously-updating prediction
models, so that models train without interrupting the data pipeline.

Two s-Server components support this:

A training component, which supports 19 different machine learning algorithms. As part of an
s-Server pipeline, data is continuously streamed at a model. As the model is trained, it
outputs a version number, which is used to dynamically update predictions without stopping
the pipeline. You can determine how often this model is updated by setting a policy.

A function that uses output from the training phase to make predictions/scoring. This function
outputs both a prediction field and a model number, so that you can see the data model on
which the prediction is based.

Your scoring function is expressed using SystemML’s DML (Declarative Machine Learning)
language. 

How to Build Models and Recreate Them by Using s-Server's File Writer

To begin making predictions with s-Server, you should first identify data that you can use to
"train" a SystemML model. This data should include one column that is predictive. A list of
products, for example, might include a column predicting whether a given product is a good
buy. The other columns might include information on price on this site, prices from competitor
sites, customer ratings, and so on. This should be the same data that you will pass to the
SystemML function in s-Server.

The following code creates a foreign stream to be used as a file-writing sink.
runStandaloneSystemML.sh is invoked through an option called "POSTPROCESS_CMD".

CREATE or REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM

"StreamLab_Output_srutinizertest"."guide_1_out_sink" (

    "id" INTEGER,

    "shift_no" DOUBLE,

    "reported_at" TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

    "trip_no" VARCHAR(10),

    "latitude" DOUBLE,

    "longitude" DOUBLE,

    "speed" INTEGER,

    "baring" INTEGER,

    "active" BOOLEAN)

    SERVER "ECDAWriterServer_1"

    OPTIONS (
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    "POSTPROCESS_CMD" 'scripts/runStandaloneSystemML.sh scripts/algorithms/l2-svm-

predict.dml -nvargs X=<input> Y=data/haberman.test.labels.csv model=data/l2-svm-

model.csv fmt="csv" confusion=data/l2-svm-confusion.csv',

    "FORMATTER" 'CSV',

    "CHARACTER_ENCODING" 'UTF-8',

    "QUOTE_CHARACTER" '',

    "SEPARATOR" ',',

    "WRITE_HEADER" 'false',

    "DIRECTORY" '/home/sqlstream/work/systemml/scripts/functions/jmlc/',

    "FILENAME_PREFIX" 'crash_by_lat_long_model',

    "FILENAME_SUFFIX" '.mtx',

    "FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT" 'yyyy-MM-dd-HH-mm-ss',

    "MAX_BYTES_PER_FILE" '1073741',

    "FORMATTER_INCLUDE_ROWTIME" 'false');

The POSTPROCESS_CMD option lets you run a script after the file is written. In this case,
the runStandaloneSystemML.sh script generates a set of "trained" data model on which you
can use, later on, to calculate scores or predictibility.

The code above generates a file called crash_by_lat_long_model.mtx in the
directory /home/sqlstream/work/systemml/scripts/functions/jmlc/. We will use this file below
to generate a prediction.

Note: Because of the nature of streaming data, you will need to set up a pump in order to
move rows continually from an s-Server stream to another stream, file, Kafka topic, Kinesis
stream, RDBMS table or other location. Pumps are INSERT macros that continually pass
data from one point in a streaming pipeline to the other. A model for setting up a pump is
provided below. See the topic CREATE PUMP in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Guide for more details.

Using JMLC for Scoring on a Row-by-Row Basis

Systemml is installed on s-Server right as a function called sys_boot.mgmt.predict. You can use
this function to make predictions based on an existing DML file and the model data file that
you generated above.

The predict function requires the following parameters: 

Parameter Description

inputRows Current cursor.

dml Name of DML file.

model Model data file.

rows As prompted by SystemML.

columnIndexes Order number of the columns where we should look for values to use in
prediction. For example, if you are using the 2nd, 3rd, and 5th columns, you
would enter '2,3,5' here.

predictionColumnName Name of the new column containing the prediction output.
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Example

The following code shows how we load buses data from a file and for each row we predict if
something is about to happen or not based on the values taken from columns 2, 5 and 6
(shift_no, latitude, longitude).

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "transit";

ALTER PUMP "transit".* STOP;

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "transit";

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA LIBRARY 'class

com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.CommonDataWrapper' LANGUAGE JAVA;

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "ECDA_FILEREADER"

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA

OPTIONS (classname 'com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.FileSetColumnSet');

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM "transit"."buses" (

    "id" INTEGER,

    "shift_no" DOUBLE,

    "reported_at" TIMESTAMP,

    "trip_no" VARCHAR(10),

    "latitude" DOUBLE,

    "longitude" DOUBLE,

    "speed" INTEGER,

    "bearing" INTEGER,

    "active" BOOLEAN)

    SERVER "ECDA_FILEREADER"

    OPTIONS (

    "PARSER" 'CSV',

    "CHARACTER_ENCODING" 'UTF-8',

    "QUOTE_CHARACTER" '"',

    "SEPARATOR" ',',

    "ROW_SEPARATOR" u&'\000A',

    "SKIP_HEADER" 'false',

    "DIRECTORY" '/home/sqlstream',

    "FILENAME_PATTERN" 'buses\.txt');

To call the function, use code along the following lines:

select stream * from table (sys_boot.mgmt.predict(cursor(select stream * from

"transit"."buses"), 

    '/home/sqlstream/work/systemml//scripts/functions/jmlc/m-svm-score.dml',

    '/home/sqlstream/work/systemml/scripts/functions/jmlc/crash_by_lat_long_model.mtx'

, 100, '2,5,6', 'prediction' ) );

This code uses a DML script in /home/sqlstream/work/systemml//scripts/functions/jmlc/
called m-svm-score.dml and a model data file
in /home/sqlstream/work /systemml/scripts/functions/jmlc/ called crash_by_lat_long_model.mtx.

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.
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8.3 Building a UDX with DataRobot

You can use DataRobot's analytic models to build a UDX that you can call in s-Server. This
model takes stream columns as input and outputs these columns plus a predictive column,
such as "isspeeding" or "isagoodbuy". 

In order to do so, you will need to:

1. Log on to app.datarobot.com. You will need credentials for the DataRobot site in
order to do so.

2. Identify data that you can use to "train" a DataRobot model. This data should include
one column that is predictive. A list of products, for example, might include a column
predicting whether a given product is a good buy. The other columns might include
information on price on this site, prices from competitor sites, customer ratings, and
so on. This should be the same data that you will pass to the DataRobot UDX in s-
Server, minus the predictive column. When you run the UDX, s-Server creates the
predictive column as output.

3. Upload this data to app.datarobot.com and have DataRobot analyze it.

4. Find a data model that has been ported to Java from app.datarobot.com and
download it. 

Not all DataRobot models have been ported to Java.

Note: s-Server requires a DataRobot model that has been ported to Java in order to work
with s-Server's processing speed. 

You will need to do two things with this JAR: 

1) Place it in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/<VERSION>/s-Server. 

2) Reference it when you run .

You then write a UDX that incorporates the downloaded JAR. To pass the UDX columns, you
reference UDX cursor parameters, which correspond to a Java argument of type
java.sql.ResultSet and streaming UDX cursor parameters, which correspond to a Java
argument of type com.sqlstream.jdbc.StreamingResultSet.

To write this UDX, you follow the same steps as in Writing a UDX.

When you compile, the compile line needs to reference the DataRobot Jar along with aspen-
core.jar, JDBC, and SimpleUdx.Jar.

$ javac -cp  $SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib/SqlStreamJdbc_Complete.jar:$SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib/aspen-

core.jar:$SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib/<mydatarobot>.jar

$ jar cvf  SimpleUdx.jar /path/to/SimpleUdx.class
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In the DataRobot JAR, look for the long ID that follows com.datarobot.prediction. You can use
a tool like Reflection to find it. The code you will need follows this id. In the actual UDX, you
modify the sample block of this code that follows:

 String modelName = "com.datarobot.prediction.dr595665fdc808913c829601be.DRModel";

 Predictor model = 

  (Predictor)Class.forName(modelName).newInstance();

 ArrayList<String> doubleKeys = 

  new ArrayList(Arrays.asList(model.get_double_predictors()));

        ArrayList<String> stringKeys = 

  new ArrayList(Arrays.asList(model.get_string_predictors()));

 // For debugging purpose only, to double check the list of column

 // which are accepted by the model.

 System.out.print(Arrays.toString(doubleKeys.toArray()));

 System.out.print(Arrays.toString(stringKeys.toArray()));

 Row r = new Row();

 // The Row object stores String and double values separatelly.

 r.d = new double[doubleKeys.size()];

 r.s = new String[stringKeys.size()];

 r.s[stringKeys.indexOf("DATE")] = "2013-11-07T06:20:48";

 r.s[stringKeys.indexOf("COMMENT_ID")] = "LZQPQhLyRh80UYxNuaDWhIGQYNQ96IuCg-

AYWqNPjpU";

 r.s[stringKeys.indexOf("AUTHOR")] = "Julius NM";

 r.s[stringKeys.indexOf("CONTENT")] = "Huh, anyway check out this you[tube] channel:

testi02";

 

 // Example of a double parameter (it is not used for this predictor).

 //r.d[doubleKeys.indexOf("NUMBER")] = 123;

 

 double score = model.score(r);

In the above code, you need to replace the following code with calls to the UDX resultset.
(These should populate Row r).

r.s[stringKeys.indexOf("DATE")] = "2013-11-07T06:20:48";

 r.s[stringKeys.indexOf("COMMENT_ID")] = "LZQPQhLyRh80UYxNuaDWhIGQYNQ96IuCg-

AYWqNPjpU";

 r.s[stringKeys.indexOf("AUTHOR")] = "Julius NM";

 r.s[stringKeys.indexOf("CONTENT")] = "Huh, anyway check out this you[tube] channel:

kobyoshi02";

Replace this block with calls to the resultset to get the row values. The result will be the same
set of columns, plus a score column that represents the DataRobot prediction.

8.4 AesEncryptDecrypt UDX

The AES Encryption/Decryption UDX performs Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Encryption compatible with
the MySQL AES_ENCRYPT and AES_DECRYPT functions. You can call the UDX multiple times within a single
pipeline. Typically, you will call it once for encryption and once for decryption.

You call the UDX with a set of input parameters, which define the encryption or decryption. These are defined in
a table below and include:
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· A Boolean encrypt/decrypt indicator to specify encryption or decryption of the inputted
set of columns for this invocation.

· The name of a file containing the AES encryption key. The file is stored in the
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi directory and secured for read access by the s-
Server user. This file is a standard java properties file with a line which contains
key=value where value is the 16 byte encryption key. Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME
refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such as /opt/sqlstream/5.0.XXX. 

· A list of input columns (as defined in the input cursor) which appear in the output
column list (as defined in the SQL function). These are copied to output columns with
the same case-sensitive name as the supplied input column. Input columns which do
not appear in the output column list are discarded.

Mapping

Input columns which appear in the mapping column list are encrypted/decrypted according to
a mapping definition, a mapping character, and a separator character. Mapped columns must
appear in the output column list. Mapped columns which appear in the output column list are
encrypted/decrypted.  Null SQL columns are not encrypted/decrypted and are set to Null on
output. 

The mapping definition, mapping character, and separator character may alternately be
placed in the same properties file as the key with the following property names: KEYMAP,
KEYPAIRSEPARATOR, and KEYMAPSEPARATOR. For example: mapping column list
'c1=c1enc;c2=C2ENC’ and separator ';' and mapping '=' indicates that input column c1 is encrypted/decrypted
to output column c1enc and input columns c2 is encrypted/decrypted to output column C2ENC.

Encrypted Columns

Encrypted columns must be of type VARBINARY and of at least the proper multiple of 16 bytes. (Longer
VARBINARY is acceptable.) Encryption is performed on character strings. Columns which are defined with data
types other than CHAR or VARCHAR are converted to a character string (for encryption) and from a character
string (for decryption).
On encryption, the UDX pads values with values equal to the length of the padded data. This corresponds to
RFC 2630 (see http://www.di-mgt.com.au/cryptopad.html ). On decryption, the UDX strips padding as
appropriate. (These practices are compatible with MySQL AES_ENCRYPT and AES_DECRYPT functions for
encrypting CHAR and VARCHAR. CHAR and VARCHAR strings have trailing spaces trimmed before
encryption.) A column value which has been encrypted and later decrypted is assumed to have the identical
datatype in its original value as after being encrypted and then decrypted. For example, a column with a BIGINT
value is a 64 bit value, and will be encrypted and then decrypted to a BIGINT. If the datatypes of decrypted data
are not correct, the results are indeterminate.

Assumptions:

VARCHAR columns do not contain trailing \0 values. 

http://www.di-mgt.com.au/cryptopad.html
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Parameter Definitions

Paramet
er

Type Description

inputRows CURSOR The input stream of rows

Encrypt BOOLEAN Encryption (true) or decryption (false)

Dsname VARCHAR(64) File name in the $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi directory containing the
AES encryption key

colNames
Map

VARCHAR(1024) The mapping definition for input to output columns. Each input column name
must be in the input stream. Each output column name must be in the output
stream. If the colNamesMap is an empty string ‘’, the map is found in the
Dsname file.

colPairSep
arator

CHAR(1) Character used to separate individual input to output column mappings.
Usually a semi-colon (;) symbol.

colMapSep
arator

CHAR(1) Character used to define the input column to encrypted/decrypted output
column. Usually an equal (=) sign.

Validation Errors

Validation errors are logged to the Trace.log.N file. The following errors are logged.

Trace Log Message Meaning

Column Map Separator must be 1 character in length Column map separator character not defined as 1
UTF-8 character

Column Pair Separator must be 1 character in length Column pair separator character not defined as UTF-8
character

Column Pair Separator must differ from Column Map
Separator 

Column name separator character and the column
pair separator character cannot be the same UTF-8
character.

Column Pair definition not <input column name>
colMapSeparator <output column name>

Column pair definition is missing a column pair
separator

Column Pair definition <input column name>
colMapSeparator <output column name> does not
have an input column

Column pair definition references an input column
name which is not in the input stream 

Column Pair definition <input column name>
colMapSeparator <output column name> does not
have an output column

Column pair definition references an output column
name which is not in the output stream

Column Pair definition <input column name>
colMapSeparator <output column name> cannot also
be an input column

Column pair definition references an output column
column name which is also an input column name

Column Pair definition <input column name>
colMapSeparator <output column name> has an
output column which is an incompatible type for AES
Encryption

VARBINARY encrypted column is too narrow to hold
the encrypted format for the input data.
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Trace Definitions

You can set the tracing level for the AESEncryptDecrypt UDX in
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/trace/Trace.properties, by changing the following:

com.sqlstream.plugin.EncryptDecrypt.AESEncryptDecrypt.level 

Trace level Meaning

WARNING Error Conditions which disturb successful processing

INFO Logs configuration definitions

FINE Logs input and output column definitions at UDX initialization

FINER Logs mapping input and output column definitions at UDX initialization

FINEST Logs input and output column data (row by row)

Note that logging at the finest level is for debugging encryption. The contents of the
Trace.log.N will contain both encrypted and decrypted data.

For installation:

1. Add the JAR to s-Server by using code along the following lines:

create jar ENCRYPTDECRYPT library 'file:plugin/AesEncryptDecrypt.jar' options(0);

2. Create the key properties file in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/ directory.

Example UDX Definition of Encryption 

The following SQL creates a function called "Encrypt" which makes use of the
AesEncryptDecrypt UDX to encrypt a set of input columns defined in colNamesMap and listed
in the table returned by the function.

drop schema test cascade;

create schema test;

set schema 'TEST';

set path 'TEST';

create jar EncryptDecrypt library 'file:plugin/AesEncryptDecrypt.jar' options(0);

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION Encrypt(

 inputRows   CURSOR,  -- input stream

 encrypt   BOOLEAN,  -- perform encryption or decryption 

 dsName    VARCHAR(64), -- name of file in the JNDI directory which contains the AES

key

 colNamesMap  VARCHAR(128), -- set of column names to be encrypted

 colPairSeparator VARCHAR(1), -- separator character for list of column names

 colMapSeparator VARCHAR(1) -- mapping character

 )

 RETURNS TABLE(

    -- un-modified columns from input stream

      ROWTIME        TIMESTAMP,

        col1         BIGINT,

        col2         INT,

        col3         SMALLINT,

        col4         BOOLEAN,
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        col5         CHAR(16),

        col6         VARCHAR(16),

        col7         CHAR(40),

        col8         VARCHAR(40),

        -- encrypted columns, must be VARBINARY and a multiple of 16 bytes

        -- these column names cannot appear in the input stream

        col1Enc       VARBINARY(16),

        col2Enc       VARBINARY(16),

        col3Enc       VARBINARY(16),

        col4Enc       VARBINARY(16),

        col5Enc       VARBINARY(32),

        col6Enc       VARBINARY(32),

        col7Enc       VARBINARY(48),

        col8Enc       VARBINARY(48)

        

 )

  LANGUAGE JAVA

  PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

  NO SQL

  EXTERNAL NAME

'EncryptDecrypt:com.sqlstream.plugin.aes.AesEncryptDecrypt.aesEncryptDecrypt';

Sample Properties file contents

key=abcdefghijlmnopq

colPairSeparator=;

Stream Using Encrypt Function

The stream below makes use of this function. Eight input columns are encrypted and the
resulting stream has 8 unencrypted columns and 8 encrypted columns.

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM InputStream (

  col1         BIGINT,

  col2         INT,

  col3         SMALLINT,

  col4         BOOLEAN,

  col5         CHAR(16),

  col6         VARCHAR(16),

  col7         CHAR(40),

  col8         VARCHAR(40)

) DESCRIPTION 'test';

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW InputEncrypted

DESCRIPTION 'Encrypt the input data' AS

  SELECT STREAM *

  FROM STREAM(Encrypt(

--STREAM keyword is necessary because UDX 

--returns an infinite (streaming) result

      CURSOR(SELECT STREAM *

          FROM InputStream), -- input stream

      true,

      'my_key',

      'col1=col1Enc;' || 

      'col2=col2Enc;' ||

      'col3=col3Enc;' ||

      'col4=col4Enc;' ||

      'col5=col5Enc;' ||

      'col6=col6Enc;' ||
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      'col7=col7Enc;' ||

      'col8=col8Enc' ,

      '', -- ';',

      '='

      ));

Example UDX Definition of Decryption

The following SQL creates a function called "Decrypt" which makes use of the
AesEncryptDecrypt UDX to decrypt a set of input columns defined in colNamesMap and listed
in the table returned by the function.

drop schema test cascade;

create schema test;

set schema 'TEST';

set path 'TEST';

create jar EncryptDecrypt library 'file:plugin/AesEncryptDecrypt.jar' options(0);

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION Decrypt(

  inputRows     CURSOR,    -- input stream

  encrypt      BOOLEAN,   -- perform encryption or decryption  

  dsName       VARCHAR(64), -- name of file in the JNDI directory which contains the

AES key

  colNamesMap    VARCHAR(128), -- set of column names to be decrypted

  colPairSeparator  VARCHAR(1),  -- separator character for list of column names

  colMapSeparator  VARCHAR(1)  -- mapping character

  )

  RETURNS TABLE(

        -- un-modified columns from input stream

        ROWTIME        TIMESTAMP,

        col1         BIGINT,

        col2         INT,

        col3         SMALLINT,

        col4         BOOLEAN,

        col5         CHAR(16),

        col6         VARCHAR(16),

        col7         CHAR(40),

        col8         VARCHAR(40),

        -- encrypted columns, must be VARBINARY and a multiple of 16 bytes

        col1Enc       VARBINARY(16),

        col2Enc       VARBINARY(16),

        col3Enc       VARBINARY(16),

        col4Enc       VARBINARY(16),

        col5Enc       VARBINARY(32),

        col6Enc       VARBINARY(32),

        col7Enc       VARBINARY(48),

        col8Enc       VARBINARY(48),

        -- decrypted columns, should be the same as the original

        col1Dec       BIGINT,

        col2Dec       INT,

        col3Dec       SMALLINT,

        col4Dec       BOOLEAN,

        col5Dec       CHAR(16),

        col6Dec       VARCHAR(16),

        col7Dec       CHAR(40),

        col8Dec       VARCHAR(40)

        

 )
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  LANGUAGE JAVA

  PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

  NO SQL

  EXTERNAL NAME

'EncryptDecrypt:com.sqlstream.plugin.aes.AesEncryptDecrypt.aesEncryptDecrypt';

View Using Decrypt Function

The stream defined above is decrypted and the resulting stream has 8 unencrypted columns,
8 encrypted columns, and 8 decrypted columns (which match the original unencrypted
columns).

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.

SET SCHEMA 'Test';

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW InputDecrypted

DESCRIPTION 'Decrypt the input data' AS

  SELECT STREAM *

  FROM STREAM(Decrypt(

--STREAM keyword is necessary because UDX 

--returns an infinite (streaming) result

      CURSOR(SELECT STREAM *

      FROM InputEncrypted), -- input stream

      false,

      'my_key',

      'col1Enc=col1Dec;' || 

      'col2Enc=col2Dec;' ||

      'col3Enc=col3Dec;' ||

      'col4Enc=col4Dec;' ||

      'col5Enc=col5Dec;' ||

      'col6Enc=col6Dec;' ||

      'col7Enc=col7Dec;' ||

      'col8Enc=col8Dec' ,

      '', -- ';',

      '='

      ));

8.5 Avro Formatter UDX

You can invoke the Avro formatter as a UDX. To do so, define a function along the following
lines:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION format_key(

  input cursor,

  schema_file_path varchar(256), result_col_name varchar(256)

   )

   returns table(

       input.*,

       KAFKA_KEY VARBINARY(128)

   )

   language java

   parameter style system defined java

   no sql

   --name of Java class

http://localhost:1313/integrating-sqlstream/formatting-data/#formatting-data-as-avro
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   external name

'sys_boot.sys_boot.avroformatter:com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.AvroFormatterUdx

.toAvro';

You can then invoke the function using the following code.

This function will read the schema file supplied as a parameter, look for columns with names
that appear as fields in the schema file and serialize the values of those columns into AVRO
format and return that as a VARBINARY column with name KAFKA_KEY.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW format_key_view AS

SELECT STREAM

  KAFKA_KEY, CAST(NULL AS INTEGER) AS KAFKA_PARTITION,

  "boolean_value", "char_value",

  "date_value", "decimal_value", "double_value", "real_value", "time_value",

  "timestamp_value", "tinyint_value", "varchar_value"

   FROM STREAM(format_key(

                   CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM test_stream),

                   '/home/my-location/schema_key_types.avsc',

                   'KAFKA_KEY'

               ));

8.6 Parser UDX

The Parser UDX lets you call s-Server's predefined parsers in a function. You can use this
function to call any of the parsers described in the topic Input Formats for Reading. This
parser takes as input a cursor with data to be parsed. 

See the topic CREATE FUNCTION in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Manual for more details on functions.

The Parser UDX is useful for scenarios in which data cannot be fully parsed on input, such as
a case where JSON data is embedded within CSV data, or when data arrives through a
JDBC connection instead of the ECD adapter or agent.

To use the Parser UDX, you need to do the following:

1. Identify or create a table, stream, foreign table or foreign stream that contains the data to
be parsed (such as a file containing comma separated values. JSON, XML, ProtoBuf, or
keypair values) For more information on declaring foreign streams for these sources, see
the topic Reading from Other Sources in this guide. You will use this stream or table as an
input cursor for the Parser UDX function.

2. Declare a function that RETURNS TABLE with the columns that you will parse out of the
data, with the following parameters:

· input cursor. This is the cursor that contains a SELECT statement for the the
foreign stream that you declared above. 

· columnName varchar(256). This is the name of the column in the foreign stream that
you declared above. This holds the raw data to be parsed.
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· parserType varchar(256). This is the name of the parser type. Options are CSV, XML,
JSON, KV, PROTOBUF, and AVRO. For more information on these parsers, see the
topic Input Formats for Reading in this guide.

· options cursor. This is a cursor that passes in options for the parser. See the topic
Input Formats for Reading in this guide for more information.

3. Run a SELECT statement against the function that passes in the parameters above.

Example

The following example first creates and sets a schema for the function, sets a path for the
function, creates a foreign stream to input data, creates a function using the Parser UDX,
creates a view to input options for the parser, and then creates a view to select from the
function. (The view makes it easier to select from this function in the future.) 

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA PARSERUDXTEST;

SET SCHEMA 'PARSERUDXTEST';

--Sets path so that this function can be called by 

--function name when this path is set.

SET PATH 'PARSERUDXTEST';

--Server for foreign stream

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER FileReaderServer type 'FILE'

FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER ECDA;

--Stream with raw data

CREATE OR REPLACE FOREIGN STREAM test_table (

   MESSAGE VARCHAR(1024)

)

SERVER FileReaderServer

--options for data source

OPTIONS(

    DIRECTORY '/tmp/',

    FILENAME_PATTERN 'animals.csv',

    CHARACTER_ENCODING 'ISO-8859-1',

    PARSER 'CSV',

    STATIC_FILES 'true',

    SKIP_HEADER 'true',

    SEPARATOR '@' --we ignore separators 

    --so that data is not parsed on input

);

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION parseColumn(

    input cursor,

    columnName varchar(256),

    parserType varchar(256),

    options cursor

   )

   --columns need to be declared with types that match

   --data to be parsed

   RETURNS TABLE(

       ROWTIME timestamp not null,

       ANIMAL_ID VARCHAR(64),

       COMMON_NAME VARCHAR(64),

       GENUS VARCHAR(64),

       SPECIES VARCHAR(64),

       FAMILY VARCHAR(64),
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       ORDO VARCHAR(64),

       CLASSIS VARCHAR(64)

)

   LANGUAGE JAVA

   PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

   NO SQL

   EXTERNAL NAME 'class com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.ParserUdx.parseColumn';

--These are options for the parser

CREATE VIEW CSV_OPTIONS(SEPARATOR) AS VALUES(',');

--This selects from the function.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW readParsed as

select stream * from TABLE(parseColumn(

       CURSOR(SELECT stream * FROM test_table),

       'MESSAGE',

       'CSV',

       CURSOR(select * from CSV_OPTIONS)));

select stream * from readParsed;

8.7 Group Rank UDX

This user-defined transfrom (UDX) applies a RANK() function to logical groups of rows and
optionally delivers the group in sorted order

Applications of Group_Rank include the following:

· To sort results of a streaming GROUP BY

· To determine a relationship within the results of a group

Group Rank UDX can do the following actions:

· Apply Rank to a specified input column.

· Supply either sorted or non-sorted output.

· Enable the user to specify a period of inactivity for data flush.

SQL Declarations

The functional attributes and DDL are described in the sections that follow. Note that you
need to use the STREAM keyword when you invoke the function if the function returns a
streaming result.

Functional attributes for Group_Rank

This Group_Rank transform acts as follows:

· Gathers rows until either a rowtime change is detected or a specified idle-time limit is
exceeded.

· Accepts any streaming rowset.
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· Uses any column with a basic SQL data type of INTEGER, CHAR, VARCHAR as the
column by which to do the ranking

· Orders the output rows either in the order received or in ascending or descending
order of values in the selected column.

DDL for Group_Rank

drop schema test cascade;

create schema test;

set schema 'TEST';

set path 'TEST';

create stream AccessStream

(

  pageId varchar(1000),

  sourceURL varchar(1000)

);

CREATE FUNCTION group_rank(c cursor, 

  rankByColumnName VARCHAR(128),

  rankOutColumnName VARCHAR(128), 

  sortOrder VARCHAR(10), 

  outputOrder VARCHAR(10),

  maxIdle INTEGER, 

  outputMax INTEGER)

  returns table(c.*, groupRank INTEGER)

  language java

  parameter style system defined java

  no sql

  external name 'class com.sqlstream.plugin.grouprank.GroupRank.group_rank';

Example of Group_Rank Use

CREATE VIEW pageCounts1Min AS

SELECT STREAM

pageId, COUNT(*) AS hitCount

FROM AccessStream AS S

GROUP BY

FLOOR(S.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), pageId;

SELECT STREAM pageId, hitCount, groupRank

FROM STREAM

--STREAM keyword is necessary because UDX 

--returns an infinite (streaming) result

(

  group_rank

  (

    CURSOR( SELECT STREAM pageId, hitCount FROM pageCounts1Min ),

    'HITCOUNT', 'GROUPRANK', 'desc', 'asc', 10, 5

  )

);

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.
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Sample Input:

pageId hitCount
condo  51
auto  25
books  200
CDs  202
DVDs  1000
Games  500

Sample output:

pageId hitCount groupRank
DVDs  1000  1
Games  500  2
CDs  202  3
books  200  4

Condo  51  5

Operational Overview

Rows are buffered from the input cursor for each group, i.e., rows with the same rowtimes.
Ranking of the rows is done either after the arrival of a row with a different rowtime (or when
the idle timeout occurs). Rows continue to be read while ranking is performed on the group of
rows with the same rowtime.

The outputMax parameter specifies the maximum number of rows to be returned for each
group after ranks are assigned.

By default, group_rank supports column pass through, as the example illustrates by using c.*
as the standard shortcut directing pass through of all input columns in the order presented.
You can, instead, name a subset using the notation "c.columName", allowing you to reorder the
columns. However, using specific column names ties the UDX to a very specific input set
while using the c.* notation allows the UDX to handle any input set

The rankOutColumnName parameter specifies the output column used to return ranks. This
column name must match the column name specified in the RETURNS clause of the CREATE

FUNCTION statement.

UDX Parameters

The parameters to the UDX are:

c CURSOR to streaming result set

rankByColumnName String naming the column to use for ranking the group

rankOutColumnName String naming the column to use for returning the rank.
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This string must match the name of the groupRank column in
RETURNS clause of the CREATE FUNCTION statement.

sortOrder Controls ordering of rows for rank assignment.

Valid values are:

· 'asc' - Ascending based on rank.

· 'desc' - Descending based on the rank.

outputOrder Controls ordering of output. Valid values are:

· 'asc' - Ascending based on rank.

· 'desc' - Descending based on the rank.

maxIdle Time limit in milliseconds for holding a group for ranking.

When maxIdle expires the current group is released to the stream. A
value of zero indicates no idle time out.

outputMax Maximum number of rows the UDX will output in a given group.

A value of 0 indicates no limit.

8.8 GeoIPFunctions UDX

The GeoIPFunctions UDX lets you determine the country, region, city, latitude, and longitude
associated with IP addresses worldwide, along with the postal code and metro code for US IP
addresses. It does so using the MaxMind GeoIp City database. s-Sever ships with a free
version of this database. This topic describes how the plugin finds the MaxMind data file and
how one should use the licensed version for production. You can use this free default
database for testing, but for production use, you should use at least an up-to-date
GeoLiteCity.dat, or probably a licensed data file. 

See http://www.maxmind.com/en/city for more details on the MaxMind GeoIp City database. 

Locating the Database File to Use for Lookups

In order to use the GeoIPFunctions UDX, you need the following:

1. A licensed city data file, at the default location /usr/local/share/GeoIP/GeoIPCity.dat If you
install a licensed GeoIPCity.dat file in this location, the plugin will use that instead of the
GeoLiteCity database.

2. A data file at the fully-qualified path specified by the database.path entry in the properties file
geoip.properties in the package com.sqlstream.plugin.geoip. If you do not override this, the
file points to a GeoLiteCity.dat file in the plugin jar file. You can override this with a custom
properties file that points to any data file you prefer. The GeoLiteCity.dat file is provided in
the plugin jar file.

http://www.maxmind.com/en/city
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Creating a function to call GeoIPFunctions

The following code creates and sets a test schema and loads the GeoIP Plugin Jar.

--- create a test schema

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "test";

SET SCHEMA '"test"';

-- load the GeoIp Plugin Jar

CREATE OR REPLACE JAR "GeoIp" LIBRARY 'file:plugin/geoip/geoip.jar'

OPTIONS(0);

Defining Functions to Accept the IP Address and Return Individual Columns

Once you have converted the IP address to a BIGINT, you can use functions to return
individual columns from the GeoIP database. In the following functions, you can use the IP
address directly, as in 18.9.22.169.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getCityFromAddress" (address VARCHAR(30))

RETURNS VARCHAR(32)

LANGUAGE JAVA

PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

NO SQL

EXTERNAL NAME '"GeoIp":com.sqlstream.plugin.geoip.GeoIp.getCityFromAddress';

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getCountryFromAddress" (address VARCHAR(30))

RETURNS VARCHAR(34)

LANGUAGE JAVA

PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

NO SQL

EXTERNAL NAME '"GeoIp":com.sqlstream.plugin.geoip.GeoIp.getCountryFromAddress';

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getPostalCodeFromAddress" (address VARCHAR(30))

RETURNS VARCHAR(12)

LANGUAGE JAVA

PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

NO SQL

EXTERNAL NAME

'"GeoIp":com.sqlstream.plugin.geoip.GeoIp.getPostalCodeFromAddress';

Example invocations of the above functions

values("test"."getCityFromAddress"('18.9.22.169'));

values("test"."getCountryFromAddress"('18.9.22.169'));

values("test"."getPostalCodeFromAddress"('18.9.22.169'));

Converting IP Address to BIGINT

Some of the functions require you to convert the IP address into a form usable by the plugin.
The following routine takes the 4 numeric portions of an IP address in dotted notation and
produces a single BIGINT value.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "ip4num"(ip1 VARCHAR(3), ip2 VARCHAR(3), ip3 VARCHAR(3),

ip4 VARCHAR(3))

    RETURNS BIGINT

    CONTAINS SQL

    DETERMINISTIC
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    RETURN

        (CAST(ip1 AS BIGINT) * 256 * 256 * 256)

            + (CAST(ip2 AS INTEGER) * 256 * 256)

            + (CAST(ip3 AS INTEGER) * 256)

            + CAST(ip4 AS INTEGER); 

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getCityFromIP" (ipNum BIGINT)

    RETURNS VARCHAR(132)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"GeoIp":com.sqlstream.plugin.geoip.GeoIp.getCityFromIP';

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getCountryFromIP" (ipNum BIGINT)

    RETURNS VARCHAR(132)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"GeoIp":com.sqlstream.plugin.geoip.GeoIp.getCountryFromIP';

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getPostalCodeFromIP" (ipNum BIGINT)

    RETURNS VARCHAR(132)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"GeoIp":com.sqlstream.plugin.geoip.GeoIp.getPostalCodeFromIP';

Example invocations of the above functions

 values("test"."ip4num"('184','105','74','90'));

 values("test"."getCityFromIP"(3093908058));

 values("test"."getCountryFromIP"(3093908058));

 values("test"."getPostalCodeFromIP"(3093908058));

 

Defining a Function for the GeoIP to Return All Stream Columns

The following code defines a function for the GeoIp UDX to take a stream and a named
column as input and returns all stream columns plus 6 additional columns which correspond
to the CountryCode, Country Name, City, Region, Latitude, and Longitude for the IP address.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "addIpLocation" (c CURSOR, ipColName VARCHAR(25))

    RETURNS TABLE(c.*,

        "countryCode" CHAR(2),

        "countryName" VARCHAR(34),

        "city" VARCHAR(32),

        "region" CHAR(2),

        "latitude" float,

        "longitude" float)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"GeoIp":com.sqlstream.plugin.geoip.GeoIp.addLocation';

Next, you define a simple stream used in the examples below

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "in"

    ("ipAsText" VARCHAR(32),

     "ipAsNum" BIGINT
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    )

DESCRIPTION 'example input stream to GeoIP Plugin'

;

The following code invokes the GeoIp UDX and uses the ipAsNum column as input: 

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "Example1"

DESCRIPTION 'example invocation of GeoIP Plugin' AS

    SELECT STREAM *

    FROM STREAM("test"."addIpLocation"(CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM

"test"."in"),'ipAsNum'))

;

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.

The following code parses a dotted notation IP address into the component parts so it can be
used in the second example invocation for the GeoIp UDX.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "Parse"

DESCRIPTION 'example parsing of IP addresses' AS

    SELECT STREAM "ipAsText",

                  "test"."ip4num"(VCLP.R.ip1, VCLP.R.ip2, VCLP.R.ip3, VCLP.R.ip4) AS

"ipParsed"

    FROM (

          SELECT STREAM *, 

                        VARIABLE_COLUMN_LOG_PARSE("ipAsText", 'ip1, ip2, ip3, ip4' ,

'.') AS R

          FROM "in"

         ) AS VCLP

;

The following code invokes the GeoIp UDX and uses the ipAsText column which is parsed
using Variable Column Log Parser and then passed to the ip4num function to produce the
BIGINT required by the GeoIp UDX.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "Example2"

DESCRIPTION 'example invocation of GeoIP Plugin' AS

    SELECT STREAM *

    FROM STREAM("test"."addIpLocation"(CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM

"Parse"),'ipParsed'))

;

Next, write a stream to invoke the code above

!set incremental true

!set maxwidth 512

select stream * from "Example2";

Next, in another sqlline session, enter the following:

-- insert into "test"."in" values ('184.105.74.90',3093908058);

-- insert into "test"."in" values ('124.105.74.90',3093908058);

In the original terminal, the following result will return: 
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+----------------+-------------+-------------+---------------+---------+--------+--------------------

+---------------------+

|  ipAsText      |  ipParsed   | countryCode | countryName   | city    | region | latitude           | longitude           |

+----------------+-------------+-------------+---------------+---------+--------+--------------------+---------------------+

| 184.105.74.90  | 3093908058  | US          | United States | Fremont | CA     | 37.5155029296875   | -121.89619445800781 |

| 124.105.74.90  | 2087275098  | PH          | Philippines   | Cavite  | B6     | 14.477798461914062 | 120.8931884765625   |

8.9 GoogleGeoCode UDF

The GoogleGeoCode UDF uses the Google Map webservice (either the Google GeoCode API
or  Google Maps for Business Users) to determine the longitude and latitude of an address, or
look up the nearest address using a longitude and latitude. This process is known as
"geocoding." 

To use the GoogleGeoCode UDF, you first need to define it as a function. See the topics
Writing a UDF in this guide and CREATE FUNCTION in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual for more details on defining functions.

A simple declaration for determining  the longitude and latitude of an address is as follows:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getLatLonUDF"(address VARCHAR(128)

    RETURNS VARCHAR(40)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class

com.sqlstream.plugin.googlegeocode.GeoCode.getLatitudeLongitude';

See https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/ for more details on using
geocoding with the Google Maps webservice.

Options for Use with GoogleGeoCode UDF

The following are options that you can declare when creating a GoogleGeoCode function.

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/
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Option Explanation Def
ault

Req'd

clientId Either the Google GeoCode API key to be used or the client
parameter for Maps for Business Users

NULL No

signature If clientId used for Google GeoCode API, must be specified as
CAST(NULL AS VARCHAR(128).
If cliendId used for for Maps for Business Users, signature is
the signature parameter for Maps for Business Users

NULL No

maxrate Maximum number of requests per second allowed for your
Google Account. If the rate is exceeded, the UDF slows down
the pipeline to avoid overuns of the allowed rate.

0 No

https Boolean value that specifies whether the request to Google
GeoCode API is http: or https:

FALS
E

No

address The address to be geocoded. Examples include "2450 Market
Street, San Francisco"; "New York City"; "Golden Gate Bridge"

Yes for latlong lookup

lat Latitude to be reverse geocoded specified as character string or
double.

Either lat and lon or latlon
need to be specified for
reverse lookup.

lon Longitude to be reverse geocoded specified as character string
or double

Either lat and lon or latlon
need to be specified for
reverse lookup.

latlon The latitude/longitude to be reverse geocoded specified as a
single comma separated character string. No embedded
blanks are allowed in a single-string lat/lon pair.

Either lat and lon or latlon
need to be specified for
reverse lookup.

Creating Functions to call GoogleGeoCode UDF

You need to create separate functions for geocoding a latitude/longitude from an address and
reverse geocoding an address from latitude/longitude.

Defining a Function to Geocode a Latitude/Longitude from an Address

To geocode a latitude/longitude from an address use one of the following declarations.

Simple version:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getLatLonUDF"(address VARCHAR(128)

    RETURNS VARCHAR(40)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class

com.sqlstream.plugin.googlegeocode.GeoCode.getLatitudeLongitude';

Version with more options:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getLatLonUDF"(address VARCHAR(128), clientId

VARCHAR(128), signature VARCHAR(128), maxrate INT, https BOOLEAN)

    RETURNS VARCHAR(40)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class

com.sqlstream.plugin.googlegeocode.GeoCode.getLatitudeLongitude';
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Example use

--create a test schema

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "test";

SET SCHEMA '"test"';

--create stream with list of addresses (these would need to be pumped into the stream

from another code block)

CREATE STREAM "S" ("ADDRESS" VARCHAR(132));

SELECT "GETLATLONUDF"("ADDRESS") AS "LATLON" FROM "S";

Sample values for addresses

values("getLatLonUDF"('Hollywood and Vine, Los Angeles'));

values("getLatLonUDF"('Coit Tower, San Francisco'));

values("getLatLonUDF"('City Hall, SF'));

Reverse Geocoding an Address from Latitude/Longitude

To reverse geocode an address from a latitude/longitude use one of the following
declarations.

Simple version:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getLatLonUDF"(lat DOUBLE, lon DOUBLE)

    RETURNS VARCHAR(4096)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class

com.sqlstream.plugin.googlegeocode.GeoCode.getAddress';

Versions with more options:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getAddressUDF"(lat VARCHAR(32), lon VARCHAR(32))

    RETURNS VARCHAR(4096)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class

com.sqlstream.plugin.googlegeocode.GeoCode.getAddress';

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getAddressUDF"(lat DOUBLE, lon DOUBLE, clientId

VARCHAR(128), signature VARCHAR(128), maxrate INT, https BOOLEAN)

    RETURNS VARCHAR(4096)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class

com.sqlstream.plugin.googlegeocode.GeoCode.getAddress';

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getAddressUDF"(lat VARCHAR(32), lon VARCHAR(32),

clientId VARCHAR(128), signature VARCHAR(128), maxrate INT, https BOOLEAN)

    RETURNS VARCHAR(4096)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class

com.sqlstream.plugin.googlegeocode.GeoCode.getAddress';
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CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getAddressUDF"(latlon, clientId VARCHAR(128),

signature VARCHAR(128), maxrate INT, https BOOLEAN)

    RETURNS VARCHAR(4096)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class

com.sqlstream.plugin.googlegeocode.GeoCode.getAddress';

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getAddressUDF"(latlon VARCHAR(32))

    RETURNS VARCHAR(4096)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class

com.sqlstream.plugin.googlegeocode.GeoCode.getAddress';   

Example use

--create a test schema

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "test";

SET SCHEMA '"test"';

--create stream with list of latlons (these would need to be pumped into the stream

from another code block)

CREATE STREAM "S" ("LATLON" VARCHAR(132));

SELECT STREAM "GETADDR1"("ADDRESS") AS "LATLON" FROM "S";

Sample values

values("getAddr1"('37.7751960','-122.4192040'));

values("getAddr1"('36.7782610','-119.4179324'));

values("getAddr1"('-32.7222325','-140.0187653'));

-- no embedded blanks allowed in single-string lat/lon pair

values("getAddr3"('37.7750280, -122.4199660'));

values("getAddr3"('37.7750280,%20-122.4199660'));

-- other inputs that fail

values("getAddr2"(0.0, 0.0));

values("getAddr2"(89.0, 179.0));

values("getAddr2"(91.0, 181.0));

values("getAddr2"(-91.0, -181.0));

values("getAddr1"(cast(null as varchar), cast(null as varchar)));
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8.10 Linear Interpolation UDX

 Version 6.0 Feature

The use case handled by this UDX is as follows: Imagine that you have a stream of sensor
readings being produced by a large number of devices in the wild. Each device has many
sensors. Each device produces a row of sensor data at some regular cadence, say, one row
per minute. Each device is identified by (possibly several) key column(s) in the row. Due to
flaky networks, from time to time there will be missing rows. We want to reconstruct that
missing data. We use a simple linear interpolation algorithm for this purpose.

Here is the signature of the linear_interpolator UDX:

--

-- The linear interpolator UDX fabricates missing tuples for an

-- incoming stream of sensor data.

--

sys_boot.mgmt.linear_interpolator

(

  inputStream cursor,

  keyColumnNames cursor,

  sequenceNumberColumnName varchar(128),

  valueColumnNames cursor

)

returns table

(

  inputStream.*

)

The arguments have the following meaning:

o inputStream - This is an incoming stream of data generated by devices in the wild.

o keyColumnNames - This is a VALUES clause. It lists the names of the key columns in the
inputStream. The key columns form a unique identifier for the device.

o sequenceNumberColumnName - This is the name of a BIGINT column in the inputStream.
This column increases monotonically for each device. That is, this column increments at the
cadence that the rows are being generated.

o valueColumnNames - This is another VALUES clause. It lists the names of the columns
which hold the sensor readings.

The UDX produces an output stream which has the same shape as the input stream. When
the UDX notices that there is a gap in the sequence numbers of a device's rows, the UDX
reconstructs the missing rows. For each missing sequence number, the UDX manufactures
a row, using linear interpolation to fill in the sensor readings.

We understand that devices may not generate sequence numbers. Here is a technique for
manufacturing sequence numbers: We use a pump to convert the timestamp on the
incoming row into a BIGINT which increases monotonically at the expected cadence. So, for
instance, if the expected cadence is 1 row per device per minute, then we turn the ROWTIME
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into a BIGINT (using the UNIX_TIMESTAMP function), then divide the result by the number of
milliseconds in a minute (60000).

Here is an example of the UDX in action, along with a pump which manufactures sequence
numbers:

-- this is the original stream of data coming from the devices

create stream rawClimateReadings

(

  buildingNumber bigint,

  roomNumber bigint,

  temperature double,

  humidity double

);

-- this is the stream after adding sequence numbers to it

create stream climateReadings

(

  buildingNumber bigint,

  roomNumber bigint,

  sequenceNumber bigint,

  temperature double,

  humidity double

);

-- this is the pump which adds sequence numbers to the raw data

create pump climateReadingsPump stopped as

 insert into climateReadings

 select stream

  s.buildingNumber, s.roomNumber,

  unix_timestamp(s.rowtime) / 60000,

  s.temperature, s.humidity

 from rawClimateReadings s;

alter pump climateReadingsPump start;

-- this is a query which uses the linear_interpolator to

-- re-construct missing rows

select stream *

from stream

(

  sys_boot.mgmt.linear_interpolator

  (

    cursor(select stream * from climateReadings),

    cursor(values ('BUILDINGNUMBER'), ('ROOMNUMBER')),

    'SEQUENCENUMBER',

    cursor(values ('TEMPERATURE'), ('HUMIDITY'))

  )

);

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.

The query produces the following output:

'BUILDINGNUMBER','ROOMNUMBER','SEQUENCENUMBER','TEMPERATURE','HUMIDITY'
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----------------------------------------------------------------------

'100',           '32',        '24300481',      '70.0',       '0.33'

'200',           '4',         '24300483',      '60.0',       '0.1'

'100',           '31',        '24300483',      '65.0',       '0.33'

'100',           '32',        '24300482',      '71.0',       '0.3433333333333333'

'100',           '32',        '24300483',      '72.0',       '0.3566666666666667'

'100',           '32',        '24300484',      '73.0',       '0.37'

'200',           '4',         '24300484',      '60.5',       '0.095'

'200',           '4',         '24300485',      '61.0',       '0.09'

when the following device-generated data is inserted into the raw data stream...

insert into test.rawClimateReadings

 (rowtime, buildingNumber, roomNumber, temperature, humidity)

values

 (timestamp '2016-03-15 08:01:10', 100, 32, 70.0, 0.33)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:03:05', 200, 4, 60.0, 0.1)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:03:20', 100, 31, 65.0, 0.33)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:04:11', 100, 32, 73.0, 0.37)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:05:07', 200, 4, 61.0, 0.09)

;

Note that the raw data is missing some rows for the device identified by (buildingNumber 100,
roomNumber 32). The rows are for minutes 08:02 and 08:03. However, the linear_interpolator
re-constructs that missing data.

8.11 Quadratic Interpolation UDX

 Version 6.0 Feature

The use case handled by this UDX is as follows: Imagine that you have a stream of sensor
readings being produced by a large number of devices in the wild. Each device has many
sensors. Each device produces a row of sensor data at some regular cadence, say, one row
per minute. Each device is identified by one or more key columns in the row. Due to flaky
networks, from time to time there will be missing rows. We want to reconstruct that missing
data. 

The quadratic_interpolator() UDX has the same arguments as the linear_interpolator() UDX
and addresses the same use-case. However, the quadratic_interpolator() waits until it has 3
rows for a device key before interpolating missing rows for that device. Like 
linear_interpolator() UDX, quadratic_interpolator() manufactures a row for each missing
sequence number between the next-to-the-last row and the last row received for the device.
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Here is the signature of the quadratic_interpolator UDX:

create or replace function quadratic_interpolator

(

  inputStream cursor,

  keycolumnNames cursor,

  sequenceNumberColumnName varchar(128),

  valueColumnNames cursor

)

returns table

(

  inputStream.*

)

language java

parameter style system defined java

no sql

external name 'class

com.sqlstream.aspen.syslib.InterpolatorUDX.quadraticInterpolator';

The arguments have the following meaning:

Argument Meaning

inputStream This is an incoming stream of data generated by devices in the wild.

keyColumnNames This is a VALUES clause. It lists the names of the key columns in the
inputStream. The key columns form a unique identifier for the device.

sequenceNumberCo
lumnName

This is the name of a BIGINT column in the inputStream. This column
increases monotonically for each device. That is, this column
increments at the cadence that the rows are being generated.

valueColumnNames This is another VALUES clause. It lists the names of the columns
which hold the sensor readings.

The UDX produces an output stream which has the same shape as the input stream. When
the UDX notices that there is a gap in the sequence numbers of a device's rows, the UDX
reconstructs the missing rows. For each missing sequence number, the UDX manufactures
a row, using quadratic interpolation to fill in the sensor readings.

You can employ the same technique for generating missing sequence numbers as you do for
the linear_interpolator() UDX.

Here is an example of the UDX in action, along with a pump which manufactures sequence
numbers:

Given the following stream of data coming from the devices

create stream rawClimateReadings

(

  buildingNumber bigint,

  roomNumber bigint,

  temperature double,

  humidity double
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);

This is the stream after adding sequence numbers to it

create stream climateReadings

(

  buildingNumber bigint,

  roomNumber bigint,

  sequenceNumber bigint,

  temperature double,

  humidity double

);

This is the pump which adds sequence numbers to the raw data

create pump climateReadingsPump stopped as

 insert into climateReadings

 select stream

  s.buildingNumber, s.roomNumber,

  unix_timestamp(s.rowtime) / 60000,

  s.temperature, s.humidity

 from rawClimateReadings s;

alter pump climateReadingsPump start;

This is a query which uses the quadratic_interpolator to reconstruct missing rows:

select stream *

from stream

(

  sys_boot.mgmt.quadratic_interpolator

  (

    cursor(select stream * from climateReadings),

    cursor(values ('BUILDINGNUMBER'), ('ROOMNUMBER')),

    'SEQUENCENUMBER',

    cursor(values ('TEMPERATURE'), ('HUMIDITY'))

  )

);

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.

The query produces the following output...

'BUILDINGNUMBER','ROOMNUMBER', 'SEQUENCENUMBER','TEMPERATURE',      'HUMIDITY'

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

'100',           '32',         '24300481',      '70.0',             '0.33'

'200',           '4',          '24300483',      '60.0',             '0.1'

'100',           '31',         '24300483',      '65.0',             '0.33'

'100',           '32',         '24300484',      '73.0',             '0.37'

'200',           '4',          '24300485',      '61.0',             '0.09'

'200',           '4',          '24300486',      '61.5',             '0.1'

'200',           '4',          '24300487',      '61.0',             '0.11'

'100',           '32',         '24300485',      '73.5',            

'0.3742857142857142'
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'100',           '32',         '24300486',      '73.75',           

'0.3740476190476191'

'100',           '32',         '24300487',      '73.75',           

'0.3692857142857143'

'100',           '32',         '24300488',      '73.5',             '0.36'

'200',           '4',          '24300488',      '61.1',             '0.09'

'200',           '4',          '24300489',      '61.1',             '0.09'

'100',           '32',         '24300489',     

'73.77083333333334','0.3554166666666667'

'100',           '32',         '24300490',      '74.1',             '0.35'

'200',           '4',          '24300490',      '61.1',             '0.09'

'200',           '4',          '24300491',      '61.1',             '0.09'

...when the following device-generated data is inserted into the raw data stream...

insert into test.rawClimateReadings

 (rowtime, buildingNumber, roomNumber, temperature, humidity)

values

 (timestamp '2016-03-15 08:01:10', 100, 32, 70.0, 0.33)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:03:05', 200, 4, 60.0, 0.1)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:03:20', 100, 31, 65.0, 0.33)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:04:11', 100, 32, 73.0, 0.37)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:05:07', 200, 4, 61.0, 0.09)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:06:06', 200, 4, 61.5, 0.1)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:07:05', 200, 4, 61.0, 0.11)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:08:10', 100, 32, 73.5, 0.36)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:08:12', 200, 4, 61.1, 0.09)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:09:12', 200, 4, 61.1, 0.09)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:10:13', 100, 32, 74.1, 0.35)

,(timestamp '2016-03-15 08:11:12', 200, 4, 61.1, 0.09)

;

Note that the raw data is missing some rows for the device identified by (buildingNumber 100,
roomNumber 32). The rows are for minutes 08:02-08:03, 08:05-08:07, and 08:09. Although
the quadratic_interpolator() doesn't have enough data to reconstruct rows for 08:02-08:03, it
does have enough data to fill in the remaining gaps.

8.12 Kalman Filter UDX

This UDXallows customers to run Kalman filters on streams of sensor data. A Kalman filter is
a technique for sharpening the measurements produced by blurry sensors. 

The SQLstream Kalman filter is a system UDX which sharpens the blurry positions of a
potentially large number of particles in a complex physical system. Example applications
might be satellite tracking and smart-home climate-control. 
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 Version 6.0 Feature

Kalman Filter Overview

A Kalman filter is a technique for sharpening the measurements produced by blurry sensors.
It can be used, for instance, to reduce uncertainty about the (location, speed) of a moving
vehicle or the (temperature, humidity, airPressure, windSpeed) logged at a weather station.
More generally, it is a technique which improves the measured trajectory of a particle through
a complex physical system. It filters out noise and reduces uncertainty. It uses the following
inputs to compute the next point on a particle's trajectory:

· The previous point on the trajectory.

· The current measurement of the particle's position.

· An instantaneously linear model of how the particle normally moves.

· Bell curves describing various uncertainties, including sensor noise.

SQLstream's Kalman UDX is a wrapper around the KalmanFilter provided by the Apache
commons-math project. The API to the UDX is phrased in the following terms, which are
found in the mathematical literature on Kalman filters and in the documentation for Apache's
KalmanFilter. 

We start with some notation:

· Let M(ε x δ) denote a matrix with ε rows and δ columns.

· Let σ be the number of sensor readings which comprise a particle position.

· Let γ be the number of control variables in the model.

· Let κ be a row number in the driving stream of sensor readings.

These are the inputs and outputs of the Kalman UDX:

Initialization (Model) Parameters

· A(σ x σ) A square state transition matrix describing how the position would change if
the system operated at steady-state without any external influences.

· Q(σ x σ) A square process noise matrix. This is a fudge term to cover unmodelled
forces which operate on the system.

· P(σ x σ) A square error matrix. It describes the uncertainty about the output values.

· B(σ   γ) A control input matrix describing external forces operating on the system.
These are forces which ARE modelled. Vacuous (null) for simple systems. If
specified, must have the same number of rows as A.
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· H(σ   σ) A measurement matrix of initial sensor readings, used to calibrate the
model.

· R(σ   σ) A measurement noise matrix describing the uncertainty of H.

· i Initial state vector of σ real values, the initial sensor measurements of the particle's
position.

Ongoing Streaming Inputs

· z
κ
 Vector of σ current sensor measurements at time κ. The particle's position at time

κ.

· u
κ
 Control vector of γ real values at time κ. Vacuous (null) for simple systems.

Output Stream

x
κ
 This is the best guess of the particle's position at row κ. It is a vector of σ real values and it

is the output of the filter at each step. x
κ-1

 is fed back into the algorithm in order to compute x
κ
.

Internally, the algorithm calculates a noise variable w
κ
 for each row κ. 

Each output row is calculated as follows:

x
κ
 = A(x

κ-1
) + B(u

κ-1
) + w

κ-1

Kalman Filter UDX

Model. These parameters are the matrices and initial data described in the Overview section
above: A, Q, P, B, H, R, and I. Since each particle may have its own, individually quirky
sensors, each particle will have its own model. That is, each particle will have its own A, Q, P,
B, H, and R matrices and its own I initial position tuple.

Raw position. This is the infinite stream of incoming, blurry particle positions detected by the
sensors.

It is imagined that the application is defined and operates as follows:

Schema. In addition to an incoming stream of blurry particle positions and an outgoing stream
of focused positions, there is a separate stream for each of the model parameters: A, Q, P,
B, H, R, and I.

Particle id. There is some way of assigning a unique BIGINT id to each particle.

Initialization. From time to time, new particles are added to the system. For instance, a new
satellite may be launched. Or a new end-user may install a climate-control system at home.
Before ingesting any blurry position data for that particle, the application must first insert the
particle's model into the A, Q, P, B, H, R, and I streams.
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Steady-state. The SQLstream Kalman filter UDX will discard raw position data for particles
which lack a complete model. Once a particle's model has been fully inserted, the UDX will be
able to convert blurry positions into focused positions.

Kalman Filter UDX Signature

Let Γ(ε x δ) denote a contiguous block of ε rows. Each row has a leading BIGINT column and
δ trailing DOUBLE columns. The BIGINT column is the particle id. All the rows in the
contiguous block have the same particle id. The DOUBLE columns are data for the Kalman
filter.

CREATE FUNCTION sys_boot.mgmt.kalman_filter

(

  --

  -- Model parameters

  --

  A_STATE_TRANSITION_MATRIX CURSOR,       -- NOT NULL

  Q_PROCESS_NOISE_MATRIX CURSOR,          -- NOT NULL

  P_ERROR_MATRIX CURSOR,                  

  B_CONTROL_INPUT_MATRIX CURSOR,          

  H_MEASUREMENT_MATRIX CURSOR,            -- NOT NULL

  R_MEASUREMENT_NOISE CURSOR,             -- NOT NULL

  I_INITIAL_POSITION CURSOR,              

  --

  -- Steady-state stream of raw, blurry particle positions.

  --

  Z_U_POSITION_AND_CONTROL CURSOR         -- NOT NULL

)

returns table

(

  Z_U_POSITION_AND_CONTROL.*

)

language java

parameter style system defined java

no sql

external name 'class com.sqlstream.aspen.syslib.KalmanFilterUDX.kalman_filter';

where

A_STATE_TRANSITION_MATRIX is a streaming query returning a Γ(σ x σ) block of rows for
each particle id.

Q_PROCESS_NOISE_MATRIX is a streaming query returning a Γ(σ x σ) block of rows for
each particle id.

P_ERROR_MATRIX is a streaming query returning a Γ(σ x σ) block of rows for each particle
id. P may be NULL.

B_CONTROL_INPUT_MATRIX is a streaming query returning a Γ(σ   β) block of rows for
each particle id.

H_MEASUREMENT_MATRIX is a streaming query returning a Γ(σ   σ) block of rows for
each particle id.

R_MEASUREMENT_NOISE is a streaming query returning a Γ(σ x σ) block of rows for each
particle id.
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I_INITIAL_POSITION is a streaming query returning a Γ(1 x σ) block (i.e., one row) for each
particle id. I may be NULL.

Z_U_POSITION_AND_CONTROL is a streaming query.

If B is null, then the trailing columns of each row comprise a Γ(1 x σ) row, the current position
for a single particle, as measured by sensors. Otherwise, the trailing columns of each row
comprise a Γ(1 x σ+β) row, the current position and control readings for a single particle.

The row prefix consists of other, passthrough columns.

We also support a simplified version of the Kalman filter UDX:

CREATE FUNCTION sys_boot.mgmt.kalman_filter_simple

(

  A_STATE_TRANSITION_MATRIX CURSOR,       -- NOT NULL

  Q_PROCESS_NOISE_MATRIX CURSOR,          -- NOT NULL

  H_MEASUREMENT_MATRIX CURSOR,            -- NOT NULL

  R_MEASUREMENT_NOISE CURSOR,             -- NOT NULL

  Z_POSITION CURSOR                       -- NOT NULL

)

returns table

(

  Z_POSITION.*

)

language java

parameter style system defined java

no sql

external name 'class com.sqlstream.aspen.syslib.KalmanFilterUDX.kalman_filter';

Example

Here is an example of the Kalman filter UDX in action.

-- this is the blurry stream which needs to be sharpened

create stream satellitePosition(satelliteID bigint, radialDistance double, polarAngle

double, azimuthAngle double);

-- these streams define the model for the Kalman filter

create stream A_stateTransition(satelliteID bigint, radialDistance double, polarAngle

double, azimuthAngle double);

create stream Q_processNoise(satelliteID bigint, radialDistance double, polarAngle

double, azimuthAngle double);

create stream H_calibration(satelliteID bigint, cal1 double, cal2 double, cal3

double);

create stream R_calibrationNoise(satelliteID bigint, cal1 double, cal2 double, cal3

double);

-- this query reads the models, constructs Kalman filters from them,

-- and applies those filters to an ongoing stream of blurry data

select stream *

from stream

(

  sys_boot.mgmt.kalman_filter_simple

  (

    cursor(select stream * from A_stateTransition),

    cursor(select stream * from Q_processNoise),

    cursor(select stream * from H_calibration),

    cursor(select stream * from R_calibrationNoise),
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    cursor(select stream * from satellitePosition)

  )

);

--

-- load the models

--

-- insert 3 rows (a 3 × 3 matrix) per satellite

insert into test.A_stateTransition values ...

-- insert 3 rows (a 3 × 3 matrix) per satellite

insert into test.Q_processNoise values ...

-- insert 2 rows (3 × 3 matrix) per satellite

insert into test.H_calibration values ...

-- insert 2 rows (3 × 3 matrix) per satellite

insert into test.R_calibrationNoise values ...

-- finally, insert some real-time measurements from the satellite tracking sensors

insert into test.satellitePosition values (1, 42000, 1.3, 2.7), (1, 42000, 1.31, 2.7),

(1, 42000, 1.32, 2.7);

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.

8.13 Matched Filter UDX

Matched filters work by evaluating a template against a signal, giving a correlation coefficient
for how close the match was at any point within the signal.

The Matched Filter UDX operates not within the time domain, but instead within an
independent-from-time linear domain. It was first developed for examining speed patterns
within a road network for detecting bottlenecks where there was likely some kind of traffic
incident. It did this by maintaining speed data for every 10 meters within the network. For
every pair of consecutive speed reports a vehicle made that stayed on a single road we would
update the speed data of the network and reevaluate the matched filter for every part of the
network that was changed.

We’ve generalized this model to work on arbitrary linear data. It normalizes the data against
the template, so only the shape is compared, not the amplitude or mean. It runs at high
speed, taking advantage of Intel’s array processing extensions. We are releasing this under
an Apache 2 license, so you are free to modify this as needed.

We provide the following UDXs for evaluating matched filters. You will need to build and install
this before using. See Writing a UDX in this guide.

MatchedFilterSegmented

create or replace function matchedFilterSegmented(

       filterData CURSOR,

       segmentData CURSOR,
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       halfLife double,

       minReportCorrelation double,

       samples CURSOR

)

returns TABLE(

        ROWTIME TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

        firstElement int,

        numElements int,

        MATCH_ELEMENT int,

        MATCH_CORRELATION double,

        MATCH_RMS double,

        MATCH_MEAN double

)

language java

parameter style system defined java

no sql

external name 'test:com.sqlstream.plugin.matchedfilter.MatchFinder.findMatches';

 
Parameters:

filterData Must be relational table expression with a single column giving a sequence of values
to use as a filter template.

segmentData Must be relational table expression with a single column giving a sequence of
boundaries for segments within the linear domain. Example: CURSOR(values 0, 1000, 2000)
would give two separate segments, 0-999 and 1000-1999. The filter is only evaluate within
individual segments.

halfLife At what rate (in seconds) should we age data within the network? We treat newer
data to be of higher confidence, reducing the confidence by a factor of two every half life in
seconds.

minReportCorrelation Minimum correlation for which we should report matches.

samples A stream of samples. Each sample describes a series of elements within the
network to be updated. Values are given for the first and last elements. Values in between are
interpolated linearly. Confidences are given for the first, last, and midpoint elements.
Confidences in between are linearly interpolated. Sample stream must start with the following
columns:

        firstElement int, 
        numElements int,

        firstValue double,

        firstConfidence double,

        lastValue double,

        lastConfidence double,

        midConfidence double

It can be followed by other columns that can be passed through to any matches.

Returned table:

Can include any columns from the samples CURSOR. These will be passed through
unchanged. Can also include any or all of:
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        MATCH_ELEMENT int, – first element of match against filter

        MATCH_CORRELATION double, – correlation of match.

        MATCH_RMS double, – root mean square of elements matched.

        MATCH_MEAN double – mean of elements matched.

MatchedFilter

Just like matchedFilterSegmented, but instead of taking a cursor for segmentData, it takes a
single integer and assumes a single segment of that size.

LinearFilter

create or replace function linearFilter(filterSize int)

returns TABLE(

        val double not null

)

language java

parameter style system defined java

no sql

external name 'test:com.sqlstream.plugin.matchedfilter.MatchFinder.linearFilter';

 

Returns a table of increasing values starting at 0, increasing by 1 each row. Can be used for
creating filters based on evaluation of an expression. Example:
create or replace view parabolicFilter as

select (20 - val) * val as val from table(linearFilter(21));

 

GenerateTestData

create or replace function generateTestData(

       maxElements int,

       numSamples int,

       matchStart int,

       matchData CURSOR,

       lowRandValue double,

       randRange double

)

returns TABLE(

        ROWTIME TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,

        firstElement int,

        numElements int,

        firstValue double,

        firstConfidence double,

        lastValue double,

        lastConfidence double,

        midConfidence double

)

language java

parameter style system defined java

no sql

external name 'test:com.sqlstream.plugin.matchedfilter.TestData.generateTestData';
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Can be used to generate test data for testing matched filter. Generates random data except
within a specific range where you can specify the exact results.
Parameters:

       maxElements Size of single segment to generate data for

       numSamples How many samples to generate

       matchStart At what point in the segment to specify exactly the output

       matchData Table expression with one value per row where you want to specify exactly
the output.

       lowRandValue, randRange Range for random values.

Returns:

Table of samples. Each will specify 5 elements unless that would cross between the portion
that should be randomly generated and the portion that’s specified exactly.

Example of Use

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.

create or replace view parabolicFilter as

select (20 - val) * val / 100 as val from table(linearFilter(21));

 

create or replace view testDataStream as

select stream * from stream(generateTestData(

       1000,

       1000000,

       200,

       cursor(select val * 100 from parabolicFilter), 0, 100));

 

create or replace view foundMatches as

select stream * from stream(matchedFilter(

       CURSOR(select * from parabolicFilter),

       1000,

       10.0, 0.9,

       CURSOR(select stream * from testDataStream)));

 

select stream * from foundMatches;

 

Building and Installing Matched Filter 

Before you can use the Matched Filter UDX, you need to install it. It's necessary to install
Matched Filter separately from Guavus SQLstream because the Matched Filter UDX makes
use of hardware specific array processing extensions and therefor needs to be built for
specific platforms. 

The following are instructions for building under Ubuntu 16.04. Instructions for installing
prerequisites, setting environment, and so on may differ for your Linux environment.
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Prerequisites:

Maven and libcblas.

To get these, enter the following code at a command prompt:

sudo apt-get install maven, libatlas-base-dev

 

Set SQLSTREAM HOME as an Environment Variable

export SQLSTREAM_HOME=/opt/sqlstream/nnnnn/s-Server (replacing nnnnn with your

version)

Install Guavus SQLstream Maven Artifacts

cd $SQLSTREAM_HOME/examples/sdk

./install.sh

 

Build and Install Jar

cd matchedFilter

mvn install

cp target/matchedFilter*.jar $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/matchedFilter.jar

 

Build and Install jni Component

cd src/main/native

make

cp lib/libmatchedFilter.so $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin

 

Test It

cd $SQLSTREAM_HOME

run sqllineClient

!run examples/sdk/matchedFilter/src/test/resources/unitsql/testMatch.sql

 

You should see most matches at element 200 where otherwise random data is spiked with a
match.

8.14 Table Lookup UDX

The TableLookup UDX is a User Defined Transform that looks up external database entries
matching 1, 2, or 3 stream columns (stream-table JOIN). 

There are currently two ways to perform a stream-to-table join:

· Using the TableLookup UDX, as described below. The Table Lookup UDX lets you control
how table data is fetched and cached. You can also subclass the UDX for special
semantics. While performance is good, you need to call this as a UDX. Also, the s-Server
query engine is unable to push projections and filters into the UDX. 
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· Using a stream-table join in SQL, as described in the SELECT JOIN clause topic in the
Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual. With stream-table joins, s-Server
allows the ON condition and the USING condition, and allows both INNER JOIN and OUTER
JOIN. Either input can be a  foreign table, a native stream, a foreign stream, a view, or a
subquery. 

The TableLookup UDX implements a left-join in which the left arm of the join is supplied as the
function's CURSOR argument and the right arm of the join is the configured database table.
Columns in the output rowtype are filled as follows:

· Pass-through input columns are copied to output columns with matching names
(case-sensitive).

Input columns without matching output columns are discarded.

· Join columns from the database table are copied to output columns with matching
names (case-sensitive).

Join columns without matching output columns are discarded.

o Data from a join column overwrite data from a pass-through column, unless the join
column contains NULLs, in which case the pass-through column data are used.

Primary key columns are protected from being overwritten.

The TableLookup UDX is implemented externally in a Java JAR file, located in the
SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin directory. 

Code to "install" (load) the TableLookup adapter:

CREATE JAR "TableLookup"

    LIBRARY 'file:plugin/TableLookup.jar'

    OPTIONS(0);

--- This code loads the installed Java JAR file, located in the SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin

directory

Use CREATE FUNCTION to Access the Java Extension

The TableLookup CREATE FUNCTION includes a RETURNS TABLE section in which you
define the streaming columns to be output from the function. (See the examples in the SDK
page and the topic CREATE FUNCTION in the in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference
Guide for more detail.) You declare exactly the columns that you expect to get back from the
join: some will be columns supplied by input, and some will come from the static table. You
can define exactly what you want to bring back; it does not need to include everything from the
stream or table. (See the sample code's defining section.)

The function figures out which columns are passed through from the input stream and which
are to be provided from the join result. Output rows can include possibly many output rows
per input row, with nulls put in for anything that lacks a matching column.

While matching is case-sensitive, column by column, validation on this RETURNS TABLE
clause does not fail if its columns find no exact match. If a name does not match the input
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stream or join table, perhaps due to a misspelled name in the RETURNS table, nulls are
returned.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getDealerData"(

       inputRows CURSOR,

     controlCmds CURSOR,

          dsName VARCHAR(64),

       tableName VARCHAR(128),

         colName VARCHAR(128),

       cacheSize INTEGER,

    prefetchRows BOOLEAN,

    fuzzyLookups BOOLEAN)

    RETURNS TABLE(

                "dealer" VARCHAR(64),

                  "tstamp" TIMESTAMP,

                "full_day" BOOLEAN,

                 "new_day" BOOLEAN,

   "dealer_events_today" INTEGER,

      "dealer_daily_avg" FLOAT,

   "dealer_window_total" INTEGER,

        "all_window_total" INTEGER,

             "num_updates" INTEGER,

    "dealer_sum_updates" BIGINT,

    "dealer_sum_squares" BIGINT,

         "all_sum_updates" BIGINT,

         "all_sum_squares" BIGINT)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"TableLookup":com.sqlstream.plugin.tablelookup.TableLookup.lookup';

The function figures out which columns are passed through from the input stream and which
are to be provided from the join result. Output rows can include possibly many output rows
per input row, with nulls put in for anything that lacks a matching column.

While matching is case-sensitive, column by column, validation on this RETURNS TABLE

clause does not fail if its columns find no exact match. If a name does not match the input
stream or join table, as with a misspelled name in the RETURNS table, nulls are returned.

Controlling a Table-lookup Cache with a Control Stream

The TableLookup UDX enables you to cache lookup values, which can speed production
throughput for commonly-needed values. For example, the sample view that calls the
TableLookup Function sets the cache to 5, selecting and preloading the first 5 rows of the
target table. This makes sense if you know you have a fixed size target table and you want all
the values in at once. Preloading is great when a table has a small finite number of things that
you want to load.

With caching turned on, the TableLookup UDX builds up a cache of results from the table and
uses those to satisfy stream-table joins. However, if a value was looked up and cached, and
then gets changed in your static table, the UDX will fail to notice that the underlying table has
changed; it's relying on the cache.

If caching is disabled for the source table from which you are taking look-up results, then the
UDX goes to the table for every lookup (join).
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To control caching, you can define a cache control stream. Commands you send in that
stream enable you to pause use of the cache, to flush the cache if needed, and to resume
use of the cache:

· Sending a pause or suspend command on the control stream tells the UDX to stop
satisfying joins for the moment, that is, to stop table lookups.

· Sending a flush command on the control stream flushes the cache.

· Sending a resume command on the control stream tells the UDX to restart satisfying
joins, that is, to resume looking up values in the table.

When it resumes, the UDX will fail to get a hit from the flushed (empty) cache, forcing it to go
out to the real table and repopulate the cache with current values from the table.

Note that the control stream can be used to suspend/resume the stream-table join operations
even if the cache is not enabled or, for that matter, even if it is enabled but you don not plan to
flush the cache.

See the code example of defining a control stream.

Streaming Output

Use CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW to output streaming data. Choose the SELECT STREAM
columns from the RETURNS TABLE clause, which can have originated from the join table,
the static table, or the stream. (See the sample code's calling section and the topic CREATE
VIEW in the in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more detail.)

The FROM TABLE syntax in the example below includes two input selects or cursors. The
first one is a view from your application. The second one is the optional control stream. The
control stream can be passed the following directives, in the indicated order:

· pause or suspend

· clearCache,

· resume

After the cursors, you specify the following parameters (see also the table giving these
parameters):

· dsName. The name of the file (much like a properties file) that contains the
credentials for connecting to your external database. Put it in the
SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi directory. In the example code, dsName is set to
"descriptions_prod". The syntax for the dsName-file is as follows, where the last 4
lines are just like a properties file:

                  type=javax.sql.DataSource

                  driver=org.postgresql.Driver

                  url=jdbc:postgresql://localhost/mynethome

                  user=SQLstream

                  password=
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· tableName. The name of the external static table

· colName for the primary column. The name of the column containing the primary
column for the join. Note that the primary column (in this example, "dealer") must exist
in both the input stream and target table. If it has a different name in the stream than it
does in the static table, then you can use aliasing on the input stream to change it.
The only thing you can control is the names in the input stream, so you want to
choose the primary column for the join to match what is in your database table. You
can then force the stream to contain a column of that name as needed. Note: you
can also specify an optional 2nd and 3rd column for the join, after the colName
chosen for the primary join column. The parameter list, of course, would then change
to be dsName, tableName, colName, colName2, colName3, cacheSize,
prefetchRows.

· cacheSize. This parameter sets the cache size, representing the number of
entries to cache from the static table. Set cacheSize to the size that makes
sense for the working-set or number-of-rows that you are commonly looking up,
for which you do not want to make multiple database hits. If the UDX needs
more than that number of rows, it automatically does a LIFO cache turn-over.
You can set cache to 0 if you want the UDX always to look in the database.
Performance may suffer, but this practice can be useful for testing, giving you
an uncached stream-table join effect. With cache set to 0, you can either have
the control stream present and not use it or you can avoid declaring a control
stream.

· prefetchRows. Set prefetchRows to false if you do not want a preload. If you set
preload to true, and you have a non-zero number for cache, then the TableLookup
UDX will run a query to simulate a join and pull in as many of the rows as it can from
the target table. Thus in the example, the view that calls the TableLookup Function,
where cache is set to 5, the TableLookup UDX would select and preload the first 5
rows out of the target table.

· fuzzyLookups. When fuzzyLookups is true, numbers that are close to each other will
match. Set fuzzyLookups to true only if your primary column to join on is a floating
point number for which matching only needs to be a floating number close to it.
Working with latitudes and longitudes is good use case for this setting, since you will
not necessarily get an equals match when joining on latitude or longitude. In this case,
with fuzzy set to true, numbers that are close to each other will match.

Sample code

Adapter and UDX code shares a common pattern:

· An "installing" section

· "Defining" sections

· A "calling" section
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The following code has these sections and exemplifies the descriptions of the TableLookup
UDX given above.

-- Code to "install" (load) the TableLookup adapter, as described in the section named

TableLookup.jar File.

CREATE JAR "TableLookup"

    LIBRARY 'file:plugin/TableLookup.jar'

    OPTIONS(0);

--- This code loads the installed Java JAR file,

         located in the SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin directory

-- Code to create the function, as described in the section named Use CREATE FUNCTION

to access the Java extension.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "getDealerData"(

       inputRows CURSOR,

     controlCmds CURSOR,

          dsName VARCHAR(64),

       tableName VARCHAR(128),

         colName VARCHAR(128),

       cacheSize INTEGER,

    prefetchRows BOOLEAN,

    fuzzyLookups BOOLEAN)

    RETURNS TABLE(

                "dealer" VARCHAR(64),

                  "tstamp" TIMESTAMP,

                "full_day" BOOLEAN,

                 "new_day" BOOLEAN,

   "dealer_events_today" INTEGER,

      "dealer_daily_avg" FLOAT,

   "dealer_window_total" INTEGER,

        "all_window_total" INTEGER,

             "num_updates" INTEGER,

    "dealer_sum_updates" BIGINT,

    "dealer_sum_squares" BIGINT,

         "all_sum_updates" BIGINT,

         "all_sum_squares" BIGINT)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"TableLookup":com.sqlstream.plugin.tablelookup.TableLookup.lookup';

Code to define a Control Stream, as described in the section named Controlling table caching
with a control stream.

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "DealerDataControl" (

    "SQLS_cmd" VARCHAR(12) NOT NULL, -- e.g. 'pause'/'suspend', 'resume', 'clearCache'

    "SQLS_reason" VARCHAR(100)

) DESCRIPTION 'TableLookup UDX control stream for getDealerData() function';

-- Create a view which calls the TableLookup Function, as described in the section

named Streaming Output.

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW "DailyAgencyDescription"

DESCRIPTION 'aggregated per-agency activity with historical description for that

agency' AS

  SELECT STREAM

    "dealer",

    "tstamp",

    "full_day",

    "new_day",

    "dealer_events_today",   -- per-dealer count since midnight

    "dealer_daily_avg",      -- per-dealer historical daily average

    "dealer_window_total",   -- per-dealer count over current period
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    "all_window_total",      -- all-dealers count over current period

    "num_updates",           -- number of times historical description has been

updated [J]

    "dealer_sum_updates",    -- per-dealer sum of all historical updates [J]

    "dealer_sum_squares",    -- per-dealer "sum of the squares" of

                                                all historical updates [J]

    "all_sum_updates",       -- (repeated) grand total of

                                                all dealer dealer_sum_updates [J]

    "all_sum_squares"        -- (repeated) grand total of

                                                all dealer dealer_sum_squares [J]

  FROM TABLE("MyTable"."getDealerData"(

          CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM "DailyAgencyActivity"),

          CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM "DealerDataControl"),

          'descriptions_prod',     -- prod credentials

          'dealer_description',    -- table

          'dealer',                -- PK

          5,                       -- cache

          false,                   -- no preload

          false                    -- no fuzzy

      ));

Troubleshooting

Setting trace levels in properties.trace: see Tracers.

More information

For more information about the topics mentioned above, please see:

· The topics CREATE STREAM, CREATE FUNCTION, and CREATE JAR and the
topic CREATE FUNCTION in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

· The Built-In Functions section of the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide

Additional information and examples

The following tables describe the options passed as arguments to the SQL function
invocation and the tracing levels.

Configuration

Options passed as arguments to the SQL function invocation.
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Option Description

dsName Name of the external data source, a properties file to be located in
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi
Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/5.0.XXX. 

tableName Name of table to join against, schema-qualified if necessary

colName Name of lookup column for the join (not necessarily the primary key of the table)

colName2 (optional) Name of a 2nd lookup column for join

colName3 (optional) Name of a 3rd lookup column for join

cacheSize Number of entries to be cached in memory. Caching is enabled only if cacheSize > 0. Each
entry corresponds to one lookup for given "primary" column values and could have multiple
rows cached for it.

prefetchRows If true, prefetch rows into the cache. Used only if cacheSize > 0.

fuzzyLookup If true, use scale of input columns for lookups.

Tracers

com.sqlstream.plugin.tablelookup.TableLookup

.level= Notes

WARNING Unrecognized/unimplemented control stream commands, JDBC errors

INFO Control command receipt

FINE Control command execution, generated lookup query (UDX init)

FINER State changes (caused by control commands), column mapping details (UDX init)

FINEST Data transfer details (row by row)

Additional examples

The following examples further illustrate how to use the Table Lookup UDX.

  CREATE JAR "TableLookup"

    LIBRARY 'file:plugin/TableLookup.jar'

    OPTIONS(0);

  CREATE FUNCTION foo(

    c CURSOR, dsName VARCHAR(20), tableName VARCHAR(20), key VARCHAR(10),

    cacheSize INTEGER, prefetchRows BOOLEAN, fuzzyLookup BOOLEAN)

  RETURNS TABLE(A INTEGER, B VARCHAR(10), C INTEGER)

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"TableLookup":com.sqlstream.plugin.tablelookup.TableLookup.lookup';

  SELECT STREAM *

    FROM TABLE(foo(

      CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM SALES.BIDS), -- input stream

      'dsCredentials', -- refers to

$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/dsCredentials.properties

      'some.ref',      -- "ref" table in "some" schema

      'A',             -- use input column "A" as lookup column (key)

      0,               -- UDX cache disabled

      false,           -- no pre-fetch

      false            -- no fuzzy matching

  ));
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  CREATE FUNCTION bar(

    inputRows CURSOR, controlCmds CURSOR, dsName VARCHAR(20), tableName VARCHAR(20),

    key1 VARCHAR(10), key2 VARCHAR(10), key3 VARCHAR(10),

    cacheSize INTEGER, prefetchRows BOOLEAN, fuzzyLookup BOOLEAN)

  RETURNS TABLE(A INTEGER, B VARCHAR(10), C INTEGER)

     LANGUAGE JAVA

     PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

     NO SQL

     EXTERNAL NAME

'"TableLookup":com.sqlstream.plugin.tablelookup.TableLookup.lookup';

  CREATE STREAM "TableLookupControl" (

     "SQLS_cmd" VARCHAR(12) NOT NULL, -- e.g. 'pause'/'suspend', 'resume',

'clearCache'

     "SQLS_reason" VARCHAR(100)

  ) DESCRIPTION 'TableLookup UDX control stream for bar() function';

  SELECT STREAM *

    FROM TABLE(bar(

      CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM SALES.BIDS),           -- input stream

      CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM "TableLookupControl"), -- control stream

      'dsCredentials', -- refers to

$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/dsCredentials.properties

      'some.ref',      -- "ref" table in "some" schema

      'A',             -- use input column "A" as lookup column (key) part 1

      'B',             -- use input column "B" as lookup column (key) part 2

      'C',             -- use input column "C" as lookup column (key) part 3

      1000,            -- 1000 unique keys in UDX cache

      false,           -- no pre-prefetch

      false            -- no fuzzy matching

   ));

8.15 Cassandra Lookup UDX

The Cassandra Lookup UDX lets you  query tables in Apache Cassandra. To do so, you need
to create a function and then call it. Often, this means runing a SELECT statement that
returns rows and columns.. For more information on Apache Cassandra, see
http://cassandra.apache.org/. 

As with all UDXes, to create a Cassandra Lookup UDX, you define it as a function. For more
informaiton on defining functions, see the topic CREATE FUNCTION  in the s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

http://cassandra.apache.org/
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Paramete
r

Type Definition

InputRow
s

CURSO
R

CQL statement that defines input rows.

tableNam
e

VARCHA
R(512)

Name of Cassandra table.

columnNa
mes 

VARCHA
R(128)

Comma separated list of columns in Cassandra table.

hosts VARCHA
R(128)

Host on which Cassandra resides.

keySpace VARCHA
R(128)

Name of Cassandra keyspace in which table is located. A keyspace is
similar to a database in RDBMS systems.

Here's an example of a function definition for the Cassandra Lookup UDX:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION lookup(inputRows CURSOR, tableName VARCHAR(512),

    columnNames VARCHAR(128), hosts VARCHAR(128), keySpace VARCHAR(128))

    RETURNS TABLE(

        inputRows.*,

        id VARCHAR(128),

        lastname VARCHAR(128))

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"CassandraJar":com.sqlstream.plugin.cassandra.Functions.lookup';

After defining the function, you can call this UDX like this:

select stream * from table (cassandra.lookup(cursor(

    select stream * from cassandra."join_test"),

    'drivers',

    'firstname',

    '127.0.0.1',

    'buses') );

You can also specify the query that you want to run on Cassandra calling another function
already defined on s-Server:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION lookup_with_query(inputRows CURSOR, tableName VARCHAR(512),

    columnNames VARCHAR(128), hosts VARCHAR(128), keySpace VARCHAR(128))

    RETURNS TABLE(

        inputRows.*,

        id VARCHAR(128),

        lastname VARCHAR(128))

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA
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    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME

'"CassandraJar":com.sqlstream.plugin.cassandra.Functions.lookup_with_query';

You would call this function with code along the following lines:

select stream * from table (cassandra.lookup_with_query(cursor(

    select stream * from cassandra."join_test"),

    'select * from drivers where firstname=? ALLOW FILTERING',

    'firstname',

    '127.0.0.1',

    'buses') );

8.16 URI Parse UDX

The URI Parse UDX parses decorated URIs into name-value pairs. URIParse is called with an
input stream and the name of the column containing the decorated URIs. The SQL function
declaration's output rowtype determines which input columns and which parsed named
values are placed in the output stream.

· Parsed values are copied to output columns specified with the same case-sensitive
name as the supplied parameter. Output columns whose names do not exactly
match any parameter value are discarded.

· Pass-through input: Each input column whose name exactly matches (case-
sensitive) a specified output column name is copied as a "pass-through".

· Input columns that do not exactly match output columns are discarded.

The URI Parse UDX is implemented externally in a Java JAR file, located in the
SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin directory. This external JAR file is loaded into Guavus s-Server
using CREATE JAR syntax.

The following options are passed as arguments to the SQL function invocation:
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Parameter Description

inputRows The input stream of rows

parseColName (Optional) Name (case-sensitive) of the column to be parsed.
If this parameter is not supplied, then the first non-ROWTIME column is used.

querySplit The regular expression to be used for splitting the request and decoration. request
refers everything before the first querySplit, usually a question mark, "\?", while
decoration refers to everything after the first querySplit, usually a question mark, "\?"

paramSplit The regular expression to be used for splitting the param-value strings from decoration;
paramSplit is usually the character ampersand, "&", or semicolon, ";"

pairSplit The regular expression to be used for splitting the param/value pairs from param-value
strings.
--- pairSplit is usually the character equals, "=", or colon, ":".

results Name of the output stream of rows

Note: Because the xxxxSplit arguments are used as Java regular expressions (regex), be
sure to escape any split character that is also a regex metacharacter. For example, the
querySplit is usually a question mark, "?". Since "?" is the conditional-match regex
metacharacter, it must be escaped, "\?", when passed in from the SQL.

Consider a stream named "s" with a single varchar column named "Message" where the
contents of the column contain a single row with the value 'http://sqlstream.com/index.jsp?
fruit=<value>&id=<value>&state=<value>'.

First, create a stream along the following lines:

drop schema test cascade;

create schema test;

set schema 'TEST';

set path 'TEST';

CREATE STREAM s

(MESSAGE varchar (256) );

INSERT INTO s (MESSAGE)

VALUES ( CREATE STREAM s

(MESSAGE varchar (256) )

;

Creating a function to call uriParse

The following code calls the function uriParse by creating a function called "uriParseStream"
and then defining what the URI will look like: 

drop schema test cascade;

create schema test;

set schema 'TEST';

set path 'TEST';

CREATE FUNCTION uriParseStream(

    inputRows CURSOR,

    parseColName VARCHAR(32),

    querySplit VARCHAR(3),

    paramSplit VARCHAR(3),

    pairSplit  VARCHAR(3))
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    RETURNS TABLE( "fruit"     varchar(16),

                   "id"        int,

                   "state"     varchar(2)

                  )

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'class com.sqlstream.plugin.uriparse.UriParse.parseUri';

Use the "uriParseStream" UDX

You then call the function through the following code:

SELECT STREAM "fruit", "id" ,"state"

FROM STREAM(test.uriParseStream(

     CURSOR( SELECT STREAM '\?' || MESSAGE AS "message" FROM s), -- input rows

     'message', -- parseColName

     '\?',      -- querySplit

     '\&',      -- paramSplit

     '='))     -- pairSplit.

;

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.

You can test the function by opening another terminal window and entering a statement along
the following lines:

INSERT INTO test.s (MESSAGE)

VALUES ('http://sqlstream.com/index.jsp?fruit=apple&id=6789&state=NY'),

('http://sqlstream.com/index.jsp?fruit=orange&id=6889&state=CA'),

('http://sqlstream.com/index.jsp?fruit=nectarine&id=6784&state=FL');

which would return columns for a, b, and c:

fruit id state

apple 6789 NY

orange 6889 CA

nectarine 6784 FL

and so on.

8.17 XML Parse UDX

The XMLParser UDX is a User Defined Transform (UDX) that uses an XPATH (the XML Path
Language) definition to transform the contents of a single column into distinct columns for
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each attribute. The basic function is to match XML attributes to SQL column names, extract
the data values, and place each attribute as an individual column value.

The inputs to the XMLParse UDX are an input stream supplied as a CURSOR argument, the
name of a column to be parsed by the XMLParse, and the XPATH definition of the XML.

The XMLParse output is a new stream containing the individual attribute values as column
values.

XMLParse.jar UDX file

The XMLParse UDX is implemented in a Java JAR file located in the
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin directory. As with other jar files, it is loaded with the CREATE
JAR statement.

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/6.0.XXX. 

CREATE SCHEMA "test";

  SET SCHEMA '"test"';

  CREATE JAR "test"."XmlParse"

      LIBRARY 'file:plugin/XmlParse.jar'

      OPTIONS(0);

  

Alternately, you can create a link to the XMLParse UDX in the autocp directory.

 cd $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/autocp

 ln -s ../XmlParse.jar

Creating a SQL Function to use the XMLParse UDX

The XMLParse input parameters specify the following information:

· The set of input rows,

· The column name of the column containing the XML data,

· The file name of the XPATH configuration file. The location of this file is

  $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/jndi/xmlparse/<configuration file name>.properties

The Table returned by the XMLParse UDX is a set of columns. Each column in the input
stream named in the list of output Table columns receives the corresponding value passed
through to the output. The column name of the column containing the XML data is parsed
according to the XPATH configuration and any attributes corresponding to XML tags appear in
the output for each column named in the list of output columns. XML tags that have no
matching column names in the list of output Table columns are silently dropped. If the XML
data has an array of repeating values, each repeating value will correspond to one UDX output
row.
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CREATE FUNCTION "test"."ParseXml"

            (c CURSOR,

             parseColName VARCHAR(20),

             confName VARCHAR(20))

      RETURNS TABLE

      (

                  -- Input values passed to the output

                   "location" VARCHAR(30),

                   "city" VARCHAR(32),

                   "region" VARCHAR(32),

                  -- Output columns parsed from the XML

                   id INTEGER,

                   name VARCHAR(60),

                   title VARCHAR(60),

                   years VARCHAR(60)

    )

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME

      '"XmlParse":com.sqlstream.plugin.xmlparse.XmlParse.parseXml';

  

Calling the Function

The following code calls the UDX.

  CREATE STREAM "InputStream" (

  "location" VARCHAR(30),

  "city" VARCHAR(32),

  "region" VARCHAR(32),

  id int,

       XML_DATA VARCHAR(32000));

  SELECT STREAM *

      FROM TABLE("test"."ParseXml"(

          -- First parameter is input stream

             CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM "InputStream"),

          -- Second parameter is the name of the column in the input data that

             contains the XML data

             'XML_DATA',

          -- Third parameter is the name of the XPath definition file.

             'xpath_defn'));

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.

Example Properties File and Input

The content of the Properties file passed as the third parameter of the function above is
written in XPath. XPath is used for selecting parts of an XML document and is defined by the
World Wide Web Consortium, W3C.

An example of the content of the properties file which could be used for the above code would
be:
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  NAME.xpath=/testxml/row/name

  TITLE.xpath=@title

  YEARS.xpath=@years

  repeatingElement.xpath=/testxml/row/jobfunctions/function

Some Sample Input

  SET SCHEMA '"test"';

  INSERT INTO "InputStream" ("location", "city", "region", id, xml_data)

    VALUES ('US', 'Oakland', 'California', 12345,

     '<testxml><row><name>joe</name><jobfunctions><function title="truck driver"

years="1"/>

      <function title="clerk" years="5"/></jobfunctions></row></testxml>');

Troubleshooting

Set the appropriate trace level in /var/log/sqlstream/Trace.propertiesTrace.properties for:

  com.sqlstream.plugin.xmlparse.XmlParse.parseXml.level=<trace_level>

<trace_level> Meaning/Usage

WARNING Error Conditions which disturb successful processing

INFO unused

FINE Logs the mapping input columns and output columns

FINER Logs the mapping between XML attributes and output columns

FINEST unused

Constraints

The maximum size of the XML document is constrained by the maximum row and column
size of 65536.

9 SQLstream Software Development Kit (SDK)

This document is intended for developers who want to extend the base SQL capabilities of
SQLstream with connections to external systems, custom functions, or row transformations.
s-Server uses Maven for Java development. Before developing a UDF, UDX, or adapter, you
will need to have Maven installed on your system. For more information on Maven, see
https://maven.apache.org/ 

s-Server provides code samples and useful scripts in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/examples/sdk,
including an install.sh for Maven. We provide a Javadoc at $SQLSTREAM_HOME/doc/SDK-
API, and also here. 

Before using materials in this directory, particularly the install script, you may find it useful to
set $SQLSTREAM_HOME as an environment variable, to the location sqlstream/6.0.0/s-
Server/. You may also find it useful to add this location to your PATH.

Note: one way to set an environment variable and modify your PATH for development
purposes is to add the following lines to the .bashrc script in your home directory:

SQLSTREAM_HOME="/home/drew/sqlstream/<VERSION>/s-Server/"

https://maven.apache.org/
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export SQLSTREAM_HOME

PATH=$PATH:$HOME/bin:$JAVA_HOME/bin:$SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin

export PATH

If you install s-Server as sudo, it may be more useful to set an environment variable for your
entire system, using, for example, a script in /etc/profile.d

Introduction

SQLstream's base SQL capabilities can be extended with plugins in several ways: adapters,
UDFs, and UDXs. Plugins are declared to SQLstream as SQL/MED "wrappers". 

Adapter

An adapter is a plugin which allows SQLstream to integrate with an external system. An
adapter can implement a data source, bringing data from the external system into
SQLstream. Or, an adapter can implement a data sink, delivering streaming data from
SQLstream to an external system. In either case, the adapter is responsible for connecting to
the external system and transforming data between SQLstream's relational format and the
external data format. If needed, an adapter can have its own thread(s).

Adapters implement SQL/MED "foreign servers" which then host "foreign streams" or "foreign
tables". Foreign streams and tables can be used in SQLstream DML statements just like
native streams and tables.

As of s-Server 4.0, the Extensible Common Data framework is the recommended way to
handle adapters. The topic Writing an Extensible Common Data Framework Plugin describes
how to customize this framework.

UDF (user-defined function)

A UDF is a plugin which takes one or more scalar parameters and returns a scalar result
value. For more details, see the topic CREATE FUNCTION in the s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Guide. A UDF can implement complex calculations or interact with an external
system. A UDF can also execute SQL - on a row by row basis of course - and so can access
other stream data or, more likely, table data stored locally or accessed via SQL/MED. A UDF
can execute any Java - though it's undesirable for a UDF to block for any length of time.

UDFs operate like built-in functions such as FLOOR() or LOWER(). See the topics FLOOR()
or LOWER() in the s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide for more details. For each
occurrence of a UDF within a SQL statement, that UDF is called once per row with scalar
parameters that can be constants or column values in that row.

See Writing a UDF.

UDX (user-defined transform)

A UDX is a plugin which takes normal UDF scalar parameters plus zero or more query
expressions as cursor inputs and returns a virtual table or stream as output. For more details,
see the topic CREATE FUNCTION in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Guide. 
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For efficiency and performance, SQLstream/Farrago uses a system-defined calling
convention rather than the SQL:2008 standard calling convention for "table functions".

The UDX form that takes cursor inputs is particularly powerful. This form enables the UDX to
continuously process one or more input streams of rows, emitting a resulting stream of rows.
Any number of input rows can result in any number of output rows.

The UDX processing is performed on its own thread(s), allowing streaming input and output
operations to be asynchronous to each other.

See Writing a UDX.

9.1 Writing an Extensible Common Data Plugin

This topic provides information on creating new plugins to process data for s-Server using the
Extensible Common Data Framework. Plugins are written in Java and require knowledge of
Java programming to develop. After you write them, plugins need to be installed.

Note: Currently, you can write plugins to read and parse data from external sources. We do
not support writing plugins to write data to external sources.

The directory $SQLSTREAM_HOME/examples/sdk has two scripts to be used in installing
the plugin. The directory $SQLSTREAM_HOME/doc/SDK-API has a Javadoc.

This topic contains the following sections:

· Introduction

· Setting Up a New ECD Plugin

· Writing a New ECD Plugin

· Managing Properties for the Plugin

· Writing a Source Plugin

· Writing a Parser Plugin

· Installing a New ECD Plugin

Introduction

The Extensible Common Data Framework lets you independently write a plugin that handles a
currently unsupported data source or data format. You can then use these plugins to create
foreign data sources in SQL, set up foreign streams which can be queried, analyzed, merged
with native streams or tables, archived in an RDBMS source, or otherwise manipulated. (For
a list of supported sources and formats, see the topics Reading from Other Sources and
Writing to Other Destinations in this guide.)
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· With parsers, we are concerned with transforming data into row-column pairs.
Parsers first validate the data and the parse data out to match columns defined in a
foreign stream.

· With data sources, we are primarily concerned with delivering buffers and buffer
metadata (information about where the data originated, such as sequence number or
names of files). This metadata is entered into s-Server streams so that you can later
poll it.

Note: Currently, only parsers and sources are supported for writing your own ECD plugin.
For help with writing a custom writer or sink, please contact SQLstream technical support.

There are two code examples provided: 

· Sample Code for Parser provides an example of a parser plugin built for Google Protocol
Buffers.

· Sample Code for Source Plugin  provides an example of a source plugin built for Kafka.

Setting Up the ECD Plugin

The first part of developing an ECD plugin involves setting up a Maven project for your plugin.
For more information on Maven, see https://maven.apache.org/ 

Using Maven, create your project.

As a parent pom, use $SQLSTREAM_HOME/examples/sdk/pom.xml.

Invoke $SQLSTREAM_HOME/examples/sdk/install.sh to install artifacts. 

You will most likely want to modify one of the pom files in
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/examples/sdk/keyvalue.

A sample pom file might look like the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

  xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0

http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd">

  <modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

  <parent>

    <groupId>com.sqlstream.ecda</groupId>

    <artifactId>ecda</artifactId>

    <version>6.0.0</version>

  </parent>

  <artifactId>keyvalue</artifactId>

  <packaging>jar</packaging>

  <name>ECDA Key-Value Parser Adapter</name>

  <properties>

    <plugin.factory>com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.keyvalue.KeyValueParser$PluginFactor

y</plugin.factory>

  </properties>

</project>

https://maven.apache.org/
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Writing the ECDA Plugin

To write a plugin, begin by creating a subclass of
com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.EcdaPluginFactory. 

In this subclass, invoke one or more of the following classes:

· public static void installSource(String name, Class<? extends DataInputSource> clazz);

· public static void installParser(String name, Class<? extends DataInputParser> clazz);

· public static void installFactoryPlugin(String name, Class<? extends DataFactoryPlugin> clazz);

For example, for an ECD parser, you might use code along the following lines:

public class ProtoBufParser implements DataInputParser

EcdaPluginFactory

For any Extensible Common Data plugin, you need to reference the class EcdaPluginFactory,
and make a reference to this subclass in POM as property "plugin.factory". When you install
the plugin, s-Server looks through the manifest for the ECDA plugin factory.

The plugin factory subclass also names the plugin. You invoke this name in SQL through
either the FORMAT TYPE parameter (parsers) or SERVER TYPE parameter (sources).

For example, the following code names a parser "PROTOBUF".

public static class PluginFactory extends EcdaPluginFactory {

        public void installPlugins() {

            installParser("PROTOBUF", ProtoBufParser.class);

Managing Properties

For all plugins, you need to manage properties for the plugin. These are accessible in SQL
and handle how the plugin works, in terms of, for example, collecting metadata or handling
offsets. You do so using the OptionsUtils.filterInitProperties method. You should use this method
to validate properties and throw a user-understandable exception on error.

getInitProperties should return the subset of properties that are interesting for this data source.
getInitProperties is inherited from the interface com.sqlstream.aspen.core.RuntimeObject

In init(), you can use the following helper method for this purpose

initProps = OptionsUtils.filterInitProperties(

              props, requiredParameters, optionalParameters, initProps);
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Writing a Source Plugin

Source plugins deliver buffers and metadata about buffers. Metadata is generally information
about where the data originated, and might include, for example, sequence numbers or file
names. To write a source plugin you need to do the following.

· extend the class SourceData.

· extend the class SourceDataFactory.

· implement the class DataInputSource.

For more information on all three classes, see the SQLstream Java doc, available here.

Sources generally deliver data in one of two ways:

1. Message-based, which have breaks between messages or buffers. Kafka is an
example of such a source.

2. Non message-based, which have no natural breaks between messages. Network
sockets or the file system both work this way.

Your source type determines how you implement the plugin.

You should use these implementations and extensions in the following way:

SourceDataFactory

Override BufferInfo() boilerplate for source data subclass.

In the constructor, lift names of fields that are interesting to the source plugin.

For Multiple Message Submissions (Like Kafka)

For sources where you need message based sources with multiple buffers/message
submissions per work unit, use the following code model for SourceDataFactory. Use {@link
BuffersInputStream.Connection#getCurrent()} and {@link
BuffersInputStream.Connection#submit()} for each work unit.

    /**

     * @param supportedColumnNames Supported metadata Column names

     * @param context context of DataInputSource

     * @param numWorkUnits number of work units to allow queuing in BuffersInputStream

     * @param workSize Maximum number of bytes per work unit

     * @param sharedBuffer  Use shared buffer for SourceDatas within work unit

     * @throws SQLException

     */

    protected SourceDataFactory(

        String [] supportedColumnNames, EcdaReaderContext context,

        int numWorkUnits, int workSize, boolean sharedBuffer)

        throws SQLException

    {
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        this(supportedColumnNames, context, numWorkUnits, 0, workSize, sharedBuffer,

false);

    }

For Single Message Submissions (Like a Log File)

For continuous sources where you need message based sources with a single
buffer/message submission per work unit, use the following code model for SourceDataFactory.
Use {@link BuffersInputStream.Connection#getCurrent()} and {@link
BuffersInputStream.Connection#submit()} for each work unit.

    /**

     * @param supportedColumnNames Supported metadata Column names

     * @param context context of DataInputSource

     * @param numBuffers number of buffers to allow queuing in BuffersInputStream

     * @throws SQLException

     */

    protected SourceDataFactory(

        String [] supportedColumnNames, EcdaReaderContext context,

        int numBuffers)

        throws SQLException

SourceData

Override updateLocation to update any metadata columns associated with messages (such as
sequence numbers). Use the columnNumbers array to know what columns to update. The
columnNumbers array is set based on the list of metadata column names passed to the super
class in the constructor of the SourceDataFactory subclass.

For sources that deliver messages using more than one buffer, override the methods
isStartOfMessage and isEndOfMessage.

Use LocationDescription to debug (or in other cases where you need to know the current
location in the data).

In the constructor, allocate buffer if you are using SourceData to manage the buffer.

If SourceData does not manage buffer then it's a good idea to override resetBeforeFree to set
buffer to null.

DataInputSource

start() should spawn a thread if needed and process incoming messages.

init() processes properties, finds the ones that are interesting, and validates them.

closeAllocation() should free any resources and set canceled to true.

You then should write a loop along one of the two following lines:
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For Multiple Message Submissions (Like Kafka)

public void run()

    {

     BuffersInputStream inputStream = context.getInputStream();

-- If important for client libraries

Thread.currentThread().setContextClassLoader(this.getClass().getClassLoader()); 

     try (BuffersInputStream.Connection<SourceDataSubclass> connection =

inputStream.getConnection()) {

       while (!canceled) {

       try {

           ByteBuffer buf = dataSupplier.getBufferIfAvailable();

        if (buf == null) {

            connection.flush();

            dataSuplier.waitForDataToBeAvailable() // or could sleep for a short time.

            continue;

        }

SourceDataSubclass dataSource = connection.getCurrentWithSize(buf.remaining());

          // when using a shared buffer -

          ByteBuffer savedBuf = dataSource.getBuffer();

          buf.get(savedBuf.array(), savedBuf.position(), buf.remaining());

          dataSource.setSequenceNumber(dataSupplier.getSequenceNumber);

           connection.submit();

             } catch(Exception e) {

               if (e.isRecoverable()) {

               tracer.log(...);

               connection.reset(); -- only needed if there is more than one          

                                                                         

                                   -- connection.

                } else {

                  throw...

                    }

                }

            }

        } catch (Throwable e) {

            tracer.log(Level.SEVERE, "Exception in reader", e);

        } finally {

            tracer.config("exiting reader");

            inputStream.sendEOS();

        }

    }

For Single Message Submissions (Like a Log File)

public void run()

    {

     BuffersInputStream inputStream = context.getInputStream();

-- If important for client libraries

Thread.currentThread().setContextClassLoader(this.getClass().getClassLoader()); 

     try (BuffersInputStream.Connection<SourceDataSubclass> connection =

inputStream.getConnection()) {
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       while (!canceled) {

       try {

           ByteBuffer buf = dataSupplier.getBuffer();

           SourceDataSubclass dataSource = connection.getCurrent();

           dataSource.setBuffer(buf);

dataSource.setSequenceNumber(dataSupplier.getSequenceNumber);

           connection.submit();

             } catch(Exception e) {

               if (e.isRecoverable()) {

               tracer.log(...);

               connection.reset(); -- only needed if there is more than one          

                                                                         

                                   -- connection.

                } else {

                  throw...

                    }

                }

            }

        } catch (Throwable e) {

            tracer.log(Level.SEVERE, "Exception in reader", e);

        } finally {

            tracer.config("exiting reader");

            inputStream.sendEOS();

        }

    }

Writing a Parser Plugin

Parser plugins receive data, validate this data, and parse the data into matched columns. The
particulars of how you write this code will depend on your data source, but you can get ideas
about it by looking at the Sample Code for Source Plugin.

To write a parser plugin, you need to implement DataInputParser.

The list of columns to parse are in context.getMetaData().

context.getMappedSpecialColumns() has set of column names that have already been filled out
by the source and should not be parsed

Use code along the following lines to save the passed in context (same as source plugin):

public void setContext(EcdaReaderContext context);

public void setInserter(RowInserter inserter) throws SQLException;

Use code along the following lines to set Executorservice (if necessary):

public void setExecutorService(ExecutorService service);

 Use code along the following lines to return the Charset expected by parser (this could be
specified by a property). Binary parsers should return null.

public Charset getCharset();
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When using public void start() throws SQLException; this should not clear all parameters in
RowInserter, but should instead only clear parameters set by parser.

All parser plugins process data either as non-streaming or streaming. It is possible to write a
plugin that does either depending on the context.

Non-streaming data is processed by line or chunk, and is implemented with a code block
along the following lines:

    class NonStreamingReaderImpl implements Runnable 

--Nonstreaming vs. streaming applies to all parsers, 

       --but the either one or the other case presented here 

       --does not.

{

        public void run()

        {

            final BuffersInputStream inputStream = context.getInputStream();

            final BuffersInputStream.Line currentLine = inputStream.newLine(); --

without line delimiter

            try {

                if (nonRepeatedProtoReader != null) {

                    nonRepeatedProtoReader.reset(inputStmt);

                }

                if (repeatedProtoReader != null) {

                    repeatedProtoReader.reset(inputStmt);

                }

                while (inputStream.getLine(currentLine, null) && !canceled) {

                 --keep going as long as neither of two things below happen. 

                --Iterate over a record at a time. Get line in this case = get whole

thing 

   try {

                        if (nonRepeatedProtoReader != null) {

                            CodedInputStream in =

CodedInputStream.newInstance(currentLine.buffer, currentLine.start,

currentLine.length());

                            nonRepeatedProtoReader.processRecord(in, inputStmt,

messageSeparator, messageLengthPrefixed);

--protobuf input specific

                        }

                        if (repeatedProtoReader != null) {

                            CodedInputStream in =

CodedInputStream.newInstance(currentLine.buffer, currentLine.start,

currentLine.length());

                            repeatedProtoReader.processRecord(in, inputStmt,

messageSeparator, messageLengthPrefixed);

                            if (nonRepeatedProtoReader != null) {

                                nonRepeatedProtoReader.reset(inputStmt);

                            } else{

                                repeatedProtoReader.reset(inputStmt);

                            }

                        }

                    } catch (Exception e) {

                        tracer.log(Level.WARNING, "Error while parsing protobuf

stream", e);

                    }

                }

            } catch (Exception e) {

                tracer.log(Level.SEVERE, "Error while reading protobuf stream", e);

            } finally {
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--no matter what goes on, once you leave this 

              --section of code, call context.close(). 

--Any parser should call this.

              --Otherwise we leave things in a bad state.

                context.close();

            }

        }

    }

Streaming data is processed as it comes in, and is handled by a code block along the
following lines:

 class StreamingReaderImpl implements Runnable {
        public void run()

        {

            final BuffersInputStream inputStream = context.getInputStream();

            CodedInputStream in = CodedInputStream.newInstance(inputStream);

--Wraps it in new stream. Turns it into protobuf input stream.

            ProtoMessageReader protoReader = nonRepeatedProtoReader != null

                ? nonRepeatedProtoReader : repeatedProtoReader;

            try {

                if (nonRepeatedProtoReader != null) {

                    nonRepeatedProtoReader.reset(inputStmt);

                }

                if (repeatedProtoReader != null) {

                    repeatedProtoReader.reset(inputStmt);

                }

                while (!canceled) {

--important pattern: try, but if you get error, skip

message. Gives you place to start parsing again.

                    try {

                        protoReader.processRecord(

                            in,

                            inputStmt,

                            messageSeparator,

                            messageLengthPrefixed);

                    } catch (Exception e) {

                        try {

                            inputStream.skipCurrentMessage();

                            if (inputStream.isAtEos()) {

                                return;

                            }

                            in = CodedInputStream.newInstance(inputStream);

                        } catch (Exception e1) {

                            tracer.log(

                                Level.SEVERE,

                                "Error while reading protobuf stream",

                                e1);

                            return;

                        }

                        tracer.log(

                            Level.SEVERE,

                            "Error while reading protobuf stream",

                            e);

                    }

                } 

            } catch (Exception e) {

                tracer.log(Level.SEVERE, "Error while reading protobuf stream", e);
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           --no matter what goes on, once you leave this 

              --section of code, call context.close(). 

--Any parser should call this.

              --Otherwise we leave things in a bad state.

}finally {

                context.close();

            }

        }

    }

Installing the ECD Plugin

In your pom add the following property override: 

<properties>

<plugin.factory>your.PluginFactorySubclassname</plugin.factory>

</properties>

Build the plugin by invoking the following code. The makeTarball.sh script is available here:

$SQLSTREAM_HOME/adapters/makeTarball.sh <plugin dir name>

Unpack this tarball into the directory $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugins.

In the created directory, you should find install.sql. To install your plugin, invoke sqllineClient
(available in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin) with this script.

Alternately, you can build the plugin with mvn package or mvn install, then adding code along
the following lines to your SQL script to install the JAR:

CREATE JAR "GPSFuncsJavaLib"

    LIBRARY 'file:/home/aspen/gps.jar'

    OPTIONS(0);

--- This code loads the installed Java JAR file

Sample Code for Parser

The following code creates a parser for Key Value Pairs. It is useful as an example of how to
write a parser plugin The topic Extensible Common Data Framework: Parsing Key Value
Pairs describes the functionality of this plugin.

/*

// Copyright (C) 2016-2020 SQLstream, Inc.

*/

package com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.keyvalue;

import java.io.IOException;

import java.sql.SQLException;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Arrays;
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import java.util.Properties;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.logging.Level;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.BuffersInputStream;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.CommonRowParser;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.EcdaPluginFactory;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.OptionsUtils;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.TypeParser;

/**

 * KeyValuePArser is a parser for KeyValue data. It parses a record at a time

 * from a stream of bytes, reading up to the next line delimiter. The line is

 * split into fields by the column delimiter, unless protected by quotes. (The

 * quote and both delimiters are attruibutes. By default " and ,). Then the

 * field values are parsed from byte-strings to scalar values and inserted into

 * the next row of the target table or stream.

 *

 * For the sake of speed the code avoids making java objects. In particular, the

 * current line is not a java String or a java byte array, but simply a range of

 * contiguous bytes in a larger byte array. The same holds for each field to be

 * parsed.

 *

 **/

public class KeyValueParser extends CommonRowParser {

    private final static String KEY_VALUE_SEPARATOR_CHARACTER =

"KEY_VALUE_SEPARATOR_CHARACTER";

    protected final static String [] REQUIRED_PROPERTIES = {

    };

    protected final static String [] OPTIONAL_PROPERTIES = {

        ROW_SEPARATOR_CHAR_KEY, SEPARATOR_CHAR_KEY, PARSER_SKIP_HEADER_KEY,

        COLUMN_QUOTE_CHARACTER, QUOTED_COLUMNS, KEY_VALUE_SEPARATOR_CHARACTER

    };

    private BytePointer[] columns;

    private ArrayList<BytePointer> unmatchedKeys;

    private byte[] rowDelimiter;

    private byte[] colDelimiter;

    private byte[] quotes;

    private byte[] keyValueSeparator;

    private int quotesLength = 0;

    private int keyValueSeparatorLength;

    private boolean rowDelimiterSpecified;

    protected TypeParser[] rowParsers;

    protected BuffersInputStream.Line currentLine; // without line delimiter

    private boolean rowGenerated;

    private int rowCount = 0;

    private static BytePointer key;

    class Impl implements Runnable {

        public void run() {

            long rowStartPosition = 0;

            try {

                tracer.log(Level.FINE, "Started parsing the stream");

                while (inputStream.getLine(currentLine, rowDelimiter)) {
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                    parseRow(rowStartPosition);

                    rowStartPosition = inputStream.getPosition();

                }

                tracer.log(Level.FINE, "Finished parsing the stream");

            } catch (Throwable e) {

                tracer.log(Level.SEVERE, "Exiting parser", e);

            } finally {

                context.close();

            }

        }

    }

    public KeyValueParser() {

        super();

    }

    /**

     * Initializes this formatter and throws an exception if something is

     * underspecified

     */

    public void init(Properties props) throws Exception {

        super.init(props);

        OptionsUtils.filterInitProperties(

            props, REQUIRED_PROPERTIES, OPTIONAL_PROPERTIES, initProps);

        key = new BytePointer();

        // Record separator. By default is a \n character

        String rowSeparator = props.getProperty(ROW_SEPARATOR_CHAR_KEY);

        rowDelimiterSpecified = (rowSeparator != null);

        if (rowSeparator == null) {

            rowSeparator = "\n";

        }

        rowDelimiter = rowSeparator.getBytes(charset);

        // Field (key=value) separator. By default is a comma (,)

        String colSeparator = props.getProperty(SEPARATOR_CHAR_KEY);

        if (colSeparator == null) {

            colSeparator = ",";

        }

        colDelimiter = colSeparator.getBytes(charset);

        initDefaultTypeParsers(props, initProps);

        rowParsers = initRowParsers();

        // The quote character. By defautl it is a double quote character"

        String quoteCharacter = props.getProperty(COLUMN_QUOTE_CHARACTER);

        String quotedColumns = props.getProperty(QUOTED_COLUMNS);

        if (null == quoteCharacter && quotedColumns != null) {

            quoteCharacter = "\"";

        }

        if (quoteCharacter != null) {

            quotes = quoteCharacter.getBytes(charset);

        } else {

            quotes = "\"".getBytes(charset);

        }

        quotesLength = quotes.length;

        // The character that separates a key from a value. By default is a =

        // It can be configured using the KEY_VALUE_SEPARATOR_CHARACTER property

        String keyValueSeparatorCharacter =

props.getProperty(KEY_VALUE_SEPARATOR_CHARACTER);
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        if (null == keyValueSeparatorCharacter) {

            keyValueSeparatorCharacter = "=";

        }

        keyValueSeparator = keyValueSeparatorCharacter.getBytes(charset);

        keyValueSeparatorLength = keyValueSeparator.length;

    }

    /**

     * Parses a single record

     * 

     * @param rowStartPosition

     * @throws Exception

     */

    public void parseRow(long rowStartPosition) throws Exception {

        rowGenerated = false;

        final int rowLength = currentLine.length();

        key.setBytes(currentLine.buffer);

        int a = currentLine.buffer.length;

        assert (rowLength >= 0);

        try {

            traceLine(Level.FINEST, currentLine);

            // String s = new String (currentLine.buffer, charset);

            // Brief explanation of the index variables

            // assuming a a row with a "key=value" field, where the index of k=0

            // and the index of the last 'e' is 8 then

            // startKey = 0

            // endKEy = 2

            // startValue = 4

            // endValue = 8

            // colStart = 0

            // colEnd = 8

            int rowEnd = rowLength;

            int colStart = 0, colEnd = 0; // offsets in currentLine

            boolean sawComma = false;

            boolean finish = false;

            // parse the fields until it reaches the end of the line

            while (!finish) {

                

                // find next field in the line (exclude delimiters)

                colStart = colEnd;

                if (colStart < rowEnd) {

                    if (sawComma) {

                        colStart += colDelimiter.length;

                    }

                    colEnd = currentLine.findBytes(colStart, colDelimiter);

                    if (colEnd < 0) {

                        // it's the last key=value in the row

                        colEnd = rowEnd;

                        sawComma = false;

                        finish = true;

                    } else {

                        sawComma = true;

                    }

                }

                int startKey = colStart;
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                int endKey = currentLine.findBytes(startKey, colEnd,

keyValueSeparator);

                int startValue = endKey + keyValueSeparatorLength;

                int endValue = colEnd;

                // key = new BytePointer(startKey, endKey, currentLine.buffer);

                key.setLimits(startKey, endKey, currentLine.start);

                //

                // parse the text from colStart to colEnd

                try {

                                    //traceField(Level.FINEST, null, startKey, endKey,

currentLine, colStart, colEnd);

                    TypeParser parser = null;

                    int iCol = 0;

                    for (iCol = 0; iCol < numColumns; iCol++) {

                        if (columns[iCol].equals(key)) {

                            parser = rowParsers[iCol];

                            iCol++;

                            break;

                        }

                    }

                    // this condition check if the current key is present in the

                    // table,

                    // if not is is traced (only once for each new key) and the

                    // loop

                    // skips this iteration

                    if (parser == null) {

                        // unmatched key

                        boolean contains = false;

                        for(BytePointer unmatchedKey : this.unmatchedKeys){

                            if(unmatchedKey.equals(key)){

                                contains = true;

                            }

                        }

                        

                        if (!contains) {

                            BytePointer unmatchedKey = (BytePointer)key.clone();

                            this.unmatchedKeys.add(unmatchedKey);

                            tracer.log(Level.WARNING, "Unmatched key: " +

unmatchedKey.toString());

                        }

                        continue;

                    }

                    // Checks if this value starts with a quote character

                    if (atQuote(startValue)) {

                        // strip off quotes; but what about string "" vs

                        // string null??

                        int start = startValue + quotesLength;

                        int end = currentLine.findBytes(start, endValue, quotes);

                        if (end < 0) {

                            end = colEnd; // expect a parse err with a msg

                        }

                        traceField(Level.FINEST, "trimmed ", startKey, endKey,

currentLine, start, end);
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                        parser.parse(currentLine.buffer, currentLine.start + start,

currentLine.start + end, inputStmt,

                                iCol);

                    } else {

                        parser.parse(currentLine.buffer, currentLine.start +

startValue, currentLine.start + endValue,

                                inputStmt, iCol);

                    }

                } catch (Exception e) {

                    setParserPosition(rowStartPosition - messageStartPosition +

colEnd);

                    String msg = e.getMessage() + " while parsing field " +

key.toString() + " at line " + getParserLineNumber()

                            + " of " + inputStream.locationDescription();

                    setParserError(msg);

                    tracer.log(Level.WARNING, msg, e);

                }

            }

            rowGenerated = true;

        } finally {

            if (rowGenerated) {

                submitRow(tracer);

            }

            incParserLineNumber();

        }

    }

    /**

     * Logs the given line to the tracer

     * 

     * @param level

     * @param line

     */

    private void traceLine(Level level, BuffersInputStream.Line line) {

        if (tracer.isLoggable(level)) {

            StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();

            sb.append("row ").append(rowCount).append(" location

").append(inputStream.locationDescription())

                    .append(" line ").append(getParserLineNumber()).append(":

").append(line.asString());

            tracer.log(level, sb.toString());

        }

    }

    /**

     * Logs a single field (key=value) to the tracer

     * 

     * @param level

     * @param prefix

     * @param startKey

     * @param endKey

     * @param line

     * @param startValue

     * @param endValue

     * @throws SQLException

     */

    private void traceField(

        Level level, String prefix, int startKey, int endKey, BuffersInputStream.Line

line,
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        int startValue, int endValue)

        throws SQLException

    {

        if (tracer.isLoggable(level)) {

            StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();

            if (prefix != null)

                sb.append(prefix);

            sb.append(" ").append(line.asString(startKey, (endKey -

startKey))).append(" parse: ")

                    .append(line.asString(startValue, (endValue - startValue)));

            tracer.log(level, sb.toString());

        }

    }

    /**

     * Initializes the required row parsers

     * 

     * @return

     * @throws Exception

     */

    private TypeParser[] initRowParsers() throws Exception {

        Set<String> alreadyMapped = context.getMappedSpecialColumns();

        this.columns = new BytePointer[numColumns];

        this.unmatchedKeys = new ArrayList<>();

        ArrayList<TypeParser> parsers = new ArrayList<>();

        for (int i = 1; i <= numColumns; i++) {

            byte[] fieldName = metaData.getFieldName(i).getBytes();

            this.columns[i - 1] = new BytePointer(0, fieldName.length, fieldName);

            if (alreadyMapped.contains(fieldName)) {

                parsers.add(null);

                continue;

            }

            TypeParser customParser = customParsers.get(fieldName);

            if (customParser != null) {

                if (logLevel.isTraceFine()) {

                    tracer.fine("custom parser " + customParser);

                }

                parsers.add(customParser);

            } else {

                parsers.add(getTypeParser(i));

            }

        }

        if (logLevel.isTraceFinest()) {

            tracer.finest("row parsers size " + parsers.size());

            tracer.finest("using type parsers " + parsers);

        }

        return parsers.toArray(new TypeParser[0]);

    }

    /**

     * Checks if an input field start with a quote

     * 

     * @param valueStart

     *            the index of the beginning of the value

     * @return true if this value starts with a quote character

     * @throws IOException

     */

    private boolean atQuote(int valueStart) throws IOException {

        if (quotes == null)
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            return false;

        for (int i = 0; i < quotesLength; ++i) {

            byte b = currentLine.buffer[currentLine.start + valueStart + i];

            if (b != quotes[i]) {

                return false;

            }

        }

        return true;

    }

    @Override

    public void closeAllocation() {

        tracer.fine("final rowCount=" + rowCount);

        super.closeAllocation();

    }

    @Override

    public void start() {

        Impl impl = new Impl();

        inputStream = context.getInputStream();

        if (quotes != null) {

            inputStream.setQuoteCharacters(quotes);

        }

        currentLine = inputStream.newLine();

        Thread thread = new Thread(impl);

        thread.start();

    }

    public static class PluginFactory extends EcdaPluginFactory {

        /**

         * Installs the parser

         */

        public void installPlugins() {

            installParser("KV", KeyValueParser.class);

            tracer.log(Level.FINE, "Installed KeyValue parser");

        }

    }

    /**

     * 

     * A BytePointer is a type that contains a pointer to a byte[] and a start

     * and end indexes. The BytePointer is used to compares values of the stream

     * (requires less computation power than Strings)

     *

     */

    class BytePointer {

        private int start;

        private int end;

        private byte[] bytes;

        public BytePointer() {

            super();

            this.start = 0;

            this.end = 0;

            this.bytes = null;

        }

        public BytePointer(int start, int end, byte[] bytes) {

            super();

            this.start = start;

            this.end = end;
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            this.bytes = bytes;

        }

        public void setLimits(int start, int end, long rowStartPosition) {

            

            this.start = start + (int)rowStartPosition;

            this.end = end + (int)rowStartPosition;

            

        }

        /**

         * hashCode implementation similar to the String hashCode

         */

        @Override

        public int hashCode() {

            int result = 0;

            int n = end - start;

            int i = 1;

            for (int index = start; index < end; index++) {

                result += (bytes[index] * Math.pow(31, n - i));

                i++;

            }

            return result;

        }

        /**

         * This equals compares two bytePointers. In order to be equal, they

         * muys have the same length (end-start) and the same bytes in this

         * interval

         */

        @Override

        public boolean equals(Object obj) {

            try{

            BytePointer other = (BytePointer) obj;

            

            if ((this.end - this.start) != (other.getEnd() - other.getStart())) {

                return false;

            }

            byte[] otherByteArray = other.getBytes();

            int otherStart = other.getStart();

            int len = end - start;

            for (int i = 0; i < len; i++) {

                if (this.bytes[i + start] != otherByteArray[i + otherStart]) {

                    return false;

                }

            }

            return true;

            }catch(Exception e){

                e.printStackTrace();

            }

            return false;

        }

        @Override

        protected Object clone() throws CloneNotSupportedException {

            

            return new BytePointer(0, end-start, Arrays.copyOfRange(bytes, start,

end));
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        }

        

        

        // getters and setters

        @Override

        public String toString() {

            byte[] byteStr = Arrays.copyOfRange(bytes, start, end);

            return new String(byteStr, charset);

        }

        public int getStart() {

            return start;

        }

        public void setStart(int start) {

            this.start = start;

        }

        public int getEnd() {

            return end;

        }

        public void setEnd(int end) {

            this.end = end;

        }

        public byte[] getBytes() {

            return bytes;

        }

        public void setBytes(byte[] bytes) {

            this.bytes = bytes;

        }

    }

}

// End KeyValueParser.java

Sample Code for Source Plugin

The following code creates a source plugin for Kafka. It is useful as an example of how to
write a source plugin The topic Reading from Kafka describes the functionality of this plugin.

Note: This sample code works for "message-based" sources, which send out data in
messages or buffers with breaks. For sources without such breaks, be sure to make
appropriate changes to the segments indicated in the topic Writing an Extensible Common
Data Framework Plugin.

/*

// Aspen dataflow server

// Copyright (C) 2014-2017 SQLstream, Inc.

*/
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package com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.kafka;

import java.nio.ByteBuffer;

import java.sql.Connection;

import java.sql.PreparedStatement;

import java.sql.ResultSet;

import java.sql.SQLException;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Arrays;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Properties;

import java.util.concurrent.ExecutorService;

import java.util.concurrent.Executors;

import java.util.logging.Level;

import java.util.logging.Logger;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.AbstractDataInputSource;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.BuffersInputStream;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.CommonDataConstants;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.OptionsUtils;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.RowInserter;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.SourceData;

import com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.SourceDataFactory;

import kafka.api.FetchRequest;

import kafka.api.FetchRequestBuilder;

import kafka.api.PartitionOffsetRequestInfo;

import kafka.common.ErrorMapping;

import kafka.common.TopicAndPartition;

import kafka.javaapi.FetchResponse;

import kafka.javaapi.OffsetResponse;

import kafka.javaapi.PartitionMetadata;

import kafka.javaapi.TopicMetadata;

import kafka.javaapi.TopicMetadataRequest;

import kafka.javaapi.consumer.SimpleConsumer;

import kafka.message.MessageAndOffset;

/**

 *

 * @author Hunter Payne

 * @version

$Id: //depot/aspen/doc/booksource/IntGuideSource/Topics/int_Writing_ECDA_Plugin.xml#10

$

 **/

public class KafkaInputSource extends AbstractDataInputSource

{

    protected final static String [] requiredParameters = { "TOPIC" };

    protected final static String [] optionalParameters = {

        "STARTING_TIME",

        "STARTING_OFFSET",

        "PARTITION_OFFSET_QUERY",

        "SEED_BROKERS",

        "PORT",

        "PARTITION",

        "BUFFER_SIZE",

        "FETCH_SIZE",

        "MAX_WAIT",
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        "MIN_BYTES",

        "BACKOFF_WAIT",

        "CLIENT_ID",

        "METRICS_PER_PARTITION",

        "REQUIRE_N_READERS_BEFORE_START",

        CommonDataConstants.PARSER_QUEUE_SIZE,

        CommonDataConstants.OPTIONS_QUERY

    };

    protected final Properties initProps = new Properties();

    protected final static Logger tracer =

        Logger.getLogger("com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.kafka");

    protected ExecutorService service;

    protected volatile boolean canceled;

    protected int runningReaderCount;

    protected int port;

    protected String topic;

    protected String partitionString;

    protected int firstPartition;

    protected int lastPartition;

    protected long startingTime;

    protected long startingOffset;

    protected int consumerBufferSize;

    protected int fetchSize;

    protected int maxWait;

    protected int minBytes;

    protected int backoffWait;

    protected String seedBrokersString;

    protected String offsetsQuery;

    protected String clientId;

    protected boolean metricsPerPartition;

    protected boolean isOpen;

    protected int requireNReadersBeforeStart;

    protected static int runningKafkaInputSources;

    protected final static Object runningReadersLock = new Object();

    protected KafkaSourceDataFactory sourceDataFactory;

    public KafkaInputSource()

    {

        //parsedRows = new ArrayBlockingQueue<Object[]>(4096);

        canceled = false;

        service = Executors.newSingleThreadExecutor();

    }

     static class KafkaSourceData extends SourceData {

         final int offsetColumn;

         final int partitionColumn;

         long offset;

         int partition;

        public KafkaSourceData(KafkaSourceDataFactory factory, int[] columnNumbers)

         {

             super(factory, columnNumbers);

             offsetColumn = columnNumbers[0];
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             partitionColumn = columnNumbers[1];

         }

          @Override

         public String locationDescription()

         {

             return "Offset " + offset;

         }

         @Override

         public void updateLocation(RowInserter inserter)

             throws SQLException

         {

             if (partitionColumn != -1) {

                 inserter.setInt(partitionColumn, partition);

             }

             if (offsetColumn != -1) {

                 inserter.setLong(offsetColumn, offset);

             }

         }

     }

     

     class KafkaSourceDataFactory extends SourceDataFactory<KafkaSourceData> {

         protected KafkaSourceDataFactory(int numBuffers, int numPartitions)

                 throws SQLException

         {

             super(new String[] {"OFFSET", "PARTITION"}, context, numBuffers, 262144,

true);

         }

         @Override

         public KafkaSourceData newBufferInfo()

         {

             return new KafkaSourceData(this, columnNumbers);

         }

     }

    long parseStartingTime(String startingTimeString) {

        if (startingTimeString.equalsIgnoreCase("LATEST")) {

            return kafka.api.OffsetRequest.LatestTime();

        } else if (startingTimeString.equalsIgnoreCase("EARLIEST")) {

            return kafka.api.OffsetRequest.EarliestTime();

        }

        return Long.parseLong(startingTimeString);

    }

    public void init(Properties props) throws Exception

    {

        OptionsUtils.filterInitProperties(

            props, requiredParameters, optionalParameters, initProps);

        Properties dynamic;

        try {

            Connection conn = context.getQueryConnection();

            dynamic = OptionsUtils.addDynamicOptions(

                initProps, conn);

        } catch (Exception e) {

            // TODO Auto-generated catch block

            dynamic = initProps;

        }

        seedBrokersString = dynamic.getProperty("SEED_BROKERS", "localhost");
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        port = Integer.parseInt(dynamic.getProperty("PORT", "9092"));

        topic = dynamic.getProperty("TOPIC");

        partitionString = dynamic.getProperty("PARTITION");

        startingTime = parseStartingTime(dynamic.getProperty(

            "STARTING_TIME", "LATEST"));

        startingOffset = Long.parseLong(dynamic.getProperty(

            "STARTING_OFFSET", "-1")) ;

        offsetsQuery = dynamic.getProperty(

            "PARTITION_OFFSET_QUERY") ;

        consumerBufferSize = Integer.parseInt(dynamic.getProperty(

            "BUFFER_SIZE", "1048576")) ;

        fetchSize = Integer.parseInt(dynamic.getProperty(

            "FETCH_SIZE", "1000000")) ;

        maxWait = Integer.parseInt(dynamic.getProperty(

            "MAX_WAIT", "500")) ;

        minBytes = Integer.parseInt(dynamic.getProperty(

            "MIN_BYTES", "64")) ;

        backoffWait = Integer.parseInt(dynamic.getProperty(

            "BACKOFF_WAIT", "500")) ;

        clientId = dynamic.getProperty("CLIENT_ID");

        metricsPerPartition =

"true".equalsIgnoreCase(dynamic.getProperty("METRICS_PER_PARTITION"));

        if (clientId == null || clientId.trim().isEmpty()) {

            clientId = "client_" + topic;

            if (!metricsPerPartition && partitionString != null &&

!partitionString.isEmpty()) {

                clientId += '_' + partitionString;

            }

        }

        if (partitionString == null || partitionString.trim().length() == 0) {

            firstPartition = 0;

            lastPartition = -1;

        } else {

            String [] partitionEnds = partitionString.split("-");

            firstPartition = Integer.parseInt(partitionEnds[0]);

            if (partitionEnds.length == 1) {

                lastPartition = firstPartition;

            } else {

                lastPartition = Integer.parseInt(partitionEnds[1]);

            }

            if (partitionEnds.length > 2 || firstPartition > lastPartition) {

                throw new SQLException("Invalid partition range " + partitionString);

            }

        }

        int numPartitions = lastPartition - firstPartition + 1;

        int numBuffers = Integer.parseInt(props.getProperty(

            CommonDataConstants.PARSER_QUEUE_SIZE,

            numPartitions <= 1

                ? CommonDataConstants.DEFAULT_PARSER_QUEUE_SIZE

                : Integer.toString(numPartitions + 1)));

        if (numPartitions == 0) {

            numPartitions = 256;

        }

        sourceDataFactory = new KafkaSourceDataFactory(numBuffers, numPartitions);

        requireNReadersBeforeStart =

Integer.parseInt(dynamic.getProperty("REQUIRE_N_READERS_BEFORE_START", "0"));

    }

    public Properties getInitProperties()

    {

        return initProps;
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    }

    public static long getLastOffset(

        SimpleConsumer consumer, String topic, int partition,

        long whichTime, String clientName)

        throws SQLException

    {

        TopicAndPartition topicAndPartition = new TopicAndPartition(topic, partition);

        Map<TopicAndPartition, PartitionOffsetRequestInfo> requestInfo =

            new HashMap<TopicAndPartition, PartitionOffsetRequestInfo>();

        requestInfo.put(topicAndPartition, new PartitionOffsetRequestInfo(whichTime,

1));

        kafka.javaapi.OffsetRequest request = new kafka.javaapi.OffsetRequest(

            requestInfo, kafka.api.OffsetRequest.CurrentVersion(), clientName);

        OffsetResponse response = consumer.getOffsetsBefore(request);

        if (response.hasError()) {

            tracer.warning(

                "Error fetching data Offset Data the Broker. Reason: " +

response.errorCode(topic, partition));

            return 0;

        }

        long[] offsets = response.offsets(topic, partition);

        return offsets[0];

    }

    public static int findMaxPartition(

        int port, String topic,

        List<String> replicaBrokers)

        throws SQLException

    {

        int maxPartition = 0;

        for (String seed : replicaBrokers) {

            SimpleConsumer consumer = null;

            try {

                consumer = new SimpleConsumer(seed, port, 100000, 64 * 1024,

"leaderLookup");

                List<String> topics = Collections.singletonList(topic);

                TopicMetadataRequest req = new TopicMetadataRequest(topics);

                kafka.javaapi.TopicMetadataResponse resp = consumer.send(req);

    

                List<TopicMetadata> metaData = resp.topicsMetadata();

                for (TopicMetadata item : metaData) {

                    for (PartitionMetadata part : item.partitionsMetadata()) {

                        if (part.partitionId() > maxPartition) {

                            maxPartition = part.partitionId();

                        }

                    }

                }

            } catch (Exception e) {

                throw new SQLException("Error communicating with Broker [" + seed + "]

to find Leader for [" + topic

                        + ", " + "] Reason: " + e, e);

            } finally {

                if (consumer != null) consumer.close();

            }

        }

        return maxPartition;

    }

    

    public static PartitionMetadata findLeader(
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        int port, String topic, int partition,

        List<String> replicaBrokers)

    throws SQLException

    {

        PartitionMetadata returnMetaData = null;

        loop:

        for (String seed : replicaBrokers) {

            SimpleConsumer consumer = null;

            try {

                consumer = new SimpleConsumer(seed, port, 100000, 64 * 1024,

"leaderLookup");

                List<String> topics = Collections.singletonList(topic);

                TopicMetadataRequest req = new TopicMetadataRequest(topics);

                kafka.javaapi.TopicMetadataResponse resp = consumer.send(req);

                List<TopicMetadata> metaData = resp.topicsMetadata();

                for (TopicMetadata item : metaData) {

                    for (PartitionMetadata part : item.partitionsMetadata()) {

                        if (part.partitionId() == partition) {

                            returnMetaData = part;

                            break loop;

                        }

                    }

                }

            } catch (Exception e) {

                throw new SQLException("Error communicating with Broker [" + seed + "]

to find Leader for [" + topic

                        + ", " + partition + "] Reason: " + e, e);

            } finally {

                if (consumer != null) consumer.close();

            }

        }

        if (returnMetaData != null) {

            replicaBrokers.clear();

            for (kafka.cluster.Broker replica : returnMetaData.replicas()) {

                replicaBrokers.add(replica.host());

            }

        }

        return returnMetaData;

    }

    public static String findNewLeader(

        String a_oldLeader,

        int port, String topic, int partition, List<String> replicaBrokers)

        throws SQLException {

        for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) {

            boolean goToSleep = false;

            PartitionMetadata metadata = findLeader(port, topic, partition,

replicaBrokers);

            if (metadata == null) {

                goToSleep = true;

            } else if (metadata.leader() == null) {

                goToSleep = true;

            } else if (a_oldLeader.equalsIgnoreCase(metadata.leader().host()) && i ==

0) {

                // first time through if the leader hasn't changed give ZooKeeper a

second to recover

                // second time, assume the broker did recover before failover, or it

was a non-Broker issue

                //

                goToSleep = true;
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            } else {

                return metadata.leader().host();

            }

            if (goToSleep) {

                try {

                    Thread.sleep(1000);

                } catch (InterruptedException ie) {

                }

            }

        }

        throw new SQLException("Unable to find new leader after Broker failure.

Exiting");

    }

    public static String findLeadBroker(

        int port, String topic, int partition, List<String> replicaBrokers)

        throws SQLException

    {

        // find the meta data about the topic and partition we are interested in

        //

        PartitionMetadata metadata = findLeader(port, topic, partition,

replicaBrokers);

        if (metadata == null) {

            tracer.warning("Can't find metadata for Topic and Partition. Exiting");

            return null;

        }

        if (metadata.leader() == null) {

           tracer.warning("Can't find Leader for Topic and Partition. Exiting");

            return null;

        }

        return metadata.leader().host();

    }

    static void kafkaInputSourceStarted() {

        synchronized (runningReadersLock) {

            runningKafkaInputSources++;

            runningReadersLock.notifyAll();

        }

    }

    static void kafkaInputSourceStopped() {

        synchronized (runningReadersLock) {

            runningKafkaInputSources--;

        }

    }

    class Impl implements Runnable {

        //int rowtimeColumn, int offsetColumn, int payloadColumn,

        final String topic;

        final int partition;

        String leadBroker;

        

        final int port;

        final String clientName;

        final BuffersInputStream inputStream;

        

        private List<String> replicaBrokers = new ArrayList<>();

        

        private Impl(

            String topic, int partition, long startingOffset, int port,
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            List<String> seedBrokers)

            throws SQLException

        {

            this.topic = topic;

            this.partition = partition;

            this.port = port;

            if (metricsPerPartition) {

                this.clientName = clientId + '_' + partition;

            } else {

                this.clientName = clientId;

            }

            replicaBrokers.clear();

            replicaBrokers.addAll(seedBrokers);

            this.leadBroker = findLeadBroker(port, topic, partition, replicaBrokers);

            this.inputStream = context.getInputStream();

        }

    public void run()

    {

        tracer.fine("starting kafka");

        Thread.currentThread().setContextClassLoader(this.getClass().getClassLoader())

;

        kafkaInputSourceStarted();

        if (requireNReadersBeforeStart > 0) {

            synchronized (runningReadersLock) {

                while (requireNReadersBeforeStart > runningKafkaInputSources &&

!canceled) {

                    tracer.config("waiting for " + (requireNReadersBeforeStart -

runningKafkaInputSources) + "more readers to start");

                    try {

                        runningReadersLock.wait(1000);

                    } catch (InterruptedException e) {

                        Thread.currentThread().interrupt();

                    }

                }

                tracer.config("requred number of readers running");

            }

        }

        try (BuffersInputStream.Connection<KafkaSourceData> connection =

inputStream.getConnection()) {

            long readOffset = startingOffset;

            int retries = 0;

            while (!canceled) {

                SimpleConsumer consumer = null;

                try {

                    consumer = new SimpleConsumer(leadBroker, port, 1000,

consumerBufferSize, clientName);

                    if (readOffset < 0) {

                        readOffset = getLastOffset(consumer,topic, partition,

startingTime, clientName);

                    }

                    tracer.fine("starting with offset " + readOffset);

                    int numErrors = 0;

                    while (!canceled) {

                        if (consumer == null) {

                            consumer = new SimpleConsumer(leadBroker, port, 1000,

consumerBufferSize, clientName);

                        }

                        FetchRequest req = new FetchRequestBuilder()

                                .clientId(clientName)
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                                .addFetch(topic, partition, readOffset, fetchSize)

                                .maxWait(maxWait)

                                .minBytes(minBytes)

                                .build();

                        //tracer.finest("about to fetch");

                        FetchResponse fetchResponse = consumer.fetch(req);

                        //tracer.finest("back from fetch");

        

                        if (fetchResponse.hasError()) {

                            numErrors++;

                            // Something went wrong!

                            short code = fetchResponse.errorCode(topic, partition);

                            tracer.warning("Error fetching data from the Broker:" +

leadBroker + " Reason: " + code + " topic: " + topic + " partition: " + partition);

                            if (numErrors > 10) {

                                canceled = true;

                                tracer.severe("exiting kafka reader topic: " + topic +

" partition: " + partitionString);

                                return;

                            }

                            if (code == ErrorMapping.OffsetOutOfRangeCode())  {

                                // We asked for an invalid offset. For simple case ask

for the last element to reset

                                readOffset = getLastOffset(consumer,topic, partition,

kafka.api.OffsetRequest.LatestTime(), clientName);

                                continue;

                            }

                            consumer.close();

                            consumer = null;

                            if (numErrors > 1) {

                                Thread.sleep((2^numErrors));

                            }

                            leadBroker = findNewLeader(

                                leadBroker, port, topic, partition, replicaBrokers);

                            continue;

                        }

                        numErrors = 0;

                        int numRead = 0;

                        for (MessageAndOffset messageAndOffset :

fetchResponse.messageSet(topic, partition)) {

                            numRead++;

                            long currentOffset = messageAndOffset.offset();

                            if (currentOffset < readOffset) {

                                tracer.warning("Found an old offset: " + currentOffset

+ " Expecting: " + readOffset + " topic: " + topic + " partition: " + partition);

                                continue;

                            }

                            long nextOffset = messageAndOffset.nextOffset();

                            if (nextOffset > readOffset) {

                                readOffset = nextOffset;

                            }

                            ByteBuffer payload = messageAndOffset.message().payload();

        

                            KafkaSourceData bufferInfo =

connection.getCurrentWithSize(payload.remaining());

                            if (bufferInfo == null) {

                                canceled = true;

                                break;

                            }

                            ByteBuffer buf = bufferInfo.getBuffer();
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                            payload.get(buf.array(), buf.position(),

payload.remaining());

                            if (tracer.isLoggable(Level.FINE)) {

                                tracer.fine("offset=" + currentOffset + " nextOffset="

+ readOffset + " got msg ");

                            }

                            if (canceled) {

                                break;

                            }

                            bufferInfo.offset = currentOffset;

                            bufferInfo.partition = partition;

                            connection.submit();

                            retries = 0;

                        }

                        if (numRead == 0) {

                            connection.flush();

                            Thread.sleep(backoffWait);

                        }

                    }

                } catch (Throwable e) {

                    tracer.log(Level.SEVERE, "Error during kafka processing topic: " +

topic + " partition: " + partition, e);

                    if (retries > 1) {

                        Thread.sleep((2^retries));

                    }

                    leadBroker = findNewLeader(

                        leadBroker, port, topic, partition, replicaBrokers);

                } finally {

                    if (consumer != null) {

                        try {

                            consumer.close();

                        } catch (Throwable e) {

                            tracer.log(Level.SEVERE, "Error during while closing

consumer", e);

                        }

                        consumer = null;

                    }

                    if (retries > 10) {

                        tracer.log(Level.SEVERE, "Error during kafka processing -

exiting topic: " + topic + " partition: " + partitionString);

                        canceled = true;

                        break;

                    }

                }

            }

        } catch (Throwable e) {

            tracer.log(Level.SEVERE, "Exception in kafka topic: " + topic + "

partition: " + partition, e);

        } finally {

            tracer.config("exiting kafka reader topic: " + topic + " partition: " +

partition);

            canceled = true;

            kafkaInputSourceStopped();

            synchronized (KafkaInputSource.this) {

                runningReaderCount --;

                if (runningReaderCount == 0) {

                    inputStream.sendEOS();

                }

            }

        }

    }
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    }

    public void closeAllocation()

    {

        tracer.fine("closing");

        canceled = true;

    }

    @Override

    public SourceDataFactory<?> getSourceDataFactory()

        throws SQLException

    {

        return sourceDataFactory;

    }

    @Override

    public void start()

        throws SQLException

    {

        Map<Integer, Long> partitionOffsets = new HashMap<>();

        if (offsetsQuery != null && offsetsQuery.trim().length() != 0) {

            try (PreparedStatement pstmt =

context.getQueryConnection().prepareStatement(offsetsQuery)) {

                try (ResultSet rs = pstmt.executeQuery()) {

                    while (rs.next()) {

                        int partition = rs.getInt("PARTITION");

                        long offset = rs.getLong("OFFSET");

                        partitionOffsets.put(partition, offset);

                    }

                }

            }

        }

        List<String> seedBrokers =

            Arrays.asList(seedBrokersString.split(","));

        if (lastPartition == -1) {

            lastPartition = findMaxPartition(port, topic, seedBrokers);

        }

        runningReaderCount = lastPartition - firstPartition + 1;

        for (int partition = firstPartition; partition <= lastPartition; partition++)

{

            long partitionOffset = partitionOffsets.containsKey(partition)

                ? partitionOffsets.get(partition) : startingOffset;

            Impl r = new Impl(topic, partition, partitionOffset, port, seedBrokers);

            Thread t = new Thread(r);

            t.setName("kafkaReader." + topic + '.' + partition);

            t.start();

        }

    }

}

// End KafkaInputSource.java

9.2 Writing a UDF

s-Server requires no streaming extension of the SQL standard's SQL/OLB standard for
UDFs, also known as "external routines". Farrago supports this standard; please refer to the
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External Routines section at
http://farrago.sourceforge.net/design/UserDefinedTypesAndRoutines.html.

This topic contains information on the following:

· Creating UDFs in SQL

· Creating UDFs in Java

· Calling Java UDFs from SQL UDFs

Creating user-defined functions can be a multi-step process, especially when implemented
externally via Java code.

To help explain things, let's examine the process of creating a few user-defined functions to
help deal with Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates for use in geolocation.

Creating UDFs in SQL

We'll begin by creating user-defined functions in SQL that help us manipulate measurements
in degrees.

First, we create a new schema to handle our extensions and set the schema and path to
point to it:

CREATE SCHEMA geolocate_sql;

SET SCHEMA 'geolocate_sql';

SET PATH 'geolocate_sql';

Next, we create a function that allows us to extract the fractional portion of a degree
measurement.

CREATE FUNCTION get_fraction( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS DOUBLE

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN degrees - FLOOR(degrees)

;

Next, we use get_fraction to build a UDF that extracts minutes from a degree measurement:

CREATE FUNCTION get_minutes( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS INTEGER

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN CAST( (get_fraction(degrees) * 60.0) as INTEGER )

;

With both of these functions in hand, we can build yet another UDF to extract seconds:

CREATE FUNCTION get_seconds( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS INTEGER

http://farrago.sourceforge.net/design/UserDefinedTypesAndRoutines.html
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    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN CAST( ((get_fraction(degrees) * 3600.0) - ((get_minutes(degrees) * 60)) )

                  as INTEGER )

;

Now that we have our extraction functions in place, let's create one more function that brings
them all together to convert from degrees in decimal format to a fully specified string
indicating degrees, minutes, and seconds:

CREATE FUNCTION to_dms( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS VARCHAR(20)

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN

        ( CAST( CAST(degrees AS INTEGER) AS VARCHAR(20) ) ||

        'd ' ||

        CAST( get_minutes(degrees) AS VARCHAR(20) ) ||

        'm ' ||

        CAST( get_seconds(degrees) AS VARCHAR(20) ) ||

        's' )

;

Creating UDFs in Java

In the previous section, we created four user-defined functions using SQL. Though SQL is
perfectly sufficient for these functions, each of them could also have been created using Java.
For the sake of comparison, we'll do that now.

First, we create a new schema to handle our extensions and set the schema and path to
point to it:

CREATE SCHEMA geolocate_java;

SET SCHEMA 'geolocate_java';

SET PATH 'geolocate_java';

Second, we need a Java class that implements the conversions. To do so, we create a
Degree.java file containing the following code under a com/sqlstream/examples/geolocate
directory:

package com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate;

public class Degree {

    public static double getFraction( double degrees ) {

        return( degrees - Math.floor(degrees) );

    }

    public static int getMinutes( double degrees ) {

        return( (int)(getFraction(degrees) * 60.0) );

    }

    public static int getSeconds( double degrees ) {

        return (int)(((getFraction(degrees) * 3600.0)

                       - ((getMinutes(degrees) * 60)) ) );

    }

    public static String toDegMinSec( double degrees) {
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 int degs = (int)degrees;

  double mins = getMinutes(degrees);

 double secs = getSeconds(degrees);

 return(degs + "deg " + mins + "m " + secs + "s");

    }

}

Installing the UDF

We recommend building the UDF with mvn package or mvn install, then adding code along
the following lines to your SQL script to install the JAR:

CREATE JAR "GPSFuncsJavaLib"

    LIBRARY 'file:/home/aspen/gps.jar'

    OPTIONS(0);

--- This code loads the installed Java JAR file

Alternately, you can use a prepackated script called makeTarball.sh. This script runs mvn
package and adds a CREATE OR REPLACE JAR statement to install.sql, which you can
then run to install the UDF. makeTarball.sh is located here:

adapters/makeTarball.sh <plugin dir name>

Unpack the tarball into the directory $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugins.

In the created directory, you should find install.sql. To install your plugin with this method,
invoke sqllineClient (available in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin) with this script.

In order for Java UDFs to be available in s-Server, you need to declare them in SQL. See the
topic CREATE FUNCTION in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual for
more details. A typical UDF definition in SQL appears below.

CREATE FUNCTION get_fraction( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS DOUBLE

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME

'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree.getFraction'

;

CREATE FUNCTION get_minutes( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS INTEGER

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree.getMinutes'

;

CREATE FUNCTION get_seconds( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS INTEGER

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME 'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree.getSeconds'

;

CREATE FUNCTION to_dms( degrees DOUBLE )

    RETURNS VARCHAR(20)

    LANGUAGE JAVA
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    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME

'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Degree.toDegMinSec'

;

So far, all we've done is duplicate user defined functions in Java that we could have created in
SQL. Java functions, however, allow access to a much richer set of capabilities.

As an example, let's create a user-defined function that calculates the great-circle distance in
miles between two geographic locations, each of which is measured in degrees latitude and
longitude. We'll do this using a simple form of the great-circle distance equation, calculating
the central angle using the spherical law of cosines, and multiplying by the earth's radius in
miles. This requires the use of cosine, sine, and arcosine function which do not exist in SQL,
but do exist in the java.lang.Math package.

Create a Waypoint.java in the same directory as Degree.java containing the following code:

package com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate;

import java.lang.Math;

public class Waypoint {

    public static double getDistanceMiles( double lat1,

                                   double long1,

                                   double lat2,

                                   double long2 ) {

        -- Use the Great Circle Distance Formula

        -- to calculate distance in miles

 double rlat1 = Math.sin(Math.toRadians(lat1));

 double rlat2 = Math.sin(Math.toRadians(lat2));

 double rlong1 = Math.sin(Math.toRadians(long1));

 double rlong2 = Math.sin(Math.toRadians(long2));

 double cangle = Math.acos( Math.sin(rlat1) * Math.sin(rlat2) +

                                   Math.cos(rlat1) * Math.cos(rlat2) *

                                   Math.cos(rlong2-rlong1) );

        return ( 3963.0 * cangle );

    }

}

Install the UDF using the steps above.

Now, drop and recreate the jar file.

DROP JAR GPSFuncsJavaLib

  OPTIONS(0)

  CASCADE;

CREATE JAR GPSFuncsJavaLib

  LIBRARY 'file:/home/aspen/gps.jar'

  OPTIONS(0);

Finally, use CREATE FUNCTION to access the new Java extension:

CREATE FUNCTION find_distance

                  ( lat1 DOUBLE,  long1 DOUBLE, lat2 DOUBLE, long2 DOUBLE )

    RETURNS DOUBLE

    LANGUAGE JAVA
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    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME

      'GPSFuncsJavaLib:com.sqlstream.examples.geolocate.Waypoint.getDistanceMiles'

;

Note that dropping the jar file also required dropping all of the functions that depend on it,
which we accomplished using the CASCADE keyword. The degree functions can be
recreated using the same CREATE FUNCTION calls we used the first time around; that step
is omitted here for brevity.

Calling Java UDFs from SQL UDFs:

Finally, it's worth noting that a UDF defined in SQL can call a UDF defined in Java:

CREATE FUNCTION to_miles( lat1 DOUBLE,  long1 DOUBLE, lat2 DOUBLE, long2 DOUBLE )

    RETURNS VARCHAR(30)

    CONTAINS SQL

    RETURN ( CAST( find_distance(lat1, long1, lat2, long2) AS VARCHAR(20) )

            || ' miles'  )

;

9.3 Writing a UDX

aUser Defined Transforms (UDX) are simply User Defined Functions (UDFs) that return a
table or stream instead of a scalar value. SQLstream supports UDXs written in Java.
Developing custom UDXs requires knowledge of Java programming. 

This topic contains information on the following:

· Writing a UDX Overview

· Rowtime Bounds and UDXs

· Calculating Memory for UDXs

· Using Streaming ResultSet

Writing a UDX Overview

Once you write the and compile the UDX, you implement it in s-Server using the SQL
statement CREATE FUNCTION. The EXTERNAL NAME clause of a CREATE FUNCTION
statement associates the UDX with a public Java class. For more information, see Declaring
a UDX below. That class must contain a public execute() method. 

Note: This execute() method may raise a SQLException.

The execute() method must have one more argument than the UDX has parameters. A UDX
typically accepts one or more cursors (drawn from java.sql.ResultSet) along with scalar values
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(optional) as input parameters. These cursors can also employ "streaming" result sets, using
an extension of java.sql.ResultSet called com.sqlstream.jdbc.StreamingResultSet. The final
argument of the execute() method must have type java.sql.PreparedStatement. For more
information, see the topic Streaming ResultSet in this guide.

The leading arguments correspond, in order, to the UDX parameters. Such leading
arguments can have the following types:

· A scalar UDX parameter (in CREATE FUNCTION, this corresponds to a Java
argument, as described in the CREATE FUNCTION topic of the Guavus s-Server
Streaming SQL Reference Manual).

· A non-streaming UDX cursor parameter corresponds to a Java argument of type
java.sql.ResultSet.

· A streaming UDX cursor parameter corresponds to a Java argument of type
com.sqlstream.jdbc.StreamingResultSet.

An abstract class, com.sqlstream.plugin.impl.AbstractBaseUdx, is included in the file
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/lib/aspen-core.jar.  This file is installed with s-Server. For best efficiency,
we recommend building custom UDXs by extending this class. We provide an example of
doing so below.

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/<VERSION>/s-Server. . The Javadoc for AbstractBaseUdx is located at
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/doc/SQLstream-JDBC-API.zip.

Setting Up the UDX

The first part of developing a UDX involves setting up a Maven project for your UDX. For more
information on Maven, see https://maven.apache.org/ 

Using Maven, create your project.

As a parent pom, use $SQLSTREAM_HOME/examples/sdk/pom.xml.

Using this pom gives you compile time access to all of the API that's available within the s-Server plugin
environment, whether for a UDX, a UDF, or an adapter. 

Invoke $SQLSTREAM_HOME/examples/sdk/install.sh to install artifacts. 

A sample pom file for a UDX might look like the following:

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0

http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd">

  <modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

  <parent>

    <groupId>com.sqlstream.udr</groupId>

    <artifactId>udr</artifactId>

    <version>6.1.0-SNAPSHOT</version>

    <relativePath>..</relativePath>

  </parent>

https://maven.apache.org/
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  <artifactId>AesEncryptDecrypt</artifactId>

  <packaging>jar</packaging>

  <name>Aspen AES Encrypt/Decrypt UDX</name>

</project>

Simple UDX implementation using java.sql.ResultSet and
java.sql.PreparedStatement

Here is a simple example of a non-streaming UDX implementation that transfers column
values from the input cursor (java.sql.PreparedStatement) to the output cursor
(java.sql.ResultSet). This code will function as a UDX, but is not as efficient as extending
AbstractBaseUDX, described below. 

public static void execute(

    //copy input data to output prepared statement

    java.sql.ResultSet inputRows, int input1, String input2, double input3,

    java.sql.PreparedStatement  results) 

     throws SQLException

    {

    while(inputRows.next()) {

         //read row from input

        try {

            int numColumns = inputRows.getMetaData().getColumnCount();

           for(int i = 1; i <= numColumns; i++) {results.setObject(i,

inputRows.getObject(i));} 

           // …

           // custom code that transforms data according to your specifications

           // …

        } catch (SQLException se) {

            tracer.warning(

                "Failed to execute function or set parameters for output");

        }

        results.executeUpdate();     // push the row out.

    }

}

Using a JAVA User Defined Transform (UDX) to Create Custom
Windowed Aggregation Functions

The topic below describes how a JAVA User Defined Transform (UDX) can be used to create
custom windowed aggregation functions that aggregate values on a "tumbling" window of
rows over time.

SQL standard Aggregation syntax

SELECT STREAM

    FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), "partCol1", "partCol2",

    "CustomAgg1"("aggCol") AS "aggResult1",

    "CustomAgg2"("aggCol2") AS "aggResult2"

FROM "aStream" AS s

GROUP BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE), "partCol1", "partCol2";
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In the SQL example above, "CustomAgg1" & "CustomAgg2" are custom aggregation
functions that a user needs to implement in JAVA. Subsequent paragraphs describe how you
can use a JAVA UDX can be used to implement such custom aggregation.

First, we declare (create) the UDX that can be used to perform Windowed Aggregation:

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION "GroupingAggUDX"(

    "inputRows" CURSOR

    "aggColName1" VARCHAR(64), "partitionColName1" VARCHAR(64),

    "aggColName2" VARCHAR(64), "partitionColName2" VARCHAR(64),

    "rowtimeColName" VARCHAR(64), "windowSize" INTEGER)

    RETURNS TABLE (

        ROWTIME TIMESTAMP,

        "partCol1" VARCHAR(64),

        "partCol2" INTEGER,

        "aggResult1" DOUBLE,

        "aggResult2" DOUBLE

    )

    LANGUAGE JAVA

    PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

    NO SQL

    EXTERNAL NAME '"SampleJar":com.sqlstream.sample.functions.Sample.SimpleUDX';

As of now, the semantics expressed in windowed aggregation syntax above can be
implemented by invoking the sample UDX as described below with the UDX definition we
created earlier. 

Note: When a table function returns an infinite result, it needs to be wrapped with a
STREAM(...) marker when invoked. s-Server will return an error otherwise.

SELECT STREAM ("GroupingAggUDX"(

    CURSOR(SELECT STREAM * FROM "aStream"),

    'aggCol1', 'partCol1', 'aggCol2', 'partCol2', 'ROWTIME', 60000));

The JAVA code below shows the basic structure of how windowed aggregation semantics
can be implemented using the function "context" to maintain "windows" of rows and
aggregated results that are partitioned by partition column.

import com.sqlstream.plugin.impl.AbstractBaseUdx;

import java.sql.*;

import com.sqlstream.jdbc.*;

public class Sample extends AbstractBaseUdx {

       FunctionContext context;

private Sample(

    java.sql.ResultSet inputRows,

    java.sql.PreparedStatement resultInserter)

    throws SQLException

{
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    super(newTracer(), inputRows, resultInserter);

    context = newFunctionContext();

}

public static double simpleUDX(

    java.sql.ResultSet inputRows,

    String aggColName1, String aggColName2,

    String partColName1, String partColName2, String rowtimeColName,

    int windowSize, java.sql.PreparedStatement resultInserter)

    throws SQLException

{

    Sample instance = new Sample(inputRows, resultInserter);

    

    // Following determines columnIndexes in inputRows for columns

    // needed to compute aggregate

    context.updateContext(

        aggColName1, aggColName2,

        partColName1, partColName2, rowtimeColName,

        windowSize);

    instance.run();

}

public void run() throws SQLException {

    while (inputRows.next()) { 

        ...

        String partCol1 = inputRows.getString(functionContext.partColIdx1);

        int partCol2 = inputRows.getInt(functionContext.partColIdx2);

        long rowtimeCol =

           inputRows.getTimestamp(functionContext.rowtimeIdx).getTime();

        while (functionContext.flushGroupedResults(rowtimeCol)) {

            AggBucket bucket = functionContext.getNextBucket();

            functionContext.passGroupingColumns(bucket, resultInserter);

            // set the parameter for aggResult column defined in

            // RETURNS clause of the UDX

            resultInserter.setDouble(

                functionContext.aggResultIdx1, bucket.getResult1());

            resultInserter.setDouble(

                functionContext.aggResultIdx2, bucket.getResult2());

            // insert the result row to the output table of the UDX.

            resultInserter.executeUpdate();

        }

        AggBucket agg = functionContext.getAggBucket(    

            partCol1, partCol2, rowtimeCol, windowSize);

        if (agg == null) {

            functionConext.addAggBucket(newAggBucket(

                partCol1, partCol2, rowtimeCol, windowSize));

        }

        

        double aggCol1 = inputRows.getDouble(functionContext.aggColIdx1);

        double aggCol2 = inputRows.getDouble(functionContext.aggColIdx2);

        agg.updateBucket(aggCol2, aggCol2);

        ...

        

    }

}
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}

Rowtime bounds and UDXes

The code samples in earlier sections work using simple JDBC APIs. As with all s-Server
streaming SQL, you need to use the SQLstream extensions to these APIs to handle rowtime
bounds (punctuations). The subtopic Rowtime Bounds and UDXs below describes this
concept in more detail. As topic discusses, you need to use
com.sqlstream.jdbc.StreamingResultSet and com.sqlstream.jdbc.StreamingPreparedStatement

interfaces for handling rowtime bounds.

The following code block provides an example of implementing rowtime bounds using these
two classes:

import java.sql.*;

import com.sqlstream.jdbc.*;

import com.sqlstream.StreamingResultSet.RowEvent;

public class SimpleUdx extends AbstractBaseUdx {

    private int input1;

    private String input2;

    private double input3;

    

    private SimpleUdx(

    java.sql.ResultSet inputRows, int input1, String input2,

    double input3, java.sql.PreparedStatement  results)

{

    super(tracer, inputRows, results);

    createPassMap();

    this.input1 = input1;

    this.input2 = input2;

    this.input3 = input3;

}

public static void execute(

    java.sql.ResultSet inputRows, int input1, String input2,

    double input3, java.sql.PreparedStatement  results)

    throws SQLException

{

    SimpleUdx instance =

        new SimpleUdx(inputRows, input1, input2, input3, results);

    instance.run();

}

public void run() throws SQLException

{

    StreamingResultSet in = (StreamingResultSet)inputRows;

    StreamingPreparedStatement out = (StreamingPreparedStatement)results;

                 while (true) {

                 try {

                         RowEvent e = in.nextRowOrRowtime(maxIdle);

                         switch (e) {

                         case EndOfStream:

                              // < custom code to handle rowtime bound

   //end of stream >

                              return;  // end of input

                         case Timeout:
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                             // <no data after waiting for queryTimeoutMillis>

                             continue;  

    // <custom code for handling what happens when server

times out>

                         case NewRow:

                             transferColumns(in, null, out, passList);

                             // <custom code to process new row> 

                             break;

                         case NewRowtimeBound:

                         Timestamp newBound = in.getRowtimeBound();

                         // <custom code>

                         // pass the rowtime bound to out

                         out.setRowtimeBound(newBound);

                         continue;

                         }

                     } catch (SQLException se) {

                         // custom code. Typically swallow the exception here.

                     }

                     out.executeUpdate();    // throw SQLException

                 } 

}

}

Installing the UDX

We recommend building the UDX with mvn package or mvn install, then adding code along
the following lines to your SQL script to install the JAR:

CREATE JAR "GPSFuncsJavaLib"

    LIBRARY 'file:/home/aspen/gps.jar'

    OPTIONS(0);

--- This code loads the installed Java JAR file

Alternately, you can use a prepackaged script called makeTarball.sh. This script runs mvn
package and adds a CREATE OR REPLACE JAR statement to install.sql, which you can
then run to install the UDF. makeTarball.sh is located here:

adapters/makeTarball.sh <plugin dir name>

Unpack the tarball into the directory $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugins.

In the created directory, you should find install.sql. To install your plugin, invoke sqllineClient
(available in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin) with this script.

Declaring UDXs in s-Server

In order for UDXs to be available in s-Server, you need to declare them in SQL. See the topic
CREATE FUNCTION in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual for more
details. A typical UDX definition in SQL is shown below.

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION simple_udx(
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    inputRows CURSOR, input1 INTEGER,

    input2 VARCHAR(20), input3 DOUBLE)

RETURNS (inputRows.*, output1 DOUBLE, output2 INTEGER, output3 VARCHAR(40))

LANGUAGE JAVA

PARAMETER STYLE SYSTEM DEFINED JAVA

NO SQL

--EXTERNAL NAME ‘your_jar:com.yourcompany.component.yourUDX.yourMethod’

EXTERNAL NAME simple_jar:com.sqlstream.plugin.simple.SimpleUdx.execute;

The function definition above searches for the static method
com.sqlstream.plugin.simple.SimpleUdx.execute() in the jar file
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/SimpleUdx.jar. 

It looks for the method with the signature

public static void execute(java.sql.ResultSet inputRows, int input1, String input2,

double input3, java.sql.PreparedStatement  results) throws SQLException

Note that the java method signature has one extra parameter, results, compared to the
signature in a typical SQL function definition. The parameter results represents the RETURNS
clause of the function definition. It is the java.sql.PreparedStatement for the insert operation to
the temporary table/stream being returned by the function. When the UDX is called, s-Server
will automatically pass this PreparedStatement as the last parameter of the java method call.

The input cursors can be accessed using the following:

· Non-streaming API, java.sql.ResultSet. See
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/sql/ResultSet.html for more details.

· Streaming API, com.sqlstream.jdbc.StreamingResultSet. This API is defined by
SQLstream and extended from java.sql.ResultSet. This API is necessary to handle
punctuations in the UDX implementation. See the topic Streaming ResultSet below for
more details.

Rowtime Bounds and UDXs

In writing UDXs for s-Server, you need to be aware of rowtime bounds and how these affect
application performance. A rowtime bound is an assertion about the future contents of a
stream. It states that the next row in the stream will have a ROWTIME no earlier than the
value of the bound. 

Rowtime bounds are necessary elements of streaming SQL, because they prevent
unnecessary lag time in waiting for a row, especially in situations where there will be known
lag between rows. For example, if your streams track stock or other market activity, and the
market tracked closes at 5 pm and will not open until 9 am the following day, rowtime bounds
tell the system to not expect a new row until 9 am.

It is a fundamental characteristic of Guavus s-Server that there may be arbitrarily long
intervals between client thread calls. For example, a data-producing thread might insert a row
of data, then block, waiting for another part of the application to produce more data. A data-
consuming thread might block waiting for stream data, thus preventing that thread from doing

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/sql/ResultSet.html
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other useful work. In either case, the thread may fail while executing in application code and
never return to the UDX for data or an orderly cleanup.

A UDX written for s-Server must be aware of these system characteristics. 

Rowtime Bounds: Forcing Timely Output

A stream is a sequence of timestamped messages (or rows): each row has a rowtime, and
the sequence is ordered by rowtime. The current time of a stream is the rowtime of the latest
row. When a relational operator executes, rows are passing downstream through that
operator. The current time of its output stream(s) cannot be later than the latest of the
rowtimes in all of its inputs.

For efficiency, current time is implicit in the data. (The stream is implemented as an
"asynchronous" series of messages). But this means the current time of a stream advances
only when the next message arrives. This can be a problem for certain operations, which
pause waiting for one more input message. 

Some examples are merging and rolling windows. Each potentially causes performance
problems if you do not implement mechanisms to handle rowtimes gracefully in cases of
noticeable real time gaps between input rows. (In many implementations, where messages
are continuous, these issues do not come into play, though it is best practice to account for
them anyway. To solve the problems of merging, you need a mechanism to advance the
current time of a stream explicitly and immediately, without waiting for an additional message.

Merging

Merging occurs when several clients insert into the same named stream or when the UNION
ALL operator executes. In either case, the output row is the earliest input row, taken from the
input stream with the earliest current time. But to know the current time of all input streams,
the system must wait for a row to arrive on each. This can cause the operator to wait and
introduce a delay in downstream processing. Note that this happens only when there is a
noticeable real time gap between input rows. Otherwise, waiting is negligible or a next row is
already buffered up.

Rolling Windows

A window of a stream is a sequential block of messages. Rolling windows (also called sliding
windows) means a partitioning of a stream into a series of windows: for instance, a series that
groups together all messages with a rowtime in the same hour (called rolling one hour
windows).

· An example rolling-window query is to find totals and other statistics for the last hour
of a stream of trades. This, too, has an issue with timeliness. When does a window
end? Only when the next window begins, when a row arrives that belongs to the next
window. Here again the system delays, waiting for a row to arrive.

Setting and Getting Rowtime Bounds

For rolling hourly windows, the client inserting the data should set a rowtime bound
(constraint) on the hour, in order to close off an hourly window. The only information this
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constraint carries is a rowtime. s-Server extends the PreparedStatement interface to handle
such constraints.

By setting a rowtime bound with a value of noon, a data source is asserting a constraint on
the future of the stream: noon is a lower bound to all forthcoming rows. In other words, the
source is announcing that it has nothing more to say until noon.

The rowtime bound applies to the inserted data, not to the rolling averages query that makes
use of it, nor to any client reading from that query.

· To set a stream's rowtime bound, the client program can use
StreamingPreparedStatement.setRowtimeBound(). See the topic SQLstream JDBC
Driver in this guide for more details.

· To get (acquire) the most recently set rowtime bound, use
StreamingStatement.getRowtimeBound(). See the topic SQLstream JDBC Driver in
this guide for more details.

· You can also CAST ResultSet to Streaming ResultSet to manage rowtime bounds.
See the topic Streaming ResultSet below for more details.

See the topic What are Rowtime Bounds? in the Guavus s-Server Concepts Guide for more
details. 

Calculating Memory for Custom UDXs

Depending on whether your UDX maintains memory-intensive structures, you may need to
increase the Java heap allocation for s-Server when you implement your custom UDX. If your
UDX requires anything more than 128M, you will need to adjust the heap size for the Java
implementation of s-Server. 

Note: Basic operations will not require significant memory, nor will any of the built-in plugins
for s-Server.

If your Java-based-UDX holds columns in memory, you will need to increase the heap
allocation by the amount needed to hold these columns:

Maximum number of rows saved in memory * (total size of row + size of any char rows)*the
minimum window size

For example, if you save 100,000 rows in memory, and the total row size is 50 bytes, and the
maximum window you maintain is an hour, you will need to increase the heap allocation by
10.7G

32 bytes * 100000 rows * 3600 = 18000000000 bytes = 10.7 G

To do so:

1. Edit the file defineAspenRuntime.sh to alter heap allocation. This file is where heap
parameter is set. 
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2. Edit the line -Xmx1536m. For example, to change the heap parameter to 4G, you
would change this number to 4096m.

3. Restart s-Server by typing !quit into the Guavus s-Server terminal window and
starting the server again.

Using Streaming ResultSet

The Streaming ResultSet interface provides extends the standard ResultSet interface to
include information on the next incoming row or rowtime bound. (See
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/sql/ResultSet.html) Knowledge of the next
incoming row is crucial for streaming SQL because this lets you tell the system to "wait" for
the next row. You should CAST ResultSet to Streaming ResultSet in order to use the
functions below. 

Nested Class Summary

Modifier and Type Interface and Description

static class StreamingResultSet.RowEvent

Method Summary

Modifier and Type Method and Description

Timestamp getRowtimeBound()
Returns the latest rowtime bound from the target stream.

StreamingResultSet.RowEvent nextRowOrRowtime()
Extension to ResultSet.next that returns when the next row or new rowtime
bound arrives. Returns row, rowtime bound, or timeout.

StreamingResultSet.RowEvent nextRowOrRowtime(long timeout)
Extension to ResultSet.next that returns when the next row or new rowtime
bound arrives.

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/sql/ResultSet.html
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Method Detail

Method Detail

nextRowOrRowtime StreamingResultSet.RowEvent nextRowOrRowtime()
                                             throws SQLException
Extension to ResultSet.next that returns when the next row or new rowtime bound
arrives.
Returns:
RowEvent indicating whether row or rowtime bound has arrived. If NewRow is
returned, then JDBC fields will be set as in ResultSet.next.
Throws:
SQLException

getRowtimeBound Timestamp getRowtimeBound()
                          throws SQLException
Returns the latest rowtime bound from the target stream. This is a lower bound
on the rowtime of the next row to arrive on the stream.
Returns:
rowtime bound (UTC)
Throws:
SQLException

StreamingResultSet.RowEvent

Method Summary

Methods 

Modifier and Type Method and Description

static
StreamingResultSet.Ro
wEvent

valueOf(String name)

Returns the enum constant of this type with the specified name.

static

StreamingResultSet.Ro
wEvent[]

values()

Returns an array containing the constants of this enum type, in the
order they are declared.

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Enum

clone, compareTo, equals, finalize, getDeclaringClass, hashCode, name, ordinal, toString,
valueOf

Methods inherited from class java.lang.Object

getClass, notify, notifyAll, wait, wait, wait
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Enum Constant Detail

EndOfStream public static final StreamingResultSet.RowEvent EndOfStream

NewRow public static final StreamingResultSet.RowEvent NewRow

NewRowtimeBo
und

public static final StreamingResultSet.RowEvent NewRowtimeBound

Timeout public static final StreamingResultSet.RowEvent Timeout

Method Detail

values public static StreamingResultSet.RowEvent[] values()
Returns an array containing the constants of this enum type, in the order they are declared.
This method may be used to iterate over the constants as follows:
for (StreamingResultSet.RowEvent c : StreamingResultSet.RowEvent.values())
    System.out.println(c);
Returns:
an array containing the constants of this enum type, in the order they are declared

valueOf valueOf
public static StreamingResultSet.RowEvent valueOf(String name)
Returns the enum constant of this type with the specified name. The string must match
exactly an identifier used to declare an enum constant in this type. (Extraneous whitespace
characters are not permitted.)
Parameters:
name - the name of the enum constant to be returned.
Returns:
the enum constant with the specified name
Throws:
IllegalArgumentException - if this enum type has no constant with the specified name
NullPointerException - if the argument is null

10 Generating Test Data with DataGen

DataGen is a program which generates test data for SQLstream applications, and pushes the
data into a defined s-Server stream using the SQLstream JDBC Driver .

It is supplied either as part of the distributed SQLstream product or as part of the Client Tools
download from the SQLstream website (via SQLstream-6.0.0-clienttools-linux.run or
SQLstream-client-tools-6.0.0-windows.exe). 
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DataGen uses two kinds of spec files written in XML, stored in a directory called "config."
These can be combined into the same XML file, though separating the two is a recommended
process.

· A TupleRule XML document tells Datagen what kind of data to generate, describing the
rules for generating sample data for each column in a tuple (row). The format of a
TupleRule document is defined by TupleRule.xsd.

· A DataSet XML document tells Datagen how to deliver this data, in terms of timeframe,
pattern, intensity, and so on, describing the rules for generating a sequence of tuples. The
format of a DataSet document is defined by DataSet.xsd. A DataSet doc may either refer to
an external TupleRule file (recommended) or may contain an embedded TupleRule
element.

Guavus s-Server ships with sample spec files, which are installed in
$opt/sqlstream/4.0.XXX/clienttools/datagen/conf/samples.

However, you will most likely want to write TupleRules and DataSets which mimic your real-
world conditions.

DataGen performs a validating parse of TupleRule and DataSet instance documents using
the XSD schema definition documents. To take advantage of schema validation and self-
documenting annotations in the XSDs, we recommend you use a a schema-aware authoring
tool such as XMLSpy to create TupleRule and DataSet instance documents.

Executing DataGen

You execute DataGen from the command line as follows.

Linux:

datagen.sh [options] rulefile rulefile ...

Windows:

datagen.cmd [options] rulefile rulefile ...

where "rulefile" is a spec file such as sales.bids.random.set.xml

DataGen Options

Options are specified from the command line and are defined below. In Linux typical use
might be something like the following:

datagen.sh -t -v -u jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://localhost:5570 conf/samples/sales.bids.fast.set.xml

A Windows example would work similarly, with "datagen.cmd" substituted for "datagen.sh".
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Option Parameters Explanation

-c, --config= <dir> Specifies filesystem path to local DataGen config directory.

--repeat <num> number of times to repeat the data set default is 1

--
streamSuffixBegin

<num> Specifies beginning value of the integer suffix for the
stream name. Not commonly used.

--streamSuffixEnd <num> Specifies ending value of the integer suffix for the stream
name. Not commonly used.

-f, --file= <filename> Specifies filesystem path to output CSV file. Only
applicable if "csv" selected for sinktype.

-h, --help Displays help. 

-n, --username= <username> Specifies username (if necessary) for connection to
SQLstream server.

-p, --password= <password> Specifies password (if necessary) for connection to
SQLstream server.

-s, --sink= <sinktype> Specifies data sink type: "stream", "null", or "csv"
Default=stream.

-t, --timing Requests a final message with times & row rates, which
goes to stdout.

-u, --uri= <uri> Specifies JDBC URI for SQLstream server. 

Example: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://host:port

-v, --verbose Enable verbose output. This option requests a few
start/stop/progress messages, which go to stdout.

XML spec files

XML files are specified from the command line after options, and can be one or one or more
Tuple or DataSet rules.

<TupleRule>

The TupleRule determines the content and form of the date itself. You write these to mimic
the kind of data you want to test in Guavus s-Server.

The tag itself contains two attributes
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· note: Optional note to describe purpose or characteristics of this tuple rule, for change
history and so on. Attributes: date, version.

· sink: Data sink specification. Attributes: schema (name for sink object), name (stream,
view, table)

The following rules are enclosed within the <TupleRule> tag. Any of the following rules can be
specified in any order. Attributes are defined in another table following.

Rule Descripti
on

Attributes and Example

LongDataRule Rule for
generating
long data.

CommonRuleAttributes: name, randomize, seed, wrap. 
LongRuleAttributes: first, last, step
Example:
<LongDataRule name="shares" first="300" last="700" step="20"/>

This rule would generate a series of values for a column named
"shares," starting at 300 and increasing in increments of 20 until it
reaches 700.

TimeDataRule Rule for
generating
datetime
data.

CommonRuleAttributes: name, randomize, seed, wrap.
TimeRuleAttributes: first, last, pattern, step.
Example:
<TimeDataRule name="time" first="*" last="*+7200000"
step="600000"/>

Note: "*" tells Datagen to start with current time. This rule would
generate a series of values for a column named "time," starting at
the current time when the rule is called and increasing in
increments of 600000 milliseconds until it reaches 7200000
milliseconds from the starting time

DoubleDataRule Rule for
generating
double-
precision
data. 

CommonRuleAttributes: name, randomize, seed, wrap.
DoubleRuleAttributes: first, last, precision, step.
Example:
<DoubleDataRule name="price" first="15.00" last="20.00"
step="0.50" precision="2"/>

This rule uses a double value in order to implement floating point
variables (15.5, 16.5, 17.5, and so on). See
http://www.homeandlearn.co.uk/java/double_variables.html for
more information. This rule would generate a series of values for
a column named "price," starting at 15 and increasing in
increments of .50 until it reaches 20.

Note: Precision refers to the number of decimal points retained. If
undeclared or zero, all decimal points are preserved

StringDataRule Rule for
generating
string data.

CommonRuleAttributes: name, randomize, seed, wrap.
StringRuleAttributes: phraseCount
Example:
<StringDataRule name="_commentAlpha">
        <item>A</item>
        <item>B</item>
        <item>C</item>
      </StringDataRule>

http://www.homeandlearn.co.uk/java/double_variables.html
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This rule would generate a series of values for a column called
"_commentAlpha", starting at A and ending at C. Note: Any number
of items can be defined using the <item> tag.

CompoundDataRule Rule for
generating
formatted
data from
multiple
constituent
rules.

Name, format.
CompoundDataRule also constituent DataRules enclosed in its
tag.
Example:
<CompoundDataRule name="comment" format="sample
comment">
      <StringDataRule name="_commentAlpha">
        <item>A</item>
        <item>B</item>
        <item>C</item>
      </StringDataRule>
      <LongDataRule name="_commentNum" first="1" last="3"
step="1"/>
    </CompoundDataRule>

This rule would generate a concatenated column called
"comment," with values "A1," "B2," and "C3".

Definition of attributes for above

Attribute Type Description Values

name STRING Name of column

randomize BOOLEAN Whether
randomization should
be done

true => generate randomized data;
false => generate linear data that might also
wrap

seed LONG A positive
randomization seed

Only used if randomize is true.

wrap BOOLEAN Wrap to beginning of
data range.

true, false
Only applies if randomize is false.

first Use the same type as
in the rule being
applied.

Used as starting or
minimum value in
generating data
values.

last Use the same type as
in the rule being
applied.

Used as ending or
maximum value.

step Use the same type as
in the rule being
applied.

Step size (default is 1). 0

precision INT Precision refers to the
number of decimal
points retained. If
undeclared or zero, all
decimal points are
preserved.

< 0 means ALL (only applies to
DoubleDataRule)
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<TupleRule> Example

The rule below produces tuples with the following columns: time, ticker, shares, price,
expiryMs, comment.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<TupleRule 

        xmlns="http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0" 

        xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

        xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0 ../TupleRule.xsd">

    <note version="0.3" date="2008-06-18">linear rules for sales.bids stream</note>

    <sink schema="SALES" name="BIDS" />

    <!-- stream columns: time, ticker, shares, price, expiryMs, comment -->

    <TimeDataRule name="time" first="*" last="*+7200000" step="600000"/>

    <StringDataRule name="ticker">

        <item>SQLS</item>

        <item>ORCL</item>

        <item>MSFT</item>

        <item>ADBE</item>

    </StringDataRule>

    <LongDataRule name="shares" first="300" last="700" step="200"/>

    <DoubleDataRule name="price" first="15.00" last="20.00" step="0.50"

precision="2"/>

    <LongDataRule name="expiryMs" first="600000" last="18000000" step="60000"/>

    <CompoundDataRule name="comment" format="sample comment %s-%d">

      <StringDataRule name="_commentAlpha">

        <item>A</item>

        <item>B</item>

        <item>C</item>

      </StringDataRule>

      <LongDataRule name="_commentNum" first="1" last="3" step="1"/>

    </CompoundDataRule>

</TupleRule>

DataGen and rowtimes

When working with streams, ROWTIME is a special column. ROWTIME is typically a
system-defined column of type TIMESTAMP, included in every stream definition. Rows in a
stream always have monotonically ascending values for ROWTIME. However, you can also
explicitly set a value for ROWTIME. When you do so, the explicit value of ROWTIME
substitutes for the explicit system-defined ROWTIME column.

To specify a ROWTIME value, you will need to write a TimeDataRule with a column named
ROWTIME. The name "ROWTIME" tells s-Server to substitute this value for the system-
generated value.

Using fixed ROWTIMEs

When you set an explicit ROWTIME, you cause the sink (target) stream rowtime bounds to
be set to a datetime in the past. 

Before running DataGen with an explicitly defined ROWTIME, you should restart Guavus s-
Server to reset the sink stream's rowtimes before running a DataSet with fixed rowtimes
Otherwise, rows from the second run will be rejected as being older than the last ROWTIME
as set by the 1st run. Restarting SQLstream leaves stream rowtime bounds unconstrained
until the first row (or rowtime bound) has been processed.
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Note: Even you set ROWTIME to a future time, are used in the test, the start timestamp is
still earlier than the end timestamp, and the Guavus s-Server should be restarted to clear
stream rowtime bounds.

You can also clear stream rowtimes by dropping and recreating the stream.

Using current ROWTIMEs

Current times can be expressed using simple contemporaneous date-time specs wherever a
timestamp value is required:

"*" current-time when constructor runs.

"**" current-time each time a row is generated

"*+nnnn" current-time plus delta in milliseconds.

"*-nnnn" current-time minus delta in milliseconds.

<DataSet> Attributes

The <DataSet> tag determines how data is delivered. The following attributes, specified in a
DataSet document, describe the amount, pattern, and frequency of tuples (rows) generated.
The following are all attributes of the <DataSet> tag.
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Attribute Type Description

start DATE Date/time when DataGen should begin streaming data. If value
is zero, DataGen will start immediately.

Example:
2014-10-22T21:30:00.0Z

stop DATE Date/time when DataGen should stop streaming data. If value is
zero, DataGen will run forever or until tuple count is reached.

Example:
2014-10-22T21:30:00.0Z

commit BOOLEA
N

Auto or manual commit mode.

True = Autocommit on

tupleStyle CHAR The tupleStyle enum must be one of {none, steady, random, bursty}. These

indicate the pattern of data generation: 
none. This generates no tuples, rowtime bounds (punctuation) are sent if
punctStyle=TUPLE.

steady: tuples delivered by a millisecond interval determined by tupleInterval

random: tuples delivered at random interval, <i>n</i> millis, where 0 <=
<i>n</i> <= tupleInterval

bursty: tuples delivered in bursts set by burstCount. Interval between tuples
in milliseconds is determined by tupleInterval. Interval between bursts in
milliseconds is determined by burstInterval.

tupleCount LONG Total tuples (rows) to be generated.

tupleInterval LONG Milliseconds between tuples (rows) generated.

burstCount LONG Number of tuples per burst.

Only applies if bursty is selected for tupleStyle.

burstInterval LONG Milliseconds between bursts.

Only applies if bursty is selected for tupleStyle.

punctStyle STATIC
ENUM

The punctStyle enum must be one of {none, tuple, burst}.
Whether and how to send a rowtime bound.

none: no explicit rowtime bound (punctuation) sent.

tuple: explicit rowtime bound (punctuation) sent after each tuple.

burst: explicit rowtime bound (punctuation) sent after each burst.

finalPunct DATE Date/time of final rowtime bound. If value is zero, no final
rowtime bound will be sent.

finalPause LONG Milliseconds between last tuple and stream close.

maximumRate LONG Maximum rate in tuples per second.

A DataSet document can also have a <note> tag, which has version and date attributes and
contains a description of the dataset:
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  <note version="0.1" date="2007-07-30">5000-row bursty test with linear data and

burst punctuation</note>

A DataSet document can also link to an external TupleRuleFile document. We recommend
defining TupleRules in external documents. This lets you define multiple datasets using the
same TupleRule:

  <TupleRuleFile href="sales.bids.linear.row.xml"/>

Example

The following example defines a data set and links to an external TupleRule file.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<DataSet

  xmlns="http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0"

  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

  xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0 ../DataSet.xsd"

  start="2006-10-22T21:30:00.0Z"

  stop="2006-10-22T21:30:30.0Z"

  commit="auto"

  tupleStyle="bursty"

  tupleCount="5000"

  tupleInterval="0"

  burstCount="25"

  burstInterval="500"

  punctStyle="burst"

  finalPause="2000" >

  <note version="0.1" date="2007-07-30">5000-row bursty test with linear data and

burst punctuation</note>

  <TupleRuleFile href="sales.bids.linear.row.xml"/>

</DataSet>

Combined Example

You can combine <DataSet> and <TupleRule> in the same file (though this practice is not
recommended because it provides less flexibility in terms of separating data format from data
delivery.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<DataSet

  xmlns="http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0"

  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

  xsi:schemaLocation=

        "http://www.SQLstream.com/xml/datagen/0 ../../datagen/DataSet.xsd"

  start="2006-10-22T21:30:00.0Z"

  stop="2006-10-22T21:30:30.0Z"

  tupleStyle="steady"

  tupleCount="5000"

  tupleInterval="100"

  burstCount="0"

  burstInterval="0"

  punctStyle="none"

  finalPause="2000" >

  <note version="0.1" date="2008-07-10">5000 random bids on several tickers,

10/sec</note>

  <TupleRule>

    <note version="0.1"

          date="2008-07-10">random rules for sales.bids stream</note>

    <sink schema="SALES" name="BIDS" />
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    <!-- stream columns: time, ticker, shares, price, expiryMs, comment -->

    <TimeDataRule name="time" randomize="true" seed="13" first="*" last="*+7200000"/>

    <StringDataRule name="ticker" randomize="true" seed="17">

        <item>SQLS</item>

        <item>ORCL</item>

        <item>MSFT</item>

        <item>ADBE</item>

    </StringDataRule>

    <LongDataRule name="shares" randomize="true" seed="19"

        first="300" last="700" step="100"/>

    <DoubleDataRule name="price" randomize="true" seed="23"

        first="15.00" last="200.00" step="5.00" precision="2"/>

  </TupleRule>

</DataSet>

DataGen property file

Using the property file datagen.properties you can specify URI, username and password. For
SQLstream these properties can usually be defaulted:

Property name Default Description

datagen.datasink.jdbc.uri jdbc:sqlstream: default sink (target) JDBC URI

datagen.datasink.jdbc.user sa username for server connections

datagen.datasink.jdbc.pass (none) password for server connections
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